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The following historical research centres on the development of Manual 
Training in Queensland while at the same time focusing on the hypothesis that the 
major forces of influence on curriculum change within the subject area have been 
from internal rather than external sources. 
The research has been divided into three sections which relate to significant 
phases in the history of Manual Training in Queensland. Section A, 1885 to 1909, 
discusses The Foundation Years during which the subject was introduced to 
Queensland through the technical college movement. Section B, 1910 to 1932, 
covers the years of consolidation which saw the firm establishment of Manual 
Training into the State education system. Section C, 1933 to 1970, examines the 
fluctuating fortunes of Manual Training and the changes which occurred due to the 
expansion of secondary education. 
Manual Training, a form of practical education centring on the use of tools 
and materials, was first introduced to Queensland in 1885 by the School of Arts 
Movement. This private provider of early technical classes evolved into the 
Technical Education Branch of the Department of Public Instruction which nurtured 
and supported Manual training in its early primitive form. It was later refined, 
developed and promoted by prominent technical education administrators and soon 
spread throughout the State. 
Direct Departmental involvement was limited during the early years of its 
existence but increased substantially with the establishment of Rural Schools, 
Vocational Centres and Travelling Schools during the period 1917-1932. While 
most of this early development took place in the primary sector secondary Manual 
training also had its begiiming in technical education. A Day School for post 
primary students was established in the Central Technical College and over a period 
of 12 years it evolved into a Technical High School. This later became the 
Industrial High School which provided a model of Industrial courses for the 
emerging State high schools. 
By the 1960's, changes in the structure of the school system heralded the 
demise of primary Manual Training but also the expansion of secondary Manual 
Training. The most significant changes which occurred during this latter part of the 
study included the establishment of a Manual Training teachers association, the 
appointment of specialist inspectors, changes to the teacher training program and the 
expansion of the secondary industrial courses. 
While there were external pressures for curriculum change, and in some 
instances these changes were adopted, the research has shown that they were 
minimal. The internal influences were the dominant ones and these came mainly 
from administrators who were strong advocates of Manual Training. 
The research, which has drawn extensively from primary sources, attempts 
to fill a gap in the historical records of education in Queensland and in so doing 
provides an insight into the past and a measure of understanding of the present. 
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A HISTORY OF MANUAL TRAINING IN QUEENSLAND: 1885 1970. 
What of the past? Can a man in any country afford to ignore what came before him 
and still live fully? In Australia such a man lives in poverty of spirit that is hard to 
describe hut easy to recognise. If he believes that the life led in his country by his 
forefathers in the three generations previous to his own was totally without interest 
and unworthy to be remembered and recorded, what is he likely to think of the time 
and place in which he himself lives? 
Nettie Palmer 
Melbourne, 1932. 
Preface to the second edition of 
Tom Petrie's Reminiscences of Early Queensland 
Constance Campbell Petrie, 
(Queensland: University of Queensland Press, 1992), xii. 
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PREFACE 
Historians must ever be mindful that no historical work is definitive. It may 
be successful in achieving its particular aims and it is with this belief that the 
following sttidy is presented to its critics. The sttidy attempts to chart ttie history of 
Manual Training in Queensland and at the same time to investigate the development 
of its associated curriculum change. 
Authentic primary sources from archival material and reliable secondary 
sources were drawn upon to help recreate the past. It is anticipated that the 
information collected and the interpretation derived from it would enable the 
evolution of the Manual Training subject area to be porfrayed and its curriculum 
development traced. 
The research involved the categorisation of data into the discrete aspects of 
the subject's evolution. As each piece of information was examined, an 
interpretation of its role in the overall development was determined and 
corresponding comments made. The material was then classified into chronological 
sequence to enable an overall picture to develop. Because no history of Manual 
Training in Queensland has ever been written, it was determined that both 
descriptive and explanatory techniques should be employed to enable a better 
examination and interpretation of the data. 
The purpose of the research is therefore twofold. First, to endeavour to 
piece together a comprehensive narrative of the history of Manual Training in 
Queensland and second, to present one explanation of the events which took place 
and their subsequent effect on later developments. 
X V 
There were problems encountered during the research, mainly relating to the 
accruing of data. The prejudice or carelessness of earlier 'keepers of the records' 
became evident as gaps appeared in the source material. Nevertheless, there were 
enough pieces of the jig-saw available to piece together a coherent perspective of 
the subject's evolution. A history of Manual Training in Queensland began to 
emerge. Another problem was trying to achieve a balance in the recording of 85 
years of factual data with an indepth analysis of the factors which were identified as 
influencing change. For example, an examination of broader general educational 
policies or a comparison with the development of Manual Training in other systems, 
which should prove most enlightening, had to be omitted. 
The factual details presented emanate mainly from primary sources. This 
original data has afforded a less contaminated account of the topic as the researched 
information had not undergone the process of filtration imposed by other writers. A 
chronological skeleton was constructed and fleshed out with an explanatory analysis. 
The research has been divided into three time periods which embrace significant 
developmental aspects of the topic. These are 1885 to 1910; 1910 to 1932; and 
1933 to 1970. Finally the assembled data was transformed into a narrative of 
events. 
While this research affords an insight into the past and provides a measure of 
understanding of the present, it is by no means considered definitive in its outcome 
nor exhaustive in its search for truth. However, it does provide one historical 
perspective of Manual Training. 
A Manual for Writers by K.Turabian (1987) was extensively consulted in the format 
and presentation of this thesis. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As a lecturer in teacher education and having a personal interest in Manual 
Training, now called Manual Arts, I was dismayed to discover the paucity of 
material, historical or otherwise, written on Manual Training in Queensland. A 
literature search indicated that while there were a number of theses on Technical 
Education there were none written about Manual Training. Several papers and 
essays were found but these were of limited scope and only marginally related to 
Manual Training. Subsequently 1 was motivated to research and document a history 
of this important practical subject as it had evolved within the Queensland 
Education System. Central to this task was to be a focus on the development of its 
curriculum and an identification of the sources of influence upon the evolution of 
this area of learning. 
A number of questions then came to the fore including: what was the origin 
of Manual Training in Queensland and how did the subject area develop? and, was 
curriculum development in Manual Training something that was planned by the 
Department or did it just happen on an ad hoc basis? In attempting to find an 
answer to these questions the following hypothesis was constructed to be used as a 
focal point for analysis of the material. That Manual Training and its related 
curriculum evolved as a result of Departmental initiatives to meet the perceived 
economic and social needs of the community. 
Methodology 
As this was to be the first such history compiled on Manual Training in 
Queensland it presented a real challenge. The task was to decide where to start 
looking for material. However, this perceived limitation of source data on the topic 
was overcome when tangential sources were discovered which had input or bearing 
on Manual Training. The more reading and research that was undertaken the more 
it became obvious that this was to become a pioneering exercise. Secondary sources 
revealed some possible leads in the search for relevant material but they also 
confirmed that any actual research and subsequent documentation on Manual 
Training was extremely scarce. Consequentiy, there was no opportunity to build on 
other research work or challenge previous findings or interpretations. However, this 
discovery did provide an opportunity to undertake completely original research. The 
critical concern therefore was to document such a history while the relevant 
material was still accessible. It was undertaken principally as an academic exercise 
and secondly as a reference source for further research. 
The major locations of primary data were the John Oxley Library, the 
Queensland State Archives and the Educational History Unit in the Queensland 
Department of Education. These depositories proved to be invaluable mines of 
information. Parallel with these were the Departmental Annual Reports in the 
Queensland Parliamentary Papers and the Education Office Gazettes both of which 
provided factual but possibly biased information. The task of locating and 
documenting this primary data became important, for such work had not previously 
been attempted. As the material being researched was accumulated and classified it 
soon became obvious that the selective process had afready been carried out as there 
were many gaps evident in the archived Departmental files which subsequendy 
affected the chronicling of the records as well as the explanatory interpretation of 
the data. 
According to D.H.Fischer, the use of questions is vital to successful 
research. "There can be no thinking without questioning-no purposeful study of the 
past, nor any serious planning for the fiittire."i So what should the interpretation of 
this research set out to prove? Should ttie study simply present the development of 
Manual Training embracing its many facets in a linear progression or should it be 
dissected and discussed in discrete themes? 
While being cognisant of the danger of porttaying history simply as a 
chronological timetable of events, the material was initially categorised by theme 
and then placed in sequential order. As the story unfolded it appeared that the time 
frame could be readily divided into three periods which roughly coincided with 
major events in the evolution of Manual Training. The periods were identified as 
1885-1908, 1909-1932, and 1933-1970. Schematic diagrams depicting important 
developments in each of the periods were drawn up and are presented in the 
synopses of each section of the thesis. The original intention of the study was to 
trace the development up to the present time, but as the investigation proceeded, it 
seemed appropriate to stop at 1970. This point marked a significant phase of 
transition in the history of the subject. It also saw a change in name from Manual 
Training to Manual Arts. 
The research material revealed several facets of Manual Training not widely 
known even among current prominent educators and retired teachers of the subject 
area. The evidence showed that Manual Training had evolved from the technical 
education movement and first manifested itself in the primary education sector. It 
was nurtured by the colleges and later became renowned for its role in the Rural 
School program and the Travelling School scheme. Its advocates pioneered it into 
both primary and secondary education, the latter developing into the Industrial 
Courses taught in high schools. 
Having thus identified several evolutionary sttands, the thesis was then 
developed along these themes or branches of Manual Training within each of the 
time periods. This afforded focal points for the discussion and allowed each branch 
to be viewed in relation to other developments in the same period. The thesis 
endeavours to examine the various sources of influence which have impinged on the 
development of the Manual Training curriculum throughout the period being 
researched. 
The key issues of the concept of Manual Training and its curriculum and 
philosophy are discussed in this inttoduction as well as in the concluding chapter 
while minimal discussion is engaged in throughout the body of the text. This 
approach was decided upon to avoid interrupting the flow of the narrative nature of 
the thesis. Because this thesis is "breaking new ground" so to speak, it has 
purposefully attempted to portray the historical development leaving fuller analyses 
and challenges to interpretation to other researchers. 
The Concept of Manual Training 
The term Manual Training has been used over the years to define various 
forms of practical learning. It had been introduced in America as early as 1858, 
teaching programs being developed from both the Russian and Sloyd models, and 
had proponents such as William T.Harris and Calvin M.Woodward. The latter was 
a persistent advocate of the benefits of such learning. He proposed the establishment 
of special schools which provided boys with three years of fraining. The school 
offered a blend of general and technical subjects and stated that "The aim is to 
master the range of every tool and to cultivate the habit of analysing complicated 
processes into simple elements".2 Training in these early years was accepted as a 
part of the American elementary school curriculum whereas vocational education, 
preparing pupils for trades, was aligned with the secondary schools. 
England too had its Manual Training advocates. Most prominent of these 
was Philip Magnus who introduced Manual Training into elementary schools 
through the use of workshops. His theoretical approach to the teaching of the 
subject can be summed up in his statement of principle "learning by doing".3 
Manual Training in England had been patterned on the work developed in Europe 
and in particular on the Sloyd movement. By the turn of the century Manual 
Training, the teaching of woodwork, had become an accepted part of the English 
elementary school system and was also offered in evening and continuation schools. 
At the same time as America was struggling with the most appropriate way 
of upgrading and implementing vocational education, England too was undergoing 
change. The impetus of the industtial revolution in England affected education and 
government decisions were made to include Manual Training and Technical 
Education in the secondary curriculum. This resulted from the 1895 Bryce Report* 
and other similar Board of Education regulations. Junior Technical Schools were 
established in 1913 and provided basic ttaining for apprentices. 
In Queensland from as early as the 1890's, the term Manual Training was 
used to describe the subjects of hand crafts for both boys and girls. These included 
freehand drawing, modelling in clay, chip carving and woodwork.^ It was later 
extended to include sewing and cooking. In general terms it became known as 
embracing those subjects of a practical nature which involved hand and eye 
coordination as well as developing some degree of physical dexterity. 
Apart from the early years when Manual Training included subjects taught 
to girls there has never been any association between the practical subjects of 
Manual Training and what might be termed the fine arts. The only exception to this 
was the availability of freehand drawing to both sexes which came about when the 
Central Technical College Day School offered parallel vocational courses for girls 
and boys. 
However, with the formation of the Brisbane Technical College and the 
introduction of trade related classes, the term Manual Training was specifically used 
to describe these practical classes for males. In fact the college formed a specialist 
Department called Manual Training.^ It was from that point onwards that the name 
was reserved for trade related subjects and with the inauguration of the Rural 
School movement Manual Training became the preserve of the curriculum which 
contained woodwork, metalwork, leatherwork and drawing taught to upper primary 
pupils.^ In the succeeding years the name symbolised any of these vocational 
subjects taught to boys either at the technical colleges or at primary schools where 
appropriate facilities were provided. 
Manual Training also became an element of vocational education, the term 
used by the Department to cover all technical subjects taught at the colleges. These 
included ti-ade related subjects as well as domestic and commercial subjects. The 
name Vocational Education was used to cover any subject which would help 
prepare pupils for future ttade vocations. 
In effect, Manual Training became a curriculum in its own right for it 
embraced a number of subjects, predominantly woodwork, metalwork, leatherwork, 
blacksmithing, trade drawing, and machining. When the fu-st Technical High 
School was established in 1922 its curriculum included Manual Training which 
comprised woodwork, metalwork and ttade drawing. This became a legacy when 
the Industrial High School replaced the Technical High School even though the full 
school curriculum was labelled the Industrial Course.^ 
Manual Training remained the term used for all the practical subjects taught 
at the primary level whereas in the secondary schools Manual Training was often 
subsumed under the titie of Industrial Course. In 1970, at the same time as the 
education system and general curriculum modifications were effected, the name 
Manual Training underwent a further change with all the industrial subjects being 
brought under the barmer of Manual Arts. 
Manual Training was also the term generally used in other Ausfralian States 
to identify the practical subjects taught in the primary schools. At the secondary 
level the term technical school was predorainantiy used and these schools, like their 
counterpart in England, prepared students for an apprenticeship. The use of the 
name technical school in Queensland did not take hold and was soon replaced by 
Industrial High School. 
The Curriculum 
The development of the Manual Training curriculum during the period of 
this research does not appear to follow any particular pattern. In fact it would 
suggest that changes occurred as and when external demands surfaced or when the 
Department perceived there were community or economic needs to be met. One of 
the earliest primary factors influencing the Department was undoubtedly 
Utilitarianism. This movement, which was influencing the western world at the turn 
of the century, resulted from economic and social pressures for reform. In turn it 
affected education bringing about a demand for practical subjects, including Manual 
Training, to be incorporated into the curriculum. Yet the Queensland bureaucrats 
were reluctant to implement such changes. In the early decades of the twentieth 
century, while some of the existing primary school subjects were given a more 
practical bias there was sttong economic argument against implementing Manual 
Training or Domestic Science into the primary curriculum. 
The implementation and development of the Manual Training subjects in 
other states was some years ahead of that which ttanspired in Queensland. Whether 
or not their policies were based on sound philosophical principles is not known but 
there is certainly no evidence to support the notion that Manual Training or in fact 
technical education in Queensland was firmly grounded in theoretical principles. 
The data researched does reveal that prominent educators from Queensland did 
regularly visit the southern states and reported on the achievements in the field of 
technical education. Documents also indicate that there was an awareness of what 
was happening overseas. Such enlightenment often triggered similar developments 
in Queensland. But there was never any proclamation of long term planning for the 
practical subjects in Queensland. In rettospect there is evidence of an ad hoc 
approach, sometimes initiated by technical college persoimel, sometimes from 
Departmental officers and sometimes as a result of community demands and 
expectations. However, the conttolling factors appeared to be the financial costs 
and the economic returns. 
The first recorded classes in woodwork reflect a dual purpose. First there 
was a perceived need by the Brisbane School of Arts to offer such classes and 
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second, there was a need for the teacher to earn a living and so he resorted to 
teaching woodwork.^ However, in this first venture there is little evidence of 
curriculum planning. It would appear that the teacher simply taught those skills he 
himself had learnt as well as how and where to use tiiem. It was an exttemely 
pragmatic approach with set exercises and procedures to be taught. The benefits 
were personal as there were no examinations. In fact it was littie more than a hobby 
class but it was a beginning. 
McConnel, tiie Director of tiie Brisbane Technical College argued long and 
hard that there was a definite need to address the recognised gap between primary 
school and technical education. The grammar schools only prepared students for 
higher education not for ttade vocations and state secondary education had not been 
initiated. Because the Department did not respond to these repeated calls the 
colleges took it upon themselves to develop a form of bridging technical education 
for post primary pupils. As the technical college movement developed, purpose and 
direction became a part of the planning process of the various curricula offered. In 
the case of Manual Training, this took the form of structured exercises with related 
theory and drawing to consolidate the learning. It provided students with not only 
saleable skills but also with an insight to various ttade options which were available 
to them. 10 
However, this again was a pragmatic curriculum which focused on technical 
ability rather than technical know-how. The curriculum was designed by men who 
were themselves products of technical education. The scenario is not unlike the 
concept proposed by Charles Prosser in America and which ultimately led to the 
Smith Hughes Act of 1917. Prosser was perhaps a littie more liberal in his thinking. 
His definition of vocational education accepted the premise tiiat "Vocational 
education was, in brief, 'ttaining for useful employment'".'' 
With the inttoduction of the Rural School, the Manual Training curriculum 
was specifically designed to meet the needs of the local farming communities. The 
subjects of Manual Training were modified to cater for the practical needs of 
farmers. For example, blacksmithing, leatherworking,J'arm structures and fencing 
as well as plumbing and metalworking were taught. Yet there was more to this 
curriculum, for as a total package it also integrated the subjects of science, 
mathematics, bookkeeping and agriculture with the practical subjects. For example, 
quantities of appropriate materials for structures or repairs had to be calculated, 
costed and then used to effect the desired results. Scientific considerations also had 
to be investigated. It could well be classed as an integrated curriculum with all 
subjects having an interrelated purpose. 
It was a curriculum plaimed by a committee jointiy represented by the 
Department and the local community.'2 It was designed to meet specific needs 
while at the same time it provided a sound general education with the option for 
students to sit for the Scholarship Examination. This would surely illusttate the 
ability of the Department to carefully plan an integrated curriculum to meet a 
specific need. While it could be argued that the Department was responding to the 
educational needs of the rural community it could also be interpreted as a subtie 
attempt to keep the rural workers happy and on the land. This was a point often 
raised by bureaucrats.^^ 
Many schools demanded and a few received Rural School facilities and its 
curriculum but the majority of country schools had to be content with vocational 
centtes. These centtes provided a curriculum which incorporated some of the 
practical subjects but did not address the integration of all the general and 
vocational subjects. While some biases occurred from time to time, basically only 
woodwork, metalwork, drawing and some leatherwork were taught in these centtes. 
Its credibility and that of the Department was weakened when its implementation is 
considered. Makeshift accommodation and local ttadesmen, unttained in the skills 
of teaching, were usually provided. The aim was to provide pupils with relevant 
practical skills to assist them in later life. In this modification can be seen a 
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reversion to a pragmatic curriculum and a devaluing of the subject through lack ot 
proper resourcing. This approach by the Department persisted until well into the 
1930's when teacher ttaining was inttoduced and die importance of die subject was 
recognised. 
In relation to ttie high schools, ttie Manual Training or Industtial curriculum 
which developed became closely orientated to ttie preparation of students for ttie 
common ttades of woodworking and metalworking. However, during the 1930's 
and 1940's, ttie full school curriculum sought to provide an integrated course witti 
mathematics, science, English and drawing being related to the practical subjects, i^  
These were aligned to those aspects used in the ttades themselves. In other words 
the curriculum content was relevant to real working situations. Integration in this 
context refers to the relating of what is learned in one subject with what is learned 
in another, each having a common focus, i^  Nevertheless, the curriculum was 
motivated by practicality and sought to prepare students for entry to the workforce. 
It came to prominence during the 1914-1919 war years and in effect was directed 
towards economic recovery. With the proliferation of secondary schools across the 
state beginning in the 1960's the integrity of the Industrial Course suffered and the 
Manual Training subjects became taught as isolated areas of learning and lost the 
benefits of cross curricular integration. 
During the 1960's, curriculum development and conttol was ttansferred 
from the university to the Department of Education. However, only minor changes 
occurred during this decade. It was not until 1970 when the Board of Secondary 
School Studies was given the authority to develop secondary curriculum that real 
changes began to take effect. Curriculum development began to take on new 
meaning. The university examinations had hardly changed over its thirty years of 
conttol. The Board sought to give some freedom and integrity to the curriculum. It 
began writing syllabuses with rationales, aims and objectives as well as indicating 
how the subject could best be taught. In effect it began to address the philosophical 
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underpinnings of the subject. 
Prior to the 1960's, curriculum development in Manual Training was firmly 
grounded in ttade practice and adapted to suit the varying needs of its students. 
There was one version for primary classes which was eventually included in the 
Scholarship Examination; a second version tailored to the needs of the rural 
students; a modified version of this which was used in the ttavelling schools; and an 
advanced version which catered for the pre-ttade/ vocational needs of high school 
students. 
Once the initial curriculum had been established to meet the perceived needs 
of the pupils there were very few changes effected over the years. This is verified 
in the fact that the original 1930 Primary Syllabus remained in use until the phasing 
out of primary Manual Training in 1962. However, with regards to the secondary 
curriculum various modifications to the syllabuses did take place to keep up with 
advances in technology. Nevertheless, these were minor and seldom affected the 
underlying ttade oriented practices. 
Departmental Philosophy 
It is important to note that very few politicians from the 1860's to the end of 
the era being researched had any educational qualifications higher than the primary 
level certificate. In the main they were elected to the conservative parties because of 
their wealth or community standing or conversely to the labor party because of their 
positions in unions or their sttong belief in socialism. Even among the educational 
administtators few had attained secondary or tertiary qualifications until recent 
times. 
This may well explain the lack of reference to educational theory when 
reports about the system and proposed changes have been made. Recorded 
statements by the bureaucrats usually made reference to actual developments in 
other education systems and seldom to the educational principles or theories upon 
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which such changes were based. Appended to these was often the comment that it 
would be wise to see the outcome of these changes before considering adopting 
similar polices in Queensland."' In other words there did not appear to be any 
leadership by the top administtators in proposing new ideas or improvements for 
education in Queensland, particularly in relation to technical education and Manual 
Training. Such initiatives were left to personnel of lower standing from the 
technical colleges. 
While there may well have been examples of philosophical statements 
relating to educational theory espoused in the other states, such statements certainly 
did not manifest themselves in Queensland. This was particularly so in relation to 
Manual Training even though men like Riddell and Morris were well educated and 
qualified in teaching technical education. Still these men, who had sttong affiliation 
with technical education, did not articulate the theoretical underpinnings for their 
proposed policy or changes to existing policy. While they had sttong beliefs in and 
espoused the benefits of technical education, they used arguments based on 
pragmatism rather than theory to further their cause. There was however 
consistency in the pragmatic reasons and approaches adopted by all departmental 
officers. These had sttong a relationship to departmental finances and ultimately to 
the economic benefits to society of such proposals. 
Another consideration is that of class distinction. There is, permeating 
through the documentation, continual reference to elitism, meaning that there was 
an overt intention to maintain the class status which had developed in early 
Queensland society. The general attittide of ttie bureaucrats could be summed up as 
follows. I^t Uiose who can afford it pay for higher education (ttie Grammar 
Schools), while the government will provide basic education (primary schools), for 
ttie masses. This same disposition was evidenced when proposals for technical 
education and Manual Training were inttoduced. Rather than examining the merits 
of such practical education it was rejected because it might improve the education 
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of the lower classes and upset the status quo. However, it must be recognised that 
such attitudes did change over the following years though at times there were 
reversions to elitism. 
Throughout the material researched, it has been difficult to find examples of 
meaningful philosophical statements about Queensland education in general and of 
Manual Training in particular. Most of the statements which could be roughly 
identified as philosophical are possibly better described as pragmatic statements of 
intent. By this is meant that proclamations relating to change in education usually 
referred to either structural change or curriculum change but there is no reasoning 
or explanation given in support. This is illusttated in the following examples. 
J.D.Story, Under Secretary, in an attempt to make the primary education 
more relevant is quoted as saying that is was "designed to bring the work of the 
school into closer touch with its environment and to make the curriculum more 
practical."!^ In the late 1920's, Chief Inspector L.D.Edwards spoke in a similar 
vein. "Greater importance is now being attached to manual work, and it is realised 
that this work is of value. "'^  This notion correlates with the concept of an education 
for individual development as advocated by Hilda Taba many years later, i^  
Although not explicitiy stated, there is a suggestion of philosophy in his speech. 
Goodman adds to this discussion by commenting on the general attitude of 
the majority of early Queensland settiers and their belief in the purpose of 
education. He claims that the average person wanted practical survival skills which 
enabled them to earn a living.20 Although structural changes had been inttoduced 
into the education system the general underlying principles directing education at 
the turn of the century was still "rooted in the 1875 Act." Goodman believed that 
Ewart, the Chief Inspector, and Anderson the Under Secretary, 
Canute-like, were endeavouring to hold back the incoming tide of liberal 
change, which was bringing with it new ideas by the lower classes about 
their role in society and how that might be achieved by further education.21 
Education in terms of European ttadition, and it should be remembered that 
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Queensland wove its social and education fabric on the pattern of the mother 
country, was perceived at the beginning of the 20th century as catering for two 
distinct classes of students. It "distinguished 'education' for the directive and 
leisured classes from 'ttaining' for ttie menial, servile masses".22 Dewey identified 
ttiis practice in America and fought long and hard to democratise education. 
However, there did not appear to be similar protagonists here in Queensland 
fighting for equality of opporttinity until the emergence of the technical education 
officers, who rightiy or wrongly fought for a better system for post primary 
students. 
When A.H.Barlow became Minister in 1904, he inttoduced changes to the 
education system. They were, according to Goodman, "forward looking proposals 
for reorganising and articulating Queensland Education".23 However, they too 
represented a change in the system rather than a change in or a statement of 
philosophy. 
In a 1915 government publication titied State Education in Queensland: A 
rettospect and a Forecast, J.D.Story expounded the Department's perspective on the 
state's education system. There are what appears to be two conttasting statements 
which could be roughly classified as philosophical. The first placed in the foreword 
states 
National efficiency is the concern of the State, and as education is one of the 
main contributors towards national efficiency, the State is interested deeply 
in making every part of the education system as good as possible.24 
Such a statement aligns itself to the notion proposed by B. Smith, et al., of 
educational objectives being society centted25 or with Snedden's notion of 
educational efficiency.26 
In conttast to this Story later states that 
The main point which has been kept in view is that the essential work of the 
primary syllabus is to teach the children to read, to write, to count, and to 
speak correctiy.27 
This statement would seem to relate to a child centted position as described by 
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B.Smith, et al.2« But could it not also be seen as postulating the status quo? It was 
perhaps an attempt to appease the masses and invoke their gratitude for the 
educational opportunities provided by a benevolent government. 
Story concludes by listing the proposals for future development by the 
Department. Again in all these 10 schemes there is no clear evidence of curriculum 
plaiming or of teaching approaches but rather the notion of broadening the range of 
subject offerings with an extension of the system to cater for a wider range of 
pupils.29 In it can be seen the influence of Dewey in Story's attempt to 
democratically cater for a range of educational needs. This part of the document is 
again inconsistent with previous statements. It is disappointing not to find a 
meaningful philosophical statement in this publication which was available to the 
general public. 
A similar document, the next in the series, was published in 1928 and listed 
on the first page the essential principles for the 1915 syllabus. Following this was a 
typical policy statement. While it discusses the aims of education it states that "It is 
now recognised, probably to a greater extent than ever before, that national well 
being is dependent upon the right form of education. "3o The rest of the document 
proclaims the advances made in the provision of education and related facilities 
throughout the state. This document also tends to reflect the progressive 
movement's concept of educational efficiency.3i Let us educate the populace but 
with a curriculum which suits the national interests rather than the individual's 
needs. 
In the 1937 publication of State Education in Queensland, there are a few 
statements which could be accepted as philosophical. For example, in the foreword 
it is stated that primary education no longer focussed on the "Rudimentary R's" and 
now addresses the more important aspects of learning - pupils were being taught 
"how to think rather than what to think". Aligned with this is the inttoduction of 
vocational and rural work which is designed to teach "self rehance and independent 
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thought". 2^ xhe final paragraph of the foreword states that although the present 
system is believed to be satisfactory the future may require changes. The Minister 
mentioned that primary education had a general rather than a specific focus with 
more emphasis on the interests of the pupils. This he claims is designed "to assist 
pupils to fit themselves both intellectually and practically for life, its work and 
leisure".33 Perhaps here there is an attempt to provide a curriculum which has an 
interactive position as espoused by B.Smith, et al.34 
The tenor of all three departmental documents, the only three published 
during this period, tends to speak of changes to the structure and system which 
provides education rather than about the overarching focus of the curriculum, its 
delivery and the pedagogy espoused by the Department. 
However, it must be acknowledged that within the syllabus documents 
themselves, notably die 1930 Syllabus, there are some clearer philosophical 
statements about the nature and purpose of the syllabus in general and in particular 
for individual subjects such as Manual Training. There is an example of curriculum 
integration on page vii. 
The intellectual result of a course in woodwork, involving, as it does, 
practical measurement, the application of ideas, and the development of 
manual dexterity, may be very valuable.35 
The latter section on Manual Training addresses both the concept of the subject and 
the pedagogy recommended for its teaching.36 
Some interesting parallels could be drawn from a comparison between the 
developments in America and in Queensland in die early part of ttie 20th century. 
In America in 1910, ttie arguments for and against tiie inttoduction of Manual 
Training in schools raged. In support was ttie notion ttiat tiie outcome of industtial 
progress provided ttie where-witti-all for a sttonger economy and a higher standard 
of living. Therefore, in ttie interests of all Americans, opportunity for such ttaining 
as would educate ttie youtti in ttade skills should be provided.37 
The progressive movement, which encapsulated this statement of belief, 
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caught the imagination of some prominent American educators including David 
Snedden, Charles Prosser and John Dewey. However, while all proclaimed to be 
progressiveists there were differences of opinion between Dewey and the other two. 
Prosser and Snedden advocated that the ultimate aim for education should be 
to achieve the greatest degree of efficiency. According to Wirth, "Snedden viewed 
education as a kind of 'treatment'. "38 Snedden believed that the people, either by 
birth, natural intelligence or inheritance, were divided into groups or classes and 
education should cater for each class and provide the necessary ttaining for their 
predestined occupations. These included the prevocational subjects of commerce, 
industrial arts, agricultural arts and household arts. Snedden also advocated the 
establishment of specialised ttaining for teachers of these subjects. He no longer 
wanted Manual Training that was of a general nature and argued sttongly for real 
vocational education. This vocational education was inttoduced at the early 
secondary level. 
Snedden saw the difference in educational beliefs quite clearly. 
Vocational education was designed to make an efficient producer and liberal 
education was intended to ttain the efficient consumer or utilizer. Trained to 
be more intelligent consumers of goods and services, music, or art, men 
would also contribute to raising the quality of production.39 
He admitted that there could be a melding of the two in the dual school system 
proposed, but sttongly argued the need for each school to predominantiy pursue 
their own goals. Prosser was perhaps a littie more liberal in his thinking for he was 
the author of the Smith Hughes Act of 1917 which inttoduced independent 
vocational schools into America. 
In Queensland, there were those who argued for the retention of classical 
education such as was taught in the grammar schools and those who believed that 
vocational education should also be provided. As a result specialist or vocational 
schools were established in Brisbane while the country secondary schools, at least 
initially, taught the grammar school curriculum. 
There is also a similarity between what was inttoduced by way of Vocational 
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or Day Schools in America following tiie passing of the Smith Hughes Act of 1917 
and what developed in Queensland with the Centtal Technical College Day School. 
While ttie latter operated before the 1917 Act was inttoduced, the debate had been 
raging for nearly a decade in America and reports would no doubt have reached 
Queensland. Even the teachers employed had either a ttade background or were 
very conversant with ttade practices. 
The interesting comparison here is that the underlying purpose of the Centtal 
Technical College Day School was to develop in students specific ttade skills. This 
school later evolved into both an apprenticeship scheme and a secondary technical 
high school as its administtators came to distinguish between the two similar 
curriculums yet disparate needs of its students. 
However, while this American Act remained in force until 1963, it became 
apparent in the latter years that the system was too rigid and did not make 
allowance for the changing needs of industry and the rapid advances being achieved 
by and through technology. The new act of 1963 brought about a liberalisation of 
the previous rigid structure and organisation. It endorsed a generalised approach to 
vocational education and sought to include all interested students even those who 
were physically or socially disadvantaged. 
It is interestiiig to note that changes were also occurring in Queensland 
during the 1960's. There was an expansion of secondary schools, the curriculum 
was changing, ttie university had relinquished conttol of the public examinations 
and Manual Training was becoming enttenched into the secondary system. A 
melding of the vocational and general curriculums also took place giving rise to the 
notion of a shift in departmental thinking and its approach to the changing nature of 
education. 
In opposing a parallel approach to education Dewey was single minded in 
his fight for a democratic society which included a democratic education system. 
He viewed western education as a dual system with universities and higher 
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education catering for the needs of the elite providing them with an education which 
would perpetuate such class distinction. Whereas the majority of the population 
were destined to be offered basic ttaining to indoctrinate them into the ways of 
subservient and obedient workers.^ o 
This scenario was typical of the Queensland education system in the early 
20th century. Very often there were comments from government ministers stating 
that the Grammar schools provided education for the rich or the elite while the 
Department ensured that the rest of the community received basic elementary 
education. Such statements indicated that the government had fulfilled its obligation 
to the community and covertiy spelt out its philosophy towards education in 
general. 
Dewey sttongly opposed the dual system in America but his arguments were 
not accepted. Perhaps the real influence in any government decision making is that 
which affects survival, either at the political level or more importantiy at the 
national level. Wirth's concluding statement relating to the debate about the dual 
system in America sums it up nicely. 
Neither Congress nor the people were of a mind to heed such talk. [Dewey's 
argument] By 1917, the urgent need to increase military production provided 
the special motivation required to spur federal action. Congress and the 
President gave Charles Prosser and his colleagues the measure for which 
they had worked so long and hard.^i 
In Austtalia, the states had united under the banner of Nationalism. This 
reflected a world-wide phenomenon and may well have incorporated some of 
Dewey's exhortations for democracy. But were the sttains of nationalism, 
embracing as it did equality of opportunity, echoed by the Queensland Department 
of Public Instruction? Did it seek to make education freely available to all? Perhaps 
the more liberal educators did strive for a broader curriculum especially those who 
advocated Manual Training and/or vocational education for the masses but generally 
speaking the politicians were determined to maintain the status quo. 
Education during the early part of the 20th century was dominated by the 
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need for the inculcation of the basics, the 3R's. Teaching was dedicated to this end 
as results determined teaching success. Those who proposed ttie inttoduction of 
practical education must have seen ttie futility of cramming unnecessary facts and 
knowledge which was unrelated to everyday life. In ttieir own way ttiey 
endeavoured to inttoduce a form of learning which would have meaning and 
purpose, which was child centted and which, if ttioughtfiilly considered, could be 
integrated witti the basic elements of mattis and English. It reflected a pragmatic 
approach to education. 
It would appear that although there is some evidence to suggest the existence 
of underlying educational philosophy in early Queensland history it has not been 
explicitiy stated in the material researched. Therefore in view of ttiis lack of 
specific evidence the term 'philosophy' has not been used in this thesis. 
Objectives 
Throughout this study of the development of Manual Training, the 
curriculum was investigated and analysed with reference to the source of its creation 
or implementation. Curriculum, as used in this study, means both a range of 
subjects or a subject with a range of content areas e.g. Manual Training as a 
curriculum embracing woodwork, metalwork and leatherwork. 
The initial intention of this thesis was to discuss the major and minor 
influences which affected both the evolution and curriculum development of the 
subject area. This has been carried out to the extent that both time and space have 
permitted, but the author admits that there is scope for much more research and 
delving into these issues. 
The research fulfils its major intention of presenting a record and analysis of 
the development of Manual Training in Queensland from its beginning in 1885 till 
1970. The study shows that the major influence in curriculum change was internal, 
that is coming from technical education administtators within the Department. They 
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were the key proponents who ensured that the subject was firmly embedded into the 
wider school curriculum at both the primary and secondary levels. 
It is believed that this thesis is timely in documenting material and events 
relating to the history of Manual Training. Current National and State changes to 
the secondary curriculum in Queensland may well contribute to the phasing out of 
this curriculum area and bring about the inttoduction of its successor, Technology 
Education. Hopefully this research will contribute a valuable record for educational 
historians and others interested in the topic. The study should also provide a 
resource for the increasing numbers of students who are enroling in technology 
education studies at the tertiary level. 
As progress and development occur in education, there is always the danger 
that some subjects will be changed or deleted from the curriculum and may be lost 
from the State curriculum records. This study should help to ensure that this one 
part of our educational heritage. Manual Training, is not forever lost. 
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SECTION A 
THE FOUNDATION YEARS: 1885-1909 
Our present aim is a social one: we wish to train our pupil in all points, so 
that when he leaves his schoolworld he will not feel the real one strange and 
distant, but a natural continuation of his former experiences. To do this we 
must make our schools bridge the gap between the previous home-life and 
the pupil's future work-life. If we are to equip him thus, it will not suffice 
that the training afforded be merely intellectual, for he needs many other 
things besides a fine intellect; his physical and moral faculties are equally as 
important; without these attributes the mighty intellect is a rudderless bark. 
A.H.Martin, "Simple Sloyd Work", 
Quoted i n t h e 
New South Wales Public Instruction Gazette, 




THE BEGINNINGS: GERMINATION OF AN IDEA 
Synopsis 
Section A of this thesis examines the Foundation Years of Manual Training 
in Queensland. It has been divided into two parts, namely Part 1 and Part 11. The 
first of these. Part 1, inttoduces the thesis with a discussion on the beginnings of 
Manual Training while the second part discusses the adoption and establishment of 
the subject within the technical education movement. 
A brief background to the period under review, including related 
contemporary social, economic and political issues, is presented. The Education 
Acts and the subsequent administtation of the Department are also discussed. The 
study then examines the development of technical education from the School of Arts 
concept through to its becoming an independent branch of the Department of Public 
Instruction. It was from this nurturing environment that Manual Training evolved to 
become an important component of both the primary and secondary curriculums. 
This development was promoted by prominent educators, mainly from the field of 
technical education. 
While the Brisbane Technical College is acknowledged as the birth place of 
Manual Training in Queensland, the original idea is linked to the Sloyd System, 
which was first established in Sweden. This was bolstered by its early proponents 
who thereby enabled to subject to advance as an accepted part of the school 
curriculum. A fiirther achievement was made with the inttoduction of the Brisbane 
Technical College Day School which pioneered the way for state secondary 
education. This school provided a curriculum with an academic core and elective 
practical subjects. 
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Thus Manual Training, from its inconspicuous birth, and its pro-active 
heredity, grew and reached out to become grafted onto both the primary and 
secondary curriculums. It began to establish a firm foundation for itself in 
Queensland's expanding education system. A graphical representation of its origins 
and its development during this period is shown in Figure 1. 
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FLOW CHART INDICATING DEVELOPMENT OF MANUAL TRAINING 










































































































SECTION A: PART I 
CHAPTER 1. 
EARLY TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND ITS CONCOMITANT 
ENVIRONMENT 
An Overview of Events Which Fostered Education 
In attempting to provide an overview of the major events which impinged 
upon the early development of education in Queensland it was considered necessary 
to focus the discussion on the major influences of government, the Department of 
Public Instruction, and social and economic factors. Even these have only been 
briefly alluded to in order to provide the reader with a background to this study. 
Early settiement in Queensland began when the Moreton Bay penal station, 
an outpost of the colony of New South Wales, was established at Redcliffe in 1824. 
Following its ttansfer to the Brisbane River, it remained a convict establishment 
until opened to free settiement in 1842. i The resultant influx of settiers, the early 
success of the local economy and the remoteness from Sydney, motivated the people 
to petition for autonomy. The outcome was that in December 1859, Queensland 
gained its independence from New South Wales becoming a self-ruling colony and 
electing a government in the same year. Robert Herbert was the fu-st Premier of 
Queensland and he and his successors led ensuing conservative parties until the first 
Labor government was elected in 1915. 
The Government's Role in Education 
The major role of tiie government in those early years was to establish a 
viable economy through encouraging the development of rural and manufacturing 
industries. An equally important role was to provide education for the State's 
growing population which, in turn, would provide an educated workforce to 
perpetuate the economic development. 
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Prior to separation, Queensland's education was administered by the New 
South Wales government which in 1852, had proposed the beginnings of technical 
education in Queensland with "the purchase of a few allotments of land as a 
building site for an Industtial School." 2 This action, based on the success of a 
similar venture in Sydney, was probably in anticipation of the need for some form 
of practical post-primary education for the growing numbers of unemployed youth 
in the new colony. 
Centtalised conttol of education in Queensland began with the Education Act 
of 1860. The model used was an adaption of the National System which was widely 
accepted throughout the other colonies at that time.3 The Act enabled the formation 
of the first Board of General Education in Queensland with far reaching powers to 
ensure the Act was enforced.'* However, after the initial phase of implementation, 
the need for improvements in the education system was acknowledged and 
Parliament, in 1875, passed a second Education Act which included such reforms as 
(i) Primary education was to be free, secular and compulsory; 
(ii) Establishment of provisional schools; 
(iii) Appointment of itinerant teachers; 
(iv) Establishment of rural and night schools; 
(v) Country children to receive ttade ttaining in converted railway 
carriages, 
(vi) Correspondence school to be established.5 6 
Points (iv) and (v) are of particular interest to this sttidy. Subsequent records show 
that it was not until 1917 that the first Rural school opened and 1925 before the 
Manual Training Travelling schools began operation. They were bold initiatives and 
although they were heralded well in advance of their actualisation, they indicated 
something of the possibilities for expansion of education in Queensland. 
These reforms had significant implications for Manual Training. Rural 
schools, ttavelling schools, night schools and ttade ttaining became the vehicles for 
Manual Training in later years. These Clauses in the Act perhaps highlight evidence 
of a perceived need, emanating either from the community or from the Board of 
General Education, to implement a new practical curriculum through such 
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innovative methods of teaching. 
The advancement of education along the lines indicated in the 1875 Act, 
according to Goodman, was inhibited by the nature of scattered rural communities 
and the lack of industrial expansion in urban areas. Above all, it was influenced by 
the general societal attitude that education, beyond the primary level, should be of a 
purely "Utilitarian" nature.^ This was supported by employers who believed that 
some education beyond primary school, especially involving technical skills, ought 
to be provided in order to make the workers more efficient. They suggested that it 
should also be of a practical nature leading to an artisan vocation, particularly for 
the poorer classes.^ 
In October 1891, the Parliamentary Debates on funding for education tended 
to focus on the provision of some form of practical education for boys, to prepare 
them for either industrial or farm occupations. The financing of such a provision 
was discussed at length. The Secretary for Public Instruction argued sttongly against 
the issue on the grounds that the cost for such a scheme would be prohibitive.^ 
Later, D.Ewart in his role as General Inspector, faced the dilemma of not 
knowing which way to act. There was growing community debate as to whether 
education should provide for the cultural or utilitarian needs of the population.'o Yet 
his response in 1902 was that 
the government must be moved by, fu-stiy, commonsense, and, secondly, by 
a sttongly represented and urgentiy expressed feeling of the need of these 
things by the parents of the pupils sent to school... and... by... expense, 
school age and school time.'i 
During ttie late 1890's ttie Department was under duress to extend ttie scope 
of ttie primary syllabus. G.J.Anderson, ttie Director of Education, was petitioned in 
1896 to implement change and 
grudgingly, he also recommended an amendment to the Education Act so 
that children in the fifth class in primary school could lawfully study 
English, mathematics, science, cookery, manual ttaining, and some technical 
subjects. These would be more utilitarian, in keeping with the social status 
of the parents.'2 
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Through this period of early State development, the government, whilst providing a 
satisfactory primary education, failed to acknowledge or act on the need for an 
extension of the system to include the secondary and tertiary levels. Its response to 
the call for practical classes in Manual Training was one of tokenism. The 
government supported its argument against such expansion with the usual 'lack of 
funds' excuse. 
Nevertheless, there was increasing evidence to support the need for changes 
in the education system. By 1908, substantial growth in the industrial and business 
sectors of the economy had occurred. This was accompanied by a need to provide 
suitable ttaining for students prior to their entering these occupations. The 
government responded by passing the Technical Education Act of 1908 which 
brought about the amalgamation of the three Brisbane Technical Colleges and also 
promoted an extension of technical education into the country regions. >3,14 
While the provision of education in Queensland advanced during this time, 
very littie direct development occurred in relation to Manual Training. Neither the 
various Education Acts nor the Departmental administtators did much to promote 
practical education. 
Educational Administration 
The administtation of education in Queensland began with the establishment 
of the Board of Education in 1860. S.W.Griffith, the first Minister for Education, 
was appointed in 1876. He was supported by a director, C.J.Graham and an 
inspector, R.McDonnell, who had previously acted as secretary for the Board. In 
1877, G.J.Anderson became the Director and held that office until D.Ewart 
succeeded him in 1904. Ewart was General Inspector from 1893 till 1904 and his 
term as Director extended until 1918. J.D.Story was Under Secretary from 1904 
through to 1920. These were the principal Departmental administtators who, with a 
succession of 17 Ministers for Education, conttolled education in Queensland during 
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the period to 1909. 
Even given this relative stability in administtation, the Department was not 
very active. It did not readily initiate change or innovation especially when 
additional funding was involved. 
While the nineties did see the inttoduction of compulsory primary education, 
a broadening of the secondary curriculum, and the nascence of active 
government interest in technical education, none of these changes can be said 
to have been made at the initiative of the Department of Public Instruction.'^ 
This statement by Lawson is in conttast with the message emanating from the 
annual reports. The Department was very proud of its achievements but in reality, it 
was maintaining the system not improving it. 
The exact influence by community pressure groups on the Department for 
curticulum change is difficult to determine. However, it must have been 
considerable for Ewart clearly stated his opposition to the inttoduction of Manual 
Training for boys, claiming that it was unnecessary.i^ Nevertheless, some changes 
did occur. Saturday morning classes in Manual Training and Cookery were 
commenced at the Brisbane Technical College in 1885 even "though they were 
haphazardly grafted onto the existing curriculum. "'-''^ 
Significant change in attitude and administtation did not occur until after 
Anderson retired in 1904. Up until then, the Department was somewhat conceited 
and unwilling to listen to the voice of the community. 
It was common, in spite of the rising pressure for reform, for officers of the 
Department to smugly describe the Queensland system as among the fmest in 
the world. Under the conservative administtation of Anderson and Ewart, 
Queensland's anachronistic system of education, patentiy ill-adapted to the 
emerging industrial state, persisted into the new century.'^ 
The 1904 Education Conference, convened by ttie Minister, was critical of 
ttie crowded Queensland primary curriculum, stating it had an "intellectual rattier 
than practical bias" and promoted rote learning.20 The call for more practical 
subjects and a change in administtation opened the way for curriculum reform 
which followed. 
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In 1905, J.D.Story requested inspectors to comment on the links between the 
technical colleges and the State schools. This was possibly initiated as a means of 
assessing the actual situation and thus establishing a platform on which to base 
possible change. The responses varied, but in general there was recognition of the 
good work of the colleges in providing vocational classes for State school pupils 
which included Manual Training.2> 
The Minister, A.H.Barlow, presented a proposal to restructure the education 
system in 1906. He linked the Infants school to the Elementary school with three 
branches to (i) evening or continuation classes, (ii) high school, or (iii) Grammar 
school. From these students could go to (i) Technical Institute, (ii) Employment, or 
(iii) University.22 
But the principal work in cormection with educational reform has yet to be 
done, and it cannot be much longer deferred. There is the development of 
the Kindergarten system, the institution of a system of manual ttaining for 
boys, and of domestic ttaining for girls.23 
Barlow emphasised the need for co-ordination of all levels of education. By, 1907, 
Manual Training for primary school pupils had been offered as Saturday classes for 
eight years, but was not adopted as part of the primary curriculum. 
From this proposal it can be seen that the Department was considering the 
varying needs of pupils passing through the system. It sought to cater for these by 
providing a choice in post compulsory education. The continuation classes were to 
be established to meet the requirements of the local community by providing 
subjects of a vocational and practical nature.24 
Social and Economic Influences 
The social fabric of a community largely determines its educational system 
and curriculum. In the early years of settiement in Queensland, there were few 
industries and most of the early settiers chose the country regions to establish a 
home and a living. Ethnic communities flourished including the Scottish on the 
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Darling Downs and the Germans in the Lockyer Valley and in North Brisbane. Both 
groups established their own schools modelled on those in their home countries. The 
Scots established the National School System which was later adopted by 
Queensland, while the Germans established their own language school and religious 
classes. 2'' 
However, the State education system slowly expanded encompassing these 
diffuse groups. Although the Education Act of 1875 stated attendance at school was 
compulsory, it was exttemely difficult to enforce. In most rural districts harvest 
time meant all the family were needed. Also, children often had to help with the 
milking morning and evening, which affected school attendances.26 
Another social issue relating to the administtation of the system was the 
supply of teachers. To meet the demand in the rapidly expanding settiements 
throughout the State, teachers were recruited from overseas. From 1876 to 1889, 
161 teachers had come from Britain. Not only were they from a different society, 
they also came from an established education system, and they would undoubtedly 
have had an influence on Queensland's education.2^ 
An immigration program which boosted the population by 70%, although 
successful in gaining teachers, did not achieve its primary objective to attract rural 
workers. It was anticipated that the immigrants would accept a parcel of land and 
thus develop rural industries, but the government's preconceived notion of rural 
migrants proved wrong. The bulk of this new population opted for better paid jobs 
in the towns and strived for a place in the middle class. 
These schemes failed to achieve this purpose for, in the main, the migrants, 
except for the Irish and Germans, were not rural workers but artisans and 
labourers from the industrial cities of England and Scotiand.28 
This set-back, together with concerns over the lack of local business 
investment, preoccupied the government. It was understandably more interested in 
economic survival than in education.29 However, the outcomes of the 1890's 
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depression, together with pressure from society in general, from the teachers' union 
and from politicians who represented labor constituents, forced the government of 
the day to look seriously at education reform. 
The growth of the commercial, financial, and government sectors of the 
mettopolitan economy created a demand for a better educated labour 
force...At the same time, members of the lower status groups were 
becoming more interested in education, which, following the end of the 
boom period of the eighties, was emerging as the principal avenues of social 
mobility.30 
Such changes in societal attitude reflected an external influence on the Department, 
but it was still reluctant to do more than make cosmetic changes to the ttaditional 
curriculum. 
The growth of Brisbane partly resulted from the benefits of technology such 
as railways, communications, ttams and modem buildings. All these developments 
meant that the workforce needed to be more highly skilled in these new technologies 
and this encouraged the growth of the fledgling technical colleges.31 Such pressures 
brought a natural response from these colleges as they sought to provide practical 
and technical education for workers. It would appear that the demand for post-
primary education closely followed the fortunes of the community. Where industry 
flourished and stable settiements were established, there was a growing need to 
educate the youth to become employable in the local industries, thus assisting 
development through iimovation and expansion.32 Thus the origins of Manual 
Training in the primary and secondary schools can be ttaced to the work of the 
early colleges. 
There were obvious social and economic pressures on the government and 
demand for curriculum change in the education system came mainly from external 
sources, although the technical education sector also exerted a sttong influence. The 
reluctance to change was attributed to a very conservative educational administtation 
and a government hard pressed for funds, the result of a depressed economy. This 
brief inttoduction then provides a broad-brush painting of Queensland up to 1909 
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and attempts to provide a background to some of the events and issues which 
influenced Manual Training during the following years. 
The Origins of Technical Education in Queensland 
An understanding of the origins of Technical Education in Queensland is an 
essential element in this research. It is important to consider both the initial launch 
of Manual Training into the realm of education as well as to examine all possible 
sources of its conception and subsequent evolution. Technical Education is such a 
source and is of major importance to gaining a perspective on the history of Manual 
Training in Queensland. The word 'technical' refers to skill and knowledge related 
to mechanical or industrial arts or to the applied sciences. 
Early Industrial Development 
In the forty or so years between Statehood and Federation, Queensland had 
shown remarkable growth in its industries, agriculture, commerce and urbanization. 
By 1891, Brisbane had grown to rank fourth in size behind Melbourne, Sydney and 
Adelaide, and was the largest town in Queensland with a population of 101,554.33 
During the 1890's, Brisbane's population increased by 19,0(K) and the 
municipality of the city increased to a ten mile radius. This extensive urban 
development created a heavy demand for housing and also the need for extended 
local ttansport systems. There were moves to extend the North Brisbane 
municipality to form a 'Greater Brisbane' and this was supported by the Brisbane 
Courier in April 1898. 
Our suburban railways have done something to bind us and to bring the 
suburbs to tiie stage of settlement at which centtal administtation is 
desirable. Our electric ttamways will do yet more in the same direction.34 
Rapid progress in industrialisation was assisting in Queensland's development. 
Local manufactures were beginning to replace imported goods and the building and 
allied industries, which had suffered severely during the depression, met the 
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demands for the consttuction of buildings and housing. 
Brisbane's rapid drive to become State capital, chief commercial and 
industtial centre, unfortunately did not extend into the area of technical education, 
for in the Report on Technical Colleges of 1890, E.M.Owens stated that: 
The old apprenticeship system is bad. Modem conditions of manufacture and 
skilled labour no longer allow of the satisfactory education of apprentices in 
their ttades... The one remedy is the ttade school.3"^  
Later, the Chief Inspector of Factories and Shops declared that the apprenticeship 
system was certainly breaking down. 
Lads are now taken on and discharged in many of the industties practically 
on a week's notice. There is no conttact between the parties and no 
obligation on the part of the employer to teach the lad his business, and the 
lad leaves his employment on the slightest provocation.36 
He also added that "hardly one boy in fifty goes through a proper 
apprenticeship course in the Brisbane Factories".3^ As a remedial measure, the 
Chief Inspector suggested that the school leaving age be raised to 14 years; that 
schools be compulsory and free; and that the curriculum contain a measure of 
industrial ttaining.38 Compulsory free attendance at primary schools was enforced in 
1900, but the raised leaving age and industrial ttaining took years to implement. 
Consequentiy, there arose a demand for 'useful' rather than 'classical' 
education and it was deemed to be needed in the post-primary as well as the pre-
technical areas of education.39 The growth of urbanization, industrialization, mining 
and agriculture demanded that more specialized education be provided. The 1891 
Royal Commission into the University of Queensland recommended that a School of 
Mines and an Agricultural College be established, and that substantial finance be 
given to technical and scientific education."^ o 
There arose a desperate need for technical education to be properly 
organized and effectively taught. Even though some steps had been taken by 
individuals and private institutions to provide this education, the Queensland system 
remained 'pre-industrial' throughout the 1890's.'•i As late as 1905, there were calls 
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from such prominent people as R.McL.Riddell, Inspector of Technical Colleges, 
and A.J.Thyne, Chairman of the Board of Technical Instmction, for a system of 
technical education that was useful or practical and of economic advantage to the 
student, the community and the State.^ 2 in his speech to parliament in 1907, the 
Hon.J.W.Blair concluded his argument for tiie Technical Instmction Bill by saying 
that 
Technical Education, though in its infancy now, is one of the most important 
branches of education.. .and we hope to awaken Queensland to a sense of 
responsibility that she may...make technical education reach such a high 
standard of efficiency that the foundations...will be made more sure and 
lasting. 43 
Although colleges had been established throughout the State by 1908, and 
the standard of technical education had improved, its syllabus was not completely 
compatible with the demands of progress. The call for a better system to meet the 
needs of the growing industrial, commercial and scientific sectors of the economy 
came from both the community and educators. Yet it was not until the Act of 1908 
that the full significance of the need for such reform, and the challenge to meet it, 
was acted upon by the passing of govemment legislation. 
While there was criticism levelled against technical education,44 the existing 
system of colleges in Queensland had done well to provide the education it did, 
considering the problems associated with its growth. '^i Technical education had very 
humble beginnings in the early colony and its development is largely due to the 
foresight and efforts of individual educators. 
The School of Arts Movement 
The concept of technical classes dates back to 1799 in Glasgow when a 
number of university professors began regular classes in what became known as a 
'Mechanics Institute'. Its purpose was to help ttain young men in the advancement 
of their industtial skills. The idea spread and an institute was established in London 
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in 1823 and later in Sydney, Austtalia, in 1833 where the movement came to be 
known as the 'School of Arts'.^6 The purpose of the Sydney School of Arts, as 
stated in its inaugural set of mles, was 
the diffusion of scientific and other useful knowledge as extensively as 
possible throughout the colony of New South Wales. It hoped to achieve this 
by forming an association, a library and a reading room, and by providing 
regular lectures.'*^ 
By 1849, the movement had spread throughout the colony and had become 
firmly established in Brisbane. It sought the promotion of such 'arts' as musical and 
dramatic entertainments, public meetings and the ttaining of classes in various arts 
and ttades.48 As the colony of Queensland developed, other towns set up their own 
Schools of Arts. However it was in the mining towns that the people stuck to the 
original concept of the 'mechanics institute'. For example, the townsfolk in Mount 
Morgan and in Charters Towers conducted their own School of Mines, specifically 
designed to teach the techniques and skills associated with mining in their own 
particular area. 
Throughout the colony then, as the need became apparent, interested persons 
or the School of Arts committee would establish classes of instmction in 'technical 
education'. J.T.Cleary, in his thesis on the North Brisbane School of Arts, 
suggested that such motives, although implemented with good intentions, usually 
failed. This was because their main pattonage was the educated and cultured 
migrant from Britain, whose social and literary tastes set them apart from the 
working class whom they were trying to educate. The courses and lectures were 
usually at night, highly intellectual, and often irrelevant to the needs of the local 
ttadesmen. After a tiring day's labour, it was beyond the workers to benefit from 
such intellectual pursuits and so their leisure time reverted to gambling and 
drinking. 49 
Yet in spite of Cleary's perception, by 1896 there were 82 Schools of Arts 
or their equivalent receiving government subsidy throughout the State. The North 
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Brisbane School, situated in Ann Stteet, one of nine in Brisbane, had grown to be 
the largest and best equipped institution of its kind.^ o Possibly as a result of its 
prominence and pattonage, it was in this institution that the real technical college 
movement in Queensland began. While the underlying causes which brought about 
the evolution of the mechanics institutes into schools of arts and then to technical 
colleges provides opportunity for a challenging study it is beyond the scope of this 
particular research. 
The Beginning of the Brisbane Technical College 
In Brisbane, the School of Arts which evolved into the Brisbane Technical 
College, was patterned on the successful technical classes held in Sydney. Its 
founder and first president, the Hon. John Douglas, together with enthusiastic 
committee members, started the movement that brought about the establishment of 
technical classes.">' A public meeting was held, public subscriptions of £400 were 
raised and a provisional committee was formed. It included such notable politicians 
as Sir Charles Lilley and S.W.Griffith. There were also many managers and 
foremen of engineering firms appointed to the committee. The government of the 
day promised an annual grant of £600 and this first grant, together with the 
subscriptions raised, was used to erect a new brick building valued at £2,000. The 
building was completed in July 1884. Land was also gazetted for a technical college 
reserve.52 
The growth of the Brisbane College was considerable with enrolments 
increasing from 80 students and 11 subjects in 1882, to 320 students and 15 subjects 
in 1889. At this stage it was decided by the School of Arts Committee, that a 
separate secretary be appointed to supervise the work of technical education, and to 
manage the separate financial ttansactions of the college. D.R.McConnel was 
appointed to this position. His association witii the college lasted 20 years and he 
played a major role in its development and in the subsequent development of 
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technical education in Queensland.''3 
In 1890, the Brisbane College budget of £2,000 was approved by the 
govemment and the annual grant was increased from £600 to £750. This move 
possibly reflected a growing awareness of the importance of technical education 
when the State, and Brisbane in particular, was rapidly developing. However, in 
1892 the grant system was replaced by a '£1 for £1' subsidy scheme and it would 
appear, that this new funding arrangement created most of the future problems 
associated with the expansion and development of technical education.54 The 
economic and natural disasters of the 1890's, accompanied by union strikes, would 
also have been key factors in this reduction of funding.'''' 
The economic conditions also adversely affected college enrolments which 
provided a major source of income. The govemment subsidy, based on these 
receipts, was correspondingly affected. However, a renewed growth in enrolment 
began in 1894 and steadily continued up until 1898 as shown in Table 1 .^ 6 
TABLE 1 
SUBJECTS AND STUDENTS AT BRISBANE TECHNICAL COLLEGE: 













































(Source The Brisbane Technical College Calendar 1892) 
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This increase in student numbers, while improving the financial situation, overtaxed 
the limited accommodation. A building fund was started in 1896 and atttacted a 
govemment subsidy of £2 for £1. The problems of accommodation due to 
increasing enrolments were highlighted in the Brisbane Technical College Calendar 
for 1899. 
The condition of things in 1897 made it imperative that further steps should 
be taken to accommodate the students. The efficiency of the institution was 
becoming seriously crippled by overcrowding and by the want of rooms 
adapted to and equipped for the instmction given." 
Problems of management also arose indicating the need for a separate 
goveming body for the college. The govemment refused to assist with a new 
building program and further expansion seemed doubtful. However, a conttact for 
the lease of a suitable building, negotiated with a Mr A.Jones, provided much 
needed accommodation for five years. At this stage, it became obvious that the 
college should be separated completely from the School of Arts and a proposal to 
this end was favourably received by the Hon.D.H.Dairymple. Secretary for Public 
Instmction. Thus, the process which initiated 'The Brisbane Technical College 
Incorporation Act of 1898' was begun and a further step in the growth of technical 
education was taken.^ 8 
The Brisbane Technical College Incorporation Act of 1898. 
By this time, 14 centtes throughout the State were conducting technical 
classes in association with Schools of Arts, while in Brisbane four such institutes 
existed, namely Sandgate, West End, South Brisbane and the North Brisbane 
Technical Colleges. None of these centtes were under government supervision, 
although they were receiving govemment subsidy. Consequentiy, they were neither 
subject to inspection nor audit.^ 9 
Because of its ttemendous growth and support, the North Brisbane College 
became the foremost college in ttie advancement of technical education in 
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Queensland. It was also the first college to seek government aid in becoming a 
separate institution and this resulted in the enactment of the 1898 Brisbane 
Technical College Incorporation Act.6o 
The contentious issue in the Bill was whether it should apply only to the 
Brisbane College or to the whole of the State.6' Eventually, it was passed with 
minor amendments and affected the North Brisbane College only. The Bill 
enforced, among other things, the election of a college council with 12 members. 
The govemment appointed six, the subscribers three and certificated students 
nominated the other three.62 The council had considerable power over the mles and 
constitution, the purchase and sale of property and equipment, and was subject to 
annual report and govemment audit.63 Thus, in January 1899, a new era in technical 
education began, that of minimal govemment supervision. 
In 1902, the first report of the Brisbane Technical College was presented to 
Parliament. The report was quite extensive, detailed and very impressive.64 It 
presented statistics and discussed the escalating financial problems confronting the 
college. Difficulties were also experienced in maintaining science and engineering 
classes but, through an agreement with the independent Pharmacy College, some 
work was accomplished.65 The report concludes: 
In spite of many interferences, drawbacks and short comings, known well to 
its council, the college appears to be more and more regarded by the public 
as an institution it is worthwhile to support and which may be relied upon to 
do thoroughly what it undertakes.66 
Despite this self adulation and pleas for increased funding, there was no 
additional support from the govemment. In fact, the general state of the economy 
necessitated the pmning of govemment expenditure. Even though the rate of 
subsidy to technical classes had been reduced, the rate of 'Grants in aid to technical 
colleges' of £10,650 was a substantial amount of the State budget.67 This large sum 
reflected the govemment's belief in the need for technical education, but its lack of 
interest resulted in its being unaware of how the money was being spent. 
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By 1902, there were 23 colleges in the State and all were visited by State 
school inspectors who investigated the classes held, the teaching standards, the use 
of subsidy monies and reported on buildings and equipment. Their reports in 
general indicated that the inspections "disclosed features which point to the 
desirability of providing statutory authority for tiie regulation of technical 
instmction throughout the state. 68 The reports also showed that subsidy funds were 
being misused for purposes unconnected with technical education.69 
Recommendations from the inspectors and the Secretary of Public 
Instmction''0 were instmmental in the formation of the Board of Technical 
Instmction which was established by the govemment in September 1902.^ 1 This was 
a further step of involvement by the govemment into the area of technical 
education. The Board was empowered to conttol endowment, building and land 
acquisition, as well as report and advise on the workings and finances of the 
colleges. 72 
The Board continued to function and extend its power of conttol by 
preparing syllabuses, appointing teachers and conducting examinations. This 
imposed administtation exacerbated the growing friction between the Board and the 
colleges which eventually resulted in the abolition of the Board and the subsequent 
establishment of a branch of the Department to administer technical education in 
Queensland.73,74 xhe need for the creation of such a branch and the appointment of 
a suitable administtation officer were expressed by Story in a communication to the 
Legislative Council in 1905.75J6 
I think ttiat the time has now arrived when the department should assume a 
more effective conttol in regard to technical instmction, and circumstances 
seem opportune for the appointment of an officer possessing special 
qualifications, ttaining and experience in this branch of education.77 
In July 1905, Robert McLean Riddell, 28 years of age, was chosen to fill ttie 
position of Inspector of Technical Colleges.78 He was very well educated in 
technical subjects, and had taught physics, electricity and botany at the South 
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Brisbane College. He also held a Certificate in Manual Training from the City and 
Guilds of London. His later active promotion of Manual Training in Queensland 
may well have stemmed from his own educational experiences. Riddell had already 
assisted the Board in compiling the syllabus and was highly recommended for his 
work in this regard.79 
The role of inspector involved the performance of an extensive list of duties 
which reflected the growing concem of the govemment to the deficiencies in 
technical education. At this stage, the Hon.A.H.Barlow was Secretary of Public 
Instmction and, having "inherited this state of affairs" i.e., the conflicts and 
problems associated with the Board of Technical Instmction, he possibly saw this 
further step towards govemment conttol as a major breakthrough for technical 
education.80 It is interesting to note that in Story's proposal, he saw the need to 
"correlate as far as possible the primary school and the technical college. "8i At the 
time, secondary education was only available at the Grammar Schools, usually only 
for the wealthy, and normally led to university studies.82 This left an educational 
gap between primary and technical education. 
Riddell took his position seriously, performed well, ttavelled widely and 
prepared very extensive and detailed reports on Queensland's colleges. His belief in 
the importance of technical education and his efforts to inspire students, are 
reflected in those reports.83 The Secretary for Public Instmction, reporting in 1907, 
acknowledged the advancement made by Riddell and also his outstanding 
organizational ability.84 He commended the extension of the work, the added 
subjects, the revised syllabus and changes in subject importance but stated that: 
It may be fairly said that a beginning on a sound basis has now been made in 
regards to tecluiical education, but it carmot be pretended that it is more than 
a beginning.85 
Riddell acknowledged the steps taken by the Department towards conttol but 
indicated that expansion and development were still necessary.86 He was also of the 
opinion that the State had to assume full conttol and his report of 1906 contains 
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such innuendoes. He inferted that the existence of the smaller centtes was 
dependent upon "State provision and remuneration of teachers" and also tiiat "there 
must be a system. "87 
The figures that are available in regard to technical college growth88 must be 
viewed in perspective. When ttiis is done it can be seen ttiat ttie main growtti took 
place in ttie larger towns and especially in Brisbane where 110 classes were held in 
ttiree centtes.89 Brisbane had ttie population and ttierefore ttie finance to support ttie 
ttiree colleges. The successful growtti of ttiese colleges during 1906-1908 led to 
competition for sttidents, overlapping of classes and duplication of subsidy funding. 
This state of affairs was actively promoted by tiie tiiree directors. 
D.R.McConnel, M.A., was director of ttie Brisbane College and was outstanding in 
his enthusiasm and organizational ability.9o Mrs M.H.Brydon was the Director of 
the South Brisbane College and her successful administtation stimulated competition 
witti ttie Brisbane College.9' While at the smaller West End College, ttie secretary. 
Miss M.Stmver, used her charisma to ensure success. Riddell in 1907 stated 
the report shows progress but the existence of this college at all is largely 
due to the personality of the secretary, Miss Stmver. There is no necessity 
for the West End College and it should be merged into the South Brisbane 
College.92 
The Technical Instruction Act of 1908. 
So pressure began to mount for the govemment to act in taking its full 
responsibility for technical education. The conditions in Brisbane alone wartanted 
such action. The Board in 1905 had recommended that legislation be passed to 
avoid duplication of classes and to extend and foster technical education.93 Riddell 
in his reports continually emphasised the need for change and this was supported by 
the Secretary of Public Instmction in his reports. It was possibly the conttol of 
funds rather than the conttol of the curriculum that motivated the govemment to 
pass the necessary legislation, as suggested by the Attomey General in 1907. 
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It is proposed to bring these institutions under direct state conttol so that the 
money expended in the form of endowments will be expended under more 
direct conttol than has here-to-fore existed.94 
Thus, the long-awaited Technical Instmction Act was finally introduced into 
parliament in September 1907. However, the Bill did not come into force until 
1909. The effect of the Bill was felt mostiy in Brisbane. It covered such points as 
economy, centtalization, efficiency, engagement of permanent teachers, 
establishment of continuation classes, re-adjustment of fees, restmcturing of courses 
and extension of subject areas.95 
During the period under review, the growth of technical education can be 
divided into five distinct phases. First, that of complete parochial conttol. The 
original technical colleges grew out of and were associated with the local Schools of 
Arts and therefore the curriculum was orientated to the community needs. Second, 
that of the Brisbane Technical College Incorporation Act of 1898. It affected only 
one college but was a means of inttoducing limited govemment conttol. The third 
phase, brought about by the rapid growth and costiy govemment subsidy scheme, 
was that of increased govemment conttol over technical education through the 
Board of Technical Instmction. The fourth was the creation of a separate branch of 
the Department of Public Instmction and the appointment of an inspector enabling 
the govemment, through supervision, to maintain stricter conttol of the system. 
Lastiy, there was the enactment of the Technical Instmction Bill of 1908. This 
phase gave the Department, and therefore the govemment, full conttol of the 
technical education system in Queensland. 
This significant growth of technical education in Queensland, prior to the 
1908 Technical Instmction Act, was achieved in spite of the many problems and set 
backs it encountered. However, this advancement was largely due to the interest and 
dedication of individuals and committees from the private sector of the community. 
It was their belief in technology that motivated ttiem towards meeting the demands 
of industry by providing technical ttaining for the work force. 
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The govemment, it seemed, was nonchalant towards education, for since the 
1875 Education Act, its interest and contribution rarely extended beyond financial 
grants or endowments to private educational institutions. Fortunately, there were 
men of considerable calibre like McConnel and Riddell, who with their intelligence 
and vision were able to bring order out of the chaos. They laid the foundations for a 
unique section of the State education curriculum, that of technical education. Their 
vision for technical education included the role that Manual Training would play in 
preparing students, not only for further technical education, but also for general 
living. 
From the humble beginnings of a drawing class in a garret in 1881 to a 
centtalized State system with 16 colleges and over 5,000 students in 1910, technical 
education began to fulfil its rightful role in the education of Queenslanders. 
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SECTION A: PART I 
CHAPTER 2. 
THE EVOLVING CONCEPT OF MANUAL TRAINING 
The Sloyd System 
Technical education played a major role in the launch and development of 
Manual Training in Queensland. However, the concept of Manual Training, 
embraced by ttiis sector of tiie education system, can be ttaced back to the Swedish 
curriculum of practical craft education called Sloyd. As Queensland education 
developed, it tended to follow practices and models from England. Yet it also drew 
from the educational experiences of European countries. 
The Sloyd System is one such curriculum model that played a significant 
part in the early development of Manual Training in Queensland. Sloyd was the 
name which was given to the practice of home craft and creative activities engaged 
in by the Swedish peasants during the long cold winter nights. It involved both the 
repair of broken farm and household implements as well as the production of new 
artifacts to make mral life easier. 
Gustaf Larson, in an article called "Art Education", makes reference to a 
Swedish report of 1757 wherein govemment concem was expressed for the general 
health and welfare of the people.' This came about as a result of commercial and 
industrial enterprises being established during the mid-18th century, and the 
ttaditional practice of home craft or utilitarian activities subsequentiy being phased 
out through greater dependence on manufactured goods. 
As a remedy it was recommended by the State authorities that the exercises in 
every high school should include some vigorous, active work in carpentry, 
tuming, carving, and garden work.2 
According to Larson, in the years following the recognition of this concem: 
Educators reflected much upon ways and means to renew the old home 
industries, and the conclusion was reached that schools should be established 
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for teaching sloyd. By sloyd was meant any kind of handiwork given for 
general ttaining, practised apart from trades, carpentering, wood tuming, 
wood carving, fret-sawing, book binding etc.3 
The first Sloyd school, as quoted by Larson, was established by Otto 
Saloman at Naas in 1872 and, as a result, the Sloyd System spread through Europe 
and England and eventually reached America and Austtalia. The importance given 
to the system is indicated by the fact that a seminary for ttaining teachers in the use 
of Sloyd was established at Naas in 1875. Larson concluded: 
From this it will be seen that Sloyd is not an outgrowth from ttades or ttade-
schools, nor from commercial handicrafts, neither is it a system of manual 
ttaining based on 'tools, materials, and consttuction', but it is a system that 
has grown out of, and is based upon, the natural needs of humanity, and this 
seems to be the only rational reason for putting manual ttaining into the 
schools. 4 
This viewpoint is supported by an anonymous article in The Education Office 
Gazette of March 1900. The author contends that Sloyd should be taught in an 
educational context and would be taught best by ttatned teachers rather than by 
artisans. Sloyd was defined as dexterity, or manual skill. The author sttessed that: 
It must not, however, be supposed that manual work in material other than 
wood cannot be termed 'Sloyd'. The term covers all educational handiwork in 
any material whatsoever.5 
The article continued by making reference to the fact that hundreds of English 
teachers went to Sweden to be ttained to teach Sloyd. 
From the evidence available, it would appear that the Sloyd System had 
wide acceptance in most of the developing nations during the late nineteenth 
century. In America, Manual Training was originally pattemed on the Russian 
System which had been used since in 1877. However, when the Sloyd System was 
inttoduced in 1888, it became widely accepted and incorporated into the elementary 
curriculum.6 Thus, tiie Sloyd System was adopted by Europe, England, America 
and finally Austtalia. 
The arrival of Sloyd in Austtalia came around the tum of the century but is 
not well documented. Cleverley and Lawry made a brief reference to the fact that 
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Sloyd was included in the New South Wales Primary Curriculum in 1904.7 It was 
not intended as a basis for a technical career but rather as part of a general 
education. This notion was supported by A.H.Martin writing in 1910. He sttongly 
argued for the extension of Manual Training in the upper primary school, which he 
said, equated with the Sloyd System. He advocated that it should go beyond simple 
craft work to basic carpentry leading on to metalwork. Martin stressed that it should 
not be ttade oriented but of a general nature so that all boys might benefit from it.8 
However, in Queensland, the development of Manual Training, although its genesis 
can be linked to the Sloyd System, evolved as a part of the development of technical 
education. 
A major influence on this early stage of Manual Training can be attributed to 
the director and teachers of the Brisbane Technical College. They had initiated 
classes in woodwork for school age boys as early as 1895. This early phase of 
Manual Training, which was similar to the early Sloyd classes, had a curriculum 
which was cmde and basic. Nevertheless, it gave Manual Training its impetus for 
success within in the Queensland school curticulum. 
The Influence of The Brisbane Technical College on Early Manual Training 
Classes 
The Brisbane Technical College, formally known as the Brisbane School of 
Arts, was established as a result of the reciprocal needs of artisans to discuss and 
exchange ideas and ttieories on technology and ttade expertise. Gradually ttiose witii 
the most knowledge and ability to communicate became teachers, and so the concept 
of ttie school changed from ttiat of a fomm to one of a classroom situation. Its 
primary purpose was to foster learning and advance technical education. 
In 1884, John Pettie, ttie Vice-President of tiie Brisbane School of Arts, 
presented ttie Annual Report of the School to the Under Secretary of Public 
Instmction. It included the following statement. 
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The largest proportion of the students consisted of young men employed in 
ttades, such as carpenters, stonemasons, blacksmiths, and drapers' and 
grocers' assistants. It may be seen that the pupils taught belong to the class for 
which the scheme of technical education was intended - namely, those who 
cannot attend any of the established schools, either from being beyond the 
ordinary school age, or from being engaged during the day in other 
employments. 9 
This information supported the growing argument for the provision of technical 
education and possibly also for some form of technical/vocational ttaining in the 
schools. 
The First Technical College Woodwork Classes 
In June 1885, the first record of classes in woodwork for school boys was 
noted in the annual report of the Brisbane School of Arts. 
A School for teaching Carpentry and Joiner's work has been opened during 
the last month by Mr Weitemeyer who has been engaged in a similar 
occupation at Copenhagen. The object of this class is to afford an opportunity 
for boys at school as well as others to acquire a facility in the use of tools and 
at the same time to encourage habits of industry and usefulness.'o 
Thus, the first public class for boys in carpentry had its link with Sloyd. The 
teacher had emigrated from Scandinavia, the home of Sloyd. Even though there 
were only five boys enrolled for the fourth quarter, it was a beginning. In fact, it 
was the beginning of Manual Training in Queensland. While all credit must be 
given to the Brisbane School of Arts for olfering the class, it may well have been a 
result of the initiative of Mr Weitemeyer, the original woodwork teacher. The idea 
was possibly sttongly advocated by him. Correspondence in the Brisbane Technical 
College files indicates that Weitemeyer was engaged in teaching for a living and 
was possibly not as altmistic as might at first appear. This will become clearer in 
the following pages. 
These classes in woodwork continued and they were again mentioned in the 
1886 Brisbane School of Arts Report to Parliament. The classes were not free, but 
were still quite popular, with attendances ranging from 16 to 25 for the four terms. 
The pupils attending the Carpentry Instmction were mostiy boys, but during 
the first quarter there were several adults who evidentiy took lessons with 
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some practical object in view; the younger pupils have also, in most instances, 
leamt to make some useful object while at the same time learning the use of 
the various tools." 
By 1886, Weitemeyer had been teaching the woodwork class for over a year 
when, in a hand written report, he requested additional funds to extend the 
curriculum offerings to his students. This, he claimed, was in response to requests 
from his students for fretwork and machining, etc. There was, he contended, only a 
small core who wanted to leam while the rest were there for entertainment. This 
pupil reaction may well have been the result of his teaching style as much as 
anything. He briefly described his curriculum thus. 
The class of work done by the Schoolboys is this, that 1 ask them to make 
some little article- a box a table- bookshelves e.c.t. for them to take home 
when finished and while they make it 1 try to impart as much knowledge into 
them as possible.— 
For men who tell me they want to leam 1 teach them to dress a piece of wood 
to dovetail and various other ways of joyning fsic| to sharpen tools e.t.c. — 
experimenting.' 2-' 3 
The methodology espoused was not exactly effective for beginners, especially for 
school-aged pupils. Even so, from such a cmde curriculum and teaching style, 
evolved the later formalised classes in Manual Arts. 
In an attempt to extend his program of carpentry classes for boys, Thorvold 
Weitemeyer wrote to the Under Secretary of Public Instmction on 11 July 1887. He 
outiined the situation as he saw it and then put forward three proposals for the 
inclusion of woodwork classes in the primary curriculum.'4 Each one presented a 
different approach and use of facilities for teaching, in which the Govemment was 
to provide accommodation and an annual grant. His intention was to reduce the cost 
of instmction to students and thereby atttact more clientele. i5 
While the notion of providing such ttaining for boys was timely and 
appropriate, unfortunately the clear message Weitemeyer conveyed in his letter was 
of his own need for an increased and stable source of income, thereby undermining 
any chance of approval. D.Ewart was possibly cortect in his reply when he stated "I 
do not think this application comes within the range of the Education Act, we have 
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to administer according to the Regs.|sic| provided."'6 Even though the proposal by 
Weitemeyer was rejected, the woodwork classes continued at the Brisbane School of 
Arts with committee reports in succeeding years indicating the on-going support 
from pupils.'7 An advertisement in 1890 for the Brisbane School of Arts classes lists 
Carpentry taught by Mr C.Christensen. Unfortunately, there is no evidence to prove 
if Christensen had also come from Scandinavia and was therefore familiar with the 
Sloyd system, but it was quite likely the case.'8 
Technical Classes Offered to Primary Pupils 
The Brisbane School of Arts, under the capable directorship of 
D.R.McConnel, was progressive and if the articles pasted in the School's Press 
Cutting Book are any indication, then the executive was keen to find out what was 
happening in other parts of the world.'9 Qne such cutting from The Echo newspaper 
in Sydney, dated 14 June 1886, outiined developments in France where technical 
education was a part of both the primary and secondary school curriculum. 
Workshops had been attached to 23 primary schools with many more to be opened. 
The article indicated that the English education authorities were also keen to 
investigate and implement such initiatives in their own system.20 While this was 
only a brief entry, it was one of many and it does focus on the interest taken by the 
administtation towards the possibility of such schemes being implemented in 
Queensland. 
By 1890, The Brisbane School of Arts had become a technical college and, 
in its report for that year, argued sttongly for the establishment of practical ttade 
classes. 
But it is not sufficient to wait till a lad joins a ttade to begin this education. 
The habit of working with hand and brain together should be formed at an 
earlier age. Leading authorities now concede that the first steps toward 
technical education should be taken in the primary school.21 
This indicated that the college, possibly inspired by McConnel, was advocating 
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Manual Training in the primary schools. The report also listed a carpentry class 
with a total of 76 students for the year. There is no mention of the age of the 
students attending the class but it could well be a continuation of the class started in 
1885 by Weitemeyer and continued by Christensen. This is probably substantiated 
by the fact that there were no estimates of govemment funding, no examinations 
and no certificate associated with the course.22 Only approved adult classes received 
funding and were subject to examination. 
By 1895, the college was becoming more and more vocal about the need for 
a better system of technical education beginning in the primary schools. It pointed 
out in its annual report for 1894, that "the large preponderance of students who 
come from State Schools show the class of people who take most advantage of the 
institution" and suggested that the statistics justify an examination of this unmet 
need.23 The report confirmed that State school pupils were wanting the carpentry as 
well as other ttade oriented courses and that the Brisbane College was leading in the 
provision of this type of education. 
The college sought to expand its course offerings and advertised Manual 
Training as an official subject. In 1895, the Syllabus of Classes listed under the 
Department of Science and Consttuction included24 
Carpentry, Workshop Practice and Drawing to Scale; 
School Boy's Class -
Sattirday 9.00am - 14/-. 
Another document titied "Circular of General Information- Brisbane School 
of Arts, 1895" contained information on tiie classes offered.25 (see Figure 2) A 
number of important issues are identified in these syllabus/class outiines. First, tiie 
term Manual Training, although embracing more tiiian just woodwork, was 
inttoduced into the educational jargon of the times. Second, there was an element of 
understanding which indicated something of the purpose of the subjects embraced 
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FIGURE 2 
Department of Manual Training. 
Systematic Courses on Saturday momings for Girls and Boys at 
School, in Freehand Drawing, Modelling in Clay, and 
Woodwork. 
The object of these classes is by carefully graduated exercises to 
ttain the eyes and hands of the children to exactness of observation 
and execution, and at the same time to develop an early 
appreciation of beauty in form. 
under Manual Training. A third point for consideration is the fact that Manual 
Training had become a Department in its own right which indicated the growing 
awareness of, and significance placed on this area of the college curriculum. 
The Manual Training Department continued to grow and offered classes on 
Saturdays for both girls and boys. From 1896, Mr J.Smith was the teacher and 
taught carpentry and woodwork. The cost of such classes was set at 5/- for two 
hours per week per term for State school pupils.26,27 
A significant development in this area occurred in 1900. Examinations were 
inttoduced into the Saturday Manual Training classes. The McConnel papers 
include several references to the statistics of these classes and associated 
examinations. For example, 10 pupils sat for the examination in 1900 and the 
number of pupils taking the subject had reached 56 by 1903.28 
The examination for 1900 consisted of four hours of bench work as well as 
the drawing of a wooden frame. In 1901, the examination tested bench work- the 
consttuction of a bracket- and the drawing of three orthographic views of an open 
box. This standard of work would appear to be quite advanced for upper primary 
pupils of approximately 13 years of age. It would be the equivalent of Year 9 
standard in 1994.29 By 1908, while the examination had not changed very much, its 
conttol had been ttansferted to the Department of Public Insttuction.3o This was a 
consequence of the Technical Instmction Act of 1908. This indicated the acceptance 
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and importance of Manual Training in the total curriculum. 
What was the reason for this development in Manual Training taking it from 
a hobby class to one with an examination and associated prestige? The force behind 
these changes could only have come from one quarter. The direction and 
momentum was given to it by the college administtators and teaching staff who had 
fought long and hard for the development of technical education and associated 
practical primary classes. 
An Extension of the Primary School Manual Training Classes 
Support for an extension of Manual Training came from a number of 
quarters including Departmental Inspectors. For example, A.S.Kennedy in his 
special report on the Brisbane Technical College, among other matters, raised the 
issue of providing free tuition in carpentry for boys attending the college. Kennedy 
also gave great praise to the teacher, Mr.Smith, and to the work of the boys in 
attendance.31 However, he was critical of the undemse of the college's facilities 
which stood idle most of the day. 
In reply to this criticism W.M.Nelson, Vice-President of the Council of the 
Brisbane Technical College, responded by saying that it was impossible to atttact 
students during the day as they were either at State schools or in employment. He 
stated that the occupancy problem was one which all colleges faced and asked for 
suggestions to overcome this dilemma. The proposition was also made that perhaps 
Science, Manual Training and Domestic Science could be taught in the colleges thus 
relieving the State schools of overcrowding. He concluded by saying that "the 
College Council would welcome any scheme which would employ educationally its 
surplus accommodation and plant. "32 
The accommodation situation appeared to be significant at that time. The 
college had facilities but limited numbers of pupils during the day. While it was 
suggested that Manual Training and Domestic Science classes could be offered, it 
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should be remembered that at the time, the Brisbane College was embroiled in an 
endowment conttoversy with the govemment. This must have had a significant 
impact on its ability to foster Manual Training and other trade related courses.33 A 
second factor was that Manual Training was not considered a tme technical subject 
and therefore did not atttact any endowment. Pupils had to pay full fees, which for 
some students, was prohibitive. Kennedy addressed this issue in his report but it 
took many years for this inequity to be redressed. 
The Inauguration of The Brisbane Technical College Secondary Day School 
By 1908, a significant development had taken place with regard to secondary 
education in Queensland. The Brisbane Technical College had established a variety 
of courses for a Day School. Places were to be offered to winners of scholarships 
which were available to senior State school pupils. The college advertised these 
courses under the heading of "Brisbane Technical College Scholarships". It was 
open to boys of at least 14 years of age with satisfactory achievements at primary 
school. There were only 10 scholarships offered in 1908 of which two scholarships 
were in the engineering course. This course included Drawing and Woodwork.34 
This early move to establish a form of 'post-primary' education came from 
the college and not the Department, even though secondary education had been 
widely discussed in the community at large. The establishment of the Day School 
was innovatory for two reasons. First, it acknowledged the growing need for some 
form of secondary education other than that provided by the Grammar schools. 
Second, it broke new ground in that scholarships were to be offered to deserving 
students to attend non-tertiary oriented courses.35 
There is no recognition of this school being the first secondary school in 
Queensland possibly because it was not established by the Department. However, 
the Department, through Story, requested full details about the first year of its 
operation. This is substantiated in a reply by McConnel. The document contained 
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much information in compliance with Story's request. McConnel indicated there 
were 15 scholars in 1909 as well as five continuing from 1908. He provided a 
detailed table giving names. State school of origin, age, department of study, 
subjects and hours of study per week.36 
The Timetable for ttie Engineering Day School listed ttie following subjects37 
Mechanical Drawing Trigonometty and Mensuration 
Physics Geology 
Mattiematics Statistics 
Freehand Drawing English 
Business Metiiods Theory of Chemistiy 
Woodwork Practical Chemistiy 
First Aid. 
This curriculum provided a core of academic subjects witti electives to cater for 
various vocational pursuits. In fact, it almost pre-empted tiie comprehensive or 
multilateral high school curriculum of the 1950's. 
The Original Manual Training Curriculum 
At the primary level, tiie Manual Training curticulum was basic, focusing on 
the development of hand skills with an emphasis on 'eye-hand' coordination. 
Included was both workshop practice and drawing. The concept centted on the 
promotion of "exactness of observation and execution"38 and its implementation was 
aimed at fostering an interest in technical education leading to a ttade vocation. 
However, the curriculum of the Day School provided evidence of a new 
concept for secondary education. It was designed for pupils wishing to continue 
their studies in a course that embraced practical rather than classical subjects. 
Although Manual Training, which only included the craft skills of woodwork, did 
not have a prominent place in this curriculum, it must not be overlooked that it was 
the need for Manual Training, as a form of bridging subject between primary and 
technical education, that contributed to the development of this important area of 
secondary education. 
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This lack of practical education was responded to by the technical college 
sector but with little support from the Department. The offering of woodwork 
classes for primary pupils was an initial breakthrough. However, the concept and 
establishment of the Day School was the first important milestone in the 
development of post-primary education, and one which goaded the Department into 
action to provide its much promised State secondary education for all. 
Thus, the Brisbane Technical College provided the fertile ground into which 
the seeds of Manual Training were planted and nurtured by teachers and 
administtators alike. They grew steadily in those early years and by 1908 had begun 
to branch out in two directions- Manual Training at the Primary level and Manual 
Training at the Secondary level. Both of these developments will be discussed 
further in the following chapters of this thesis. 
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Summary of Section A, Part I 
Throughout this period there were but token attempts by the Department of 
Public Instmction to address the need for practical education in both the primary 
and post-primary areas of schooling. The govemment saw the Grammar schools as 
fulfilling the needs of students wanting secondary education, but this only 
perpetuated the notion of elitism and did not address the growing demand for 
vocational education. 
Understandably, the govemment was preoccupied with trying to sustain the 
economy and had littie surplus funding to invest in technical education. Pressure for 
curriculum change came from both the community and business. The former 
demanding vocational education to secure work and the latter demanding better 
qualified workers. However, the sttongest influence and the real motivating force 
for change came from the proponents of technical education. 
It was the vision and determination of these administtators who initiated 
vocational classes into the curriculum. The Brisbane Technical College in effect 
provided the pad from which Manual Training was launched into the wider realm of 
primary and secondary education. 
There is no evidence in this early phase of the research to support the belief 
that the Department had responded to community demands for post-primary 
vocational education. In fact it resisted calls to implement such a practical program 
of education. 
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CONSOLIDATION: A PERIOD OF AMELIORATION 
Synopsis 
This second part of Section A, discusses the actual conception of Manual 
Training within the School of Arts Movement and its gradual ingress into the 
technical colleges. There was growing advocacy to develop this aspect of vocational 
education, yet the Department's response was far from encouraging. It took many 
years of debate over the merits of Manual Training before the subject received tacit 
approval. Eventually, a limited scholarship scheme was inttoduced to enable 
primary scholars to attend classes at technical colleges. 
Greater Departmental involvement followed the amalgamation of the 
Brisbane colleges into the Centtal Technical College. A subsequent restmcture of 
technical education and an organised approach to vocational education across the 
State was effected. Manual Training and Domestic Science classes became available 
for selected primary students. Fees were subsidised by the Department. A simple 
curriculum for the boys, comprising woodwork and drawing, was developed and 
later became the basis for the Department's Manual Training Syllabus. 
Manual Training also had a beginning in secondary education with the 
establishment of the Centtal Technical College Day School. The school provided 
students with a range of relevant and practical subjects, including Manual Training 
at the secondary level, leading to either further technical study or a ttade. The 
success of this venture provoked the Department into establishing high schools 
across the State. 
In these early years Manual Training was new to Queensland but had 
become well established in many countries and other Austtalian States. It is 
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posttilated that the Department kept in touch with these extemal developments and 
modelled its own early vocational education programs on those that proved 
successful. 
The stinggle for Manual Training to gain acceptance and a foothold in the 
curriculum was long and hard. By the end of the first decade. Manual Training was 
well ensconced in the system. 
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SECTION A: PART II 
CHAPTER 3. 
THE GENESIS OF QUEENSLAND MANUAL TRAINING 
Manual Training in the Early Years 
Although some early attempts at education had been ttialled by private 
citizens, the earliest being atttibuted to Ester Roberts in 1826, there was no 
concerted or unified effort to constitute a school system in the early 19th century.' 
Yet there was some progress made towards founding an education system in the 
years just prior to separation. Communities, which had overcome the initial 
hardships of settiement, were able to band together and provide some education for 
their children. The most notable of which occurred on the Darling Downs, where 
the influence of G.W.Rusden, resulted in the National System of Education being 
adopted. 2 
However, ttiese people were mainly squatters who were both wealthy and 
educated and they sought to provide the type of education that they themselves had 
received. But other settiers desired a more pragmatic form of education. They 
believed in providing learning which would prepare their children for earning a 
living. Such a community, possibly with German ethnicity, convened a meeting in 
North Brisbane and agreed to adopt the National System promoted by Rusden. They 
also proposed that the govemment should give them a grant of land for a school 
house with a reserve adjoining for industrial purposes.3 
According to Wyeth, industrial purposes meant "apparentiy some form of 
Manual Training was contemplated". The proposal may well have been modelled on 
the Industrial Schools operating in Sydney but, unfortunately, the intention was not 
clearly indicated. Such a proposal possibly reflected the artisan background and 
belief of the community in the benefits of a 'utilitarian' rather than a 'classical' 
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education. Considering this occurred in 1836, it was a radical and yet innovative 
move, and is most probably the earliest reference to Manual Training in 
Queensland. 
In the following years, the development of education was spasmodic until 
the passing of the Education Act of 1860 and the inttoduction of a centtalised 
administtation.4 Although the Department of Public Instmction established, 
administered and coordinated both State and provisional schools, it directed the 
majority of its resources to the provision of primary education. The private sector 
also began to take an interest in education and foremost among these was the School 
of Arts movement. The significant aspect of its involvement was the contribution it 
made to initiating vocational education and in particular. Manual Training. 
Woodwork Classes at the Schools of Arts 
The Brisbane School of Arts had been functioning since 1881 and its range 
of classes and number of students had steadily grown during the succeeding years. 
Thorvald Weitemeyer is accredited with being the first teacher of woodwork at the 
Brisbane School. In 1885, he inaugurated a class primarily for school boys in which 
they made small articles and received relevant instmction for the processes. The 
class also atttacted some men who were given a more organised and advanced 
program of leaming.5.6 in die following years, these classes, taught under the 
auspices of the Brisbane technical college, became known as Manual Training. 
Manual Training also had a beginning at tiie Maryborough School of Arts. 
Several of the early annual reports of ttie School's activities record classes in 
woodwork for ttie youtti of ttie town. In ttie 31st Annual Report for 1892, mention 
is made of ttie carpentty teacher H.A.Armsttong, who had 12 pupils.7 The report 
stated that ttiere were fewer classes than in previous years but the attendance was 
satisfactory and good results were expected. Similar statements appeared in 
following annual reports indicating that the concem for youth and the provision of 
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pre-ttade education had extended beyond Brisbane. The following extract from the 
32nd Report summarises the school's achievements. 
It is gratifying to find that the efforts of your Committee to extend education 
to the youth of the town (who, in some instances, are precluded from 
acquiring it through the day), are being so well appreciated.8 
In 1898, C.H.Crystal was the appointed teacher. His work must have been 
of a good standard for the school report for 1899 was very positive saying: 
The various classes comprising the College continue to atttact a large 
number of pupils, and good work is being done. The Committee have at 
present under consideration a scheme for the building and equipment of a 
room with suitable tools and machines for wood and ironwork.9 
Such evidence from the reports of the Schools of Arts indicates that there was both 
a concem for, and an effort made, to provide this much needed vocational 
education. The govemment system was stmggling to administer a basic primary 
curriculum and had neither the resources nor the determination to cater for the 
vocational needs of pupils which were being ignored by the State system. 
Departmental Response to Manual Training 
Thus, Manual Training, even in its cmdest School of Arts portrayal, was 
becoming an educational issue. It was apparentiy advocated by an increasing 
number of enthusiasts. In response, J.Donaldson, the Secretary for Public 
Instmction, addressed the subject of Manual Training in his 1889 report. In his 
opening paragraph he stated: 
It appears to many who have not given it serious consideration that the 
inttoduction of this subject into our schools could easily be effected, but the 
more the question is considered the more difficult will such a step appear, lo 
The reference to "It appears to many" may well mean that the lobbying public were 
requesting that such a practical course of study be included in the school 
curriculum. However, the "many" is not readily identified and may even, according 
to the tenor of the statement, refer to renegade members of parliament. Donaldson 
then continued addressing the issue of instmction and facilities. 
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First, our children generally leave ttie schools between the ages of 13 and 14 
- too young to do much at any trade. Then it is useless to send a carpenter, a 
blacksmitii, or a plumber to visit the schools unless he is provided with tools 
and material, not only for his own use, but also for the use of his pupils. 
And, again, there is not sufficient room in our schools to allow them to be 
used as workshops." 
His arguments against introducing Manual Training were reasonable being based on 
the high cost of establishment. Yet his notion of ttadesmen teaching in the school 
later became a reality. However, the belief that the children were too young to leam 
was later proved wrong when Manual Training was successfully taught to upper 
primary pupils in 1917. Donaldson finally summed up his position by saying: 
Thus it is found that manual ttaining is not practicable in our schools at 
present; but in London, and in Sydney, 'public school workshops' are being 
established for giving manual ttaining to children in the higher classes. This 
attempt to combine technical instmction with the ordinary education given in 
State schools will be watched with interest by the Department, and if 
successful in the mother colony, the needful steps will be taken and the 
necessary money asked for to enable me to inttoduce it into our system of 
education. 12 
When one considers the year, 1889, this was quite a statement to make. But 
was it an empty promise? There were no official technical colleges in Queensland, 
only Schools of Arts. Nevertheless, apparentiy the Department was aware of the 
functioning of education systems outside of Queensland. There is evidence to 
support tiie fact that England, America and New South Wales had based their 
Manual Training programs on ttie Swedish Sloyd system.»3,i4 Now the Queensland 
govemment was waiting in the wings, so to speak, to see the outcome before 
committing State funding to a program of practical education. 
In the same report, Donaldson made positive reference to, and argued 
sttongly for a system of technical education for Queensland. His reasoning was 
based on ttie successful New Soutti Wales system and he advocated govemment 
ftinding for a similar scheme in Queensland. i5 Donaldson tiien added ttiat: 
Children over 13 years of age who have attended State schools or who are 
attending any State School and are desirous of leaming a ttade should 
receive a certificate auttiorising ttie holder to attend ttie classes of ttie college 
free of charge for three years. '6 
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This would appear to be a compromise for abandoning, at least temporarily, the 
inttoduction of Manual Training in the primary schools and it foreshadowed the 
technical scholarship scheme inttoduced in 1909. But such a scheme could only 
provide for children in towns where technical education colleges were established. 
However, these towns would possibly have had the industties, which themselves 
would have spurred the establishment of the colleges, and thus the graduates would 
have been able to find local employment. 
W.C.Grasby, a South Austtalian educator, in an article entitied "Our Public 
Schools", argued for the inclusion and development of Manual Training in the 
primary schools. He believed that the mind was both receptive and expressive and, 
to ensure a balanced education and a balanced life, both aspects of mental 
development needed to be encouraged.'7 This was written in 1891 and may well 
have reflected the thinking of some contemporary Queensland educators in relation 
to the inclusion of a practical form of education in the primary school system. 
The debate over the inttoduction of Manual Training continued in the 
Queensland Parliament. On 16 October 1891, it was reported that a number of 
members argued for some form of practical education, while others said it would be 
too costiy and that it was really the responsibility of the parents. Mr.Smith, M.L.A. 
argued that it was also important that country boys be given some form of mral 
education. 18 This possibly foreshadowed the Rural School program established in 
1917. 
Although the debate was never resolved, two important issues emerged. The 
first was that even as early as 1891, there was an awareness in the minds of some 
parliamentarians of the need for a better and more relevant curriculum for the 
majority of students. This could well have been in order to bolster the economy or 
altematively, to alleviate the growing problem of uneducated youths roaming the 
stteets. The govemment was responsible for both. The second aspect was the belief 
that parents, no matter what their station in life, wanted their children to have 
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occupations of the "Genteel" kind, in banks, shops, offices etc., but not in a 
workshop.'9 
Further support for practical courses came from an unpredicted source. The 
1891 University Commission recommended the inttoduction of technical education, 
an Agricultural College and a School of Mines while the 1899-1901 Victorian Fink 
Commission, 
urged increased specialisation of study in higher primary and post-primary 
education, and the establishment of continuation schools and a wide range of 
vocationally-directed secondary schools.20 
Ewart presented a rather spurious argument as to why technical education 
should not be part of the primary school curriculum. His 1893 report included such 
statements as: 
Recollections of my own boyhood, and the experiences of many years since, 
have shown me that any apt boy will acquire a fair technical education and 
leam to make things, if he is given the use of a few tools and the mn of the 
back yard.21 
Surely this indicated either a very prejudiced or naive concept of the purpose and 
benefit of technical education even at the primary school level. It was in stark 
conttast to the position enunciated by Donaldson in 1889,22 who at least was 
prepared to consider the inttoduction of Manual Training in Queensland, provided it 
proved successful in New South Wales schools. 
Ewart's comments were apparentiy challenged as endorsed in the text of his 
1894 report. He was evidentiy provoked into modifying his previous statement on 
technical education. Ewart claimed that he was misunderstood and attempted to 
clarify his position by saying that his argument was not against technical education 
but against it being part of the primary curriculum. He added that there was not 
enough time in the schools or enough money in tteasury to fund it.23 
General Advocacy for Manual Training 
Towards the end of the 1890's, there was more public involvement in the 
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provision of technical and commercial education. Teacher groups called for a 
broadening of the curriculum with 
innovations including hand and eye ttaining or manual ttaining, nature study 
or elementary science, drill, agricultural lessons, teacher ttaining and 
secondary education.24 
Cleverley and Lawry suggested that this ground swell was nation-wide. It is worth 
noting that Manual Training was mentioned first in this list of practical subjects. 
Was this intentional? Was it deemed necessary for the general development of the 
individual or was there a more utilitarian motive behind this argument? The 
editorial in the January 1908 Oueensland Teachers' Joumal joined in the debate 
claiming that "Queensland might do worse than leam from the Argentine, or even 
Porto Rico, where industrial and agricultural education are provided. "25 
The changing nature of the urban society in the 1890's and its attitude 
towards education was summed up by Lawson. 
While the commercial, financial, and govemment sectors of the economy 
were growing and so creating white-collar occupations, the industrial sector 
was expanding even more rapidly. But it was evident that the education 
system was not geared to producing the ttained manpower to staff Brisbane's 
industties. 26 
At the close of the decade, the Chief Inspector of Factories and Shops was 
still petitioning the govemment for action to improve the situation. 
To my mind the school and the workshop...are the places for boys to receive 
an inttoduction to the ttades and acquire a technical ttaining that should 
enable them to enter upon factory life with some fixity of purpose and some 
manual confidence.27 
He went on to say that as such ttaining was not available in the factories, and that in 
most instances parents could not afford to pay for technical classes, it was the 
responsibility of the govemment to provide, free of cost, such technical education.28 
Although biased by the prospect of improved industrial and economic outcomes, his 
argument was valid for the provision of free post primary vocational education. 
However, the Department stubbomly refused to make changes to the primary 
curriculum and deferted the inttoduction of Manual Training as long as it could. 
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Introduction of a Scholarship Program 
The Report of the Brisbane Technical College for 1893, presented by the 
president Chas.McLay, had a significant entry relating to the opening of classes for 
Manual Training in country colleges. 
An important departure will be made in the inttoduction of Saturday 
Moming Manual Training classes in woodwork and modelling, especially 
open to boys and girls, scholars of State Schools...The movement has the 
full support of the Hon. The Minister for Public Instmction, and though 
limited this year to 30 boys and 30 girls in each town will serve as an 
experiment in this line.29 
This was indeed a very positive step forward for Manual Training in Queensland. 
The scheme was designed to fund Manual Training classes in country technical 
colleges as well as in Brisbane. It appeared that the country colleges conducted 
classes on school days whereas in Brisbane, the classes were restticted to Saturday 
momings only. 
By 1895, the Brisbane Technical College had increased its range of classes 
and had gained in status as well. Its "Circular of General Information" included 
course offerings in the Department of Manual Training. They were open to girls 
and boys and were designed to provide a progression of exercises incorporating ttie 
use of visual and tactile workshop skills as well as developing an appreciation of 
design.30 while ttie Department was later called Science, Engineering and Trades, 
these classes became a standard part of the course offering, and by 1903, were 
officially known as Manual Training. 
Yet in spite of tiiis expansion of Manual Training, ttie Department of Public 
Insttuction had still not accepted ttie challenge of providing practical education for 
its boys and girls. Surprisingly tiiough, it gave support to tiie technical colleges 
which were attempting to address tiiis deficiency. Sttidents who attended primary 
schools and who were inspected, had their college Manual Training fees subsidised 
by the Department. All other students had to pay full fees. This would indicate that 
the Department had changed its position somewhat. It gave tacit approval for such 
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ttaining but claimed it was unable to implement or fund such a scheme state-wide. 
Another interesting consideration was that there was an apparent demand for both 
the subsidised and non-subsidised Manual Training classes. The boys, or at least 
their parents, saw such vocational education as benefiting them and therefore were 
happy to pay the fees. 
The Brisbane technical college classes for boys in Manual Training 
continued and were acknowledged in a report in the Brisbane Courier of 17 
Febmary 1909 which gave an indication of the development of the subject. Results 
for the Manual Training Examination in Woodwork showed that out of a total of 25 
examinees, one received a credit, 13 passed and 11 failed.3' The significance of this 
is that the subject had gained enough credibility to be eligible for an examination. It 
was no longer seen as a Saturday past-time class and the standard expected was such 
as to discriminate the serious students from the hobbyists. 
This growth is also reflected in a Centtal Technical College document which 
showed returns for student numbers and teachers employed at the Brisbane, South 
Brisbane and West End Colleges. Under the heading Manual Training, Brisbane 
recorded 28 boys with J.F.Smith as teacher; South Brisbane five boys and F.J.Hill 
as teacher; and for non-subsidised classes at Brisbane, there were two classes of 26 
and five boys respectively with J.F.Smith as the teacher.32 
Gradual Development of the Manual Training Curriculum 
There was continual extemal calls and support for a more practical rather 
than classical primary curriculum. Logan and Clarke state that the importance of 
"useful subjects" and the concept of "learning by doing" was being promoted during 
this period. By 1890, a change in general curriculum approach was evident. The 
notion of "mental discipline" was waning and the new approach of practical learning 
grew in popularity.33 This ttend led to the increasing development and acceptance of 
vocational subjects such as Manual Training and Agriculture and a variety of 
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practical subjects was offered by the Brisbane Technical College. 
The position of the college on the teaching of Manual Training was to 
promote the enrichment of a general education as indicated in the following exttact 
from the Brisbane Technical College Calendar for 1903. 
Manual ttaining or systematic ttaining of the hand and eye, is now 
recognised almost everywhere as a most important part of the education of 
girls and boys during school life. It does not aim at teaching a ttade or any 
part of a ttade; but it does aim at giving to school children by careful 
graduated exercises, a dexterity and confidence in the use of their hands and 
eyes which are a revelation to many of them of the powers they possess and 
are an invaluable aid in the occupations of later life.34 
Such classes generally consisted of the theory and practice of woodwork associated 
with some elementary drawing. It was seen as important that the boys could 
interpret working drawings as this would assist them greatiy if they pursued any of 
the ttades. The woodwork classes during this period tended to develop from the rote 
leaming of practical procedures to that of gaining a better understanding of the 
processes involved. The eventual examination consisted of a practical exercise, a 
drawing, and some theory questions. 
In less than a decade, the Sloyd based woodwork classes, initiated at the 
various Schools of Arts, had developed into organised and well conducted classes in 
Manual Training at the Brisbane colleges and several of the country colleges. Yet 
the Department of Public Instmction resisted pressure for the inclusion of practical 
education at tiie primary school level. In conttast, ttie subsidised technical colleges 
not only identified tiie need for vocational education, but stmggled to contiibute 
towards tiie provision of ttiis much needed form of technical ttaining. 
Further Development and Consolidation of Manual Training 
This period of the study, which could well be called the foundation period, 
ttaces tiie development of Manual Training from 1900 up to the passing of the 
Technical Instmction Act in 1908. It focuses on the determined call from the 
colleges and other bodies for the provision of vocational classes and the reluctance 
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of the Department to provide finance for their implementation. 
The Existing Manual Training Program 
In his report on the Brisbane Technical College for 1901, the President, 
A.Norton, outlined the existing arrangements for classes in the Department of 
Manual Training. 
The Manual Training Department consists of classes in freehand and freearm 
drawing, modelling, wood-carving, chip-carving, woodwork, and cookery, 
to all of which any boy or girl showing a certificate from the head teacher of 
an inspected school is admitted at a very low fee.35 
The term Manual Training was used in these early days as a generic name 
for any craft or hand and eye coordinated subject. The classes were mostly held on 
Saturday momings and those for woodwork and cookery were well attended. 
However, Norton expressed disappointment at the discrimination by the Department 
of Public Instmction levelled against the boys who attended. Only those pupils in 
attendance at an inspected primary school were eligible for subsidised payment of 
fees. He also expressed his concem that although both groups of 24 boys 
show noteworthy readiness in the use of their hands...It was remarkable that 
not more than one schoolboy in ten, of any age, can read or use when he 
arrives such a simple mechanical contrivance as the footmle.36 
This is one of the early references to classes in woodwork, also called Manual 
Training, being held at the Brisbane technical college for boys of school age. While 
the reference is specific to the Brisbane College, other colleges in Brisbane and the 
country also offered similar courses. 
Evidence of the continued growth of Manual Training in Brisbane is found 
in various sources including the media. Classes in carpentry continued to flourish as 
stated by Kermedy in his report of May 1902. "Thirty one State school boys have 
taken lessons in elementary carpentry and 26 girls selected from the Brisbane 
schools have gone through a course in cookery. "37,38,39 xhe Brisbane Courier of 21 
Febmary 1907 made mention that "the Saturday moming woodwork classes were 
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very well attended the benches being almost all taken up."4(> 
Reports of the implementation and success of basic Manual Training classes 
across the State also give proof that the subject was taking hold. Inspector 
W.E.Benbow made mention of "a little manual instmction was given in the little 
provincial school at Ross River. "4' He praised the work of the pupils and their 
appreciation for tiie opportunity of such an education. This would appear to conttast 
with Ewart's comments in 1908 which alluded to the fact that there was no mention 
of the need for Manual Training from inspectors or the community at large.42 
Benbow's comment, however, was an anecdote of what was happening rather than a 
request for an extension of the scheme. 
Manual Training continued to be offered by the Brisbane Technical College 
as reported by Riddell in 1909. "In the different branches of woodwork, all are 
ttade students except those in the Manual Training and Stage I Woodwork classes" 
who were State school pupils.43 There is considerable other evidence to support the 
consolidation of Manual Training in the technical colleges and much of this can be 
found in the McConnel Collection of Papers housed in the John Oxley Library.44 
McConnel was a sttong advocate for inttoducing pupils to Manual Training in all its 
various forms. He was quite vocal in reacting to the cutting of govemment subsidy 
to the vocational subjects ofl'ered by his college as well as on the issue of 
endowments. 
Manual ttaining is THE KINDERGARTEN CONTINUED for older pupils. 
It does not teach ttades, but teaches manual dexterity, self-reliance, 
exactness, and many other things as well, and to see this subject reduced to 
the lowest level of endowment gives a shock to one's sense of the balance of 
things.45 
This article provided McConnel with an opportunity to use the press as a fomm for 
his personal beliefs. He was in fact responding to a report on Manual Training in 
Europe and America by New Soutti Wales Technical Inspectors. 
The editor, Brisbane Courier 20 November 1905, made reference to ttie 
report and backed McConnel by publishing ttie following exttact from an interview 
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with the southern Inspector. 
Mr Knibbs' contention is that manual training is an essential and most 
important part of primary education, that the subject of insttuction should be 
'realistic', and not merely literary. As things are, our pupils are very often 
quite devoid of that dexterity and practical intelligence that aught to be 
inculcated in the earliest stages of school life, and the cultivation of 'faculty' 
is the last thing thought of "46 
It was probably comments such as this which not only supported McConnel, but 
possibly reflected the community's view point as well. If this was the case, it 
suggests that changes in the curriculum towards the inclusion of Manual Training, 
were partly initiated from an external source. 
Extension of the Manual Training Program 
While there was consolidation and extension of Manual Training classes in 
the technical colleges, there was also pressure on the Department and the 
govemment to extend the program state-wide and where possible involve the 
primary schools. A.Exley, the president of the Queensland Teachers' Union 
Conference said: 
As regards technical education...we can only hope for littie...In towns where 
technical colleges exist, use might well be made of them.. .to give the boys, 
who by previous good work have shown themselves worthy of consideration, 
opportunities to leam the uses of tools in wood and metal working. 47 
The article also discussed the possibility of further examples of practical leaming 
including classes in farm skills- poultry, bee-keeping, etc. 
McConnel had started a debate in the press regarding what he saw as an 
'educational gap' in the education of the State's youth. He argued the need for 
Manual Training of some sort to prepare students for technical study. In response to 
a letter challenging his idea, McConnel said: 
But Sir, my contention was that altogether apart from the utility of teaching 
elementary science, or giving what is called 'manual ttaining', with future 
industrial tastes and skill as ttieir object, there is the purely educational, but 
tangible, benefit of the intellectual stimulus which they impart.48 
He continued arguing that the cooking classes, inttoduced by the Department in 
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1902, were a great success and that the experiment should have been extended to 
other towns in the State where colleges existed. The existing facilities in the 
colleges he believed, were able to keep the cost to a minimum. Here McConnel is 
clearly indicating a proposal for the beginning of Manual Training as part of the 
State system using technical college facilities and teaching staff. 
Support for the inclusion of Manual Training in the primary curticulum 
came from many quarters including, surprisingly enough, from the Education 
Conference of 1904. Point 245, a recommendation from the Conference Report, 
was of significance. It advocated the inttoduction of vocational classes with 
govemment funding provided to the colleges to enable them to carry out the 
instmction.49 This was a unique statement in that a general teachers' conference was 
advocating the inclusion of practical and somewhat expensive subjects, including 
Manual Training, into the primary curriculum. It is also the first noted incidence of 
the subject Manual Training being mentioned in relation to primary education rather 
than to technical education. 
R.A.Weame, the principal of the Ipswich technical college, also supported 
tiie concept and wrote to tiie Board of Technical Insttuction in September 1904, 
requesting ttiat consideration be given "to extend to the boys equal facilities to ttiose 
granted to the girls. "5o His concem was communicated by the Board's secretary, 
A.J.Thyne, to ttie Secretary for Public Instmction. The reply can be summed up in 
ttie notation on tiie cortespondence which states very briefly "Inform- Minister 
much regrets tiiat funds are not available". This was formalised in a letter to Thyne 
dated 8 October 1904.5' 
It is interesting to note that while the responses to these requests were 
negative, the reason given was usually lack of funds rather than a rejection of the 
concept of Manual Training for boys. This did not stop Kennedy from continuing to 
recommended the provision of free tuition to boys attending Manual Training 
classes. In 1904 he wrote 
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in passing I may remark, as I have done in previous reports, that I should 
very much like to see a limited number of State School boys provided by the 
Department with free tuition at these classes as has been done in the case of 
a number of State School girls in Cookery classes.52 
Support for Manual Training was highlighted at the 1907 Technical College 
Annual Conference when a motion was passed to the effect: 
That it is desirable that where technical colleges exist the pupils in the higher 
classes of State schools be granted facilities for taking at technical colleges 
during school hours, manual ttaining and practical studies in elementary 
science as part of their school curriculum.53 
In reply the Minister, Mr Barlow, was quoted as saying that "He saw no objection 
to the proposal". This surely was an opportunity that the colleges could not resist. It 
would have provided economic use of the facilities during the day time, created 
employment for staff, and at the same time prepared students for fiiture college 
classes and/or ttade vocations. 
Lord Chelmsford, Govemor of Queensland, made reference and 
comparisons with the Queensland and British education systems. He gave particular 
emphasis to technical education in his address presented at the 1907 Brisbane 
Technical College Graduation Ceremony. He was quoted as supporting Manual 
Training for the benefits it gave, including dexterity, but tried to clarify his point of 
view by saying: 
In ttade schools they must have manual dexterity, but in technical colleges 
the manual dexterity must be accompanied by the mental ttaining of the 
student. That was the distinction they had to make.54 
An examination of this statement reveals that there is no mention of Manual 
Training being of importance for general education. In fact, it tends to relegate it to 
the lowlier institution of ttade school being devoid of "mental ttaining". The Daily 
Mail reported a slightiy different perspective of Lord Chelmsford's address. 
Fortunately, technical education is now 'waking up' in Great Britain; the 
London County Council have provided ttade schools for boys and girls; 
science and art departments are being added to many of the secondary 
schools. 55 
Reports such as these must have influenced the Department to consider the 
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developments occurting in Great Britain. They may also have indicated the direction 
that Queensland should take to implement Manual Training into the State system. 
The reluctance of the Department is evidenced in the 33rd Report of the 
Secretary for Public Instmction, 1908, wherein Ewart, made the following 
nonchalant statement. "1 have not heard anything for some time regarding attempts 
to inttoduce manual instruction into the schools, meaning by that ttaining in the use 
of tools. "56 This brief reference to Manual Training possibly suggested that, 
although the subject could be taken in the colleges, Ewart had no intentions of 
including it in the primary syllabus, unless there was substantiated demand for it. 
Nevertheless, he did make mention of changes to the drawing syllabus to bring it in 
line with that in the technical colleges. 
At the 1908 Annual Conference of Technical Colleges, R.A.Weame and 
Mrs Brydon proposed that the Department be again approached seeking funding for 
Manual Training and dressmaking classes in colleges. Conference reports printed in 
the Brisbane Courier. 17 August 1908 and the Telegraph. 15 August 1908 were 
similar indicating that the Minister was in favour of the proposal but the Telegraph 
added an additional comment. "Mr Barlow said that this matter was purely a 
question of money. He personally was in favour of it, but he could not always do 
all he wished. "57 
The issue was also addressed by Story when replying to a communication 
from the conference. He reiterated the fact that the proposal was acceptable but that 
there were no finances available. From the tone of the letter there is some evidence 
to suggest that Story himself was sympathetic to the cause of Manual Training. "He 
will give still further consideration to the matter and try to devise a scheme which 
will not require a Special Vote. "58 
These reports seem to support the notion that Manual Training in the State 
system did not occur as a Departmental initiative but rather as a reluctant response 
to extemal pressures. Prominent in tiiis advocacy was ttie technical college lobby. 
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A Call for Equal Opportunity in Vocational Classes 
In the early years of the colony of Queensland, priority was given to 
educating the upper classes with a bias towards the needs of males rather than 
females. It is surprising then to see the situation in the early 1900's where the 
reverse occurred, that is, females were afforded an educational opportunity not 
given to males. Girls, selected from primary schools, were offered places in 
cooking classes conducted by the technical colleges and paid for by the Department. 
The first instance occurred in 1902 with classes offered in seven technical 
colleges.59 This increased to 360 places and ten colleges by 1908.60 
During this time, the Department was still in charge of primary and 
technical education. In view of this, one of the roles of the Departmental Inspectors 
was to report on all activities involving State funding of classes. Kennedy in 1902, 
reported on the activities of the Brisbane technical college and included in his 
comments the following statement about the Department of Manual Training. 
1 beg to express a hope that a similar class to that last mentioned [free 
Cooking class for State School girls] will be formed during the current year; 
and 1 take leave to suggest for consideration the desireableness of an 
extension of the same principle to a number of boys selected from the State 
Schools, who might be desirous of leaming Woodwork, and would be 
willing to devote their Saturday forenoons to that purpose.6' 
This statement indicated that approved and funded classes in Manual Training for 
boys had not yet been established by the colleges nor funded by the Department on 
the same basis as for the girls. 
The Queensland Educational Conference of 1903 addressed the issue related 
to the equality of opportunity for both sexes or what is known in today's jargon as 
equity. Conference item 265 stated: 
That, in the opinion of this Conference, the practice of selecting certain of 
the girl pupils of our primary schools to attend classes for cookery at 
Technical Colleges should be extended, and that in similar manner a selected 
number of boy pupils should receive instmction in woodwork or other 
manual ttaining at technical colleges where such classes are available, and 
when the state of public finances permits.62 
This motion was "Affirmed" demonsttating a growing recognition of the worth of 
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Manual Training in tiie school curticulum. The conference indicated that the 
majority of teachers and administrators were in favour of such leaming and tiiey 
advocated that a program should be commenced as soon as funds became available. 
The standard Departmental response to requests for additional resources was 
"lack of funds" and not, as in ttiis case, a rejection of the concept of equality of 
opportunity for boys. It would appear tiien, that it was much easier to find funds for 
cooking classes than for woodwork classes. However, a more cynical explanation 
might be that it was seen as more important to provide easy access to ttaining in 
cooking and housewifery and thus open the market for employment for girls as 
house maids/servants, and so on, tiian it was to prepare boys for the ttades. 
The Expanding Concept of Vocational Education 
Story had written to the School Inspectors on 9 June 1905, inviting them "to 
submit any suggestions, readily applicable, for bringing the Technical Colleges into 
closer touch with the State Schools or vice versa. "63 The replies gave a good 
indication of the inspectors' perceptions of the situation and a number of their 
suggestions actually became policy in later years. Of significance were the 
following points, (i) an extension of vocational classes; (ii) a vocational 
scholarship scheme; (iii) the need for better qualified instmctors; and (iv) the 
inttoduction of Saturday woodwork classes. However, the interesting aspect of these 
reports is that they were in reply to the Under Secretary's request. The question is 
'What was the motive behind the request?' Was Story responding to some extemal 
lobbying or to Departmental pressure for the inttoduction of a practical curriculum 
in the primary schools possibly linked initially with the technical colleges? It may 
well be that it was his own intuition of the need for change ttiat prompted the 
research. 
Thus, it may be seen tiiat tiiere were signs of significant change relating to 
technical education and Manual Training emerging from witiiin ttie Department 
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itself. Coupled with the external pressures and the success of overseas models, the 
Department was confronted with the prospect of modifying the primary curriculum. 
As a result of all this came the inttoduction of vocational education in the primary 
schools. The first recorded venture into this field of education was made by the 
Brisbane Technical College which offered classes for boys and girls on a Saturday 
moming. 64 
Vocational education was the name given to those subjects beyond the 
teaching scope of the primary school curriculum and/or school facilities. Such 
subjects as bookkeeping, typing, cookery, dressmaking, woodwork and metalwork 
were oft'ered to pupils of the upper classes of the primary school who were judged 
as being capable and who could attend local technical colleges. The name 
'Vocational' embraced the generic term Manual Training and was often used 
synonymously by Departmental officers. 
Substantial impetus was given to the vocational education movement by the 
Brisbane Chamber of Commerce which became quite vocal against the 'second rate' 
stigma foisted on students who took subjects other than those leading to 
matriculation. The Chamber argued that: 
The continued tendency in the secondary school of this Colony to 
subordinate commercial and industrial to classical subjects, as if the majority 
of the scholars were intended solely for professional careers, along with the 
failure to provide any satisfactory leaving certificate for our State scholars, 
renders action necessary.65 
This was an example of what unity was able to achieve. The Chamber of 
Commerce, an association of businessmen, was able to influence not only the 
Department to offer vocational courses, but also in due time, the University to 
examine those courses and issue appropriate accreditation. This move helped pave 
the way for a more liberal and vocationally oriented secondary curriculum even 
though it took many years to achieve. 
However, the 1908 Report by Barlow, indicated that the vocational courses 
program had not commenced and in fact it was only at the proposal stage. 
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The Department has also had under consideration a scheme for bringing the 
country technical colleges into closer relationship with State Schools, 
whereby...the boys might take courses in Manual Training, Commercial 
Subjects, Science etc. as may be desired, and as the organization of the 
colleges may admit.66 
This statement, which in its entirety described the proposal for vocational classes in 
association with the colleges, indicated that the pressure groups advocating 
vocational education and the examples of other systems had at last motivated the 
Department to initiate some action. Perhaps it was the determination of men like 
Riddell and Story, who feature significantiy in the later development of vocational 
education, that triggered the motivation. 
The drive for vocational classes in the colleges came from within the 
technical education fratemity as well. While their motive may have been seen as 
suspect, and activated by the attraction of funding, there was also the consideration 
that they sttongly believed in technical education. They perceived that the 
advancement of the State's economy would only come through a technologically 
literate society.67 The country technical colleges had begun offering places to 
primary pupils, but usually on a fee paying basis. The Department, when it took 
over the management of the colleges, an outcome of the Technical Instmction Act 
of 1908, of necessity also administered the funding of these established vocational 
classes, but on its own terms. 
By early 1909, the colleges had formed classes to teach Manual Training, 
Cooking and Domestic Economy, Drawing, Mattiematics, Physics, Chemistiy, 
Bookkeeping, Shorthand and Dressmaking, and 297 boys and 196 girls attended 
under ttiis scheme.68 These figures would suggest tiie high acceptance of tiie classes 
in the fu-st year and the growing importance placed on such classes by ttie colleges. 
Riddell proposed that a scholarship scheme be implemented for the second 
half of 1909. It was anticipated that 13 technical colleges namely, Caims, Charters 
Towers, Bundaberg, Bo wen, Gympie, Herberton, Ipswich, Maryborough, Mount 
Morgan, Rockhampton, Toowoomba, Townsville, and Warwick would 
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participate.69 He reiterated the Department's proposal for a funded vocational 
scheme for the colleges providing 
a measure of insttuction at the country Technical Colleges, in science, 
commercial and domestic subjects, and in manual training, i.e., in such 
subjects as form the basis of any technical ttaining.7o 
Story reacted to Riddell's proposal with the notation: 
The schemes now adopted will remain in operation from the present date 
until December 31st, when their working will be reviewed and schemes 
formulated for the year 1910.7' 
During the fourth term of 1909, a survey was sent out seeking a response to the 
vocational classes being ttialled at the technical colleges. Many replies were 
received from teachers in the various schools and colleges involved. Typical was the 
reply from Bundaberg college which gave operational details 72 The letter also made 
mention of the fact that the pupils were to sit for Departmental examinations. 
The majority of replies were in favour of the scheme. Qne response of 
particular interest was received from J.Porter, head teacher of West B. State School 
in Warwick, whose pupils attended the Warwick Technical College. He wrote: 
Give some instmction as to how to teach to the practical man at present 
employed as a teacher of the Manual Training Class; or offer to pupil 
teachers and young teachers the same advantages so as to qualify them to 
teach the subject as part of the primary school work.73 
This statement is significant in that it alluded to the two major problems which 
faced the Department and the teachers of Manual Training for decades. They were 
1. The problem of employing experienced ttadesmen without appropriate 
teaching experience; and 
2. The problem of providing suitable technical ttaining for selected primary 
ttained teachers. 
Unfortunately, these issues were not addressed until 1970 when a Certificate Course 
of Teacher Education was inttoduced. One of the few documented objections to the 
scheme came from an irate parent who was particularly upset, not with the concept, 
but with its application. The writer complained about the preferential awarding of 
places to State school pupils while no consideration was given to private school 
pupils. 74 
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After tiie responses received were examined, a detailed proforma and policy 
for vocational classes was drawn up by tiie Department and approved by ttie 
Minister for implementation in 1910. Eleven country colleges were given approval 
to become part of the scholarship scheme and provide places for some 170 students 
in Manual Training and Geomettical Drawing and Perspective subjects. During ttie 
first year of its official operation, tiie vocational class scheme appeared to be an 
outstanding success and in effect laid tiie foundations for tiie furtiier development of 
Manual Training in Queensland. 
The Curriculum Administered by the Technical Colleges 
The primary syllabus had not undergone any major modification since its 
inttoduction in 1860, even though such changes were possible through the 1875 and 
1897 Education Acts. However, tiiere were calls for change, particularly for the 
inttoduction of more practical subjects in the primary school. For example, the 
Education Conference of 1904 and the Technical college Conference in 1907 both 
appealed for the inclusion of vocational subjects. 
In 1902, Ewart responded to such petitions by saying that the govemment 
could not meet the curriculum needs of all individuals and had to react rationally to 
all requests.75 In effect, it would seem that he was opening the way for change as 
long as it could be justified in terms of need, expense, and available teaching time. 
Inspector Benbow commented in the same report on the teaching of Geometrical 
Drawing, Freehand and Model Drawing. The subject had been mentioned in both 
positive and negative terms by the inspectors over the years.76 Although drawing, as 
a discrete subject, is not included in this study as being part of the Manual Training 
curriculum, it was apparentiy the foremnner to the subject Junior Geometrical 
Drawing and Perspective examined by the University of Queensland from 1911 till 
1959. It also became a component of tiie secondary Manual Training syllabus and 
the Industrial Junior course. 
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Yet while Manual Training had gained a place in the technical college 
curriculum, it had still not received approval for inclusion in the State primary 
curriculum.77 However, in his report for 1903, Inspector Macgroarty praised the 
merit of technical education, but was against any extension of it into the primary 
schools. He qualified his statement by saying that: 
To supply all our Primary Schools with teachers qualified to give pupils an 
'industtial education' worthy of the name, and to provide all the needed 
appliances connected therewith, can hardly be undertaken on account of the 
large expense involved, so that only some centtal scheme of action would 
seem to be feasible.78 
While acknowledging the need for "industrial ttaining" he doubted that it would be 
sound economical practice to inttoduce it in the primary school. Nevertheless, it 
was the vision of the few Queensland advocates, combined with the perceived 
achievements in other countries, that tended to foreshadow the course of events to 
follow. 
Inspector Benbow in his report for 1903 made special reference to the 
"splendid work" being done at Burgorah State school where the teacher gave lessons 
in "shingle splitting, gardening and model house building". He also commented on 
the noted improvement in the drawing subject.79 This would appear to be the fu-st 
recorded reference of 'practical subjects' of this nature being taught in a primary 
school. The inspector indicated that the work was done well and enthusiastically and 
"no doubt pleased the parents". Such anecdotes as this also had implications for the 
Secretary's statement of allowing demand to influence the curriculum. 
By 1905, another innovation had been accepted into the primary curriculum, 
that of Rural education. Though mainly an extta-curricular activity, it was gaining 
momentum and was praised in the 1905 report.8o The agricultural classes were 
relatively easy to organise and inexpensive to operate. Nevertheless, their success 
possibly paved the way for the Rural School and vocational classes in country 
colleges. This would indicate that extemal influence for curriculum change could be 
accommodated providing the cost to the Department was minimal. 
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The argument against technical education in the primary curticulum was 
sttengthened by Inspector Canny when he quoted Professor Huxley's opposition to 
industtial education in the English primary curticulum. The debate in Queensland 
continued for many years. It appears tiiat while some of ttie inspectors supported 
manual insttuction ottiers were against it.s' This was to be expected. Possibly ttieir 
judgments were based on what ttiey believed should be in ttie curriculum rattier ttian 
on what would be best for the students. 
In ttie early 1900's ttie technical colleges, especially those in Brisbane, were 
leading the way in providing classes in woodwork and/or Manual Training for State 
school pupils. Classes were advertised along side all tiie ottier college courses. The 
fu-st syllabus for Manual Training is believed to have been written around 1905 and 
was identified as 
Woodwork (Manual Training). 
A course of instmction in measuring, marking, cutting, and fitting, with 
practice in small articles suitable for beginners: a ttaining of hand and eye.82 
The syllabus showed the extent of the work to be achieved. The fact that there was 
a separate syllabus written also indicates the permanent place given to Manual 
Training in the technical colleges. The syllabus was possibly developed in Brisbane 
under the supervision of Riddell who had gained a reputation for writing technical 
education curriculum. 
During this period curriculum development, which was related to Manual 
Training, focused on the facilitation of basic hand skills and associated theory 
commensurate with the age and interests of the pupils. Initially the term Manual 
Training had been used to identify all subjects of a practical nature which advocated 
the development of hand and eye coordination. However, the term Vocational 
Education was soon inttoduced to cover the increasing number of subjects, such as 
commercial, agricultural, domestic and Manual Training being taught at the 
technical colleges. 
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The Manual Training curriculum consisted of woodwork, trade drawing and 
related theory. Its teaching remained within the province of the technical colleges 
and it was through their efforts that primary pupils were afforded access to Manual 
Training classes. The Department appeared amenable to the concept of this form of 
practical education, but were reluctant to commit resources to implement it into the 
primary curriculum. 
The Department's opposition to an extension of the scheme appeared to be 
based on lack of finances rather than disenchantment with the subjects. While 
inspectors and administtators alike argued both for and against its inttoduction it 
was eventually approved opening the way for the succeeding developments. 
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Stage I 
1. Instmction in the use of two-foot mle and square, marking squared spaces, 
gauging, sawing and cutting out spaces. 
2. Marking and cutting out diagonal spaces. 
3. Making working drawings half and full size. 
4. Line winder (use of centte bit and file). 
5. Hanging match bracket ( housing and boring). 
6. Half-hexagon bracket (Chamfered edge). 
7. Soap-box (cutting and nailing together, parallel and square). 
8. Pen-rack (Boring and connecting by curves; use of gauge). 
9. Small box, lapped and cross nailed at comers. 
10. Clock bracket with two supports. 
The dating of this syllabus can be ttaced by the fact that "The Department of Public 
Instmction, Queensland: The Board of Technical Instmction Syllabus, 1904" does 
not have an entry for Manual Training which would indicate that Manual Training 
was not a part of the College syllabus at least up until 1905. 
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SECTION A: PART II 
CHAPTER 4 
THE WIDER SPHERE OF MANUAL TRAINING 
Early Secondary Education 
Secondary education in Queensland during the latter half of the 19th century 
was not given a high priority as far as the govemment and the Department of Public 
Instmction were concemed. The general feeling was that there were Grammar 
schools for those who were looking for higher education and parents should pay for 
this privilege of educating their children beyond the primary level. 
Goodman made reference to this when discussing Anderson's role as 
secretary for Public Instmction in 1889. Anderson displayed little understanding or 
sympathy to the needs of post primary students. His sentiments regarding the non-
academics were portrayed in the following vein. 
These children, it was believed, were not endowed with ability to follow a 
'literary education'; they should go into employment and follow up their 
schooling with practical ttaining at evening classes, schools of arts, and 
technical classes.' 
Anderson's approach was to provide evening classes but with a charge rather than 
provide free further education at the secondary level. However, these evening 
classes did not meet the needs of these young people, especially those seeking 
commercial and industrial ttaining. As the societal stmcture changed, there was also 
a change noted in the image of Queenslanders from tough pioneers to skilled 
workers, while they stmggled with developing 
the skills of professionals, commercial leaders, white-collar workers in 
banks, insurance offices, and commercial houses, and technically ttained 
industrial workers. All these required a higher, and more vocation-oriented, 
education than was generally available.2 
This was an awakening of the populace to the need for better opportunities and 
access to higher yet practical education in the secondary schools. Such an education. 
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to prepare youths for work in the emerging industrial colony, could not be obtained 
at the primary level, even though vocational classes in association with the technical 
colleges had been ttialled. 
Still some post-primary classes were being offered by the technical colleges. 
According to Logan and Clarke, the Brisbane College had inttoduced secondary 
courses with a technical bias to its curticulum. Yet the secondary Day School did 
not emerge until 1908. The South Brisbane College also taught secondary subjects 
and prepared students for the Sydney Public Examinations.3 These early attempts at 
secondary education provided a foundation for the first high schools in Brisbane. 
However, they were never recognised as such, possibly because of their bias 
towards the practical subjects of Science, Manual Training, Commerce and 
Domestic Science. It is possible that there was also a stigma levelled against such 
practical subjects by the so-called 'educated elite'. 
Barlow in 1906, presented a plan to provide secondary education beyond 
primary level for children forced by circumstances to leave school and go to work. 
This was in the form of evening or continuation classes and was probably based on 
the English model.45 
In spite of such proposals, there was very littie action. One of the outspoken 
critics of the Department, and particularly the deficient education system, was 
McConnel. At the 1908 Brisbane Technical College Graduation Ceremony, he made 
the following statement. 
The crying need of Queensland today is a widespread scheme to connect 
primary with technical education by secondary schools, or to convert the 
present Colleges into Technical High Schools, which shall become open 
avenues to lead through higher and higher grades to the university itself.^  
Again McConnel was calling for a better education system catering for the needs of 
post primary students to fill 'the gap' between compulsory education and technical 
education or university study. It is a theme which McConnel pursued relenUessly 
and one which resulted in considerable public debate. 
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An article in the Brisbane Courier of 17 June 1909, referred to the 
Department's Report for 1908 in that it had been considering closer links with the 
colleges and the establishment of vocational classes. These were planned to 
encourage pupils to continue study at the colleges in preparation for future technical 
studies.7 This comment suggested that some form of secondary education to 'bridge 
the gap' between primary and technical education was envisaged. Cleverley and 
Lawry suggested that the Queensland system was based very closely on the new 
system developing in England at that time and enacted through the Education and 
Continuing Schools Bill of 1908.8 
The idea of the Continuation school seemed to be accepted by some of the 
Brisbane colleges. It was seen as a means of enabling pupils, who were beyond the 
compulsory school age, to obtain an education to prepare them for further study at a 
technical college. There were several favourable newspaper reports at the time 
commenting on these Continuation schools particularly those at the East Brisbane 
and Valley State Schools.9 These experiments possibly provided experience and an 
additional incentive for the development of State secondary education in high 
schools. 
Technical High Schools 
The concept of Technical High Schools emerged as the need for some form 
of bridging education between the primary schools and technical colleges became 
more apparent. The Grammar schools could not fulfil this role as their curriculum 
was directed solely towards university matriculation. Both New South Wales and 
Victoria had established Technical Schools by 1898 and they became a very popular 
form of education for non-university oriented students, lo 
In Queensland, there were no official Technical Schools. However, the 
Report of ttie Soutti Brisbane Technical College for 1905 outiined tiie objectives and 
anticipated achievements of its proposed new Technical High School. Entry was to 
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be set at fifth class standard and courses in scientific and commercial subjects were 
to be offered. It was aiming for a high achievement profile when it stated 
the standards aimed at will be tiiose fixed by the Department in their syllabus 
for Technical Colleges and by tiie authorities in Sydney University in their 
requirements for the public examination matticulation and the Peter Nicol 
Russell Scholarships." 
Inspector J.S.Shirley in the following year, reported to the Under Secretary 
informing him of the work being done at the South Brisbane College. 
The work of the College divides into day and night classes. Students 
attending the day classes are either scholars eru-oled in the Technical Day 
School, or art students, or are leaming dressmaking, millinery, cookery, or 
other home ttaining subjects. 
It has been recognised by the committee of management that there is a 
demand for higher education that is scientific and mathematical rather than 
classical; and which the Grammar School does not, or can not supply. This 
demand the Technical High School is intended to meet.'2 
He continued by stating that engineering and medical pupils were enrolling at the 
school and even ttansferring from the Grammar school to benefit from the practical 
classes. 
Not to be outdone, the Brisbane College offered scholarships to its new 
technical courses. It advertised the list of subjects on offer, the costs involved, 
admission criteria and conditions of acceptance. Entries were to close on Saturday 
29 Febmary 1908.'3 This marked the official enttance of the Brisbane College into 
secondary education. The occasion provides a new insight into the early 
development of Technical High Schools which eventually led to the establishment of 
the Industrial High School and the inclusion of Manual Training in the secondary 
curriculum. 
There was much communication between McConnel and the Department 
over the technical courses offered and the associated scholarships. Govemment 
funding was granted to enable the courses to continue until the end of 1909. This, 
as it turns out, was when the Department took over the operation of these courses.'4 
An intriguing, undated, hand written document, found in tiie Centtal 
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Technical College files, outlines a proposal for the Central Technical College Day 
School. It was to cater for both girls and boys with the subjects for the boys to 
include Physics, Chemistry, English, Physiology, Physical Geography, Practical 
Physics, Mathematics, Geomettical Drawing, Woodwork, and Freehand.'5 This 
document would appear to be significant in that it is definitely headed Centtal 
Technical College, not Brisbane Technical College. This proposal was probably 
drafted by Riddell and Leonard Morris,'6 the new Superintendent of Technical 
Education, in preparation for the merge of the Brisbane Technical College into the 
Centtal Technical College. 
About this time the Department began to take action on the issue of high 
schools and Story, on 13 July 1908, wrote a "Privileged and Confidential" letter 
regarding the proposed establishment of two high schools. Attached to this 
correspondence is a copy of a letter to McConnel requesting information regarding 
that college's Day School. 
The Department has under consideration the question of establishing two 
High Schools to act, amongst other things, as feeders to the Technical 
Colleges. 
To assist the Department in the preparation of data you would greatiy oblige 
by furnishing as soon as you convenientiy can, the number of day students 
attending the Brisbane Technical College, the subjects taken, and the number 
of day students in each subject.'7 
The proposed organisation of these schools was very similar to that of the Victorian 
system. Although initially called high schools, they were never classified as such 
until well after the country State high schools were established in 1912. There does 
not appear to be any direct evidence to link this initiative to Story, and in fact, it 
may have been a reaction to the approach from Morris and Riddell for the schools 
to be established to serve the Centtal Technical College. 
McConnel, in his address at the final Brisbane Technical College Graduation 
Ceremony, made these comments regarding the education system at the time. 
No improvement would be effected until the secondary high schools 
suggested by the Education Department took shape. The crying need of 
Queensland today was a widespread scheme to connect primary with 
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technical education by secondary schools, or to convert the present colleges 
into technical high schools, which should become open avenues to lead 
through higher and higher grades to the university itself.'8 
This type of pronouncement was not new in terms of McConnel's concem for an 
integrated system, but the significant aspect was his suggestion for using the 
colleges as high schools. Interestingly, this concept became a reality just three years 
later in 1912, when six country technical colleges were adapted for use as high 
schools. 
McConnel also wrote to the Premier on 27 March 1909, again urging the 
govemment to establish State secondary education at the lowest possible cost for 
students. He qualified what he meant by this adding that the courses offered should 
contain both the ordinary liberal studies and ttade subjects.'9 This indicates how the 
Technical High schools and indeed the general high schools were proposed. The 
technical colleges were certainly in a position to offer the ttade related subjects and 
also the science subjects. However, it may also have been a ploy to expand the 
technical education empire. 
In the 1909 Annual Report of the Warwick Technical College, the 
Hon.L.E.Groom made a similar call for the inttoduction of high schools. 
The Queensland education system would never be complete until there was a 
continuity from the primary schools through to the university as was the case 
in Germany and Japan.20 
The Central Technical College Day School 
Thus increasing pressure was being placed upon the Department to establish 
State secondary schools. The Centtal Technical College proceeded witti its own 
plans and advertised classes to be held in association with its new secondary Day 
School. It was promoted under the authority of the Department. The Minister 
approved such action and a committee comprising Story, Morris, Shirley, Riddell 
and Mrs Brydon from the South Brisbane Technical College were appointed to write 
a suitable curriculum for the school.2' It should be noted that the Day School was 
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devised by McConnel who initiated classes in 1908 at the Brisbane Technical 
College. This was discussed in chapter 2 on page 63. 
A press release by Ewart was published to clarify the issue of the Day 
School at the Central Technical College. It was designed to cater for the educational 
needs of pupils who had completed Year 6 and who were continuing to study at the 
primary schools while awaiting employment.22 
The day classes in the Centtal Technical College are designed to give these 
children free and higher and wider practical education between the ages of 
14 and 17 than they could receive in the primary schools.23 
The school was not intended for "backward children" but for ttiose with average and 
above intelligence who wanted to pursue a technical vocation. While the statement 
did elucidate the concept of the school, it did not indicate reasons as to why the Day 
School was not considered a high school. Was Ewart still clinging to his elitism and 
desperately trying to suppress or conceal the emerging 'practical education' 
movement? The Centtal Technical College Day School was finally opened on the 
7 Febmary 1910 with an enrolment of 154 pupils. 
This day school provided an altemative secondary education for Brisbane 
students who could not gain access to the Normal School or could not afford 
enrolment at a Grammar school. It was also operating before the Brisbane State 
High was established and before the country high schools began teaching in 1912. 
Yet there appears to be no mention of this milestone in education in any of the 
historical writings. 
The Evolving Secondary Curriculum 
During this period, the major development in relation to curriculum came 
with the establishment of the Day School. There had been many calls for the 
education system to 'bridge the gap' between the primary and the technical sectors. 
The pathway for prospective university students was provided by the privately 
owned grammar schools but there was no comparable path for technical education 
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Students. McConnel supervised the development of a secondary curriculum which 
focused on practical subjects appropriate to technical education. It was designed to 
give primary graduates a form of practical secondary education. Woodwork and 
drawing were two such subjects which in later years were to become the backbone 
of the Manual Training curriculum in secondary schools. While the initial 
curriculum in the new high schools did not include Manual Training, it did not take 
long for woodwork and metalwork to be added to the range of vocational subjects. 
The concept of the Technical High School, with its emphasis on practical 
subjects, helped pave the way for Manual Training in the secondary school 
curriculum. Initially, the driving force behind this secondary innovation in 
Queensland was associated with the technical education administtators. Although the 
Department took conttol of the provision secondary education, it was left to the 
technical education branch to administer Manual Training and Domestic Science at 
both the primary and secondary levels for the next 30 years. 
Was it fortuitous that Manual Training made its debut at this time through 
technical education? The research tends to suggest that it was a conceived plan using 
the convenientiy available technical college facilities, now associated with the high 
schools, which were largely unused during the daytime. This had previously been 
advocated by McConnel (see page 84). It could be reasonably argued that such a 
course of study, conducted in college workshops by college instmctors was designed 
to promote technical education. Thus the secondary Manual Training curriculum 
was beginning to evolve from a sttong technical education foundation. 
Manual Training in Other Education Systems 
Manual Training was not unique to Queensland in these early years. In fact, 
the concept of 'hand and eye ttaining' originated in Europe as far back as the early 
1800's. Froebel was acknowledged as a pioneer in ttie field of practical and 
relevant leaming experiences.24 The Sloyd system which developed into Manual 
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Training was brought to Australia with the early migrants and took hold in the 
School of Arts and technical colleges. 
The impetus for vocational education in Queensland was sttengthened by 
reports of what was happening in its sister States as well as in overseas countties. 
For example, the London Continuation Schools25 and The Education (Continuation 
Schools) Bill inttoduced in England in 1908, instigated a range of practical subjects 
offered at the post primary level. They focused primarily on practical education, 
communication and living skills.26 Other articles published in local papers also 
provided insight into the role of Manual Training in England.27.28,29 jn America the 
progressiveist movement was sttongly advocating vocational education into 
schools. 30 
Story had kept an extensive file of clippings and articles relating to technical 
education and Manual Training.3' This would suggest that he was very interested in 
and had researched extensively the issue of the leaving age and possible altemative 
education programs for early school leavers. McConnel had also acquired up to date 
information on the American education system and he wrote articles on the 
contribution Manual Training made in that country. He claimed that importance was 
also placed on the ttaining of teachers and that schools without such teachers and 
facilities were considered inferior. He continually challenged the Department to 
provide more financial help for practical education. 
In Queensland manual ttaining in public schools is unknown, and the only 
efforts in that direction made by the technical colleges are penalised by a 
reduced endowment on that subject.32 
New Zealand had kept pace with world education ttends and in 1900 passed 
The Manual and Technical Instmction Act.33 The Act, in general, brought about the 
inclusion of Manual Training in both primary and secondary schools. Inspector 
Shirley was impressed with this approach and wrote a paper on it which advocated a 
similar scheme for Queensland. 
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Manual Training was also initiated in other Austtalian States. According to 
Cleverley and Lawry, the following developments had taken place. Western 
Australia, in 1902, inttoduced a new curticulum with practical courses including 
woodwork and metalwork. Victoria, also in 1902, introduced Sloyd or woodwork 
classes as well as work with cardboard and paper. While in 1907, Tasmania 
inttoduced woodwork and cooking classes into its curticulum.34 Victoria's fu-st 
Director of Education, Frank Tate, expressed concem at the inadequacy of his 
State's education system. He argued that Victoria needed to re-assess its education 
program and include a curriculum which would benefit the economy and yet allow 
research and development to occur simultaneously. 
By 1890, tiie New South Wales Education Department had planned to 
establish a workshop attached to a public school for the express purpose of teaching 
technical education. The scheme was to be extended and ttaining given to Public 
school IState school) teachers in technical subjects and in drawing.35 This is 
significant in that New South Wales appeared to be leading the rest of Austtalia in 
the provision of vocational courses. Also of importance was its endeavour to 
provide appropriate ttaining for these new technical teachers. The development of 
Manual Training in New South Wales was further enhanced by the appointment of a 
Superintendent of Manual Training in Public Schools in 1908.36 This evidence 
shows that New South Wales was ahead of Queensland in this area of education. 
Throughout this period of time, there was a significant amount of 
information available about the implementation of Manual Training in both 
Austtalia and other westem nations. Story had collected much of this material. In 
later years, there is evidence to support the proposition that he was largely 
responsible for the eventual inttoduction of Manual Training into the Queensland 
primary curriculum. 
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Summary of Section A Part N 
The foundation period saw the development of Manual Training from basic 
classes in woodwork, conducted by the technical colleges, to stmctured and 
organised classes. An official curriculum was developed in 1905. The technical 
colleges throughout the State provided classes for State school pupils in both 
cooking and Manual Training and the Department eventually provided funds to 
support this scheme. There is evidence to suggest that some of the programs 
inttoduced into the Queensland system were modelled on, or at least influenced by, 
similar programs in other systems. 
From a mdimentary carpentry class for 12 year olds, the curriculum in 
Manual Training had developed to a formalised program of graduated exercises, 
integrated with theory, leading to an official examination. Pressure for a practical 
curriculum in the primary and post-primary years was sttongest from extemal 
sources. It was not until the end of the period that the Department became 
implicated in the funding and provision of vocational education. 
While the extemal sources of pressure were greatest during this phase and 
thus partially negates the notion, there was growing intemal support for Manual 
Training from within the system. Story, Riddell and Morris became the chief 
proponents of Manual Training and it was their foresight and commitment that 
ensured the subject was firmly grounded in the system. This enabled sustained 
expansion to take place in the next period of its development. 
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A PERIOD OF EXPANSION: 1910-1932 
Training in handwork is now considered to be an important part of 
the education of every boy... But it is not until he reaches the age of 
about twelve that his muscular development and control are sufficient 
to enable him to work with any degree of success upon more resistant 
materials, such as wood and metal...Woodwork and metalwork are, 
therefore, made the basis of manual training for senior boys, but 
where time allotted to handwork in the curriculum is limited, 
woodwork is chosen in preference to metalwork. 
Exttact from page 153 of the 
Queensland 1930 Manual Training Syllabus. 
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SECTION B 
PART I 
GROWTH AND POTENTIAL: A PLACE IN THE PRIMARY 
CURRICULUM 
Synopsis 
Section B of this research investigates the continuing developments of 
Manual Training during the years 1909 to 1932. It has been divided into two parts, 
namely Part I and Part 11. The first focuses on Manual Training in the primary 
curriculum while the second looks at its development in the secondary curriculum. 
Although affected by war and depression, the Queensland govemment still 
made significant advances in the provision of education. Discussion on educational 
administtation addresses ttiose Acts, issues and procedures which were relevant to 
the development of Manual Training. These include Departmental policy, the 
awarding of scholarships and the advancement of the subject itself. 
The role of the early Manual Training teacher and his ttaining have been 
pieced together relying on scant information taken from records in the State 
Archives. There were two entry schemes, namely primary ttained teachers with 
add-on instmction in woodwork and the qualified ttadesman entry with limited 
teacher ttaining. Each program was restricted in time and content. While both 
provided reasonable preparation, the former ttained teachers only for primary 
schools while the latter trained teachers for primary, intermediate and high schools. 
The Department was cognisant of the role of Manual Training in other 
systems, both inter-state and overseas and in general implemented similar programs. 
Brief comparisons are made on these where appropriate. The one notable exception 
for Queensland was the inttoduction of the Travelling Schools, a concept which was 
unique to the State. 
Advancement of Manual Training is then examined by looking at the 
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woodwork classes held at the Central Technical College. They initially consisted of 
Saturday classes for school pupils and elementary ttade/ hobby classes for adults. 
Classes were then held during the week for boys at ttie College High School and the 
Day Trade School. Later, primary teachers also received ttaining in woodwork at 
these classes in preparation for teaching in vocational centtes. 
While the majority of State schools were located in the country, the primary 
curriculum was designed to prepare pupils for higher education, rather than to meet 
the general needs of the mral community. This section also ttaces the conception, 
development and expansion of the Rural School program. It considers the attitude of 
Departmental officers, die stmcture and administtation of the scheme as well as the 
special curriculum offered to students. The key proponents were J.D.Story, and 
T.G.Fisher as well as technical education administtators. 
This section then looks at the subsequent development of vocational centtes 
attached to State schools. In particular the situation at Wooloowin, Wynnum and 
Longreach schools are discussed. Manual Training was also inttoduced into the 
opportunity schools in a modified form. The Intermediate school is briefly 
examined focusing on the significant role given to vocational education in this 
particular context. 
An important stage in the evolution of Manual Training was the ttansition 
from technical college woodwork classes to regulated vocational classes in State 
schools and technical colleges. This period, which portrays rapid development of 
the subject, is examined with particular reference to Departmental policy and its 
stmcture and administtation. The curriculum and its popularity as well as the 
subsequent expansion of vocational education are discussed. 
Following the success of the Rural School and the vocational centtes there 
was a growing demand for vocational classes in tiie smaller country schools. This 
motivated the Department to consider an irmovative solution, that of a Travelling 
School. This stage in tiie evolution of Manual Training is ttaced by looking at the 
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operation of the scheme, the teachers appointed, the curriculum taught as well as 
reports on the schools and the extension of the service. 
In general Part I focuses on the development and expansion of Manual 
Training in the primary sector of the Queensland education system. This can be 
readily ttaced in the graphical flow chart shown in Figure 3. 
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SECTION B: PART I 
CHAPTER 5 
ADMINISTRATION AND TEACHING 
An Overview of State Influences on Education 
In Queensland during this period there were three changes of government. 
Following the previous conservative party, the Liberal Party was elected to office in 
1911 and conttolled the State until 1915 when the first Labor Party came to power. 
Labour held office for 15 years and was led by four Labor premiers. In 1929, the 
Country/ National Party was elected but only conttolled the tteasury benches for 
three years before losing to the Labor Party again in 1932. Accompanying these 
changes in govemment were changes in the administtation of portfolios with no 
fewer than nine different Ministers for Education taking office. The conservative 
govemment in the early years brought some stability to education in Queensland and 
was responsible for some major advances including 
(i) The establishment of the University of Queensland 
in 1909; 
(ii) A centtalised system for Technical Education; 
(iii) Free high schools; and 
(iv) An expansion of technical and ttade ttaining.' 
On 27 August 1913, the government published a press release in The 
Courier in which it applauded its own achievements. It stated that it had funded 
secondary education, allowances for children of poor families, an expansion of 
technical education, the proper ttaining of teachers and various other schemes. The 
essence of the message appeared to indicate that the government had reacted to the 
importance of increasing the education budget as finances allowed. As a result. 
Manual Training was directiy affected by the expansion of both secondary and 
technical education. 
In 1915, the Labor Party's position on post-primary education promoted a 
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"practical, utilitarian approach". 
This resulted in emphasis on technical ttaining and apprenticeship, 
commercial and industrial courses for boys and domestic science courses for 
girls, agricultural and mral courses for country children.2 
However, the conservative govemment of the early 1930's, prompted a move away 
from extending secondary education. It was purported by some party members that 
"The govemment's clear duty was to look after primary education and to attend to 
vocational and technical ttaining. "3 
The common belief was that most students, particularly in the city, were 
being led towards an education that would not lead to ttade work, and that it would 
be far better to educate for production rather than sedentary occupations. This 
utilitarian attitude reflects earlier responses by the Labor govemment indicating that 
education was driven by economic factors rather than by benevolent motives for the 
provision of a sound general education for all. 
Education Acts 
The 1912 Amendment Act brought in a number of changes to Queensland 
education including the following :-
(i) The State became responsible for financing State 
schools, 
(ii) Children too remote from schools were catered for 
with Saturday or Weekend Schools/tuition, 
(iii) Tent schools were provided for children of railway 
workers, 
(iv) The school leaving age was raised to 14 and 
attendance became compulsory.'•^ 
While the Act resulted in a more practical primary curriculum including needlework 
and sewing for tiie girls, it did not include Manual Training for boys. 
Story wrote an intemal paper in 1918 which discussed a proposed Education 
Bill. He stated that "education is one of the matters which will be most largely 
affected by the War, and by circumstances arising out of the War. "^  The paper 
addressed the need for a rational approach to education and in particular technical 
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education. He believed the State was in a quandary as to what should happen to all 
the local or privately run technical colleges. Story suggested that it would be in the 
State's best interest to gradually take over the administtation of technical education 
so as to standardise and coordinate its function. 
Point 6 of his proposal referred to branch classes and the possible extension 
of the system of Rural Schools. He envisaged the extended teaching of subjects such 
as 
Wood-work. Metal-work, Commercial Courses, Dressmaking, Millinery, 
Cooking, etc. If the colleges in approved centtes were more directly 
conttolled by the Department much more work could be done in this respect 
than is being done at the present time.^ 
Story believed conttol would bring about better co-ordination between the various 
sections of the Department. Administtation and financial management would be 
improved and better teacher ttaining and delivery of instmction would result. He 
also recommended a system of technical scholarships and improved liaison with 
ttade organisations "making technical education a more powerful influence in the 
national life. "^  It would appear that Story was a man of vision and aware of the 
need to improve, not just one section of education but, the total system. He also 
appeared to be sympathetic to the advancement of technical education and Manual 
Training. 
Social and Economic Influences 
Jean Ely discussed the social pressures against the existing curriculum right 
across the nation. She presented a picture of the "social mobihty" of the working 
and middle classes and claimed that in almost every State, when secondary 
education was inttoduced, the public became very choosy about which courses their 
children would take. Courses leading to the professions and white collar jobs were 
preferted to those offering ttade skills or the Industrial courses.^ 
Even though the govemment eventually saw the need for a skilled 
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workforce, and subsequentiy inttoduced appropriate courses, they were generally 
not well accepted by the populace. Was it that the stigma of class demarcation and 
its associated employment pattems originated during this period and continues even 
to today? Or did parents simply want tiieir children to do better vocationally than 
they themselves had done? Goodman supported Ely's perspective saying that the 
inttoduction of secondary education into Queensland created a movement of upward 
mobility. That is, as the youth became better educated the more they desired to 
climb the social ladder. Thus, the ttades and similar blue collar occupations were 
being passed over in favour of better paid, higher status jobs. 
During this time of uncertainty, H.F.Hardacre, as Secretary for Education, 
produced a plan to bolster ttade and technical ttaining, but there was no sound 
primary education on which to build.'o This pattem of curriculum change indicated 
that the extemal pressures, mainly the effects of the war, sttongly influenced the 
govemment to make appropriate changes to the education system. However, it 
might well be questioned as to whether such changes had universal appeal and/ or 
accessibility. Goodman suggested that the motives were based on future survival 
and that in reality, education was not equally available to all Queensland students." 
The effects of the depression on the State in the late nineteen-twenties were 
home by the newly retumed Country-National Party. It was a period of survival 
tactics and, like all other govemment departments, education experienced funding 
cuts and austerity measures.'213 Labor regained office in 1932 and immediately 
tackled the problems of unemployment by commencing public works schemes such 
as sewerage works, water storage, harbours, the Story Bridge, and the constmction 
of the University. These projects in the south east led the state in recovery.'^ 
Part of the State's reconstmction effort was directed to the operation of the 
Commonwealth Youth's Unemployment Scheme. Mortis had proposed an 
unemployment program in 1930,'^ and when Federal funding became available in 
1931, tiiis was approved and the program was offered in seven technical colleges.'^ 
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Its curticulum was based on the vocational subjects of Manual training and 
Domestic Science.'^ 
Administration of Public Instruction 
Queensland's system of education was basically hierarchical in stmcture with 
the Minister, or Secretary for Public Instmction, at the head. Next was the Under 
Secretary who administered the Department delegating work to the Inspectors and 
various committees. The Technical Education Branch, which had originally 
developed as a separate entity, continued to function with a high degree of 
autonomy under the amalgamation. Morris and Riddell wielded much power and 
influence but were still reliant on the Department for funding. Both were sttong 
allies of Manual Training and together with Inspector J.Hill, administered Manual 
Training through its developing years. Story, in his role as Under Secretary, and 
Kennedy as Inspector, also gave vital support to Manual Training in these early 
years. 
The Departmental Attitude to Manual Training 
Secondary education, which developed through the establishment of the new 
high schools brought with it the inttoduction of a comprehensive curriculum. 
Students could choose between an academic course leading to university, a 
commercial course for business, a domestic course for hospitality or an industrial 
course for ttade entry. The belief of the Department at the time was that secondary 
education should provide a good general education leading to a variety of vocations. 
In concert with this was the notion that the Department should also promote 
the development of technical education and in so doing, bolster the economy and 
support the war effort.'^ In general terms, the consensus was for the establishment 
of (i) a better apprenticeship scheme, and (ii) a ttade day school, i^  These were to be 
offered at the post primary level in parallel with secondary education. By 1930, the 
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concept of optional secondary courses was still being promoted, but with the 
consttaint that they should be of a general vocational nature and not be pre-
vocational. While Edwards acknowledged that "Handicraft, for example, has forced 
its way to the front as an important educational insttiiment",2o he argued ttiat it 
should not dominate the curriculum. 
Throughout ttie period, there was evidence that tiie vocational subjects were 
gradually accepted and embraced into both the primary and secondary curriculum. 
Thus, Departmental policy and administtation were modified to accommodate this 
acceptance and the development of the vocational subjects. 
The Centtal Technical College Day School provided a curriculum and 
organisational model for the subsequent establishment of the State high schools. As 
a result, pupils in Brisbane in 1913, could progress from 
1. Primary school to Secondary school to University; 
2. Primary school to the Centtal Technical College; 
and then from 
The Secondary Department to University; 
The Commercial Department to business; 
The Trade Department to ttades; or 
The Domestic Department to women's pursuits.21 
The Day School curriculum provided students with a number of educational avenues 
which the State high schools adopted and which became known as comprehensive 
school programs. 
While the Department exercised conttol over the Day School through a 
Curriculum Committee,22 it had littie conttol over its own evolving secondary 
system. Hardacre, Minister for Education, made some revealing admissions in his 
1915 report. He stated that the Department fully conttolled primary education, 
mostiy conttolled technical education, but had littie conttol over secondary 
education. This was a result of the university examination system which, in effect, 
dictated the curriculum and assessment standards for student achievement.23 
This disclosure was no doubt realistic but showed a weakness in 
Departmental authority. In reality, it conttolled only tiie lower levels of the system 
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altiiough administering to the total spectmm of pupils. Such facts may well indicate 
why there was so little apparent concem for education beyond primary level. Why 
would the Department expend funds on secondary education when it had little 
conttol over the curriculum and none over accreditation? 
In 1915, the Department produced a model for its education system which 
showed the primary school as the base with two major branches leading off. See 
Figure 4.2-* The model highlights the inadequate provision of secondary education 
especially for non-tertiary oriented students. The bias in the model towards ttade 
and technical education was possibly inspired by the deliberations of the National 
Directors' Conference and the effects of the war.2'' Both highlighted the need for 
better ttained artisans and technical professionals. 
Following this stmctural change, the Department, in 1928, inttoduced a new 
system which sttongly favoured both Manual Training and Industrial courses. It 
involved the establishment of Intermediate schools. Industrial High schools, and the 
Industrial Junior Examination.26 This was a significant change in policy and 
required modifications to the system to accommodate this new direction. 
While the Department made organisational changes to the system and 
administered them from head office, the mundane operations were carried out by 
the teaching staff who were supervised by their respective head teachers and 
ultimately by the inspectors. Even though the primary inspectors monitored the 
work in the Manual Training classes, it was the duty of the technical inspectors to 
carry out "the detailed inspection of technical sections of 'State high schools and 
technical colleges' and primary schools".2^ These inspectors were responsible to the 
superintendent of technical education. 
While Manual Training was directiy administered by the technical education 
branch, it became an integral part of the education system. Its acceptance and 
assimilation into the curriculum resulted from changes in Departmental attitude, 
inspired and motivated by economic circumstances. 
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Equity Issues Related to Education 
The education system in Queensland had, since its beginning in 1860, 
favoured the academic student. This bias was evident in the other states as well and 
was usually promoted by the upper classes of society and supported by the 
universities. However, during the period 1905-1915, there was a change in position 
advocated by the State Directors of Education. They proposed a policy of equity for 
all students, particularly at the secondary level.2x Secondary education, they 
proclaimed, was to be for the "academic" as well as the "technical" elite. 
Still the motives behind such a proposal are questionable. Did the economic 
fluctuations of the times affect the importance of technical education? While it was 
seen as assisting the war effort, technical education got the green light, but in more 
affluent times or during those years which were dominated by elitism, little support 
or finance was forthcoming. 
The issue of equity was also evident in the apparent discrimination against 
boys in the provision of vocational classes.29 in 1913, free Domestic Science 
classes, although subject to entry requirements, were proposed for girls at the 
Centtal Technical College Day school.^ o This policy was further consolidated by the 
separation of a Domestic Science course from the Day School in 1915.31 The move 
was effected in January 1916 with the granting of 20 free places.32 in the same 
year, free Domestic Science classes were being offered to State school girl pupils.33 
The girls were again privileged with the inttoduction of the first Travelling School 
in 1923.34 
Considering that all these proposals came from the technical education 
branch, administered by Morris and Riddell, the question remains unanswered as to 
why priority was given to Domestic Science. Was it a case of funding, with Manual 
Training costing more? Or was it perceived that girls were more in need of such 
ttaining to secure work or become good homemakers? 
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Scholarships and Examinations 
The original concept of the Scholarship, inttoduced in 1873, was to provide 
free secondary education to pupils who were successful in passing the scholarship 
examination. In 1914, the system was changed from a competitive one to that of a 
qualifying examination. Students gaining 50% or better were eligible to attend 
secondary schools.3'' This new system created an increasing demand for and 
subsequent development of secondary education in Queensland. 
Scholarships were also offered to students to enable them to attend special 
schools such as the Centtal Technical College High school,36 the Day Trade 
Schools37'38 and Manual Training classes in the upper primary levels. The allotment 
of these scholarships was dependent upon the demand for places.39 The Vocational 
Scholarships were awarded to primary girls and boys. The criteria for their offer 
was the physical and intellectual capability of the pupils to undertake the classes 
offered at technical colleges or vocational centtes. Such provision around the State, 
wherever possible, ensured increased equality of opportunity for all children.^o 
Yet the scholarship system for pupils attending Manual Training and 
Domestic Science classes became an administtative nightmare. Retums, involving 
detailed statistics, were required from head teachers, principals of technical 
colleges, and station masters who issued rail passes. Funding was strictiy conttolled 
and the places of non-attending pupils had to be re-allocated to ensure that 
maximum financial benefits were attained.^i A compensation payment to head 
teachers for the extta work-load of administering the system was implemented in 
1930.42 
The University of Queensland entered the wider sphere of education in 1910, 
and assumed conttol of the secondary curriculum. Its examinations dictated, to a 
large extent, what had to be taught and teachers' reputations were often made or 
mined by the results of their students. While the Department had sttongly urged for 
the inttoduction of matriculation examinations, the outcome was possibly not what 
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was envisaged.43 What normally occurred was a conforming of existing subjects to 
Uiat which the university demanded. This was the case with the Centtal Technical 
College Day School in 1910.44 
Notwithstanding these criticisms, the university was given a mandate for the 
conttol of higher education and it expressed its beliefs in this regard in the Manual 
of Public Examinations 1910-1912. 
In recommending certain editions or manuals the Senate has no intention of 
confining the examination to the matter contained in these editions or 
manuals or of excluding others from use.45 
In effect, the University was determining the syllabus that was required to be taught 
in order for students to have a chance to pass the relevant examination. In 1919, the 
university inttoduced set texts with directions to omit certain chapters. It also 
stipulated lists of required classroom and student equipment to enable students to sit 
for the examinations at both senior and junior levels.46 
At this stage, even though high schools were offering Industrial subjects, 
there was no recognised accreditation for this work. A resolution from the 1921 
Technical Teachers Conference was carried recommending: 
That the Department ask the University Senate to institute a Trades Junior 
Certificate and a Domestic Science Junior Certificate.4^ 
Support for this proposal brought about its eventual implementation and an 
Industrial Junior Examination was finally instituted in 1929 with six schools 
nominating candidates.48-49 jhis original examination paved the way for the 
expansion of the Junior Certificate Course which remained in curtency until the 
relinquishement of university conttol in 1959. 
Other official examinations also took place in the Rural Schools. These were 
set by the Centtal Technical College and covered the practical subjects of 
Woodwork and Sheet-metal work. Examinations and scholarships for Manual 
Training and Industrial courses at primary and high schools ensured that these 
subjects would receive due accreditation and a deserved status in the curriculum. 
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Development of Education in Queensland 
The development or expansion of the education system can perhaps be more 
readily perceived through the use of statistics. Table 2 indicates the growth pattem 
of schools offering Manual Training in the years 1913-1931 .^ o 
Perhaps an atypical example of enrolment figures for the vocational subjects 
is contained in Inspector George's report for 1925. In his centtal Queensland region 
there were three high schools- Rockhampton, Mackay and Bundaberg. There was a 
total of 315 students attending the schools and of these 161 took Commerce, 53 
took Trades, 13 took Domestic Science, and 88 took the General Course.5i 
Inspector George expressed his amazement at the figures and could not explain why 
a greater proportion took vocational courses than the general course. His comments 
would appear to be very biased. The figures simply reflect the importance the local 
community placed on the various courses and that such choices were available. 
TABLE 2 
STATISTICS ON THE TYPE AND NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OFFERING 


















































Data taken from the Annual Departmental Reports. 
Enrolment figures, such as those above, also indicate the popularity and growth of 
Manual Training. Numbers at the Centtal Technical College Technical High School 
for 1926 reached 300 in ttie mid-term, but dropped to 255 in ttie third term.52 
Attendance figures for vocational classes for primary pupils in 1911 were 
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quite substantial. There were 480 boys and 526 girls who attended 16 centres most 
of which were attached to technical colleges." By comparison, in 1935, there were 
184 centres offering vocational subjects, 46 Manual Training teachers and 
attendances of 1544 boys in woodwork, 455 in sheet-metalwork and 433 in 
leatherwork classes.54 
The expansion of Manual Training in both primary and secondary schools 
required the provision of additional facilities and equipment. The first dedicated 
centte was the Nambour Rural School. While it was purpose-built, it still left much 
to be desired.55 Similar situations occurred at other State Schools.56 However, while 
the buildings may not have been the ultimate, and this would have been directiy 
related to the costs involved, the tools and equipment supplied were very adequate. 
In fact the standard list of items for issue in 1920 remained basically the same for 
70 years.57.58 
Manual Training Teachers and Training Programs 
It is hard to determine the role of the early Manual Training teacher apart 
from the expertise needed to teach the subjects, as the there is a dearth of 
documentation, official or otherwise, on this issue. One of the earliest comments on 
the need for better ttained teachers was made by Morris in his 1911 report. He 
claimed that those who could teach seldom had the technical knowledge and skill, 
while those who had the latter were not ttained to teach. He clearly saw the 
distinction between the two situations. Morris also saw the need for teachers to be 
more responsive to change. "Teachers must as far as possible adopt methods of 
inquiry and they must be practical. "59 Morris' behefs may well have been 
influenced by the precedent set in New South Wales as a system of ttaining for 
Manual Training teachers had been in operation there since 1910.60 
The proposal for teacher ttaining for the technical subjects was again raised 
in 1914. R.H.Roe, the Inspector General, stated: 
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We need ttained instmctors for profitable class-teaching in carpentry and the 
new concession which accepts the Technical College certificates in 
carpentry, as an optional altemative for other difficult subjects in Teacher's 
Examinations for class II, ought to fumish gradually tiiis needed supply.6> 
A significant issue in tiiis statement is the linkage between technical ttaining and 
primary ttaining. The acceptance of 'Carpentry Certificates' as part of the teacher 
ttaining program indicated that the teaching of Manual Training was to be an 
accepted part of primary education. 
A proposal to extend the teaching of vocational education to country areas 
was drawn up by Morris in 1917. He advocated the inttoduction of itinerant 
technical teachers to teach Domestic Science and then expanding to include 
woodwork, metalwork etc., according to the local demand. Circuits were to be 
drawn up, wooden buildings constmcted and fumished and teachers were to spend 
time ttavelling and visiting the towns. Such proposals such as this, although not 
initially adopted, show the foresight and initiative of the technical college 
administtation and of Morris in particular.62 
From this background of recommendations and suggestions there evolved a 
ttaining program which was considered satisfactory for those teachers appointed to 
the emerging Manual Training facilities in Rural Schools and Vocational Centtes. 
The Administration of Training Programs 
The responsibility for the ttaining and appointment of Manual Training 
teachers rested with the technical education administtation. In the initial stages such 
teachers were often 'on loan' from the Centtal Technical College either full-time or 
part-time.63 However, in the country regions, where vocational centtes were 
established, difficulty was often experienced in attracting suitably qualified 
ttadesmen to act as teachers of the technical subjects.64 
In 1920, Riddell argued the case for better provision and ttaining of 
vocational teachers particularly in country schools, while at the same time he 
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opposed the employment of part-time teachers. He further recommended that 
technical teachers be first appointed as assistants, whereas Domestic and 
Commercial teachers should be appointed as student teachers. Why did Riddell 
differentiate between the proposed ttaining of these teachers? Was it that the 
ttadesmen were seen to need only supervision in teaching whereas the others had to 
leam both teaching and content?65 
Riddell's proposal was not initially accepted by Morris, but evidence of his 
approach can be seen in Morris' address to the Technical College Conference in 
1920, wherein he supports the necessity for properly ttained technical teachers. He 
added that gone were the days when ttade expertise was enough. 
Under the new scheme efforts are being made to ensure that teachers shall 
have a knowledge of methods as well as of their subjects before being placed 
in charge of classes.66 
This would appear to be a significant breakthrough for technical teaching. It is also 
interesting to note that it was about this time that technical teachers were fast 
becoming a part of the secondary and primary school scene and were subject to 
either inspection or observation by regular Departmental inspectors. Maybe they 
were found wanting in terms of professional expertise and teaching methodology for 
they were referted to in the district inspectors' reports as "Unclassified teachers".6^ 
Possibly because of the special expertise demanded of the teachers of 
vocational subjects in the colleges as well as in the State schools, their supervision 
and ttaining was delegated to the Superintendent of Technical Education.68 it was 
from this source that the two schemes for teacher ttaining evolved: (i) the Primary 
program, whereby teachers gained a qualification to teach woodwork; and (ii) the 
Tradesman Entry program, in which content and eventually methodology were 
taught. 
Primary Trained Teachers 
One of the earliest references to ttaining for the teaching of Manual Training 
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subjects is contained in a letter from Mr S.L.Fulton and addressed to R.A.Weame, 
Principal of the Centtal Technical College. Fulton requested ttansfer from the 
evening class to the day classes in Manual Training with exemption from paying 
fees. This request was granted. The documents clearly indicated that the course in 
woodwork was necessary to enable him to teach woodwork in the Rural schools.69 
In a further document relating to teacher ttaining,^^ tiie position was 
espoused that the practical subjects should be part of the teacher ttaining program 
for primary teachers, thus eliminating the need for such specialist teachers. Courses 
on these subjects were conducted at the Central Technical College on Saturday 
momings and graduating teachers could continue their studies if their posting gave 
them access to a technical college. Emphasized in red ink was the following 
statement. "It cannot be too sttongly emphasised that no one without the necessary 
qualifications should be allowed to lecture or teach such students, "^ i 
This suggestion was followed in the following month by recommendations 
from J.Morris, the Principal of the Teachers' Training College. With regard to 
Manual Training, Domestic Science and Physical Culture, a course for Class III 
teachers was to be incorporated in the ttaining program.^2 J.Morris also 
recommended that members of his staff visit southern states to leam about the 
teacher ttaining programs in operation there. 
However, by 1922, even with all the talk and recommendations, there was 
still no official course of teacher ttaining in woodwork. The interest of practising 
teachers grew and some even wrote to the Centtal Technical College requesting that 
special courses be held for teachers on Saturday momings. The matter was referted 
to the Training College Advisory committee in April 1922.^ 3 There was some 
confusion about this ttaining course for in a later memorandum from the Acting 
Under Secretary to Weame, it was clearly stated that "the Syllabus approved for the 
Subject is contained in tiie Education Office Gazette for July last [1922]."74 Weame 
had proposed to use tiie existing Centtal Technical College Woodwork- stage I and 
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Stage 11- but this apparentiy was not approved by the Department. 
Nevertheless, differences were apparently resolved for the first course in 
Manual Training for primary teacher ttainees was conducted in the last term of 1922 
with 10 students participating. The teacher in charge, Mr Kingwell, reported his 
satisfaction in the progress and interest of students in the work covered during the 
six week course.^ 5 It was mn as part of the normal teacher ttaining program and 
qualified those teachers to teach woodwork in vocational centtes throughout the 
State. A similar course was held early in 1923 prior to Kingwell's resignation.^6 
In 1925, the Minister, J.Huxham, reiterated the Department's reliance on the 
college for specialist teachers. 
It is upon these colleges also, that we depend for the ttaining of specialist 
teachers of vocational subjects, such as Manual Work, Domestic Science, 
and that group which is comprised under the general heading of 
'Commercial'.77 
The importance of well ttained teachers for technical subjects was also sttessed by 
Chief Inspector L.D.Edwards78 when making reference to Intermediate schools and 
the proposed Industrial High School. 
The success...will depend to a large extent upon the quality of the teaching 
staffs appointed to do the work of these institutions. The Department will be 
on the look-out for enthusiastic and adaptable men and women to undertake 
the work. 79 
This statement indicated that consideration was to be given to the selection of 
teachers of these subjects. Was it considered that there was something wrong with 
the current vocational teachers or was it seen that this emerging field of education 
was now of age and deserved specifically ttained staff? Possibly it was the latter, 
but such appropriate ttaining took decades to be implemented. 
The concept of the Intermediate School must have caught the imagination of 
many State school teachers. A number of them living near Brisbane petitioned the 
Centtal Technical College to mn an advanced course in woodworking and a 
certificate course in sheet-metalworking which would qualify them to teach in this 
new institution.80,81 Weame supported these requests and was successful in gaining 
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approval for the woodwork course but not for the course in sheet-metalwork.«2 in 
August 1928, a course in woodwork and sheet-metalwork with 20 students from the 
Training College was proposed but apparentiy was again rejected by B.J.McKenna, 
the Director. Subsequent approval was given for ttie woodwork course only.83.84 
McKenna wrote to J.Morris in 1930 and tried to impress on him the 
importance of these special courses. 
The students of the Training College who are afforded an opportunity of 
attending at the Centtal Technical College for a course of instmction in the 
subject are placed at an advantage in comparison with other teachers, and it 
is expected that they will make ftill use of the opportunity provided for 
them. 85 
Thus, the training of Manual Training teachers which had been initiated in 1922 
continued through until the early 1930's and met the requirements of the 
Department for teachers. J.Mortis stated in the Annual report for 1931: 
We send about 20 men of second year junior standing to the Centtal 
Technical College every Friday...These young men become useful adjuncts 
to any school, but particularly Rural Schools.86 
While this report provides an interesting insight into primary teacher ttaining, it 
tends to denigrate the role of Manual Training teachers by labelling them as 
"adjuncts". 
The Tradesman Entry Program 
Whereas the primary teacher usually graduated from the Grammar school or 
the academic stteam of the high school, the ttadesman-teacher would have left 
school by age 15 and undertaken an apprenticeship. L.Morris suggested that this 
avenue for technical/Manual Training teachers was no longer satisfactory. He 
recommended that suitable candidates should complete a technical high school 
course, followed by an apprenticeship combined with technical college studies. 
After six years of ttade experience they could then, at age 22 or 23, be appointed as 
Junior Trade Instmctors.87 However, there is no evidence to indicate that this 
proposal was developed or implemented. 
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In fact. Departmental returns for 1925 show that the number of Manual 
Training teachers totalled 14 and the hours indicated that the majority were 
employed part-time.88 By 1928, the numbers had increased to 62 part-time teachers 
and there were 35 schools or centtes.89 One of the first full-time Manual Training 
teachers was Frank Pethebridge who began teaching in the Travelling School in 
1926. He was given a unique ttaining program including some specific instmction 
in leatherwork. This was to supplement his sheet-metalworking and woodworking 
skills.90.91 
This dilemma of teacher recmitment and training was a major problem for 
Morris who, in 1928, proposed a program to overcome this situation. Young 
ttadesmen were to be selected who had good results in their ttade and drawing 
subjects and were to undergo a 12 week course of teacher preparation. At the end of 
that period, Morris believed that "they should be quite capable of instmcting 
woodwork and metalwork classes. "92 
The program was initiated in August 1928 with eight students in attendance. 
However, while the results were considered satisfactory, the amount of work 
covered was not as much as had been anticipated. It consisted of bench work only as 
there was not enough time for lectures or for teaching method.93 The success of this 
experimental ttaining program was mentioned in the 1928 Annual report. 
To overcome this difficulty of securing suitable teachers the Department has 
now appointed eight full-time teachers of manual subjects for service in 
various centtes of the State, and as opportunity offers it is proposed to make 
further similar appointments.94 
The teachers all had ttade qualifications and were capable of teaching up to the 
Junior examination standard or as technical college instmctors. Each of these 
instmctors were issued with a set of class exercises and accompanying blue prints. 
The appeal of the courses may be judged by the number of applicants. 
Approximately 100 applied for each of the first two courses. A second ttaining 
program was mn in 1929 with a further eight ttainees being selected. After 
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successftil completion they were appointed to the various colleges. State high 
schools and Rural Schools.95 
In 1930, only six of the 111 applicants were successful in gaining places in 
ttiis popular course of teacher ttaining. The qualifications of ttie applicants was 
relatively high and included Diplomas in Engineering, Senior subjects and very high 
ttade results. It became policy very early in ttiis program to select a range of ttades 
and in 1930 there were three engineers, two woodworkers and one plumber 
chosen.96 These appointments were to be as Assistant Manual Training Teachers on 
probation for six months.97 
A letter from Weame to the Director-General, included a brief outiine of tiie 
content of ttiis 1930 course. The list of subjects sttidied over the Vh month course 
included98 
Blacksmithing; 
Engineering Drawing- Interpenettation and development. Isometric, 
Oblique, Perspective, (Diploma of Engineering standard) and 




Leatherwork (taught by G.A.Pedersen from Toowoomba Technical 
College. 
This course had a substantial artay of subjects as compared to the original, which 
taught only woodwork and sheet-metalwork. 
With the establishment of the Industrial High school in July 1929, there was 
a need to have enough fully ttained teachers to staff its classes. As a result, a special 
course of teacher preparation was mn in April 1929. In order to fund this course, 
special approval had to be obtained from the Public Service Commissioner for the 
payment of overtime for Centtal Technical College staff to teach these ttainees.99,ioo 
The success of Manual Training relied heavily on the personal characteristics 
and expertise of the selected teachers. Morris, whose responsibility embraced the 
ttaining and appointment of technical and vocational teachers, worked hard to 
establish a suitable ttaining program and supported his counterpart in the Training 
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College with instmction for the Certificate course. 
Manual Training in Other Education Systems 
New South Wales and Victoria were ahead of Queensland in the field of 
technical education. Story and Weame made several visits in order to gain from the 
experience of their southem counterparts. Thus, any comparisons they made were 
those having regard to the administtation rather than the innovation of the practical 
areas of education. 
Peter Board, the Director of Education in New South Wales, developed 
technical education on the work already achieved in the primary school. Manual 
Training had been inttoduced into the primary curriculum by 1909 and was 
supplemented by Day and Evening Continuation schools offering advanced 
subjects. 101 A further development occurred in 1910 when Junior Technical schools 
were established as a means of 'bridging the gap' between primary and technical 
schools. 
A similar system was established in Perth with the Modem school which 
offered courses in Commercial, Industrial and Domestic stteams. In Tasmania in 
1913, High schools were opened to link primary and university education. The 
curriculum of these schools included Commercial, Industrial and Domestic subjects. 
South Austtalia also inttoduced Technical high schools during this period as well as 
Trade schools for students up to the age of 16 years. 102 
The progressive nature of the Manual Training curriculum in New South 
Wales at the time was indicated by Inspector J.Fiimey in a report sent to 
Queensland. Not only was the content under continual scmtiny but also the 
methodology. 
We are striving for the good when each model is the product of the child's 
brain not merely his hand; as it is in the schools, formal exercises largely 
mle and these do not reach far. 103 
There was also an effective ttaining program offered to primary teachers wishing to 
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become Manual Training teachers. 
In Victoria Manual Training also had a place in the primary curriculum. 
Possibly following the New South Wales model, technical schools were inttoduced 
to prepare boys for ttade classes. The work consisted of culttiral subjects and 
manual subjects which included Woodwork, Experimental Science, Sheet-
metalwork, Drawing and Clay modeling. These subjects were offered for students 
in both day and night classes and were reported as being very successful. 104 A 
similar sttiicture had been operating in England since the late 1890's. News of its 
success possibly influenced the govemments of New South Wales and Victoria to 
implement similar programs.io5 
Weame reported on his visits to the various colleges and Junior Technical 
Schools in New South Wales and Victoria stating that there were 14 Technical 
schools in Victoria and 25 Junior Technical schools in New South Wales. In 
Victoria, he reported a growing demand for places at these schools, while in New 
South Wales the Junior Technical schools were under the conttol of the 
Superintendent of Manual Training, Mr J.R.Gardiner.'06 While Weame was critical 
of the system in both States, he used the information gathered to support his 
argument for the establishment of Day Trade Schools in Queensland. Story was 
impressed to the extent that he requested copies be made of the report and be held in 
reserve. However, his notation was dated 4 July 1917, seven months after Weame 
submitted his report. The delay was uncharacteristic of Story who was usually keen 
to get things done.'07 
In 1918, Weame again visited New South Wales and Victoria. His report, 
while highlighting the gains and losses of these systems, was used to sttengthen his 
argument for better facilities for his own college at Ipswich. He reported that both 
States agreed on a general concept for these technical schools which included a 
common first year, witii the second and third years leading to specialisation. 
Allocation of places was dependent on the predicted number of ttade openings in tiie 
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workforce.'o« He indicated that the courses were very popular and employment for 
graduates readily obtained. 
After his appointment as principal of the Centtal Technical College in 
January 1919, Weame made another visit to study the New South Wales system. He 
reported on the development of Manual Training in the primary schools and of the 
related teacher ttaining program. He commented on the work of the Junior 
Technical Schools and the instmctors who as ttadesmen, had "under gone a short 
course of ttaining in the art of teaching in the ttaining college. "'09 He concluded by 
recommending that such a system should be considered for Queensland. 
By 1924, Victoria had established efficient Junior Technical high schools for 
both girls and boys. The curriculum for the boys included:"o 
English group (English, Geography, History and Civics), 
Mathematics group, (Aesthetic Arts, Applied or Prevocational Arts), 
Science group, (Physics and Chemistry), 
Hygiene and Physical Training. 
This was a balanced curriculum providing students with a sound grounding in a 
range of subjects for various occupations. 
It can be seen from this brief look at other systems that some States were 
ahead of Queensland in developing Manual Training in both the primary and 
secondary schools. It was 1918 before Manual Training was inttoduced into the 
primary curriculum on an experimental basis, and 1929 before an examinable 
course at the secondary level was approved in Queensland. 
The models of technical education established in the other States, together 
with the growing impetus for the further development of Manual Training in 
Queensland, possibly triggered its rapid spread into the primary sector in the 
following years. 
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Weame reported that both states agreed on a general philosophy for these 
technical schools which was: 
(i) That the first year course in Junior Technical Schools should be the 
same for all boys, 
(ii) That the second year course should be divided into two courses 
(a) For Metal Workers and (b) for Woodworkers, 
(iii) That the inttoduction of a third year course is desirable in which boys 
could specialise for their respective ttades. 
(iv) Before any such specialisation is allowed, information should be 
obtained from the ttade employers in the district as to the number of 
apprentices that can be absorbed in their respective ttades in any given 
year and only that number should be thus specially ttained. 
(v) That the minimum age of admission to Junior Technical Schools should 
be 
* for a two year course 13 years and 
* for a three year course 12'/a years. 
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SECTION B: PART I 
CHAPTER 6 
DIVERSIFICATION IN THE PRIMARY SECTOR 
The Central Technical College Woodwork Classes 
As early as 1905, the Central Technical College had drafted a syllabus for 
Manual Training which contained two major components namely. Drawing and 
Benchwork. This was primarily for the boys' Saturday classes, which continued 
through until the mid 1920's.i By 1916, the function of these classes had extended 
to accommodate boys from the newly formed college high school. 
During the day time classes in Woodwork are held for the benefit of boys 
attending the High School and on Saturday momings two classes, extending 
from 9 A.M. to 1 P.M. are held for Schoolboys.2 
Manual Training classes, as discussed later in this Chapter, were also established in 
conjunction with mraP and mettopolitan4 primary schools. But while there was a 
growing demand for woodwork teachers, there was no provision for ttaining to 
prepare them for this new and expanding role. 
The reply from the Acting Under Secretary to a letter from a teacher 
requesting such a ttaining course stated in part 
(1) Inform Mr. McComb that the question of establishing Manual 
Trg.(Woodwork) classes at the C.T.C. to be held on Saturday momings 
is receiving consideration and that he will be further advised in due 
course. 5 
This request from McComb, and the subsequent correspondence, is important in 
that it highlighted the concem of individual teachers for specific ttaining in this 
subject. It is also significant in that the Department was prepared to consider the 
suggestion made by teachers. The proposal was similar to the system operating in 
New South Wales. Weame had suggested a ttaining course utilising existing college 
courses but this was rejected by the Under Secretary.6 
Nevertheless, a response from the Department to the ttaining program was 
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exceptionally quick, especially for a subject not actually written into the primary 
curriculum. The possible impetus for the reaction could well have been the 
Department's awareness of the rapid spread of Manual Training in the primary 
sector. Consequently, the first ttaining class was held during the last term of 
1922.7 8 This was the first documented record of a ttaining class for Manual 
Training teachers. It was significant in that it was successful and paved the way for 
similar future courses.9 The program was done in association with the Teachers 
Training College because these teachers were firstly primary teachers, ttained to 
teach the primary syllabus, and secondly, teachers of woodwork if, and when, 
required. 
A report by Inspector Hill in 1924, also spoke very favourably of the 
ttaining course which was held on Saturday momings. Some of the students were 
taking it for Class II classification purposes as part of their teacher preparation. Hill 
commented that: 
The class was being well conducted and some of the students had reached 
quite a high standard of workmanship. When it has been drawn up, the 
course of instmction might be adopted in other colleges.'o 
The last sentence indicated tiie sttong influence that the Centtal Technical College 
had throughout ttie State. Because of its prominence, size and experience, it led the 
other colleges in matters of curriculum, teaching and facilities. 
After a period of service to the community of over 30 years, the woodwork 
classes were closed in ttie mid 1920's. The State Archive files hold many letters 
relating to ttie closure. According to Morris, ttie classes were ceased due to ttie 
increasing demand for technical examination courses. ^  
The demand for woodwork teachers being unmet, a college in South 
Brisbane called The Brisbane Technical College in Manual Training, designed for 
students other than those engaged in ttades, was opened. However, the instmctor, 
Mr Kingwell was soon advised by the Minister that his classes were not 
recommended by the Department.'2 
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In 1926, the Department determined that there were insufficient class rooms 
at the Centtal Technical College and no available teachers to teach these so called 
"Hobby" classes.'3 This came as a blow to both the primary teachers and also the 
community and pressure soon mounted to have the classes re-opened. After much 
correspondence both inside and outside the Department, approval was finally 
granted on 6 September 1927 to re-commence the woodwork classes at the Centtal 
Technical College.'4 
While this information may appear of little significance to the history of 
Manual Training, it is a part of the development which needs recognition. The 
Centtal Technical College provided both the incentive and the nurturing of the 
subject. 
The Rural School Program 
The Rural School concept is credited to be the brainchild of Story.'5 It was 
designed to meet the needs of mral children and thereby encourage them to stay and 
work in the country. The experiment was first ttialled at Nambour and its success 
promoted a clamouring for similar schools throughout the State. 
In his annual report for 1914, the Minister, H.F.Hardacre, addressed the 
Department's concem for the provision of a suitable curriculum for pupils in 
country schools. Towns such as Nambour, Stanthorpe and Atherton, he said, were 
not likely to develop from mral into manufacturing centtes. "Consequentiy most of 
the present generation of boys in those localities are likely to ttend towards farming 
pursuits rather than to factories, shops and offices. "i6 He also proposed that a 
suitable curriculum would contain "instmction in subjects of a general education and 
in bookkeeping, business methods, drawing and lessons in agricultural science, farm 
carpentry etc. "'7 Such a curriculum would not affect the pupils' chance of obtaining 
a scholarship to secondary education, but would advantage them with knowledge 
and expertise to enable them to stay on the land. He further indicated that: 
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Preparations are well advanced for tiie ttying of this type of experiment in 
ttie Nambour school and, eariy in 1916, tiie school might be working under 
the new conditions.'8 
The local community was apparentiy surprised about tiie Department's plans for 
their school as a report in the Chronicle Newspaper 3 September 1915 indicated. 
The article quoted tiie Minister as saying Nambour was an ideal school for tiie trial 
as it was in a centtal position and already carried out agricultural activities. The 
school was to be a kind of agricultural high school, at which scholarships could be 
taken out, enabling children to specialise in agriculture.'9 
Planning for the proposed scheme was extended to include Manual Training 
for boys and Domestic Science for girls. A detailed plan for the consttuction of 
"The Trade Workshop for Manual Work for Nambour Agricultural High School" 
showed a room 35ft x 22ft with benches around the walls, a bench for a hand 
drilling machine, a forge, a teacher's desk, and three other benches.20 Costing 
estimates and proposals for other alterations were also drawn up. 
Possibly impinging on this planning was the influence of the National 
Conference of Directors in 1915 from which came the following resolution. 
Rural Schools.- (a) That suitable schools be established in mral centtes, so 
as to give, in addition to higher primary work, a direct practical ttaining in 
subjects specially useful to mral workers- e.g., for boys- woodwork, metal 
work, blacksmithing, simple building constmction, land measurement, and 
agriculture. 21 
Queensland was apparentiy commensurate with the other States in terms of this 
innovation although. New South Wales had ah-eady established some mral schools 
and Queensland may have followed its lead. 
Roe made the following statement in his 1915 Annual Report. 
Such a mral high school as is being started next year at Nambour will do, it 
is hoped, for country children what the trade schools will do for town 
children; it will continue their general culture on High school lines and at the 
same time give them the practical manual ttaining and the scientific 
knowledge necessary for their future life on the land.22 
There seems to be some confusion in this statement regarding the type of school. 
How could a school serving Years 5 and 6 be the equivalent of the Trade School 
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which catered for post Year 5 and 6 pupils? However, this was clarified later in that 
the Rural School never took the place of the country high school but simply 
provided an altemative to the upper years of primary school.23 While the general 
view of education for country pupils was to "keep them on the land", the question 
remained. Was this new venture an economic or a philanthropic measure? 
The seriousness of the Department's intention was evident in the formation 
of The North Coast School Committee's Association. In a deputation to the Under 
Secretary on 6 December 1916, the discussion centted on many aspects of the 
proposal including the curriculum, the timetable, ttavel arrangements, and 
eligibility of attendance.24 Story sttessed the Department's role saying that it was 
exttemely anxious to make the Nambour Rural School a success even given the 
financial limitations. It was possibly the first in Austtalia specifically designed for 
mral students and as such was to be a show piece.25 
However, the task of resourcing the Rural School became the province of 
the Technical College Branch and to Riddell in particular. He obtained approval for 
the purchase and supply of 12 standard kits of tools as well as some special tools for 
the Manual Training section.26 Thus, with the acknowledged need for this type of 
education and the cooperation of the parties involved, the Rural School experiment 
commenced in early 1917. 
The Concept of the Rural School 
Hector Holthouse made particular reference to the fact that from the very 
beginning of Queensland's education system, there were numerous teachers who 
tried to make education practical and relevant to the pupils' lifestyles.27 This may 
have been a reflection of the influence of migrant teachers or perhaps the 
resoursefulness of the Austtalian teacher. 
Yet in 1916, the position of the Department on this matter was one of a 
condescending statement. 
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Regarding the Rural Schools, tiie experiment which ttie Department has 
made at Nambour has shown effectively ttiat ttiis type of school is an 
admirable one for boys and girls who are likely to find tiieir life's work m 
the primary industties.28 
Also, the success or otherwise of tiie experiment could hardly be judged in 1917 as 
ttie school had only opened tiiat year. Nevertiieless, tiie Minister continued by 
stating that "ttie Department hopes to establish one or two more of ttiese Rural 
schools and they will, perforce, be in Technical College circuits. "29 
Nearby schools were also able to avail themselves of the opportunities of 
such a course if ttavel permitted. The Minister said that success could only be 
achieved through co-operation with the technical colleges which had the expertise in 
tiie specialised subjects of woodwork, leatiierwork, tinwork etc. Special 
accommodation had been provided, which included a well equipped workshop for 
Manual Training in woodwork, etc., and well equipped rooms for the Domestic 
classes. This is the first record of specialist facilities being provided for Manual 
Training in a primary school. However, it was not designated as Manual Training 
but rather as a specialised Rural School course which included Manual Training 
subjects. 
In reporting on the early success of the Nambour experiment, the Minister 
again stated the concept behind the scheme. 
The special feature of this school is that it is an elementary school in which, 
in addition to ordinary subjects, instmction is provided of a practical nature 
suited to the mral industries followed by the community in its proximity.3o 
The purpose of the school was promulgated to neighbouring schools through a 
brochure prepared by the North Coast School Committee Association. The 
document set out the concept of the program and invited schools to send appropriate 
year level pupils to the available classes.3' Pupils were to have the option during the 
5th Class of preparing for the State Scholarship Examination or taking the Rural 
School course. 
During the initial year of establishment, there was much work needed to 
finish the facilities. Of particular interest was the comment made by Morris on a 
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letter from the woodwork teacher Mr Smith. A delay in the supply of cupboards 
from a local manufacturer was experienced. Morris supported the head teacher in 
suggesting that the boys should make the cupboards instead of the school purchasing 
them.32 This attitude has been evident right throughout the history of Manual 
Training. That is, if the students need it, then why not have them make it. It would 
also seem a bit premature to expect boys, who were just beginning woodwork, to be 
able to make such cabinets. Nevertheless, the cupboards were eventually made 
during the year by the more advanced pupils as was initially suggested by the head 
teacher. 33 
Story, following the Nambour success, advocated the extension of the 
scheme to other mral communities "where primary industries are of so much 
importance".34 This was proposed in conjunction with branch technical classes 
offering instmction in such subjects as Woodwork, Metalwork, Commercial, 
Dressmaking, Millinery, Cooking courses, etc.35 His vision tended to embrace the 
needs of the local communities as well as the needs of the State as a whole, 
especially in time of War. 
Morris, on the other hand, presented conttasting statements. He initially 
indicated that the curriculum was ideally designed for rural pupils to keep them on 
the land. 
The aim of the Rural School is to make the life on the land so attractive that 
the rising generation will take to mral callings naturally, thus stemming the 
influx to the towns.36 
This could be seen as a deliberate attempt to indoctrinate the population through the 
curriculum. Surely it was a subtie means of conttol. 'Give them what they want but 
only that which will encourage them to stay where they are and subsequentiy 
increase mral production.' 
He further stated that this type of education, which was more appropriate for 
mral youth than the normal academic curriculum in the high schools, should be 
extended to other country centtes. However, he altered his argument by stating: 
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Educationists have begun to realise that manual work is a most potent factor 
in the development of the mind, and pupils can leam much more readily 
when tiieir lessons have associated witii tiiem something of a practical 
nature.37 
Was Morris adding to his praise of tiie Rural School or was he denigrating tiie 
secondary school curriculum? Possibly, witii his background, he was fully 
supporting the inclusion of Manual Training in tiie Rural School curticulum. 
By 1924, the success and effectiveness of the Rural School was far more 
evident and the evolving policy of the Department was summed up by Edwards who 
praised the Rural School adding: 
Generally speaking, the Rural Schools aim at producing greater personal 
efficiency and render possible increased domestic comfort...They are 
appreciated in mral communities...and many applications have been received 
for their establishment elsewhere.38 
The acceptance and popularity of the Rural School supported the notion that the 
curriculum was well received by the community who took advantage of this 
educational service. It varied slightiy from school to school indicating that only 
those subjects that were popular or relevant were taught. The personal interest 
shown by the teachers may also have contributed to its success and appeal. Thus, 
while the curriculum was fixed, in effect the demand by the local community 
determined which of the Manual Training subjects would be offered. 
In 1925, Edwards made reference to the Rural Schools when talking of their 
success and popularity, but he also included some words of wisdom. 
The intimate relationship between hand-activity and mental-activity is now 
fully recognised. Besides increasing the serviceableness of the future citizen, 
manual activities give the practical type of child the right form of 
opportunity to develop.39 
These beliefs appear to come out of the blue. He gave no justification for them nor 
empirical evidence in their support. They appear to reflect a personal belief or 
understanding rather than an educational viewpoint. It might be constmed that in 
these statements he, perhaps unconsciously, was perpetuating 'the bright versus the 
not-so-bright' dichotomy of the educational realm. 
The outcome of tiie Nambour experiment was a more practical form of 
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education for the mral community and the development of a prototype for other 
centtes.40 This innovation helped appease the mral residents but did not become 
enttenched into secondary education. There was still a void in the provision of 
practical education in the mral sector and to overcome this 'Vocational Tops' were 
set up in places such as Longreach, Barcaldine, Charleville, Mitchell and Geham. 
These new schools offered classes in woodwork, sheet-metalwork, and 
leatherwork. 41 
The Structure of the Rural School 
The administtation of the Nambour Rural School was to be the responsibility 
of the head teacher. One of his tasks was to ensure a suitable time table was drawn 
up for both the Nambour pupils and for others attending from neighbouring schools. 
The organisation of classes was such that the Nambour students had a full Rural 
School curriculum whereas the visiting pupils only had access to Manual Training 
and Domestic Science classes, usually a half day per week. Evening classes were 
also offered in these two subjects for past pupils and adults on a fee paying basis. 
The first inspection of the Nambour Rural school by Kennedy and Riddell 
took place on 15 March 1917, less than two months after its opening and their 
report contained the following points. There were 27 boys and 42 girls in 
attendance; six boys and six girls were scholarship students; and 21 girls and one 
boy attended from schools other than Nambour.42 The classes, the number of pupils 
and the names of the relevant teachers were included.43 
While both inspectors and the instmctors were well pleased with the standard 
of the pupils' work, they also commented on the unsatisfactory cinder floor in the 
woodwork shop and the need for a shelter for blacksmithing. It was suggested that 
the boys might be able to build a suitable shelter. Here again is another reference to 
the exploitation of pupils for capital improvements. Even if the students had gained 
valuable experience from the exercise, surely their studies in preparation for the 
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Central Technical College examination must have suffered. 
The final note of the report on page 4 states "the importance of fostering any 
apparent demand for evening instmction in any Rural School Subject was impressed 
on Mr Fisher. "44 Was it proposed to stimulate a paying clientele to support tiie 
school? Was it to promote ttie scheme ttiroughout ttie State? Or was it to genuinely 
provide education to those already past tiie upper limits of primary education.? 
Perhaps all three were envisaged. Even before ttie end of the first term tiiere was 
such a demand for places in the various classes that the head teacher had to seek 
permission to conduct evening classes. Consequentiy, approval and correct 
procedures were forwarded by Story to the school.45 
This new venture created some problems for staffing. The teachers were 
appointed from the Centtal Technical College and some ttavelled and taught part-
time. It was proposed that as the numbers increased, permanent staff should be 
appointed to the school. In the interim it was agreed "that Mr.J.F.Smith and Miss 
H.C.Cunington, teachers of woodwork and dressmaking respectively, continue to 
act as teachers at the Nambour Rural School. "46 
An early indication of the success of the scheme came in the form of a 
response to the school's display at the Nambour Show. Mr W.A.Fielding wrote to 
the Minister expressing his pleasure and admiration for the work on show. The 
Minister replied saying that he was gratified by the letter and the obvious success of 
the school.47 it was really some achievement for the pupils after only five months in 
a new curriculum to be able to produce items worthy of display. 
An interesting outcome of the developing stmcture of the concept was that 
most of the Departmental and school files refer to the Manual Training and 
Domestic Science classes. There was very littie reference made to the achievement 
of the agricultural science aspect of the curriculum. 
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The Administration of the Rural School 
The administtation of a Rural School was an additional task on top of the 
normal management of a State school and head teachers had to be extremely careful 
where money was involved. The policy for Manual Training and Domestic Science 
was that pupils paid for the materials they used or altematively they brought their 
own. 
Early in 1917, a situation arose whereby the leatherwork teacher, Mr Ward, 
requested permission to bulk-buy leather, prepare it at his home, and then sell it to 
the pupils ready for working.48 The head teacher, Mr Fisher, had to obtain approval 
for this process and, as a result, a Departmental system of accounting was prepared 
to keep check on material purchases, the sale of materials to pupils and records of 
stock.49 This system enabled the school to make a small profit and, by recouping the 
costs through the sale of articles, was then able to purchase more materials. 
Students were expected to pay for the materials used but in retum were allowed to 
take home the articles made during the leaming experience. 
The achievements of the students were measured not only by the articles they 
produced during the year, but also by an official end of year examination. Details 
regarding the holding of examinations were sent to the school and the first 
Woodwork Examination for 1917 was held on Friday 23 November.5o 
In tiie 1917 Annual Report, the success of the Nambour Rural School was 
elaborated on by the Minister who cited the establishment of the school and the 
acceptance of its courses. There were 17 feeder schools whose pupils ttavelled by 
ttain to attend. There were 60 full-time and 53 part-time pupils enrolled in the Rural 
section. The development of the centte was fairly rapid and by the end of 1917, the 
school had its own specialist teachers- three for Domestic Science and three for 
Manual Work.5i 
The report added that the inspectors and the community were very pleased 
witti the organization. Older students were able to return part-time to attend classes. 
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The centre must have been a hive of industry to employ ttiree teachers for manual 
work as most primary Manual Training centtes in following years only had one 
teacher. Inspector Benbow's Report gave much detail in outiining the work done in 
the three areas of woodwork, sheet-metalwork and leatiierwork. He used ttie term 
Manual Training and suggested tiiat it was based on the technical college classes and 
commented on ttie quality and practicality of tiie exercises made, ttie tools in use, 
and the time allocated for die instmction. 
However, the expanding operation of the centtes involved a greater range of 
expenses ttian in an ordinary school and an increased "petty cash" allowance scheme 
was approved for Rural Schools and ttie later Vocational Centtes to cope witti ttiis 
increased management task.52 The administtation of the Nambour centte, its 
curriculum and its organisation, became the model for future Vocational Centtes 
throughout the State.53,54 
The achievements of the school were also reflected in the reports of the three 
Manual Training teachers. Mr Smith reported on the woodwork classes, Mr 
Shambler on the sheet-metal classes and Mr Ward on the leatherwork classes with 
the added comment that "the Manual Training during the year followed somewhat 
closely on the lines of the Centtal Technical College. "55 
This was further evidence of the sttong influence the college had in the 
development of the project. The reports were read by Story, Kennedy and the 
Minister. Story added the following notation. 
This most interesting report shows that exceptionally rapid and sound 
progress has been made and that the pupils are receiving a ttaining in various 
handicrafts that cannot fail to be of great value to them. The school is 
evidentiy conducted on excellent lines. The experiment has been most 
successftil and the extension of this type of school to other suitable distticts 
is very desirable.56 
The success of the experiment was evident not only by the numbers of students 
attending, but also by the number of feeder schools sending pupils. The result was 
that four more Rural Schools were to be established.57 
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A glowing report on the achievements of the Rural School in general and of 
the Nambour school, in particular, is given by Inspector Fowler in his 1917 report. 
He discussed the establishment of branch classes at smaller schools, the subjects 
taught, the charges made for student projects and the ingenuity of the teachers.58 
The Department leamt much about the administration of such centtes 
through this experiment which enabled it establish further Rural Schools and the 
new Vocational Centtes. 
The Rural School Curriculum 
The curriculum of the Rural School was based on the practical subjects of 
Agriculture, Domestic Science and Manual Training. According to Logan and 
Clarke: 
In this new type of vocational school, boys were taught manual skills, 
elementary agriculture and farm management, while girls were taught home 
management and needlework skills. Rural Schools remained an important 
part of the education system till the 1960's.59 
An official document showed that the original curriculum provided a specialised 
course in which the following subjects were taken. 
For all pupils:- English, Geography, History, Arithmetic, Mensuration, 
Elementary Bookkeeping, and Commercial Correspondence, 
Drawing, Science. 
For Boys:- Woodwork, Tinsmithing, Leatherwork, Blacksmithing, 
Agricultural Science. 
For Girls: - Housekeeping, Cookery, Sewing, Dressmaking, Fmit-
preserving. Jam-making, Laundry Work.6o 
This was substantiated in a letter sent to the head teacher at Nambour which detailed 
the syllabus to be followed.6' The syllabus appeared to be quite extensive, 
comprehensive and possibly beyond the physical capability of the equivalent year 8 
student of the 1990's. Cortespondence relating to ttie supply of equipment and 
materials for the Manual Training subjects indicated that the facilities were to be of 
high quality and the work to be performed of a reasonably high standard. The 
curriculum would have been sttongly influenced by local community needs62 and 
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would have had a marked technical education bias. 
In his report for the half year, Fisher listed ttie range of subjects and 
teaching time for ttie Rural School at Nambour. The significance of tiiis information 
is ttie importance given to the agriculttiral side of ttie school in ttie initial stages. It 
had two full-time teachers while tiie otiier manual subjects took a lesser role using 
only part-time staff 63 However, by ttie end of 1918, Mr Sttibbin, ttie agriculttiral 
teacher, reported to ttie Under Secretary ttiat all was not well witti ttie agricultural 
subjects. 
The work done in ttie woodwork, tin, leather, and iron is all that could be 
desired, and I tiiink the same may be said for the Cookery, Dressmaking and 
Domestic Science.64 
Smbbin continued by saying that tiie purpose of the report was to highlight the need 
for greater emphasis on the agricultural side of the programme which was 
languishing somewhat. 
By 1919, there appeared to be a growing emphasis on the Manual Training 
subjects with the Centtal Technical College preparing printed curriculum material 
for the practical classes. This correspondence highlights the dependence on the 
college for the existence, support and extension of the scheme.65 it was 
acknowledged that the same material would be needed later at the Vocational 
Centtes established at Wooloowin, Wynnum and Manly. 
Concem for this change in curriculum emphasis was voiced in the Education 
Office Gazette in 1919 by an anonymous teacher of agriculture. Called "A plea for 
the Rural Child", the article was in line with political mumblings that mral folk 
needed encouragement to continue with agricultural production. The author stated: 
Hence it should be clear to even the ordinary observer that no effort should 
be spared 
(a) To persuade the farmer's children to follow in their parent's footsteps, 
and thus stem the flow of country youths to the city; and 
(b) To make country life sufficientiy attractive to cause a percentage of 
city people to seek mral occupations.66 
It is interesting to note that this was v^tten in 1919 but there was no mention in the 
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article of the Rural School at Nambour which was opened in 1917, or of the other 
Rural Schools which followed. Perhaps it was that this type of school was not 
exactly fulfilling the expectations of the author. 
In consolidating the role of Manual Training in the Rural School, Weame 
forwarded sets of blue prints to Nambour for use in the woodwork and metalwork 
classes. Such actions indicated that work was well in hand for the development of a 
standard syllabus for Manual Training and that it was the role of the Technical 
Education Department to perform this task.67 
By 1923, a split was developing between the agricultural and vocational 
aspects of the curriculum. The minister, F.T.Brennan, in alluding to die utilitarian 
benefits of this system of mral education said: 
For boys are provided instmction in elementary agricultural science and 
processes, and in addition manual ttaining in those arts which are likely to 
be useful to agriculturalists - such as elementary carpentry, sheet metal 
working, leather working, blacksmithing, etc.68 
This statement focuses on the emerging dichotomy between the two aspects of 
agricultural education, that is, farming and maintenance. The farming aspect was 
highlighted even further as the report goes on to talk about the growth in "Home 
Project" clubs which involved students in growing produce or in animal husbandry. 
The report made reference to the expanding role of vocational instmction in country 
centtes such as Dalby, Chinchilla, Emerald, Clermont, Blair Athol, Morven, 
Charleville, Mitchell, Longreach, Aramac and Barcaldine which did not involve 
agricultural subjects.69 
It would appear then that the curriculum began to change from an 
agricultural emphasis to that of a vocational one which majored in Manual Training 
and Domestic Science. Perhaps the agricultural science was too specialised for the 
majority of country pupils who preferted to leam general practical skills enabling 
them to maintain their homes and properties. 
It might also have been the case that there was a far sttonger drive to 
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promote technical education than agricultural education as tiie Rural schools were 
resourced by the Technical Education Branch and not by agricultural educators. 
Consolidation and Expansion of the Rural School Program 
As early as 1918, just one year after tiie Nambour experiment, tiiere were 
calls from otiier mral communities for similar schools to be established in their 
areas. 
The success of the Nambour experiment has led to applications being 
received from ottier agricultural distticts [4 schools]...Such variations in ttie 
curricula of ttiese schools will be inttoduced as will be adapted to local 
industries. 70-71 
Not only did the Department respond to the public demand for such new approaches 
to education but, according to the general tenor of the report, it was advocating the 
expansion and diversification of education to meet the needs and demands of a 
growing State. 
Morris in his report for 1919, appeared to be taking the credit for the 
achievements of the Rural School. He mentioned the success at Nambour and also 
the new schools at Marburg and Boonah. His report was a glowing one and yet it 
was his first such report presented three years after the Nambour school was 
opened.72 in the years 1917 to 1921, the expansion of the Rural School scheme took 
precedence over the development of other areas of education. 
Although there has been very littie activity during the year in the matter of 
the erection of buildings for Technical Colleges, several Rural schools have 
been erected and equipped for vocational work.73 
Morris again made reference to the fact that the Technical Education Branch was 
responsible for the development of Rural Schools and his report speaks at some 
length of the expansion of the scheme and its curtent success. 
The original concept of the Rural School was still in evidence in schools 
such as Boonah. Inspector Eamshaw reported that: 
The Rural School at Boonah is doing good work and is appreciated by the 
residents of the district...All the 61 pupils in Classes V and VI receive 
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insttuction in Wood, Leather and Metalworking, or Domestic Science 
subjects, as part of the week's work. There are many gardens and 
experimental plots, and this year seven poultry pens have been erected.74 
However, the Departmental statistics make reference only to the vocational subjects 
being taught. For example, the 1924 report75 lists the enrolments and subjects taken. 
See Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
STATISTICS SHOWING ENROLMENTS IN THE VARIOUS VOCATIONAL 






















































(WW- Woodwork; SM- Sheet-metalwork; LW- Leatherwork; BS- Blacksmithing; 
C- Cookery; DM- Dressmaking; M- Millinery) 
These figures are interesting in that they show the ratio of students doing the various 
subjects and thus the popularity of the subjects, but there was no mention of 
agriculture. 
There was a steady expansion of the Rural School scheme and 
during 1925 Rural schools were opened at Gordonvale, Murgon, Gayndah, 
Imbil, and Beenleigh. Ten schools of this type are now in operation, and 
Stanthorpe will open early in 1926.76 
A small reference as to how some schools established their own mral centte was 
given by Inspector Taylor. 
At Imbil the Rural School work has been provided for by rooms fashioned 
below the school buildings proper. Thus a wood-working room, a leather 
and sheet-metal room, a kitchen and cookery room, and a store room have 
been brought into being.77 
Such facilities, whilst providing an opportunity for students, were far from ideal 
and unfortunately often remained in their virtual original state for many years. The 
Imbil centte for example was still operating in 1962 in rooms enclosed under the 
school. 
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Regardless of the facilities, tiie Minister, T.Wilson, promoted the excellence 
of the scheme making reference to ttie suitability of ttie curriculum and its 
acceptance by the communities. He used the name "Manual Arts" to refer to tiie 
practical subjects, a term which did not come into vogue until 1970. Again the 
report outiined the curriculum but did not give details as to what was involved in 
the agricultural work, whereas it clearly referred to the Manual Training subjects of 
woodwork, metalwork and leatherwork. 
Consolidation and expansion of the Rural School scheme was indicated in 
the Departmental annual reports in the following years. The emphasis on the 
curriculum, which changed over the years, was conceptualised by the Minister in 
1927 when he said 
The Rural Schools...are not intended as schools for the practical ttaining of 
farmers, but aim at giving a good general education based upon a curriculum 
including subjects of special interest and value to country pupils.78 
The growth of the scheme can be judged by the statistics given in the 1931 
annual report. There were 18 Rural Schools in 1930 and 195 participating schools.79 
Attendances were:-
Full time course 421 boys; 444 girls; 
Part time attendance 305 boys 254 girls; 
Not attending school 129 boys; 325 girls; 
Adults in evening 24 men; 112 women. 
During this period, the Rural Schools made a ttemendous impact on the 
communities into which they were inttoduced. Inspector Bevington's comments 
perhaps sum up this acceptance: 
These continue to do very useful work, and many parents whom 1 met 
during the year expressed their keen appreciation of the assistance given in 
making their boys and girls useful men and women.8o 
An article entitied "The Rural School in Rettospect" outiined the beginnings 
of the first Rural School at Nambour and as the writer commented 
it can be summed up as a scheme whereby the school curriculum should be 
greatiy enlarged and made to include instmction of a mildly technical and 
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practical nature in directions tending to better equip the sons and daughters 
of producers to follow their parents in farming pursuits.8i 
The Hon.H.F.Hardacre stated that the concept was unique to Austtalia and that 
it was really a technical agricultural school...For after all it was Mr.Story's 
idea, his pet scheme, over which he had watched like a mother over her first 
babe. 82 
A large part of the Nambour success must be accredited to the outstanding work 
done by Fisher in organising and managing his school. The Rural School appeared 
to have gained a permanent place in the primary curriculum. 
Manual Training in the State Schools 
Manual Training in the State schools was a natural consequence of the 
vocational ttaining afforded primary pupils through the technical college. While the 
technical college branch had conttol of vocational classes, the Department 
determined that the work could be done in schools if facilities and specialist teachers 
were provided. 
Story, after the success of the Nambour Rural School, was keen to conduct a 
similar program in a State school. The Wooloowin school committee was very 
receptive to the idea and worked tirelessly to establish the first mettopolitan 
Vocational Centte. Other schools soon adopted this model. The Department then 
estabhshed Intermediate schools which focused their curriculum on vocational 
subjects. 
The Wooloowin School Experiment 
Always progressive the Head Teacher and his Committee realised that there 
was more to education than the 3 R's and agitated for the inclusion in the 
curriculum of the teaching of Woodwork for boys and Domestic Science for 
girls. The Committee purchased furniture and tools from the Soldiers 
Institute for the proposed Manual Training and Domestic Science Classes. 
These schools were opened in the latter part of 1918.83 
This quotation from the Jubilee Booklet of the Wooloowin State School, provides a 
concise picture of the beginning of a scheme which grew into a state-wide system of 
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vocational ttaining for upper primary grade pupils. It also indicated fairly clearly 
ttiat it was ttie school committee, which in effect represented tiie local community, 
ttiat wanted to add Manual Training to ttie curriculum. They saw ttie benefits for 
their children and fought hard to achieve tiieir aims. The sentiments in tiie article 
align with the words of Inspector Kennedy when he said that: 
Special rooms have been consttiicted and equipped witti necessary apparattis, 
partly at ttie expense of ttie Department and partly by ttie State School 
Committee. The latter have distinguished themselves by tiieir enthusiastic co-
operation and generous donations towards tiie establishment of these special 
classes.84 
W.F.Bevington, the head teacher, and his committee would appear to have 
been the initiators or at least the motivators of tiie primary Manual Training 
movement in State schools. The early work of the committee, with W.Whitecombe 
as president, was to draw up a costing schedule for each subject area. This 
comprised of a list of tools and equipment, for example, presses, benches, sawing 
stools, tools, hardware and timber. The total cost was estimated at £64.9.3 for the 
Manual Training facility. Bevington, in a letter to the Under Secretary, referred to 
the school's good fortune at being able to purchase suitable unwanted resources.85 
After much negotiation and hard work by the committee, the centte was 
ready for occupancy and the Minister was invited by the school secretary to officiate 
at the opening ceremony on 5 October 1918.86 The centte was duly opened and the 
Minister in his 1918 annual report said: 
Manual Work and Domestic Work (other than Needlework) have not yet 
been inttoduced into Primary Schools, but an experiment, important in its 
bearing on future developments, is at present being conducted in the 
Wooloowin school. 
The course of manual instmction has been planned in accordance with advice 
obtained from Centtal Technical College specialists, and during the initiatory 
stages the teaching has been given by visiting instmctors connected with 
college staff. 87 
The source of this initiative is interesting. Did it follow from the Nambour 
experiment? Was it a necessary preliminary stage for the Day Trade Schools? Or 
was it a genuine recognition of the need to provide this basic vocational education at 
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an earlier age, given the fact that most pupils finished their education after primary 
school? 
It would appear that it was a combination of all three. The Department saw 
the success of the Rural School and wanted it emulated. They also believed that the 
Trade School needed to atttact students who could then proceed to an 
apprenticeship. Lastiy, the school committee saw it as a necessity for pupils to be 
exposed to such vocational skills before they left school, usually after Year 6. 
Woodwork classes were being offered to boys in the upper primary years but to 
attend, they had to choose between subjects leading to the Scholarship Examination 
and secondary education or the vocational subjects leading to the Trade School at 
the Centtal Technical College. 
The scheme, like the one at Nambour, was being trialled and, according to 
the Minister: 
Upon the results of this experiment, regarding the efficacy of which it is not 
possible at present to pronounce a definite opinion, a scheme may be based 
which will be applicable to other parts of the State.88 
The Wooloowin experiment then became another important milestone in the 
development of Manual Training in Queensland. It should be noted that the 
technical college staff and their expertise were closely involved with both the 
Wooloowin and Nambour experiments confirming the notion that Manual Training 
grew out of and was fostered by the technical college system. 
An intriguing comment on the scheme was made by Kennedy. 
At Wooloowin State School an interesting experiment has been made by the 
grafting of Manual Work (Carpentry and Woodwork) for boys, and 
Domestic Science (Cookery, Dressmaking and Laundry Work) for girls on 
the ordinary curriculum.89 
What a unique way of describing the innovation- "the grafting of Manual Training." 
Perhaps that was the reason for the early rejection of the classes for "so far, only a 
minority of the pupils have shown a desire to depart from the ordinary 
curriculum. "9o Kermedy added that he believed this would not have been the case if 
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such an opporttinity had been offered to the country schools. One must ask,'Why 
the difference?' This was an interesting observation and comment by Kennedy. Why 
were the sttidents, at least in ttie early years, attracted to ttie normal curriculum? 
Was it to do witti social stattis? Was it related to job opporttinities? Or was it 
resistance to die change? It may even have been, as Kennedy suggested, ttie acttial 
urban location of the experiment. 
Some interesting comments are recorded in the Minute Book of the 
Departmental Advisory Committee. Inspector Radcliffe submitted a report on 5tti 
August 1919 which stated in part: 
The experiment of conducting Manual Training and Domestic Science 
Classes at the State School at Wooloowin, is somewhat disappointing as 
disclosed by this report.. .That is to say out of a total of 86 boys and girls in 
the Fifth class, 63 prefer to proceed towards State Scholarships. 
Under these circumstances it would be wise not to enter upon a policy of 
promiscuously attaching Manual Training and Domestic Science to 
Mettopolitan Schools. 
It is clear that if the work is to be done efficiently and economically, it must 
be centtalized. As, however, the experiment has gone so far, it is 
REC0MMENDED.91 
The presentation of the report stimulated discussion about the appropriate 
qualifications for the specialist teachers to minimise friction and union problems. At 
the September meeting of the same Advisory Council, a letter from Bevington was 
tabled. It presented the issues of teacher ttaining and pathways for the pupils. In 
relation to the latter, he advocated that: 
Boys favouring Manual ttaining will take (a) Ordinary school subjects (as for 
girls) and (b) Manual ttaining Subjects viz - Carpentty, Plumbing, and 
leather work.92 
His concem for the success of the scheme centted on the proper ttaining of teachers 
for such centtes. 
The inttoduction of Domestic Science and Manual Training into our schools 
will necessitate the ttaining of teachers for that work.93 
Bevington suggested that teachers should be chosen for these special teaching roles, 
given normal ttaining at the Teachers' College with additional ttaining at the 
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technical college. The end result would be scholarship teachers and vocational 
teachers. Bevington's report would seem to indicate the high regard that he had for 
Manual Training and this was no doubt reinforced by the fact that he had seen the 
effects and benefits of such ttaining at his own school. 
An anecdote by one of the early Wooloowin pupils is quite enlightening. 
All male pupils were provided with the opportunity to attend Manual 
Training classes, which inttoduced us to basic woodwork ttaining methods. 
This ttaining assisted many pupils to subsequently direct their careers 
towards being carpenters, cabinet makers and similar occupations.94 
By 1920, there was increased interest in Manual Training at Wooloowin. The 
number of pupils from Wooloowin, and from neighbouring schools who attended 
weekly for classes in Manual Training or Domestic Science, had grown 
dramatically. Thomas Henderson, the head teacher, wrote to the Under Secretary 
requesting additional equipment so that he could accommodate the increased 
numbers wishing to attend the woodwork classes.95 Departmental reports in 
succeeding years indicated both consolidation and growth of the centte. In 1929, 
Wooloowin taught pupils attending from Kedron, Windsor, Wilston, Eagle Junction 
and Virginia State schools.96 However, only woodwork was taught until new 
equipment was supplied for teaching sheet-metalwork in 1936.97 
After 11 years of operation, it appeared sttange that there was no mention in 
the Departmental reports of other Vocational Centtes being established in 
mettopolitan schools. The Wynnum centte had started in 1925 but does not rate a 
mention. Why were there not more centtes for Manual Training and Domestic 
Science established? Was there not the demand for these vocational subjects 
elsewhere in Brisbane? Perhaps the cost factor may have been an important 
consideration or the fact that there were technical colleges in and around Brisbane 
which could have been serving tiiis need. It should be remembered that Wooloowin 
was a local initiative and not instigated by the Technical Education Branch. 
In the years that followed, few records were kept about tiie centte. Two 
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documents which go beyond this time period are alluded to in tiiis discussion as ttiey 
provide a final glimpse of ttie Manual Training development implemented through 
this school. In 1933 and 1936, ttie head teacher wrote to ttie Under Secretary 
requesting ttiat facilities be upgraded and more equipment be supplied to meet tiie 
growing demand placed on ttie centte.98.99 Thus, ttie Wooloowin State School 
Vocational Centte continued to flourish and it became a model for other Vocational 
centres throughout the State. 
Woodwork Classes at the Wynnum Central School 
The spread of Vocational Centtes in the Brisbane region may well have been 
tempered by the poor start experienced in the Wooloowin experiment. Another 
factor may have been associated with the number of technical colleges in the area. If 
pupils could attend these it meant that the Department would not have to duplicate 
expensive facilities. 
Nevertheless, the Wynnum Centtal State School Committee in 1924 had 
petitioned the Department for woodwork classes to be established at their school. 
Morris, acting on behalf of the school committee, referted the request to the 
Director. It included the proposition from the committee that they would be 
prepared 
to undertake to provide the material and labour for building the classroom, 
on condition that the Works Department supplied the windows and doors, 
and provided this Department arranges for a teacher to visit Wynnum. loo 
A costing was carried out and after considering the proposal, the potential of the 
centte and the fact that Domestic Science classes had been operating at the school 
for several years, the Director approved the submission. 
The petition for the classes in woodwork came from the school committee. 
This was a repeat of the Wooloowin situation. While the community may not have 
dictated the curriculum they clearly indicated the enthusiasm they had for their boys 
to be taught woodwork. This then constitutes a community demand for a change in 
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the existing primary curriculum to one that included a measure of useful practical 
education. 
Woodwork classes commenced in late 1925 after benches and tools were 
supplied. Correspondence in the school file only affords a broad overview of the 
developments in the following years. In 1928, the school requested additional tools 
and a set of blue prints for the students to work from. These were possibly the only 
form of syllabus available at the time and their use was extended from the Nambour 
Rural School to new Vocational Centtes as they began operation.'oi 
The woodwork room at Wynnum was set up in an old cottage and had, over 
the years, become somewhat decrepit. In June 1933, the head teacher, C.R.Morton, 
sought permission to have the stairs replaced. He indicated that the woodwork 
teacher, Mr Mawhinney, had carried out temporary repairs and was prepared to 
submit a quotation to replace the steps with new ones if the Department agreed. A 
hand written quote in pencil was submitted and approved. Mawhinney carried out 
ttie work. 102 
In situations like this perhaps Manual Training teachers set a precedent, in 
ttiat when work needed to be done at the school, they could and would do it at very 
reasonable cost if not for love or even through obligation. This practice was 
repeated in 1935 when, due to increased numbers attending the classes, additional 
workshop space was needed. Mawhinney again conttacted to modify the building 
and thus improved the leaming environment for the Manual Training classes.'03 
By 1938, the size of the school had increased considerably and Inspector 
Chadwick, in reporting on the Material Requirements of the School recommended 
"that the workroom for vocational ttaining be brought more into line with the 
modem type of such building. "104 A notation on the submitted report read "Noted 
for further consideration when the proposed new Intermediate Building is erected." 
Riddell wrote to the head teacher acknowledging the inadequate state of the facilities 
but informing him that no action would be taken until a decision had been reached 
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regarding the proposed new Intermediate school planned for the area.'05 
The Intermediate schools being developed at ttiis time had a curriculum 
which included vocational classes in Manual Training, Domestic Science and 
Commerce. Thus, suitable accommodation would have been planned along ttie lines 
similar to ttiat developed at ttie North Brisbane Intermediate School. However, die 
Intermediate school did not eventtiate and ttiere was no indication as to the fate of 
the Vocational Centte at Wynnum Centtal State School. 
What can be seen from this brief glimpse of tiie school is that the 
establishment and development of the centte only came through the persistence and 
hard work of the school committee. It could hardly be said that Wynnum was a 
show piece, but it is clear that the community achieved their goal of gaining 
practical education in the form of woodwork classes for their boys. 
Vocational Classes at Longreach State School 
There appeared to be more consideration given to country towns which 
requested Vocational Centtes. Possibly the success and appreciation of the Rural 
School motivated the Department to accede to as many requests as possible. 
However, there was still the same acceptance of makeshift accommodation, even in 
the country. 
Hill, in reporting on the centte at Longreach, had this to say about the 
accommodation. 
There were only two rooms - Outer for Woodwork; Inner for Domestic 
Science. Only access was through the Woodwork room which was also used 
for Commerce, the typewriters being placed on the woodwork benches when 
being used.'06 
The report was typical for many country centtes which stmggled at any cost to 
provide vocational classes. 
However, the major problem facing these country centtes was the dearth of 
qualified instmctors. The woodwork classes at Longreach had to be abandoned for 
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over a year because no suitable teacher could be found. In October 1923, 
E.G.Davies, the head teacher, requested of the Department that classes be re-
commenced at the school. 
Since 1922, however, it has not been possible until the present date to secure 
a Teacher of Woodwork able and willing to devote time regularly to the 
instmction of pupils in the subject. '07 
Apparently the problem with the part-time teachers was that they were usually 
ttadesmen and had to leave town frequentiy in pursuit of work. Thus, the classes 
were often without a teacher or altematively, classes were taught in the evenings. 
For example, a report from Longreach depicted the situation. 
A part-time Teacher of Woodwork attends on one night a week (Wednesday, 
7-9 p.m.) and teaches a class of twelve boys selected from the upper classes 
of the school.*08 
Here we are presented with a glimpse of the way these vocational classes were 
operated in country centtes where there was no technical college. Rudimentary 
accommodation, which is understandable, given the small number of students 
attending and the cost of establishing such centtes, was the norm. Even part-time 
teachers, who often taught classes at night after their own work hours, were hard to 
obtain. 
In the main these people were ttadesmen not teachers. They were given no 
ttaining and were chosen because of their expertise and experience, but most 
importantiy, because they were available. Even though the quality of the teaching 
often left much to be desired, the local community valued the vocational classes and 
their demand for these ensured the continued expansion and development of Manual 
Training and Domestic Science in country State schools during the period. 
Manual Training in the Opportunity Schools 
The value of Manual Training was perceived by many educators in the 
Department not the least of whom were those associated with the Opportunity 
schools. They saw the potential that tiiis type of practical education had for their 
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charges. The first report of Manual Training in these schools was made by Inspector 
Bevington, previous head teacher and initiator of the woodwork classes at 
Wooloowin State school. Alttiough the report was brief, it clearly indicated tiie 
activities undertaken by the pupils. "During tiie moming insttuction is given in 
ordinary school subjects...In the aftemoon, woodworking, basket weaving and boot 
repairing are taught "io9 Bevington continued to make reports on tiiese schools in 
succeeding years indicating ttiat many of the boys were capable of such activities 
but not so capable at academic subjects, "o Nevertiieless, in spite of ttiis, very little 
information is recorded about Manual Training in the opportunity schools during 
ttiis period. Still the reports indicate that it became part of the curriculum, although 
modified, and proved beneficial to many of the pupils. 
The Intermediate School and Its Emphasis on Manual Training 
The Intermediate School was inttoduced at a time when the secondary 
schools were flourishing and the demand for vocational subjects in the primary 
schools was increasing. Through the functioning of the specialist high schools 
(Industrial, Domestic Science, Commercial) at ttie Centtal Technical College and at 
other colleges came an awareness of the need to better prepare pupils for secondary 
education and for them to be able to make informed choices about their vocational 
futures. 
The concept of a system of bridging education was inttoduced in England as 
early as 1899.i^ Queensland followed tiiis model by establishing Intermediate 
schools.'12 These Intermediate schools catered only for students around the age of 
12 years. They offered a two-year course as a link between primary and secondary 
schools. The syllabus consisted of the normal core subjects of English and 
Mathematics with "appropriate attention to science. Manual Training, Domestic 
Science, and the predominant economic interests of the local area. ""3 Edwards, in 
announcing the new concept said: 
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An Intermediate school for post Primary (grade 7 students) is to be 
inttoduced to prepare students for secondary education. Students can sit for 
the scholarship exam at the end of the two years. 
The curriculum is to be flexible to suit the local community needs and 
should include English, Geography, History, Mathematics, Elementary 
Science, Woodwork, and Domestic Arts. "4 
This was a novel approach for Queensland education and the Department's 
concept for the program was perhaps best summed up by Edwards in his report for 
1927. He believed that the new schools would provide an opportunity for boys to 
leam woodwork and girls domestic arts. The curriculum was to be designed to 
enable pupils to discover their aptitudes and abilities and thus give them guidance in 
choosing career paths and the appropriate secondary courses. "5 This proposal 
fulfilled the commitment of the Chief Inspector to extend the offering of vocational 
education to all primary pupils. "6 However, it was acknowledged by Edwards that 
it would be difficult to implement such a scheme especially in country areas, and 
even in the larger towns where suitable ttansport could be a concem. Intermediate 
schools were not to be confined to mettopolitan areas only. It was intended to attach 
them to State schools or technical colleges in the mral areas to afford country pupils 
the same opportunities as their city counterparts. By 1929, three such schools were 
established in country schools and a special facility was being built at South 
Brisbane. 117 
In support of the statement by Edwards, the Education Office Gazette in 
1928 published an article on "New Scheme of Education: Intermediate Schools, 
Industrial High Schools, Industrial Junior." The message, constantiy reiterated 
throughout the article, advocated the importance of Manual Training in the 
curriculum. 
The weight of opinion, both pedagogical and industrial, favours a general 
curriculum at this stage, including the kind of manual ttaining which leads to 
general aptitude in handling tools. The curriculum will therefore include 
practical work, and it should be recognised that such practical work, besides 
being as respectable as the more academic work, is itself an aid towards 
intellectual advancement.''8 
The importance of this new concept was perhaps highlighted by the fact that a new 
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syllabus was developed which covered both the primary and intermediate years of 
sttidy. Included for ttie first time in any Queensland syllabus were sections for 
Home Science and Manual Training. There was significant information in die latter 
section to cover ttie exercises but no drawings were included. Presumably schools 
had to obtain copies of die blue prints from the Centtal Technical College. 
Was ttiere perhaps a hidden agenda in ttie Intermediate School concept? The 
primary schools, Wooloowin and Wynnum for example, had sttiiggled to inttoduce 
vocational classes having a sttong belief in the benefits of such an education. The 
Department had not shown tiie initiative in these experiments. Perhaps through the 
Intermediate school it sought to claim the credit for establishing the missing link in 
the system and one which very definitely catered for the needs of pupils in the areas 
of vocational education. 
By 1932, there was a call from Inspector Palfrey for a change to the 
Intermediate School curriculum. He advocated offering a general first year and ttien 
a division into specialist sttands for the remaining year. Students were to be advised 
which sttand to take and he emphasised that there should be no stigma attached to 
the direction chosen. He concluded saying: 
This, without savouring of too early specialization, should incline pupils 
towards occupations for which their aptitudes best suit them, and should 
assist to develop 'parent' opinion along the lines that will lead them to see 
that all 'labour' is honourable, and that the majority are destined to obtain 
their living in other than 'black-coated' occupations. "9 
There are only a few comments, bereft of details, about the Intermediate schools 
published in the aimual Departmental reports. Inspector Fartell made comment in 
1931 about tiie Brisbane South school which had been operating for two years. "The 
staff have been carefully selected, and without exception the teachers take an active 
part in every phase of the school's activities. "'2o This was praise indeed, and no 
doubt they would have had a degree of pride being involved in the implementation 
of this new concept. Inspector Tmdgian in 1933 said "at South Brisbane Manual 
Training for boys is confined to woodwork, but at Mount Morgan both woodwork 
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and sheet-metalwork are taught. "'21 
Manual Training, either just woodwork or both woodwork and metalwork, 
remained as a core subject of the Intermediate School until the scheme was 
dismantied. Logan and Clarke believed that the high cost of the Intermediate 
schools and the inttoduction of multilateral high schools brought about their 
demise.'22 So while there was little expansion of the scheme state-wide. Manual 
Training continued to be a centtal feature of the curriculum in all functioning 
Intermediate schools. The apparent stagnation of this innovation enabled Manual 
Training to regain prominence in the Rural and State school Vocational Centtes 
which catered for pupils in the upper primary grades. 
While the schools cited in this discussion are not the striking example of the 
success accorded to Nambour, it must be remembered that the Department did not 
commit the same amount of resources for their establishment. Nevertheless, it was a 
start and from this humble beginning developed a state-wide system of Manual 
Training which continued until the early 1960's. 
Primary Manual Training and Vocational Centres 
The development of Manual Training in the primary schools during this 
period was marked by significant advances. As can be gauged by the achievements 
of the Rural School, the Vocational Centtes, the Travelling Schools and the 
Intermediate Schools, Manual Training made ttemendous progress during this 
period. This part of the discussion will focus on the general administtation and 
development of Manual Training leaving each of the above accomplishments to be 
examined in more specific detail in other areas of this study. 
The Structure of the Manual Training Program 
The establishment of approved and funded vocational classes for primary 
pupils was fu-st mooted by the Secretary for Public Instmction in 1909 when he 
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informed the Premier that: 
Arrangements are being made in each centre |technical Colleges] for the 
insttuction of a number of tiie eldest State School pupils in technical 
subjects. Thus some of the giris will be given instmction in Cookery and 
Dressmaking; and some of the boys in Carpentty, Commercial subjects, or 
Science subjects, as may be artanged.'23 
In 1910, the Department approved ttie program whereby selected pupils from the 
upper grades of the primary schools could attend technical colleges for vocational 
classes.'24,125 This was based on a scholarship system funded by tiie Department. 
Eleven colleges tiu-oughout the State took part in the initial stage of the program. As 
far as Manual Training was concemed, classes in woodwork, metalwork and/or 
leatherwork were offered where staff and facilities were available or conversely, 
according to the demand by pupils. 
During this time, the colleges came under the supervision of the Department 
of Pubhc Instmction. It could possibly be assumed therefore that the initiative for 
this extension of vocational education from the technical college to the State school 
came from the Department. Altematively, it might also be argued that the insight 
came from the technical college personnel, namely Riddell and Mortis. Regardless 
of this uncertainty, the fact remains that it was the technical college personnel who 
initiated the system of Manual Training for State school pupils. 
The work done by pupils attending these vocational classes received much 
praise. This is indicated in a Centtal Technical College Report for 1910. 
Noteworthy in the woodworking exhibit were the small articles executed by 
the school pupils of the colleges... The fitting and workmanship generally 
compared very favourably with the work of older students.'26 
In 1914, the Department revised the primary syllabus and included Manual 
Training. This subject was not compulsory but was offered as an elective where 
classes had access to technical colleges.'27 However, the compulsory aspect was 
conttadicted by Morris in the same Departmental report wherein he stated, that in 
reference to the free places offered to primary students in Manual Training: 
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Attendance at one of these classes was compulsory for all sixth class pupils 
within a reasonable distance of the Technical Colleges and, as far as 
possible, pupils were allowed to choose the classes to be attended.'28 
The elective nature of the system was to offer a choice of Domestic, Commercial 
and Manual Training. This conttoversial system of electives has haunted curriculum 
developers ever since, especially in secondary education. 
The report by Morris praised the work of the students and promoted Manual 
Training in the primary school making reference to overseas education systems. He 
emphasised that it should not be used as an inttoduction to ttade work, but to 
enhance general education by catering for the needs of the 'practical' rather than the 
'absttact' student. Roe also promoted and praised the work of the colleges in 
relation to primary vocational classes and quoted some interesting attendance 
figures. 
About 50 percent of the Sixth Class pupils of the State have received 
instmction in Carpentry or Commercial subjects or Cookery or 
Dressmaking.'29 
These statistics show the extent of the scheme in 1915. It showed that if 50% of the 
pupils attended, then approximately 25 % of all upper primary boys must have had 
access to Manual Training. This was a substantial development in just a few years. 
By the middle of the second decade. Manual Training had become firmly 
established as part of the primary curriculum, but was heavily reliant on technical 
college resources. The classes were usually of 2 to Vh hours and provided basic 
knowledge and skill development in the various subjects. 
Two of the major problems confronting administtators were that of ttansport 
and timetabling, even in those towns which had technical colleges. Unfortunately, 
pupils in towns without colleges or suitable ttansport, usually rail, were not 
afforded the same opportunity of attendance. Efforts were made in the following 
years to address these issues and resulted in Vocational Centtes and Travelling 
Schools being established. 
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Departmental Attitude Towards Vocational Education 
The attittide of educational administtators from tiie Director down to head 
teachers changed somewhat during the early part of the period. Many were quite 
antagonistic to vocational education in the primary schools, while those witii open 
minds began to appreciate the benefits such subjects could rettim. Others like 
Riddell, Morris and Story sttongly supported its inttoduction. 
Typical of ttie supportive comments of ttie contemporary inspectorate was 
ttiat by Benbow. He praised ttie work done in ttie Bundaberg college and 
commended the attitude and achievement of die students and staff. He 
recommended tiiat the curriculum be extended to cater for the needs of boys who 
wished to engage in future work in foundries and mills etc. 
I think it would be a wise plan to allow the boys to take a course in machine 
constmction at the Technical College, which would increase their usefulness 
on going to work, and tend to make them more skilful and intelligent 
artisans.'30 
This was an insightful statement by Benbow. Not only was the need for vocational 
education recognised and a solution recommended, but he also sttessed the benefits 
of the outcome to industry. The ttades have, from the earliest days, been 
denigrated, even despised as being simple mechanical labour, but here was an 
educated man promoting the opposite. 
Morris, ever convinced of the benefits of Manual Training, continued to 
argue for its integration as part of the general education of all primary pupils. He 
was cognisant of the role of Manual Training in other education systems and the 
benefits gained there from. He was also a visionary and proactive as shown in his 
report for 1912. 
It would be a great advantage if some of our State School teachers 
specialized in the study of Manual subjects, so that when the time is ripe it 
would be possible to conduct these classes as part of the school course.'3' 
This is a very interesting statement. It was not one of ownership, that is, the 
technical college system should conttol these subjects, but rather that there was a 
need to ttain specialist teachers to properly implement "Manual subjects" in the 
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primary school. Such training was the practice in other systems but would the 
Department take heed of such advice? 
The Education Minister, J.W.Blair, in addressing the Annual Teachers' 
Conference in 1913, espoused his understanding regarding vocational education. He 
professed a belief that the Department needed to do more for the youth of the State 
and in particular made reference to "the ttaining of girls for the home-life and of 
boys for ttades. "'32 Blair argued that while education should be general, 
fundamental, and thorough, it should also cater for the needs of all types of students 
no matter what their prospective vocation might be. He indicated that the way was 
clear for the professions, the merchants and commerce "but can the same yet be said 
of the ttaining for the homes and the ttades?" Provision was to be made for a 
ttavelling teacher in domestic economy and hygiene and also that work was well in 
hand to improve the ttade opportunities for boys in technical colleges. However, 
there was no indication that the practical subjects would or should be taught in the 
primary school.'33,'34 
His successor, H.F.Hardacre, supported the notion that vocational education 
should be general and not specific. 
Departmental advisers generally agree that no specialization - that is, definite 
preparation for some particular ttade - should be permitted until the pupil 
has completed the Fifth Class course in the Primary School.'35 
At the time of this report the first Rural School had been opened in Nambour. It 
was war time and the govemment was aware of the need to improve industry and 
self-reliance and yet believed that specialisation should be left as late as possible. 
By 1921, the new Minister, J.Huxham, promoted the extension of 
appropriate vocational education for country students. As an altemative to the Rural 
School, Vocational Tops, had been established in several country centtes. 
At Longreach, Barcaldine, Charleville, Mitchell and Geham...in which 
general education is continued to higher levels and special classes in manual 
work (woodwork, sheet-metal work, leather work)...are taught free of 
cost. 136 
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He emphasised that such education should not be ttade directed but provide 
"knowledge of and dexterity in elementary manual work likely to be useful in the 
daily life of those engaged on the land. "'37 
This statement is significant in ttiat it captures the spirit of the original 
"Sloyd" concept rather ttian the "preparation for technical college work". It is 
particularly pertinent to ttie country school situation. While such comments may 
well smack of self gratification, they also confirm the development of Manual 
Training in Queensland during this period. 
In his report for 1921, Mortis talked about the demand for vocational classes 
for primary students in Domestic and Manual Training subjects. The former was 
relatively cheap to provide whereas the latter was much more expensive. Morris 
supported the govemment's policy for vocational education when saying that the 
instmction in vocational subjects, for example. Dressmaking, Cookery, Fmit-
preserving, Blacksmithing and Woodwork, was designed to widen the outiook of 
the students and to make them more useful and contented citizens. '38 
The scholarship scheme, which suppiorted vocational classes in the colleges, 
was extended in 1922 to include State Wards. Morris, as Director of Technical 
Education, approved this in response to a letter of request from the State Children's 
Department. Morris pointed out, that as boys are provided with the necessary 
materials and that girls have a choice of providing their own, that the same 
provision should be extended to State Children. i39policy 
Huxham, in his address to the 1923 Teachers' Conference made some rash 
or bold statements. In talking about the new Departmental policy he said: 
The new education aims at securing, not only the sharpening of mental 
faculties, but a greater proportion of usefiil, usable, applicable 
knowledge...It is now generally admitted on the one hand that while the 
ttaining of the intellect has occupied the position of primary importance, the 
preparation of children, adolescents, and even of adults, for occupational 
and social usefulness has not been adequately considered. i4o 
Was tills 'tongue in cheek' rhetoric or did the Department really want to offer a 
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practical education to the State's pupils? Perhaps it was devised as something 
conttoversial to say at the conference and gauge the feeling of the delegates. 
Huxham also claimed praise for the Department's achievements in vocational 
ttaining - Rural Schools, VcKational classes and apprenticeship classes. He stated 
that such innovations required specialist teachers and that the demand would 
increase. However, he did not propose a scheme to meet this demand, possibly 
because it was too conttoversial. What he did say in 'passing the buck' was: 
It will be a matter for my professional advisers to decide whether it will be 
preferable to give technical ttaining to teachers or instmction in the arts and 
principles of teaching to skilled artisans.'4' 
Again a very interesting comment, the answer to which evolved in later years with 
the ttaining of artisans. 
At times the Departmental attitude appeared somewhat distorted. Inspector 
Bevington remarked that 
while the Grammar Schools and High Schools often spoil country boys and 
girls by giving them the wrong form of education, these mral schools, by 
ttaining their pupils in everything pertaining to the farm, tend to make the 
young people more satisfied, and so stop the drift from the country to the 
city. 142 
A statement such as this from an educator is very disturbing. It would appear that 
Bevington was trying to classify students into those that could benefit from a higher 
education and those that only needed basic practicalities for living on the land. The 
government, and apparentiy also the Department, appeared to be obsessed with 
attempting to keep the people on the land and prevent the migration to the cities. 
In 1927, Edwards discussed the shortcomings of the education system and 
stated that equal opportunity had not yet been given to the non-academic student. 
While the vocational schools had provided a measure of practical education 
it must be admitted that the general course of instmction in Primary schools 
is, in the main, of the literary type, and that it is designed particularly to 
meet the needs of the boy or girl who intends to pursue a course of 
instmction in the secondary schools. i43 
The courses were primarily for those wishing to gain professional employment or 
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proceed to the university. This, he claimed was a world wide concern and greater 
importance needed to be attached to die practical subjects. 
The intellectual value of a course in woodwork, involving as it does practical 
measurement, the application of ideas, and the development of manual 
dexterity, is invaluable.'44 
While die report continued by questioning why such recognition was ignored in ttie 
curriculum, the sincerity of such statements are questionable. Surely the Chief 
Inspector would have had a sttong influence within the Department and been able to 
inttoduce such changes if he tmly believed in them. 
Writing in 1927, F. Cecil Thompson made a prediction for Queensland 
education based on world ttends. He believed in the "consttuctive instinct" of 
children and that provision should be made to develop this talent through from early 
childhood. To effect such a scheme "skilled instmctors of Manual Training" should 
be prepared to teach in suitably equipped workshops.'45 This prediction embraced a 
sympathy for Manual Training, a perception of the innate creativity of the 
individual and the promotion of technology. It was formulated with an outside 
perspective yet its revelations, at least in part, became incorporated into the future 
development of Manual Training in Queensland. 
The permeating belief which had evolved by the early 1930's is perhaps 
encapsulated in the words of Inspector Fletcher when he reported on the 
achievements of the Agricultural Clubs mn by the primary schools. 
At the outset, the attitude of many teachers towards this work was the same 
as it was towards Manual Training and Domestic Science, the opinion being 
held that such ttaining was suitable only for children who were below 
average in native ability. Such an opinion no longer holds, and not 
infrequentiy the most efficient club member is found at the top of the class 
in the purely academic work. '46 
This statement is important as it indicates a change in attitude from one which was 
long held by many teachers, administtators and community members alike. The 
examples of achievement, which in themselves conttadict opinion, substantiate and 
justify an approach which advocates both equality of opportunity and equal 
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recognition for achievement in all subjects. 
The Administration of Manual Training 
The administtation of the vocational classes was a joint responsibility 
between the head teachers, the colleges and the Technical Education Branch. While 
the latter made decisions and generally conttolled the scheme ministerial approval 
for expenditure of funds was required. Normally there was communication between 
the parties on matters relating to the functioning of the scheme. 
In the early years, the system worked fairly efficientiy with the colleges 
offering classes and the local schools selecting pupils to attend. By 1913, concem 
was expressed by the principal of the Rockhampton college over a reduction in class 
time. The reason for this reduction was not indicated in the records, but Riddell's 
reply clearly states that 
in Manual Training the syllabus is general, and covers the work that a 
student who is able to devote one hour per week could complete in twelve 
months.'47 
This may have been a tightening of conttol over the scheme and a means of saving 
ttie Department money. 
With the extension of the scheme, through the establishment of Vocational 
Centtes attached to primary schools, came a need for better administtation of 
facilities and equipment. A memorandum from Riddell to the Under Secretary in 
1919 indicated the extent of this organisation. The document gave a detailed list of 
tools and equipment necessary for the establishment and operation of a Manual 
Training centte. Total cost was £15.10.0.'48 This one page document indicated that, 
beyond the request for tools and cupboards, vocational ttaining in State schools was 
accepted and that permanent provision was being determined for future facilities.'49 
The request was approved by both Morris and Story. The tenor of the memo also 
indicated that these were the details needed to ensure that the scheme would advance 
systematically. Bearing in mind that the Nambour experiment had been underway 
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for two years and Wooloowin for one year, it is surprising tiiat no further 
development, such as reflected in ttiis memo, had taken place. No doubt die war 
and its effects on tiie economy and manpower curtailed progress. 
Responsibility for consttuction and alterations to schools to accommodate 
vocational classes was also a role of die centtal administtation. After consultation 
on specific needs, die Deputy Govemment Architect in 1920, submitted plans and 
costings to die Department of Public Instmction for work on six Westem 
Queensland schools. The response by die Department indicated tiiat, while funds 
were not available, die proposals would be kept in die active file.'5o An interesting 
observation of the various plans is that the tities for the facilities varied so much, 
for example. Vocational Training, Carpentry, Manual Training. In effect all were 
synonymous. In August of the same year, Morris submitted a proposal with a 
detailed list indicating work to be carried out at State schools and technical colleges 
to facilitate the operation of vocational classes. Of particular interest is the schedule 
of State schools for alterations, etc. These were at Charleville, Barcaldine, 
Gracemere, Mitchell, Longreach, Geham, Cunnamulla, Clermont, Kingaroy, 
Crows Nest, Chinchilla and Southport.'5' This rapid expansion of vocational 
education in the early 1920's placed a substantially increased administtation 
responsibility on the Technical Education Branch. 
Regarding the Wooloowin Vocational Centte experiment,'52 much of the 
planning and development was carried out by the head teachers themselves'53.'54 as 
they strived to establish a thriving centte. What this would tend to indicate is that 
Manual Training was taken seriously by the head teachers who wanted to provide an 
efficient and economical centte at the school. 
Administtation of the Vocational Centtes became an important issue in 1920 
as the number of centtes grew and the work load for head teachers increased. Up to 
1920, only two State schools offered vocational ttaining in Queensland - Nambour, 
classed as a Rural School and Wooloowin, classed as a Vocational Centte. 
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According to Riddell, three new Rural Schools and four new Vocational Centtes 
were opened in 1920. Riddell argued that the additional workload on head teachers-
establishment and organization of classes; responsibility for care and safety of 
equipment; promotion of vocational classes and utilization of govemment supplied 
equipment- demanded a special allowance.'55 Although there is no record of 
approval on this document, later correspondence indicates that such an allowance 
was paid to head teachers. '56 
The drive for expansion of vocational classes in the South West of the State 
continued and Riddell presented an argument for the provision of instmction and 
provided costing for altemative methods. He fu-st outiined the necessary 
constmction work and staffing needs for Charleville, Cunnamulla and Morveen. 
The plan included establishing Domestic Science and Manual Training rooms by 
enclosing the space under the school buildings. He then proposed the development 
of a ttavelling rail car fitted out as a classroom for Domestic Science, the first 
record of such an initiative. It is interesting to note that although the cost of the 
proposed rail car was half that of the constmction costs to modify the schools, and 
that it would serve many schools and be teacher economical, it was not approved. 
The Minister, in preference, authorised alterations at Charleville and Cunnamulla 
schools for Domestic Science and Manual Training classes.'57 
One of the growing concems for the administtators was the conttol of stock 
in the centtes. Hill, the technical inspector at the time, recommended that a system 
of record books be inttoduced to increase accountability and minimise losses. He 
also recommended that due to a certain amount of laxity that existed, regular checks 
should be made. A circular to schools regarding this matter carried the signature of 
B.McKenna, Under Secretary. An interesting statistic is that the letter was to be 
sent to 45 centtes which indicated the rapid growth of Vocational Centtes in four 
years.'58 
The technical colleges were still heavily involved in the provision of 
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vocational classes and their administrative role was also increased tiirough the 
necessity for accurate record keeping imposed by head office. Colleges needed 
permission to admit pupils because of die scholarship funding scheme. A typical 
example was from tiie Secretary of die Maryborough Technical College, who had to 
request permission for a State school pupil to attend woodwork classes wittiout 
expense, tiiat is tiu-ough a scholarship. This was also ttie case when new sttidents 
sought places vacated by others unable to attend. Because funding was involved, 
approval had to come from die Under Secretary.'59 By 1929, head teachers were 
required to submit for each term retums for pupils attending vocational classes 
including lists of scholarships, number of students and schools/centtes being 
attended, timetables, classes offered, etc.'6o 
Also by 1929, the instmction of Manual Training had become exceptionally 
versatile. The Minister's 1930 Report made reference to three aspects of Manual 
Training in the primary system namely, the Rural Schools, The Travelling Schools 
and the Evening Vocational Classes which also provided for adolescents and 
adults.'6' The enthusiastic response and support of the communities who benefited 
from these classes ensured their continuance. 
An additional imposition was placed on school administtators through the 
recommendation of Hill. He insisted that specific details regarding the attendance of 
pupils at vocational classes be documented and forwarded to the Department at the 
appropriate times. The reason given was that "in the absence of this necessary 
information, it has been found impossible to allot pupils to your vocational 
classes."'62 
Accountability was also a key factor in the administtation of the scheme. For 
example, head teachers had to advise the Department as to why pupils could not 
attend classes. One of the many such letters on file is from Elizabeth Halberstater, 
head teacher, Cirmabar State school. She made reference to the inappropriate 
railway timetable which made attendance by her pupils impossible. The only boy 
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who could attend owned a push-bike.'63 Lack of suitable transport, appeared to be 
the main consttaint which prevented pupils from attending vocational classes right 
across the State.'64 
A function of the administtation was that of periodic visits by the inspector. 
In a general report dated 22 July 1931, Hill lists several problems associated with 
the operation of the centtes at both schools and colleges. They are significant as 
they pointed to the need for change and improvement. 
(i) Absence of a carefully graded course of instmction. 
(ii) A Dearth of competent instmctors. 
(iii) The use of unsatisfactory timber. 
(iv) The desire or the necessity to make saleable articles involving 
operations beyond the craftsmanship of the pupil. 
(v) Unsatisfactory equipment or equipment badly maintained.'65 
These were frank admissions from the one person who had the responsibility to 
inspect and insist on efficient functioning of the centtes. 
As a result of this report a letter was sent to schools advising them of new 
procedures to be adopted. In reply, the head teacher of Boonah Rural School, wrote 
to the Director on 18 December 1931 offering his comments on how the scheme 
could be improved. In making several suggestions for better management, he 
subsumed these in the centtal theme of his cortespondence, stating that he believed 
die appointment of a specialist Manual Training Inspector would solve all of the 
problems mentioned in the circular. The benefits were numerous and included: 
improvement in teaching methods; supervision of record keeping; reporting by an 
expert on the effectiveness of the instmctors; and helpful advice to instmctors.'66 
This head teacher had been in charge of the Rural School at Boonah for 10 years 
and therefore had some credibility and a wealth of experience in the operation of a 
Vocational Centte. 
In order to enable pupils to attend the vocational classes offered in 
neighbouring schools a system of free railway passes was effected. However, this 
became another administtative task for head teachers who had to complete accurate 
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retums of all used and unused passes.'67 Whenever funding was involved strict 
Departmental conttol was invoked. 
Administration of Manual Training in the Vocational Centtes, botti centtally 
and at die local level, increased considerably as die scheme expanded and required 
more and more checks and balances. 
Expansion of the Manual Training Program 
The system of vocational education in tiie primary schools, which focused 
mainly on Manual Training and Domestic Science, expanded slowly up until 1920 
when it suddenly mushroomed due to significant innovative schemes. 
K.M.Grant, die Minister for Education, reported in 1911, tiiat instiiiction at 
technical colleges for State school pupils was available to selected school students 
from 5tti or 6tti classes if it were ttiought ttiey could benefit from the insttuction. 
These classes included Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Geometrical Drawing, Manual 
Training, Chemistry, Physics, Cookery, Dressmaking and Millinery. Of 547 boys 
attending, 156 took Manual Training.'68 
Morris, in the same report, made reference to the growing number of 
students attending these technical classes, an increase of 15% on the previous year. 
The number of classes offered increased from 62 to 66 with additional facilities 
built for Manual Training at Herberton and Maryborough.'69 He added that the 
classes for boys. Manual Training, and for girls. Domestic subjects, "have proved a 
great benefit to the pupils. "'70 Inspectors Fewttell and Emshaw also mentioned the 
satisfactory work of students attending these classes. In these early years, it would 
appear that Manual Training was being well received atttacting 28 % of the total 
attendance. This was in spite of the problems of distance and ttansport. 
The scholarship scheme inttoduced in 1911 afforded pupils the opportunity 
to attend their chosen classes free of cost. This scheme gradually expanded and by 
die year 1913, 
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free places were offered to 1,387 pupils from the Sixth Classes in the State 
schools within a reasonable radius of the Technical Colleges, to enable them 
to attend special classes in Domestic and Commercial subjects and in Manual 
Training.'71 
Morris continued to promote these subjects sttessing the need for increased 
participation by all primary students and quoting the advances in this field of 
education made in other countries, including the Philippines. He recommended that 
special ttaining be given to primary teachers to advance the work. Morris also made 
reference to the fact that the current education system catered for the academic 
stteam, of which only 1 % reached university, but it failed to address the needs of 
the majority who opted for other vocations.'72 
The annual reports continued to mention the work of the Vocational Centtes 
and noted that rail passes were issued to enable pupils to attend. Of particular 
interest is a brief comment by Inspector Fewttell. "Carpentry is taught at Leyboume 
and very creditable work is exhibited." This was a reference to work done at a 
primary school, which was neither an established Vocational Centte nor a technical 
college. While no other details are available, it indicates the enthusiasm of the head 
teacher for such practical education and the impact it had on the inspector.'73 
Morris in a document relating to the smaller isolated townships, advocated 
the establishment, in a modest way, of rooms and classes for cookery, dressmaking 
and carpentry. He suggested that local teachers could be found for the carpentry 
classes and an itinerant teacher for the cookery classes. He provided statistics 
regarding populations, distances and rail accessibility as well as the number of 
ehgible boys and girls in each school. Morris attached a large spreadsheet giving 
extensive data to back his proposal, for example, towns, existing classes, possible 
new centtes and subjects, ttain schedules, possible attendance figures, costs, and a 
remarks column. A notation on this document by Story, said "carefully file this 
scheme as it will be very useful for future reference and use. "'74 
In a later report, Morris made reference to the increasing demand for 
Manual Training by primary schools and the extension of the service to Mitchell, 
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Yeulba, Helidon, and Ma Ma Creek. 
The interest shown in the Technical Classes in die smaller centtes is very 
keen, and even in places remote from die railway line quite a large number 
of students attend, some of them ttavelling very great distances.'75 
He also advocated tiiat the countty centtes should be given every opportunity to 
improve themselves to enable the mral workers to become more productive. 
It is interesting to note the continual concem over increased mral production 
and the perceived need to stop the drift of young people to the cities. Vocational 
education certainly appeared to be leading the way in terms of providing practical 
and worthwhile classes for the mral community. The classes catered for both 
current and past pupils. 
Another example of Morris' determination was at Ma Ma Creek. Following 
a visit by Weame and himself, a recommendation for the establishment of a centte 
was proposed. However, the interesting fact is the nature of the work. The 
woodwork class was to be conducted in an area under the school. It was to have a 
dirt floor and be enclosed on two sides with battens and on the other sides with wire 
netting. A drain was to be dug to divert storm water from flooding the space. While 
it might have been expedient and economical, unfortunately this sort of facility set a 
precedent for future development of Manual Training workshops.'76 This document, 
as a proposal, was approved Story and the work was completed. 
McKenna, as an inspector, wrote to the Under Secretary in 1919 
recommending urgent consideration be given to the provision of appropriate 
vocational education in the larger country centtes. He did not believe that a high 
school as such was appropriate, but rather ttie need to offer subjects of direct 
relevance to future job opportunities for the local children. 
The money would be better spent in providing vocational ttaining- fitting 
boys and girls for the various occupations requiring a special form of 
instmction other than that ordinarily given in the State School.'77 
Such proposals seem to reflect the growing empathy some educators were 
developing for the value of vocational education, including Manual Training. 
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Riddell, being a qualified Manual Training Instmctor, was also a sttong 
advocate of Manual Training in the primary schools.'78 He too sought approval for 
additional centtes to be established in places such as Longreach, Barcaldine and 
Charleville.'79 Manual Training was started in Barcaldine in 1921, no doubt as a 
result of Riddell's persistence.'8o 
The experience and skill gained by the boys through Manual Training is 
perhaps best reflected in the anecdotal report of Inspector Fowler. 
During the year permission was granted by the Department to the Mackay 
school to erect lattice work round the play shed, the work to be done by the 
boys of the carpentry class. The necessary timber was ordered, but owing to 
the congestion of the shipping it arrived too late. The timber is stored and 
the work will be done by the boys early in 1920.'8' 
This little snippet of information suggests two things. First, the quality of the boys' 
work must have been of a high standard for the Department to willingly supply the 
material and ship it up from Brisbane, and second, the concept of the project and 
the obvious willingness of the students must have impressed the inspector for such 
comments are rare in these official reports. 
In the Education Office Gazette of Febmary 1922 was a report of the 
Minister's address to the Teachers' Conference. Again Huxham, full of self praise, 
detailed the major achievements of the Department. Listed first, possibly because of 
their significance and cost were those directiy related to vocational education. 
Rural Schools in agricultural districts. 
Full-time Vocational Schools and part-time Vocational Classes in the larger 
Technical Colleges, providing manual ttaining for boys and linking up 
Primary School experience with Industrial Training.'82 
The statistics for 1922 indicate that the number of schools and colleges 
involved in the vocational education scheme totalled 41. Of these, 17 were technical 
colleges, 18 were State schools and six were Rural schools.'83 By 1925, the number 
of centtes actually offering classes was stated at 36. There were 17 colleges, five 
Rural schools and 14 State schools.'84 in Townsville, 64 pupils from seven State 
schools attended sheet-metalwork. 185 By 1930, the number of centtes offering 
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vocational classes had risen to 49. This included colleges as well as Rural and State 
schools.'86 
Annual Departmental reports, submitted by tiie inspectors, continued to 
reflect growtti and achievement of die scheme. Some, like Hendren's report for 
1929, were full of praise. 
Bodi boys and girls are receiving much benefit from die ttaining ttiey are 
obtaining, manual dexterity, knowledge of tools, and home science making 
diem better fitted to live in the communities in which they are placed. The 
standard of insttiictions issued during tiie year has improved the organization 
of these classes very much indeed.'87 
While there was recognition for the work being done, there was almost an 
underlying condescension permeating this report which makes reference to tiie 
utilitarian value of the work which suits the locals, for example, "better fitted to 
live in the communities in which they are placed". 
So from a handful of colleges offering vocational classes for primary girls 
and boys in 1910, the scheme underwent considerable expansion and by 1932 had 
reached even some of the most remote towns in the State. 
Further Development of the Manual Training Curriculum 
The early curriculum used in the Manual Training classes, was that 
developed by the Centtal Technical College. This became the standard for all the 
State colleges. While syllabus material from England was available, it was not 
considered suitable for Queensland and was used only for reference.'88 
Interestingly, while Geometrical Drawing had been a component of the 
primary syllabus for many years, Weame, in 1922, submitted a modified version of 
the subject to be taught in conjunction with Manual Training to State school pupils. 
This was the first time that drawing had been officially aligned with Manual 
Training and Weame obviously saw the advantages of linking these two subjects.'*^ 
"Special Syllabuses of Subjects for Pupils of State Schools Attending 
Technical Colleges" were issued in 1914 and included Geometrical Drawing, 
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Shorttiand, Bookkeeping and Manual Training. The woodwork syllabus focused on 
the theory of timber, knowledge of tools and woodworking joints as well as the 
development of practical expertise.'9o While there are no other details given in the 
Syllabus Catalogue, the one for woodwork clearly shows that Manual Training was 
well and tmly established in the colleges by 1914. 
The syllabus was quite advanced compared to what was proposed for Year 8 
in 1994. For example, the teaching of Year 8 Manual Arts has suffered significantiy 
in regard to time allocation since the early 1980's. Up until the closure of the 
primary Manual Training centtes in 1963, two hours per week were set aside for the 
teaching of the Year 8 Manual Training curriculum over two years. Drawing was 
also integrated with the practical exercises. In current times this has been eroded in 
many schools to three periods per week over one semester, the equivalent of one 
hour per week for the whole year. Consequentiy the amount of knowledge gain and 
skill acquisition has been drastically reduced. The teaching of theory is practically 
non-existent and the range, scope and use of tools extensively curtailed. Drawing is 
but an adjunct. In reality, in the 1990's, there is no official Year 8 syllabus, the last 
was pubhshed by the Board of Secondary School Studies in 1981 as part of the 
Junior Syllabus in Manual Arts- Years 8-10. 
Roe, although a staunch academic, was sympathetic to Manual Training 
when in his report for 1914 he said, in relation to primary education, 
it may possibly be regarded as a defect in the new syllabus that it does not 
appear any more than its predecessor to recognise the importance of manual 
work as an instmment for delivering brain power, health and character.'91 
This was another comment relating to the usefulness of Manual Training, but more 
importantiy, there was also a reference in the report to the acceptance of "Carpentty 
Certificates" as part of the teacher ttaining program. It was indicated that the ability 
to teach Manual Training should be the norm in primary education. It was possibly 
linked to his statement in the report that the new primary syllabus would include 
Manual Training as an elective where classes have access to teachers and facilities at 
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technical colleges.'"2 
With the development of the new centtes came a need to provide schools and 
teachers with a much needed curriculum. In 1920, Riddell assembled a set of blue 
prints for use in teaching woodwork, leatherwork, sheet-metalwork and 
blacksmithing. They were to be distributed to the seven State schools offering such 
classes, namely- Boonah, Marburg, Gracemere, Barcaldine, Longreach, Charleville 
and Geham. Riddell recommended ttiat letters relating to these be sent to the various 
centtes 
to emphasize the necessity for adopting a 'right' method in the performance 
of operations, and to act as suggestions of other suitable exercises for 
student's work. The sets sent are by no means intended to be exhaustive, or 
to be slavishly followed as the complete guide as to scope and method.'93 
Establishing a suitable curriculum became a necessary function of administtation but 
in the main the work was carried out by the technical colleges supervised by Morris 
and Riddell. 
The Centtal Technical College Arts Advisory Committee, meeting on 2 July 
1928, reported to the Director about their deliberations relating to drawing in the 
primary and secondary schools. Proposal 1, made by Mr Gordon, ttade 
representative, stated that drawing was a necessary attribute of any good 
ttadesperson. Proposal 2, by Mr.McKenna indicated that: 
The Department now intended to give infinitely greater prominence to 
manual work and to drawing, which was the natural accompaniment of 
manual arts.'94 
McKenna sttessed that more emphasis would need to be given to Manual Training 
and drawing. He was director at ttie time and must surely have had a great deal of 
influence in such matters. Drawing was included in ttie fu-st printed syllabus. 
It was during this time that the Intermediate schools were being trialled and 
tiie new syllabus was published to cater for this initiative. The front cover 
proclaimed tiiis progress. See Figure 5. 









This syllabus was the first to have included a section specifically directed to both 
Manual Training and Domestic Science. Reference was made in the statement on 
page vii as to the value of woodwork for boys and the actual Manual Training 
section gives further emphasis to this aspect of the syllabus.'95 it recommended that 
where possible both woodwork and metalwork be taught, but if this was not 
possible, then woodwork should be given priority. The document also had 
instmctions for drawing and exercises in woodwork but there was no reference to 
metalwork. 
This 1930 syllabus was a significant milestone in the development of the 
Manual Training curriculum. First, it formalised in one document that which had 
previously been fragmented syllabus information. Second, it clearly set out the aims 
for the syllabus in general and for the exercises in particular. Third, it indicated 
how these might be achieved through the use of suggested teaching sttategies. Last, 
it signified a uniformity for all schools across the state. There was also evidence of 
curriculum planning in that the set woodwork exercises were progressive and 
integrated with related drawing exercises. This planning would seem to indicate that 
both the individual development of the child as well as integrated leaming, as 
defined by Hilda Taba, were taken into considerion. 
Acknowledgement at last had been given to the subject in that it was 
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included in an official Departmental Syllabus document.'96 Morris recommended 
that copies of this workbook should be sent to all schools teaching the subject.'97 
The curriculum for Manual Training, from its humble beginnings of blue prints of 
die exercises and the esoteric technical knowledge of the instmctors, gradually 
evolved into a standardised document which allowed for a certain amount of 
individuality but yet a high degree of conformity. The basic 1930 Syllabus remained 
in use until 1963 undergoing only minor additions and alterations during its 
lifetime. 
During the period under consideration. Manual Training, as part of 
vocational education, made significant advances in the primary sector. Its basic 
curriculum, founded in technical college pragmatism, developed into a formal 
Departmental syllabus for the Primary and Intermediate schools. 
The Travelling Manual Training Schools 
The Nambour Rural School had generated much interest resulting in many 
petitions from country towns for similar schools to be established.'98 But the reality 
was ttiat ttie majority of ttiese towns had such small school populations ttiat it was 
uneconomical to develop such expensive facilities for a handful of students. In order 
to placate ttiese demands, die Department experimented witti itinerant teachers and 
ttansportable facilities. 
Visiting teachers specially equipped to give insttuction in domestic and 
manual work are now engaged to minister to ttie educational wants and 
desires of communities of parents and children... These special 'schools' are 
conducted in tents; ttie apparattis is moveable and capable of easy ttansfer.'99 
Thus, ttie concept of mobile classrooms was ttialled and most probably became die 
catalyst in ttie search for a more substantial and reliable system. The innovation 
developed into converted railway carriages fitted out as workshops which were ttien 
able to ttaverse die State providing isolated children with instmction in vocational 
subjects. This was a pioneering venture that was warmly welcomed by parents and 
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eagerly awaited by the pupils in the senior primary school. 
A Background to the Concept of Travelling Schools 
While Holthouse claimed that McKenna was the architect of the Travelling 
Schools,200 die idea was first mooted in the 1875 Act and again in 1920 by 
Riddell.201 Morris also informed McKenna in 1924 that: 
For some time I have had under consideration the provision of instmction 
for boys on similar lines to that provided for girls. It should be possible to 
build and equip a suitable carriage for instmcting a class of, say, 14 boys in 
Woodwork, Sheet Metal Work and Leatherwork, at a cost of approximately 
£1,450.202 
He was always thorough and had done his homework in procuring costings 
and a source of funding. The quotation for the Manual Training Car was less than 
that for the Domestic Science Cars. McKenna rejected the proposal stating that the 
source of funds proposed by Morris was not legitimate and that special 
appropriation would be available in the new year. 203 Morris persisted and a 
memorandum dated 3 December 1924 again sought approval for the program. It 
was almost identical to the previous request, but intimated that the cost had 
increased by £150 to £1,600. Whether it was Morris' persistence or whether 
McKenna also believed in the project is not certain, but the proposal was approved 
and McKenna wrote to the Railway Commissioner seeking his cooperation in the 
project. 204 
The concept behind the Travelling School was not the same as that for the 
Rural School which sought to prepare pupils for an agricultural life. According to 
Morris: 
The Manual Training School for boys is being equipped with full sets of 
tools for woodworking, sheetmetal working, and leather-working, and it is 
intended to instmct the lads in manual work which has a special application 
"on tiie land".205 
While the nature of the program, as stated in this quotation, was to keep the lads 
happy "on the land" there were no agricultural subjects as such being offered. It 
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was purely a Manual Training course and would tend to reinforce the belief that it 
did not have the same emphasis or direction as die Rural School. This could well be 
accounted for by die fact that tiiere was no opporttinity to plant crops or tend 
animals in the brief visits to towns. In effect, die concept was parallelling die 
Vocational Centtes which were expanding in botti ttie countty and die city schools. 
In late 1924, an order was placed witti ttie Railway's Department for ttie 
consttuction of ttie Travelling Manual Training School. However, delays were 
experienced early in 1925 and Morris was concemed ttiat die project would not be 
finished in time to begin operation in July 1925. He informed McKenna who wrote 
the Commissioner of Railways requesting tiiat tiie work be expedited.206 
Again in March 1925, Morris wrote to McKenna this time requesting 
approval for further expenditure for tools and equipment for the School. The tools 
were needed so that the railway workshops could make appropriate storage 
cupboards to house them. He also added that the cost of the carriage had risen to 
£1,650. McKenna replied that funds would be available in the 1926 budget.207 
The carriage was not completed until 22 October 1925, which delayed the 
anticipated start of service by six months. It was delivered to Roma Stteet Station 
on the 23 October and remained there until the start of the 1926 school year.zos The 
Name "Department of Public Instmction, Travelling Manual Training School, No. 
3" was painted on the side of the carriage.209 Thus, the concept was at last 
materialising and was soon to serve the outiying schools providing the pupils with 
instmction in woodworking, sheet-metalworking, and leatherworking. 210 
The Operation of the Travelling Schools 
Such a novel venture into the provision of education warranted comment and 
praise and this was forthcoming in the Annual Report for 1925. Morris outiined the 
program by saying that following the success of the Travelling Domestic Science 
School, a Travelling Manual Training School had been constmcted to work in 
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tandem with it. He continued saying: 
The Manual Training School for boys has been fully equipped for instmction 
in woodwork, sheet-metalwork, and leatherwork, and fourteen boys may be 
taught at one time. The benches are fitted with removable tops, so that they 
may be used for instmction in the three subjects. Separate sets of tools are 
provided for each pupil, and those for each subject are kept separate.211 
A second Travelling School was to be built so that the two Domestic Science 
and the two Manual Training Schools would work the State together. The system of 
instruction, utilizing these schools, proved to be very successful and provided 
vocational education to most of the isolated centtes across the State.212 The 
provision of these Travelling Schools further demonsttated the sincerity of the 
Department in providing such facilities for all country children, especially where 
small enrolments did not justify local facilities being built. 
The successful operation of the Travelling School depended on careful 
planning and organisation. Hill was involved in this task and requested that the 
initial car be stocked up with materials for teaching while it was still in Brisbane, 
thus saving on freight. He stated that the expenditure on class material would be 
recouped by sales to pupils. In fact, it was expected that by making a slight extta 
charge for the various items sold, after the initial outiay the Department would not 
be called upon to supply any new class material. Apart from salary and railway 
ttansportation charges, the car would be self-supporting. These recommendations 
were approved.213 From this, it became evident how the program would operate. 
Tuition would be free, but students would be expected to pay for the materials used. 
As these were made into useful and atttactive items and then hopefully sold, it was 
anticipated the school would be fmancially viable. 
McKenna, on 7 January 1926, wrote to the head teachers of those schools 
anticipating a visit from the Travelling Cars advising them of the operating 
procedures for the schools. For example, the Atherton school was informed about 
the selection of pupils, the subjects to be taught, the dates and hours of attendance 
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and the names of the itinerant teachers.2'4 
The Domestic Science Schools had been operating for some time, but this 
was the first time the Manual Training School was to operate. Frank Pethebridge 
was die first itinerant teacher appointed. His itinerary included visits to ttie 
following schools in ttie nortti west of ttie State: Attierton, Herberton, Hughenden, 
Cloncurry, Duchess, Richmond and Boganttingan.2i5 Such an itinerary indicated an 
extensive visitation program covering a vast area and affording many feeder schools 
access to the instmction. 
While these two schools. Cars No.2 and No.3, ttavelled in the north west of 
the State, a second Domestic Science School, No. 1, was ttavelling in the south west 
of the State. Morris, in August 1926, appealed for the constmction of a second 
Manual Training School to ttavel in tandem with the No. 1 School to provide equal 
opportunity for boys in that region. His recommendation for the commissioning of 
this second car met with a mixed response. McKenna replied "Money on estimates" 
while the Minister commented "Defer at least till January next year".2i6 However, 
by 1928 this second car was in service. The design was modified from the original 
No.3 car and featured a cabin fumished with a box ottoman bed, chest of drawers, 
writing desk, and wardrobe. The carriage was extended from 40 feet to 45 feet with 
a steel underframe. The number of windows was decreased but their size increased 
allowing for better light and storage of tools between.217 
As the program continued to function and the teachers became more 
confident, changes in tiie curriculum were effected. For example, N.Steggall, one 
of the fu-st teachers, wrote in Febmary 1928 requesting that the curriculum be 
modified to accommodate the needs or rather the requests of the pupils. He sought a 
variation in the times for each of the subjects being offered.218 This was approved 
indicating that to some extent the curriculum could be influenced by the local 
community. 
The operation of the Travelling Schools continued to be successful and by 
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1929 tiie statistics showed that in the numerous seven week courses offered, 87 
adults and 177 school children attended Cars 1 & 4, and 81 adults and 128 school 
children attended Cars 2 & 3.2'9 This expansion of the program meant that a better 
system of financial management was needed. The Department in 1929 inttoduced an 
accounting procedure to be used by the Travelling Schools. In brief the instmctor 
was to have authority to purchase materials and replacement equipment and that the 
accounts were to be audited by officers of the Technical Education Branch.220 The 
document covering this new procedure indicated the responsibility placed on the 
instmctors for handling monies and accounting procedures. It also referred to the 
fact diat instmctors had to endeavour to sell to students the articles which they had 
made. Therefore they had the job of ensuring quality workmanship giving the 
articles buying appeal. 
The First Teachers and Reports on the Travelling Schools 
With the initial approval being granted for the procurement of the first 
converted carriage, there was a need to secure a suitable instmctor to conduct the 
classes and manage the operation. Hill requested approval to appoint Mr Frank 
Pethebridge as acting teacher of Manual Training subjects. He was well qualified 
for the position but needed some tuition to enable him to teach all aspects of the 
curriculum.221 He spent two weeks at Marburg and Boonah Rural Schools, under 
die tutelage of Mr Evans, leaming both how to conduct classes and the craft of 
leatherwork. 222 
Pethebridge commenced his teaching career in January 1926 and pioneered 
teaching in ttie Travelling Manual Training school. After six months as acting 
instmctor he applied for and gained a permanent position as Instmctor of Manual 
Training Subjects.223 Unfortunately Frank Pethebridge's career was cut short after 
only eight months in the service. He drowned in the Flinders River while on a 
picnic with townsfolk from Richmond.224 He was succeeded by Noel Steggall. 
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A third appointee named Joseph Vance took charge of the new Travelling 
Manual Training School No.4 in 1928. Vance was quite outspoken as his first 
report reveals. He recommended diat die safety problem relating to the doors be 
attended to and that a first aid kit as promised by Hill be supplied. He contested 
comments made about his class organisation saying that he responded to the needs 
and wishes of schools or their committees. Vance countered criticism about the 
results of his classes by accusing the Rural School of including unnecessary and 
irrelevant curriculum. He also added that he could cover as much work in six weeks 
as they did in 12 months.225 
Vance did not appear to be solely interested in trade work like his colleagues 
were, for he intelligentiy discussed the place of Mathematics in Manual Training 
stating his belief in the benefits of such instmction. He was critical of theorists who 
extolled such teaching devoid of practical understanding and continued by stating 
that he believed that the future will demand a change in the curriculum. 
In fact, the orientation, in educational affairs, that is looming will necessitate 
a clearer mathematical ttaining for intending Manual Training students. The 
present mathematical methods are, as far as I can see, quite up to standard 
for Arts, Science or Accounting Courses, but they fail lamentably for 
Manual Training purposes.226 
This report gives a glimpse of the personality of the man, Joseph Vance. He did not 
behave as a 'ttadesman-cum-teacher' but rather an 'educator'. He looked at the 
evolving status of education and predicted that Manual Training would need to 
change, become more academic in a sense, if it was to survive. While he spoke 
enthusiastically about the Travelling Schools and their acceptance by the public in 
general, he also recommended that preparatory instmction should be given to pupils 
before the cars visit the towns to assist in the assimilation of the leaming 
programme. This indicated an insight into the educational process and his thinking 
was possibly years ahead of his time.227 
Vance's report for the following year seemed more moderate. He gave 
praise to the achievements of the pupils whom he had taught during the year and 
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expressed the belief that the Travelling Schools gave "outstanding retum for time 
and energy expended".228 However, his organisational ability was challenged by his 
colleague N.Steggall who complained in a letter to the Under Secretary about the 
condition of Vance's car. No.4. The criticism was refuted by Vance but the episode 
indicated that there was friction between these two itinerant instmctors.229 
While the instmctors reported regularly on their schools, the Department 
also carried out its own review through the reports of both the disttict and technical 
college inspectors. The first such report was made by Hill on the work of Car No.3. 
It was a detailed 4 page report covering everything from attendance and hours, 
through the curriculum work, to the characteristics and qualities of the instmctor. 
On the whole it was a very favourable report with the added comment that he 
believed "the TraveUing Manual Training School is successfully fulfilling the 
purpose for which it was constmcted. "23o Hill further recommended that two more 
such cars should be immediately provided for similar instmction to pupils in all 
parts of the state.231 
The first personal report on Frank Pethebridge was carried out in May 1926, 
after only three months of teaching. It was very satisfactory and no doubt assisted 
Pethebridge in gaining a permanent appointment in July 1926.232 Pethebridge was 
also given praise posthumously in the Annual Report for 1926 in which Morris 
outiined the achievements of the Travelling Schools. The report referted to 
community acceptance and contained photographs of the pupils at work in the 
carriages. 233 
While the reports of the district inspectors, who were not familiar with the 
teaching and techniques of Manual Training, were generally superficial, ttiey were 
mostiy very favourable.234,235 However, those of Inspector Hill were more critical 
and often included recommendations for improving the operation of the program. 
He was critical of Vance's teaching program and made suggestions for 
improvement. Vance had included theory prior to the practical work which was in 
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itself an innovation for Manual Training.236 
In November 1929, Hill reported on Car No.3. While tiie usual topics were 
discussed a considerable amount of die report was given to proposed changes in die 
curriculum. This was possibly due to die fact diat die schools had been in operation 
for three years and had undergone a sufficient ttial period. The significant changes 
recommended included:-
The Woodwork syllabus to be revised; 
Drawing to be dropped; 
Pattem development to be included; 
Better use of time for practical exercises; 
The forge and anvil to be disposed of eliminating blacksmithing; 
A Treadle lathe to be purchased; and 
Use of new tools for greater accuracy.237 
Such changes to the curriculum may have resulted from the reports of the 
insttiictors and the demands of both current and past school pupils. However, there 
was no mention in the original curticulum planning for blacksmithing and it appears 
sttange that the fu-st car, No.3, was equipped with a forge, etc. It would also seem 
to be somewhat of a safety hazard to have a forge burning in the confmes of a 
railway carriage with a full class of pupils working. The result was that these 
changes were effected over time. 
The Curriculum for the Travelling School 
The original curriculum, as stated in a memorandum to the Under Secretary, 
and aimounced in a circular letter to schools,238 was to include woodwork, sheet-
metalwork and leatherwork. These subjects were seen as appropriate to the needs of 
country pupils.239 However, there was scope for some variation to this standard 
curriculum and Pethebridge is credited with the first of these. According to Hill, "it 
was his intention also to include instmction in the erection of a simple shed and a 
dwelling of the simplest type." Morris was no doubt impressed with this as he 
replied "such instmction should be considered an essential part of the course. "24o 
This dlusttates one attempt to match the curriculum to the needs of the community. 
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Steggall also requested to vary the curriculum giving as his reason the 
demands of the local communities. Leatherwork was not always appreciated and the 
demand varied from location to location.241 In 1928, Steggall applied for the 
provision of a Tinsmith's Jenny to enhance the course in sheet-metalwork. The 
request was approved indicating that the Department was keen to see the standard of 
workmanship improve and the quality and range of artifacts extended.242 
The initiative for change sometimes came from administtators. For example, 
Morris in 1930, sought approval for the purchase of a Burring Machine and a 
geared Screw Cutting Lathe to be installed in Car No.3. Approval for these items 
reflected a massive change in the direction of the curriculum. Lathe work inferred a 
much closer link to industry and the technical college, and a move away from the 
mral needs. How many mral workers would have known about or had access to a 
lathe? Yet it was in line with the curriculum and the provision of facilities in the 
Industtial High school at the Centtal Technical College and no doubt in some of the 
regional high schools as well.243 This was possibly a move by Morris to gradually 
upgrade the educational standard of the Travelling Schools to that of secondary 
level. 
However, variations were not always approved as in the case stated above 
where Vance was criticised for inttoducing too much theory at the expense of 
practical work.244 He had earlier advocated that pupils should undertake preliminary 
study prior to the visit by the TravelUng School. No doubt his experience and sttong 
belief in such learning preparation led to this approach. Unfortunately, it would 
appear that although the technical college branch was keen to advance its curriculum 
it was also sttongly grounded in pragmatic approaches to leaming. 
The curriculum, although undergoing changes, was successful and parents 
and pupils alike expressed appreciation for the leaming and practical expertise 
developed. John McLary, head teacher of Mt Mulligan State School, wrote a typical 
letter of high praise for the Travelling Schools and the work done in them. 
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The boys, in their sphere, delight to use the knowledge they acquired by 
doing handy jobs about the house; making cake tins, meat dishes, 
dustpans...repairing hamess ware...or in woodwork consttiicting necessary 
household articles.245 
While such letters inferred a bias, ttiere was an attitude of genuine praise for tiie 
program and in particular its curriculum. In die Departmental records, tiiere are 
many such letters of praise for ttie Travelling Schools and many more requesting 
visits. However, the program continued to be conttolled by the technical education 
branch and the curriculum, although relevant to the needs of the mral students, 
remained unchanged over the succeeding years. 
Extension of the Travelling School Program 
A welcome and enthusiastic response to the ttavelling schools by the country 
people was a major factor in the extension of the program. The itineraries were 
planned so that the majority of the State would be covered in two years when the 
four schools were operating. It must be remembered that ttavel was restricted to 
operating rail lines. A typical route was that for Car No.3 in 1927. Canungra west 
to Cunnamulla, back through the Downs towns and finishing at Goondiwindi.246 
The constant demand from mral communities for the ttavelling schools 
resulted in the second Manual Training Car, with its improved design and 
accommodation, beginning service in 1928.24? There were iimumerable requests 
from private citizens, organisations such as the Q.C.W.A. and school committees 
for inclusion in the itineraries. But these could not always be accommodated. A 
typical response from the Under Secretary indicated that visits were not possible in 
ttie curtent year but would be considered for the following year.248 Examples of die 
itineraries for tiie two Manual Training Cars in 1928 showed the extensive nature of 
tiie ttavel involved. Car No.4 ttavelled on ttie Soutti West, Brisbane Valley, Wide 
Bay and Nortti Bumett lines, while Car No.3 plied ttie North West, Centtal West 
and Centtal Coast lines.249 As ttie service was continually extended covering all 
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economically accessible towns, letters of praise flooded in to the Department.250 
That fact that the Travelling Schools were inttoduced indicated that Manual 
Training was perceived by the Department as being important. There were only a 
few country towns with their own Vocational Centtes and the larger city schools 
mostiy relied on the technical colleges for such insttuction. Thus, the Travelling 
Schools filled a real need in the provision of vocational education in the country 
areas of the State. 
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Summary of Section B Part I 
While die initiatives and successes of other education systems most probably 
influenced Queensland in its attittide and commitment to fostering Manual Training, 
it was die Central Technical College which played a leading and vital role in die 
establishment of Manual Training in die primary schools ttirough its Saturday 
classes. Importantiy, it also acknowledged die need for, and initiated a beginning 
for Manual Training teacher education. 
The first major initiative by the Department into Manual Training was tiie 
Rural School. From its original successful concept ttialled at Nambour, it 
diversified somewhat into a centte which provided practical vocational education 
relevant to the needs of local mral communities. 
The second major Departmental initiative was the concept of a workshop in 
a railway carriage. This was inttoduced in 1925 to help overcome the disadvantage 
to isolated children who missed out on the learning experiences provided through 
the Vocational Centtes. 
During this period. Manual Training in the State schools had not only 
developed as a subject but had become quite firmly enttenched in the State 
mettopolitan, intermediate, country and opportunity schools. In the mettopolitan 
areas, the local school committees with their vision and determination initiated the 
programs. Backing and support then came from the Department which expanded the 
schemes, while the Technical Education Branch provided the resources to ensure the 
success of the ventures. 
The administtation of education, and of Manual Training in particular, was 
comprehensive covering the provision of facilities and equipment, the management 
of the expanding subject area, the utilisation of tiie technical colleges, the stmggle 
for accreditation and the maintenance of the system through regular inspection. The 
majority of these tasks became the responsibility of the Technical Education Branch. 
This branch also shouldered the obligation for the ttaining and appomtment 
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of Manual Training teachers. Two types of teacher training were offered in these 
early years. A certificate course of six weeks part-time in woodwork for primary 
teachers and a 12 week full-time program for ttadesmen. Both diese courses had an 
influence on the curriculum for what the teachers leamt they then taught to their 
pupils but no doubt with a bias depending on their previous ttaining or experience. 
The administtation of the system underwent a growth process as the 
authorities stmggled to conttol this rapidly expanding and expensive area of 
leaming. In the early days, when the technical colleges offered classes, it was 
relatively easy to monitor the operation. However, as the demand for classes grew 
and centtes were established in the far flung reaches of the State, a centtalised 
system of conttol was needed. Because of the funding involved through the new 
scholarship scheme, accountability became important and a system of retums was 
implemented. The need for monitoring of the centtes, stock and equipment also 
became a priority. As a result, regular inspections were carried out. 
Practical leaming became stmctured. The Manual Training curriculum was 
founded by the Technical Education Branch and was offered with minor variations 
throughout the period. It was formalised into a Departmental Syllabus in 1930 and 
remained in use for many years. 
During this phase curriculum development was affected by a number of 
factors. There was a need for statewide conformity to suit the examinations and a 
need to vary the syllabus to suit the different requirements of the scattered clientele. 
The syllabus was in effect modified to suit the Rural Schools, the Vocational 
Centtes and the Travelling Schools. In each instance examinations were set to test 
the leaming outcomes of the students. 
The pedagogy applied in teaching Manual Training classes changed from the 
original intent of developing expertise to that of providing a general education 
embracing intellectual as well as practical leaming. The understanding of the 
Department towards practical education evolved into that which promoted a better 
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appreciation of the subject matter. 
The intellectual value of a course in woodwork, involving, as it does, 
practical measurement, the application of ideas, and the development of 
manual dexterity, is invaluable.25' 
In relation to the proposed belief was a definite swing towards Departmental 
initiatives in response to extemal influences. 
This part of the study provides a background to the following Chapters 
which deal with the continued development as well as other significant and 
important events in Manual Training during the period, including its entry into 
secondary education. 
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The Under Secretary 
13 March 1930 
Sir, 
In reference to your Letter of 18th ult in reference to allotted scholars 
for Vocational classes, 1 must state that only one boy (Selley Keys) can 
take advantage of this. He alone has means of ttansport (bicycle) while 
the other children depend upon ttain service which at present is 
unsuitable. Short, as is the distance it is impossible for children to attend 
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with die railway timetable in its present state. Should diis be altered the 
full number of children will attend. 
Yours faithfully, 
E.Halberstater H.T. 
164 W H Leslie, Head Teacher Crawford State School, Letter to Under 
Secretary. 15 March 1930, A/16270, Q.S.A. 
Explanation for non attendance of pupils at vocational classes. 
Sir, 
1 have to notify you tiiat diere will be no girls from die Crawford School 
attending the vocational classes at the Kingaroy School. 
I have spoken to the school on the value of vocational ttaining and 1 
think that the reasons that the three girls (attending this school) who are 
over twelve not attending the classes are:-
They are living on dairy farms and they live a long way from the school 
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FURTHER ADVANCEMENT: ACCESSION TO THE POST PRIMARY 
SECTOR 
Synopsis 
This second part of Section B ttaces ttie evolution of Manual Training from 
its initial role in die fu-st Departmental high school tiu-ough to its place of 
significance in the Industrial High School curriculum. 
State secondary education was first instigated in 1910 tiu-ough the successful, 
but littJe recognised, Centtal Technical College Day School.! it offered an 
education for those pupils for whom a Grammar school education was out of the 
question. However, it did provide an avenue to the university. The Centtal 
Technical College Day School underwent a succession of changes. Its curriculum 
oscillated from 'vocational' to 'academic' to 'vocational' as it endured a ttansitional 
process through the Trade Day School, to the Technical High School and finally the 
Industrial High School. 
In 1912, the Department established State high schools attached to technical 
colleges in six country towns. These were originally modelled on the Grammar 
schools but their curriculum was soon modified to include vocational subjects. The 
development of Manual Training in the high schools was fairly spasmodic during 
the first 17 years of secondary education. It did not follow the model set by the 
Technical High School until the Industrial Junior Examination was inttoduced in 
1929. Initially, high schools offered choices of vocational subjects in Domestic 
Science or Commerce. These subjects were electives and not part of the 'academic 
core'. It was several years before Manual Training was included in the curriculum. 
The concept of the Day Trade School grew out the recognised need for a 
form of vocational secondary education. The Centtal Technical College High 
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School originally filled this need but reverted to an academic high school again 
leaving a void between primary and technical education. The Day Trade School was 
not designed as a school for apprenticeships but rather to provide a sound, broad 
general education with a technical base leading on to further technical education. 
A disparity again arose as the Trade school could not meet the demands of 
the two groups of clients it was seeking to atttact- those wanting an apprenticeship 
and those wanting a general technical education. The result was that the ttade 
component was developed into a separate apprenticeship course and the high school 
became a Technical High School which offered students practical subjects as well as 
access to the Junior Examination. 
The Technical High School curriculum was modified in the late twenties to 
include a core of general subjects as well as those with specific vocational direction. 
This change, together with the inttoduction of the Industtial Junior Examination, 
gave the school a new direction and a new name. It became known as the Industrial 
High School and its curriculum and organisation served as a model for other State 
High schools. 
These developments in secondary Manual Training can be readily ttaced in 
the flow chart shown in Figure 3 on page 118. 
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SECTION B: PART II 
CHAPTER 7 
MANUAL TRAINING COURSES IN THE SECONDARY CURRICULUM 
The Central Technical College Day School 
Qne of ttie confusing issues encountered during research into early secondary 
education in Queensland is die widespread use of die term 'Day School', ft was 
apparentiy inttoduced to distinguish between evening classes and full-time day 
classes offered to post primary pupils. However, die confusion arises when every 
school was given die same term, for example, Centtal Technical College Day 
School, The Technical Day School and later die Preparatory Trade Day School. 
Often they were just referred to in the official cortespondence as the 'Day School'. 
State secondary education began in Brisbane in 1908 when the Brisbane 
Technical College established a Day School.2 This was taken over and modified by 
die Centtal Technical College in 1910. Scholarships were offered to atttact sttidents 
to its classes which prepared them for the University Junior and matriculation 
examinations. 3 
Course offerings at the Day School were stated in a newspaper advertisement 
dated 12 March 1910.4 (see Figure 6) 
FIGURE 6 
"Department of Public Instiuction" 
"Centtal technical College" 
A Day School is conducted in the College 
Fee per term: £2.2.0 
The subjects of this school course are:- English, Mathematics, Science, and 
Drawing, with Woodwork for Boys, and Dressmaking and Cookery for Girls. 
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It would appear that the Centtal Technical College began to promote its modified 
Day School course with a curriculum that was technically oriented. This curriculum 
was designed by Morris, Riddell, Inspector J.Shirley and Mrs.Brydon in the latter 
mondis of 1909. Mrs.Brydon was appointed the first principal of the Day (High) 
school.5 After a restmcturing in 1912, approved by the Minister, the staff of the 
high school and their designated teaching areas were announced.6 The new 
curriculum had changed somewhat from the original 1910 version with a greater 
emphasis on academic subjects. 
Morris, in a memorandum to the Under Secretary, advocated the 
reorganisation of the college and the separation of the high school from it. Inspector 
Smith also proposed such a separation when he wrote: 
When the High School was inaugurated there was an advantage in 
associating it with the Technical College, but at the present time very littie is 
gained from the connection.7 
Included in the reasons given by Morris were: (i) the university had gained 
significant conttol of the curriculum and its emphasis had moved from technical to 
academic; (ii) the teaching staff were employed almost full time at the school; (iii) 
the high school staff had doubled in number; and (iv) it would be beneficial to 
establish schools with different curriculums and philosophies to cater for the varying 
needs of the increasing enrolments of secondary students.^ This proposal was 
rejected. Story replied that because of the uncertainty surrounding secondary 
education at the time no changes to the system would be considered.9 However, the 
content of these documents reflected the impending changes to secondary education 
and the college itself. It is fairly evident from these statements that the 'Day School' 
with its technical bias, had by 1912, evolved into an 'Academic high school' largely 
through the influence or coercion of the University. 
Riddell also proposed changes to the stmcture and operation of the high 
school. His intuition foreshadowed the nature of the new high school curriculum. 
Of significance was the move to detach Domestic Science to form a department of 
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its own under die supervision of Mrs.Brydon. Riddell recommended that die high 
school needed a supervisor witii specific ability in languages and tiiat Mr.Krone 
would be most suited.'o So the initial technical scholarship school had become an 
academic school. Yet, while die needs of die non-tertiary bound girls were 
considered, diere was still only talk of providing specific vocational courses for 
boys. 
By March 1919, the new Principal of tiie College, R.A.Weame, wrote to the 
Under Secretary requesting ttiat die high school be disassociated from ttie college 
giving the following reason. 
The teaching staff is entirely separate from tiiat of ttie Centtal Technical 
College and 1 would recommend diat all statistical rettiras relating to tiiat 
school be sent direct to die Department of Public Instiuction. n 
These were sttong words and may well reflect some sort of prejudice even tiiough 
the reason given was tiie "exceeding difficult and complicated matter". An attached 
note indicated that it was approved by Kennedy and the Minister. 12 This action may 
also have played a role in the development of die tiu-ee Brisbane high schools, the 
Commercial, the Domestic and the Industiial which eventually came under the 
direct conttol of the Department. 
The Day School: Its Concept and Purpose 
According to the Director, the Day School was designed to cater for the 
educational needs of pupils who had completed Year 6 and who continued to study 
at primary schools while awaiting employment. 
The Day classes are also intended to be preparatory classes for boys who 
intend to become Engineers, Assayers. Accountants and the like. Such 
classes will be preparatory to the advanced classes in the technical college 
and these advanced classes will lead into the University.i3 
The Department had for many years promised some form of secondary education 
and now seized the opportunity of using the Brisbane College's initiative of the Day 
School to its own advantage. While these records help clarify the concept of the 
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Day School, they do not account for the reason as to why it was not considered a 
high school. 
Morris stressed the point that, in teaching these Day School subjects, a broad 
perspective of education was most important and as a result, the courses were to 
include those aspects of general education as well as the technical subjects which 
would provide a balanced education. 
It is realised that the brain must actuate the hands, and with this in view the 
pupils are given a thorough grounding in English, Mathematics, Science, 
Drawing, as well as in the Manual Training subjects. The objective of the 
school is not merely to teach skill in handicraft, but to give a sound general 
ttaining which will be useful in most walks of life.i4 
The statement, while promoting technical education, also advocated a broad based 
general education majoring in a specific field of study. Morris continued, stating 
ttiat the perceived need for such schools and courses was justified by the enrolments 
and the fact that 74 scholarships were awarded. The school provided a valuable 
extension of study which would not otherwise have been available to the technically 
oriented students. This reinforces the idea that equal opportunity for secondary 
education was not only offered, but was grasped by increasing numbers of students. 
Roe claimed that the University of Queensland would have a major effect on 
both secondary and technical education. He maintained that the technical colleges 
should prepare students for engineering, etc.; the high schools should offer general 
secondary courses; and the Grammar schools should continue teaching languages. 
He also advocated the establishment of secondary day schools within die existing 
technical colleges and these would have a slightiy different focus. 
The object of such schools is to supply a type of secondary education, with 
full working days, but with science and manual instmction in place of 
languages other than Enghsh, which form so distinctive a feature of the 
ordinary secondary school.'^ 
Scholarships, according to Roe, would also be available to students wishing to 
attend Technical Day schools as well as for those wishing to attend Grammar 
schools. 
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Here again is seen an acknowledgement of the need to cater for die full 
range of educational needs of children. While die academic elite could attend die 
Grammar schools, now die average students, who could conttibute towards die 
industtial and economic development of die State and Nation, were to be given an 
opportunity to furtiier tiieir education tiu-ough die field of technology. 
This equality of opportunity inferred here was somewhat conttadicted in 
Roe's report of die following year. He stated tiiat if tiie University opened its doors 
to different types of sttidents, tiien it would be difficult for tiie Department to meet 
tiie demand for places in secondary education. He also proposed tiiat tiie existing 
Day schools be further expanded to cater for increased demand, as well as die 
university examination requirements, ratiier than establishing a range of high 
schools in competition with each other. i6 
Entry Scholarships to the Day School 
One of the significant features of secondary education in its fu-st decade was 
the concept of scholarships. Primary pupils could gain scholarships to Grammar 
schools but equivalent free State secondary education was not initially available. 
The idea of technical scholarships was first proposed by McConnel to atttact 
primary pupils to secondary technical classes. i7,is 
TABLE 4. 
NUMBER OF SCHOLARSHIP HOLDERS AT THE VARIOUS SCHOOLS: 
1914-1920 
Year C.T.C Brisbane Ottier High All 











6 96 2331 
5 287 3325 
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The growing popularity of the scholarship scheme was reflected in the statistics of 
State secondary schools during their first decade of operation, (see Table 4) It was a 
period in which they enjoyed increased enrolments resulting from the awarding of 
scholarships.'9 
Advertisements placed in the newspapers gave details of the scholarship 
system. The general text was2o 
(i) Scholarships were for one year in the first instance with the possibility 
of extension to subsequent years, 
(ii) They were offered to Brisbane and near Brisbane schools, 
(iii) Head teachers were to make selection of scholarship winners, 
(iv) The granting of the scholarship was dependent on pupils passing the 
enttance examination. 
(v) Pupils could attend at a cost of £2.2.0 per term if places were available. 
The demand for scholarships usually exceeded the places available and many parents 
would write to the Under Secretary begging places for their children. Story, in 
replying to such a request, wrote in part 
only a limited number of pupils can be accommodated at the school, and that 
as your son was not one of those nominated, the Minister regrets that he is 
unable to grant a scholarship to him.21 
Thus, the way was opened for average students to obtain a secondary education 
leading to the technical vocations. The success of the scheme and the subsequent 
change in policy was succinctiy stated by Riddell. 
CENTRAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
High School Scholarships. 
It was decided to discontinue to offer these scholarships as the original 
purpose of making the public aware of the school's existence was successful. 
In future normal scholarship winners and/or paying students only would be 
admitted. 22 
However, the question of scholarships continued to be a quandary. They 
were necessary not only to promote the high schools but also to provide equal 
opportunity for students. Yet this equality was not universal as Morris claimed. The 
system which applied to the countty high schools was much more lenient than was 
die case witti tiie Centtal Technical College High School.23 Morris further 
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emphasised die fact that diis high school, which was the first established, was not 
held in the same high esteem as the otiier high schools. 
By 1919, the Centtal Technical College had experienced substantial growdi 
with State Scholarship holders attending die Commercial, Domestic, High School, 
and Day Trade School departtnents of die college. As well, nominated Scholarship 
holders were attending classes in die Art, Domestic, and Trade School Departments 
as well as in die High School and Commercial School.24 
This growtii of tiie Centtal Technical College High School could be 
attributed to a number of factors including: die availability of scholarships which 
greatly assisted working class parents; die curriculum which offered a range of 
choices mainly of a relevant practical nattire; and most significantiy it was die only 
high school available in Brisbane where ttie population was rapidly expanding. 
The Day School Curriculum 
The curriculum of any new course of study is always subject to review and 
diis certairdy appeared to be the case with the Day School curriculum. The original 
1908 curriculum was modified in 191025 (see Figure 6 on page 232) to align widi a 
more general rather than technical education. 
Riddell, reporting in 1911, outiined the changes in the Day School 
curriculum and the Department's attitude towards it. In essence he said 
(i) It should change from technical to secondary; 
(ii) It should have a common core of subjects and thereby delay the choice 
of vocation till later in the student's schooling; 
(iii) The compulsory core should prepare students equally for all avenues of 
future vocation.26 
The resulting curriculum was to provide a balance of academic subjects and 
altematives or electives in Commerce, Domestic Science and Manual Training. This 
change inhibited the acceptance of technical education into the "academic" sphere. 
Manual Training, along with the other practical subjects, were relegated to the 
realm of optional subjects and have been there ever since. 
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Possibly the original purpose of the Day School was best described in a 
memorandum from Riddell to the Under Secretary on 15 March 1912. It related to 
the entry requirements of the university and, according to Riddell, the curriculum 
was designed for matriculation purposes into those fields of study closely aligned 
with technical education.27 
Thus the influence of the university took effect from the very beginning and 
continued to exercise conttol of the secondary technical curriculum until 1959. The 
fact that university accreditation was possible no doubt influenced the Department to 
accept this extemal authority while in retum gaining credibility for these new 
secondary technical courses. 
Achievements of the Day School 
In addressing the Teachers' Conference in 1910, the Minister, W.H.Bames, 
stated that the Centtal Technical College High School was successful. But while it 
offered practical subjects for both boys and girls, the real test of comparability with 
the other high schools would be the university examinations.28 
The modified curriculum, biased towards matriculation, gained University 
acceptance as pupils were allowed to sit for the public examinations. The 
achievements of this school are reflected in the provision a technical secondary 
education. A measure of the success for the scheme can be seen in the enrolment 
details for tiie years 1910-1914.29 (see Table 5) Courses for ttie Centtal Technical 
College Day School continued to be advertised. The subjects for 1918 were listed 
as:- Languages, Mathematics, Science and Drawing, with Woodwork for boys, and 
Dressmaking and Cookery for girls.3o 3i 
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TABLE 5 
CTC DAY SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP ENROLMENT DETAILS: 1910-1914 
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The Fourtti Annual Report for 1919 on the High School Department of ttie 
Centtal Technical College, presented an outiine of its activities and achievements. 
There were 408 students enrolled during 1919. The main emphasis of the report 
appeared to be on the success of students in both die Junior and the Senior 
Examinations.32 Thus, ttie objective of ttie College Day School resulted in a 
measure of success in providing an altemative avenue of admission to the 
university. 
McConnel's foresight and inttiition enabled ttie establishment of ttie Day 
School to take place and ttiis school catered for ttie needs of post primary pupils in 
Brisbane. However, ttie position of ttie Department changed by advocating ttie 
'academic' rattier ttian ttie 'technical'. The eventtial outcome was ttiat die school 
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became the foundation for the Brisbane High school and fragments of the concept 
developed into the Commercial, Domestic and Industrial High Schools of the 
1920's.33 
Early Development of Secondary Education 
It was possibly the initiative and success of the Centtal Technical College 
Day School that galvanised the Department into establishing State high schools two 
years later. However, it is doubtful that this would have occurred so easily if the 
facilities and staff of the technical colleges had not been utilised. 
In late 1911, the Director, D.Ewart, issued a press release relating to the 
proposed new State high schools. Included in the statement was reference to a high 
school at Warwick. 
A high school has been conducted in connection with the Warwick Technical 
College for some time, but it has been regarded as a Branch of the Centtal 
Technical College. The Warwick institution might now be placed on the 
same basis as the other prospective High schools.34 
This is an interesting statement. The Warwick school was possibly mn on similar 
lines to that of the Day School at the Centtal Technical College. Yet for some 
unknown reason, while their presence was acknowledged, no official recognition of 
either school's contribution to secondary education is recorded. Was this because 
they were not considered academic schools in that they dared to offer subjects of a 
practical nature? Or was it because they were initiated by die parochial technical 
colleges? Goodman believed that even ttiough the Warwick school offered general 
courses matching those of a Grammar school, as well as an agricultural course, its 
close association with the technical college eamed it the titie of the fu-st Technical 
High School outside of Brisbane.35 
The college Day schools, which in fact paved the way for secondary 
education, were not regarded as ideal models nor were they in any way seen as 
comparable to ttie Grammar schools. In fact Roe, in his 1911 report, stated tiiat: 
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A good grounding in general culttire, such as a High School course will 
give will bring ttiis boon witiiin tiie reach of very many to whom tiiese joys 
have hidierto been unrevealed. The High Schools stand, dierefore, for 
greater general culttire, and diey are not to be regarded as ttade schools.36 
Roe emphasised die fact diat the new State high schools would not be clones of die 
technical college ttade schools. This statement was in conttast to ttie Director's 
which stated diat die Warwick school "might now be placed on die same basis" as 
the new schools. 
There was much discussion but littie action regarding die establishment of a 
secondary school system for Queensland until 1911 when a grant of £7,672 was 
made to die Department for secondary education.37 While die State Education Act 
Amendment Act of 1912 raised die leaving age to 14 years, it made no specific 
reference to secondary education. Nevertheless, changes to secondary education 
were enabled by Section 14 of the 1875 Education Act which stated in part that the 
Minister was empowered 
from time to time to make provision for die establishment of ttaining 
schools, mral schools, night schools, and such other State schools as might 
be authorised by the regulations and deemed expedient.3^ 
The economic consttaints of the time forced the govemment to restrict spending and 
therefore it resorted to using what resources were available for the proposed high 
schools. No doubt for reasons of both economy and expediency, these schools were 
constituted in existing technical college buildings. In most cases, the technical 
college became the school and was given fmancial assistance to operate.39 
Yet Brisbane was not included in this program. There was no acclaimed 
State High School in the capital. Even tiiough the curriculum of the Day School had 
been modified to suit university matriculation, it still had elements of vocational 
education and as such, was not seen as a tme secondary school. It was 1921 before 
Brisbane was afforded a State High school independent of the Centtal Technical 
College. 40 
Thus, State secondary education, not to be confused with vocational 
secondary education- Commercial, Domestic and Technical- made its modest debut 
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in Queensland, 52 years after the primary schools were established in 1860. 
The First State High Schools 
In Febmary 1912, high schools were opened in Warwick with 83 
enrolments, Gympie with 126, Bundaberg with 75, Mount Morgan with 89, 
Mackay with 70 and Charters Towers with 167.4' These towns had either a 
technical college or a school of mines but no Grammar school.42 it is interesting to 
reflect on the suggestions made by Nelson in 190443 and McConnel in 1909,44 who 
both advocated the use of technical colleges for secondary classes during the day as 
a means of fully utilising these expensive resources. Enttance to the new high 
schools was via three altemate paths. There was the Scholarship Examination with 
free access for pupils with a 50% or better pass, the High School Enttance 
Qualifying Examination, again free, or, the payment of fees. 
Although Roe initially advocated that the high schools would provide a 
general education, most schools soon offered three courses namely. General, 
Commercial and Domestic, each extending over four years.45 However, this choice 
was not afforded to the smaller schools. The Department gradually took conttol of 
all the colleges and subsequentiy part funded their operations. In later years the 
subsidy was £30.0.0 per annum per class for instmction given in woodwork, sheet-
metalwork, leatherwork, bookkeeping and shorthand.46 It would appear that the 
vocational subjects gradually became part of the secondary curriculum and that the 
needs of 'school' students were being met by the colleges and subsidised, at least in 
part, by the Department. 
Kennedy in his report for 1917, referted to ttie expanding secondary scene 
stating ttiat 15 high schools operated at technical colleges. The original six had been 
joined by Lockyer, Caims, Herberton, Childers, Dalby, Roma, Pittsworth, 
Souttiport and Centtal. The latter, apparentiy at last, being acknowledged as a tine 
secondary school.47 
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Altiiough die schools followed a general pattem of providing 'utilitarian 
education', rather than the pure academic course offered by die Grammar schools, 
the response by botti sttidents and parent* was disappointing. For example. 
Inspector Smitii reported in 1918, tiiat while tiie new school at Bundaberg offered 
the range of courses "die school was in a very healdiy condition witii tiie exception 
of the domestic subjects, industtial subjects and partially ttie commercial 
subjects. "48 
However, a change occurred in the early 1920's when: 
A second wave of high schools came into being at the end of the war, mostly 
closely associated with technical colleges, reflecting the attitude of Labor 
Ministties towards the needs of children of working class parents.49 
It is difficult to ascertain if the motivation here was a genuine concem for the 
working class, or merely an attempt to ensure that the govemment maintained 
office. Altematively, it may have been the decision of the working class to demand 
such an education. The question remains, did the curriculum evolve as a result of 
determining how best to placate the electorate or was there a definite need for a 
better and broader form of secondary education? 
The establishment pattem for the high schools was that they were appended 
to technical colleges, but such amalgamations brought problems. For example, there 
was one principal for two schools; teachers taught both high school and technical 
subjects; there were both day and evening classes; and high school students sat for 
technical exams.5o 
Even though the Day High school in Brisbane had become the largest in the 
State,51 there were moves in 1918 to establish a separate high school to better serve 
ttie pupils of ttie capital. As a resuU, in July 1921, ttie Brisbane Centtal Boys and 
Girls schools and ttie Centtal Technical College High School were combined to 
form ttie Brisbane State High School. It was moved to its new location in Musgrave 
Park in 1924.52 
By 1931, secondary education had expanded considerably with 15 high 
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schools and nine secondary departments operating. This development may well 
indicate that secondary education was provided on demand. That is, as the 
communities requested access to secondary education, and in many instances to 
specific vocational classes, this was provided when and wherever possible. Could it 
be concluded therefore that the provision of secondary education, and its varied 
curriculum during this early period, resulted from an extemal demand, that of the 
people, rather than from intemal insight and planning? 
The Concept of the High Tops 
As early as 1910, the Minister, W.H.Bames, had indicated that 
consideration had been given to establishing District High schools. There was also 
the possibility of adding high school subjects to existing State schools in those towns 
without Grammar schools.53 Roe also discussed the position saying that there was a 
need for three forms of secondary provision, State High schools. District High 
schools and Technical Day schools.54 
Thus, in order to provide secondary education in country towns, the 
govemment set about establishing what were called 'high tops' or 'secondary tops'. 
These secondary departments were attached to existing primary schools. The first 
ones were established at Herberton, Childers and Gatton. By 1920, others had been 
established at Caims, Dalby, Emerald, Kingaroy, Pittsworth, Roma, Southport and 
Wynnum.55 The 'high tops' were designed to enable students to gain a Junior pass 
and then enter a high school to study for the Senior Examination. Story, after 
considering ttie New South Wales system, argued sttongly ttiat the 'high tops' 
should only offer a general course to the Junior level.56 
While this system in Queensland offered secondary education for the country 
centtes, it was carefully implemented so as to provide "symbols of progress, 
promising sometiiing for die countty children, yet not giving so much that ttiey 
might be lost to ttie mral labour market."" That is, ttie govemment feared ttiat 
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educated mral youth might drift to die larger towns seeking employment and a 
better standard of living thereby diminishing die mral workforce. Still tiie 
'secondary top' scheme was not a great success in die majority of centtes. There 
were problems such as: few primary teachers were qualified to teach secondary 
subjects; they had little time left for secondary teaching; it did not feel like a 
secondary school for die pupils; and in reality, it was little more ttian ttie previous 
extension of primary school inttoduced by Ewart.58 
In 1927, die Minister, T.Wilson, reporting on ttie development of secondary 
education, stated diat of die original 10 high tops established only five remained. 
This was mainly due to diminishing numbers and in some cases high schools were 
established nearby. In a number of instances high schools were attached to technical 
colleges. 59 
It became obvious that the secondary tops were not as successful as had been 
anticipated. Fluctuating enrolments and population migration were significant 
factors affecting their success. Possibly another consideration was that there may 
have been a disenchantment with the system and especially the curriculum. It only 
offered a general course of study and did not cater particularly well for the 
vocational or practical needs of the country children. 
The Secondary School Curriculum 
Morris, in 1912, discussed the inauguration of the high schools. He stated 
that these were in the main attached to technical colleges and their function would 
ultimately benefit technical education by preparing students for higher leaming. He 
recommended that, in order to achieve some form of uniformity, a standard 
curriculum be drawn up and adopted by both the high schools and the Technical 
Day schools. This meant a reduction in time given to Manual and Science subjects 
in the Technical Day schools. Nevertheless, he believed that this would provide all 
students with an equal opportunity for matriculation.60 This proposal to standardise 
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die curriculum could also be seen as submitting to university conttol over the 
secondary curriculum and accreditation. While the system at the time gave 
autonomy to the principals to determine their own curriculum, there were only 
avenues leading to the Senior examination and on to the university. These were 
Ordinary, Commercial and Domestic Science Junior examinations.61 | 
Possibly because of their close association with the technical colleges and th« 
expansion of Manual Training in the primary sector, many high schools began 
offering ttade or Industrial courses as well as Commerce and Domestic courses. 
Riddell promoted the ttade courses believing that k 
the ttade course, though completely non-specialised, yet through the 
manipulative skill developed, prepares a boy fittingly for intelligent enttance 
to a skilled ttade.62 Wk 
By 1920, the Industtial course referred to by Riddell, was well established in the 
high schools. However, the meaning of the phrase "intelligent enttance" used by 
Riddell is open to speculation. Could it have meant that boys would have gained 
knowledge and understanding as well as skills to adequately prepare them for a| 
ttade? Or was it simply meant to provide an adequate awareness of future 
educational and vocational opportunities? 
Inspector Smith appeared to be sympathetic to the cause of secondary 
practical subjects and of Manual Training in particular, as indicated in his man^ 
reports. While students at most of the high schools had the options of four Junior 
courses - General, Commercial, Domestic and Industrial, Smith talked about the 
lack of recognition given to these practical subjects. "Domestic Science and Manual 
Training, though taken at two or three schools, do not receive the attention their 
importance demands. "63 He was, in fact, reinforcing tiie important contribution ttiat 
diey offered to the general educational development of a sizeable proportion of the 
student population. Yet it would appear from tiie repetition of such statements ttiat 
Smitti's belief went unheeded. Was this negative attittide related to the cost of the 
facilities needed or to academic snobbery? It may well have been botii but I 
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predominantly the latter for die Manual Training Insttuctors were never recognised 
as qualified teachers. 
There is also some confusion in die records regarding die terms used by 
Smith. When he talked about die curriculum offerings he rightiy referted to 
'Manual Training' and when he talked about the individual subjects he referred to 
'Industtial Subjects'. Otiier Departmental officers in tiieir reports and 
correspondence often misinterpreted and/or interchanged die names. 
Again in 1922, Smidi reported favourably on die practical subject* in tiie 
high school curriculum. They included Woodwork, Carpentiy, Metalwork, 
Leatiierwork, Industiial and Mechanical drawing. He added diat tiiere was still a 
need for die expansion and proper recognition of these electives. 
Provision for Domestic Science, Woodwork, etc. is yet needed at Kingaroy 
and Southport... At none of these schools did Domestic Science and Manual 
Training receive the attention tiieir importance demands.64 
The question has to be continually asked 'Why was ttiis the case?' Did it have to do 
with a community bias for general education? Did it have to do with the type and 
quality of tiie vocational instmctors? Or were die general teachers and 
administtators prejudiced against non-academic subjects? 
To discover the underlying factors relating to Smith's comments requires a 
depth of research beyond the scope of this thesis. However, a number of answers 
can be postulated. First, there was no university recognition given for the technical 
course. It was 1929 before this eventuated. Second, the technical teachers were not 
fully ttained. They had ttade backgrounds but were given very littie pedagogical 
ttaining. Third, while there is no clear evidence of prejudice by academic teachers, 
not all the inspectors were in favour of vocational education as evidenced in their 
reports. Generally, throughout the brief history of education in Queensland, the 
prominence and acceptance given to technical education has been in direct 
relationship to the need for economic and industrial growth. 
In a reflective report in 1926, Edwards, outiined the development of 
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secondary education. He stated that all the high schools offered a common core of 
subjects necessary for developing character and public spirit. In Brisbane, the large 
numbers of students forced the establishment of specialist schools, that is. 
Academic, Commercial, Domestic, Technical and Agricultural schools. While each 
of these had special courses, they all contained a common core of subjects. 
Likewise in the country areas, different courses were offered in the high schools but 
each still contained the common core subjects.65 
It can be seen that in responding to demand, the Department had tried to 
provide equality of course offerings right across the State and consequently, the 
opportunity for all students to gain matticulation. The underlying concept in the 
establishment of secondary schools in Queensland was to provide a core of subjects 
leading to matriculation and adding elective subjects of a more vocational nature to 
meet the varying needs of students especially those contemplating a ttade vocation. 
The initiative for the secondary curriculum, estabhshed by the Department, 
evolved in recognition of the need for equality of educational opportunity for post-
primary pupils throughout the State. 
Secondary Manual Training and Vocational Classes 
In addressing the Teacher's Conference in 1915, the Minister, J.W.Blair, 
stated his belief that the place for vocational classes was in the technical colleges. 
Hence it is that I believe that we are acting wisely in establishing our ttade 
and domestic schools as separate units in the Centtal Technical College, and 
in not attaching ttade and domestic departments to primary schools.66 
He added that the institutions should perform unique purposes, that is, teach either 
primary, secondary or technical education. However, he clarified this by stating that 
in die country tiiis was not always possible and the temporary establishment of 
secondary departments would occur. 
While Blair had conveyed his belief in ttie specific roles of education, one 
can not be convinced ttiat ttie proposition was motivated by pedagogical reasons for 
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there is evidence of economic undertones. Education was an expensive budget item 
even in tiiose days. His statement would also appear to be very short-sighted in diat 
it limited die availability of such vocational education to tiiose students witiiin 
ttavelling distance of large technical colleges. 
In die following year. Story outiined his perceived needs for technical 
education, vocational schools, day ttade schools etc. He believed tiiere was a 
necessity to improve die system of technical education and that diis was best 
achieved tiu-ough vocational schools or tiie technical schools. 
It is therefore recommended tiiat-
(i) The establishment of Day Vocational schools for tiie giving of 
scientifically organised instiuction in approved [subjects] be 
encouraged. 67 
Such a recommendation was to have implications for tiie Manual Training or 
Industrial courses being offered in high schools. 
Roe made reference to tiie fact that if Queensland was to compete on the 
world scene, it needed not only to extend the years of education, but also expand 
tiie embryonic Trade Schools, Technical Schools, Domestic Science and Farming 
Schools. He believed their place was possibly in the continuation schools rather than 
in the secondary schools although that was where the beginnings were made.68 It 
would appear that Roe believed the continuation schools would fill the role of an 
intermediary step between primary and high school. History shows that this was not 
to be. 
Morris, in 1919, announced that the Vocational Day School curriculum was 
to be changed to provide a more general education rather than be ttade specific. The 
initiation of this concept affected the range of Manual Training subjects able to be 
offered in the high schools, for the Day School provided a model for the country 
secondary schools.69 
In 1920, a committee comprising Mrs Brydon, Inspector of Women's Work, 
District Inspector Smith, Inspector McKenna and L.Morris, discussed the provision 
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of secondary education in certain areas. It made 14 resolutions relating to the 
provision of vocational instmction for high school pupils. 
Resolution 8 stated- That for the Day School work courses in Drawing, 
Manual Training, Domestic and Commercial Subjects should be inaugurated 
at the centtes named.7o 
Resolution 10 proposed that full time appointments for teachers of Manual Training 
and Domestic Science be made. The notation by Story on the committee's report 
indicated that he was a sttong advocate of practical education in the schools. 
This scheme has been evolved in compliance with my request. I sttongly 
recommend that it be approved and that effect be given to it as from 1st 
January, 1921. It will be a decided move forward in connection with 
practical education in the country centtes.71 
The "New Scheme of Education" paper discussed the proposed changes and 
highlighted the importance of including Manual Training in both the primary and 
secondary curricula.72 Thus the attitude of the Department had changed to the 
acceptance of equality of opportunity for all secondary students through the 
provision of a range of vocational subjects at the high schools. 
By 1929, the Industtial Junior was open to all boys and while most high 
schools offered the elective subjects required, according to Inspector Fletcher, there 
was a complication which occurted when offering these. 
But at Gayndah this is avoided by requiring all boys to take the Manual 
Training subjects, and all the girls the Domestic Science subjects - a practice 
which has much to commend it. 73 
While this seemed to be a good solution one needs to question the motive for such 
administtation. Was it with a view to expediency of timetabling? Or was it 
motivated by a sttong belief in the value of the courses? 
Morris presented his interpretation of ttie Industrial courses in 1932 when he 
said: 
In our Technical Colleges, Rural Schools and Vocational Centtes we are not 
only striving to ttain students to become more efficient in their respective 
callings, but we are also aiming at so broadening tiieir outiook and 
increasing ttieir skill tiiat tiiey may be able to adapt ttiemselves to ttie rapidly 
changing demands of industty, and to find profitable employment for 
ttiemselves even though ttiat employment may be self conttolled.74 
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The importance of ttiis statement should be judged in light of die fact diat it was die 
Technical Education Branch which firmly conttolled Manual Training or Industtial 
courses in the schools, bodi primary and secondary. The branch was responsible for 
die syllabuses, die facilities and die staff as well as tiieir inspection. 
Early Developments in Secondary Vocational Education 
The pattem of development of Manual Training in the high schools was 
typified by Smith in 1914. He reported that: 
Manual Training, including Woodwork and Domestic Subjects, were taken 
at Mount Morgan, Mackay, Gympie and Warwick, and at the Day School, 
Centtal Technical College, Brisbane. Drawing was taken at the Centtal 
Technical College Day School, at Gympie, Herberton and Warwick.75 
While Smith appeared to commend the inttoduction of the subjects, he was also 
critical of the teaching when he added "supervision of the work of some of these 
classes was not sufficientiy energetic and effective. "76 Still the work of the students 
was subjected to the annual technical college examinations and generally, 
satisfactory results were attained. The terms "Manual Training" and "Woodwork" 
were often used synonymously and this was not corrected until the inttoduction of 
the Junior Industrial Examination in 1929. 
In 1918, Smith advocated the extension of vocational Manual Training 
subjects and called for the provision of suitable facilities in many of his schools. 
Two of these, Wynnum and Kingaroy were converted to District High schools and 
Smith reported that there was an increasing demand for the practical subjects to be 
taught.77 
McKenna advocated the extension of vocational education in 1919 saying: 
The absence of any form of technical instmction in the district west of 
Emerald was the subject of an inquiry during the year, and it was considered 
advisable to establish schools of vocational insttuction at Barcaldine, 
Blackall, and Longreach as soon as accommodation and insttuctors could be 
provided. 78 
Such a report possibly stirted Riddell into action for, in late 1919, he proposed tiie 
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establishment of Vocational Centtes in country schools. The document he submitted 
appeared to be written in conjunction with govemment architects as it supplied 
quotations and plans for the constmction of appropriate facilities. The document 
also confirmed that Riddell was active in this area of education.79 
Smith continued to champion the cause of vocational education. He proposed 
ttiat classes in Commercial subjects. Domestic subjects and Manual Training be 
started at Kingaroy. Rooms could be obtained by enclosing a section under the high 
school. The report was a response to an application by the Kingaroy School of Arts 
to conduct such classes as part of the School of Arts/Technical College program. 
For some unknown reason, possibly financial, Morris decided to allow the classes 
to be mn by the Kingaroy college but under the direct conttol of the Department.8o 
In relation to the special Vocational Day schools, Morris said they had been 
trialled for two years and generally speaking were a great success, but their courses 
needed modification towards a common core. This would enable graduates to 
venture into mral, ttade or commercial occupations with a sound general education 
and a range of craft skills. However, he believed that the success of the scheme 
depended greatiy upon the quality of the teachers and emphasised the necessity for 
an appropriate ttaining program.81 
The Departmental Report for 1920 indicated general positive comments by 
the inspectors about the vocational subjects. "The best work, according to the 
inspectors, was being done in the vocational courses, commercial, domestic, and 
industrial subjects. "82 The context of the report reflected on the style of general 
teaching occurring, which in the main was directed towards passing examinations. 
As there were no public examinations for the vocational subjects, it may well be 
that the teaching methodology for these subjects was more conducive to maintaining 
student interest in the practical subjects. 
While few statistics are available for comparison, those reported for 1921 
indicate a healthy growtti in the numbers taking Manual Training or Industrial 
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subjects. Vocational high schools at the Centtal Technical College, Warwick, 
Gympie and Locker atttacted 288 pupils to ttie carpentty and 218 to the sheet-
metalwork, fitting and industrial drawing classes. The growing demand for, and 
popularity of Manual Training can be seen in Smith's report for 1921 wherein he 
stated that increased accommodation was urgentiy required for carpentry classes at 
Warwick and for Manual Training classes at Dalby, Soutiiport, Kingaroy and 
Pittsworth. However, the situation might also reflect a lack of funding or a lack of 
Departmental concem for the subject.83 
Nevertheless, by 1923, Inspector Fowler reported that a new woodwork 
room had been built at Warwick and at Dalby a shed was constmcted for technical 
subjects.84 Fowler also mentioned that the numbers attending Manual Training in 
primary and secondary schools were increasing.85 An interesting statement by 
Inspector George in his 1926 report, indicated that boys at the Warwick High school 
took woodwork outside of the normal curriculum. This was as an altemative to the 
recognised Industrial Woodwork course. There is no reason given for this.86 One 
can only conjecture that woodwork was seen as a useful hobby skill but not 
appropriate for a formal education. 
In 1928, R.M.King, Minister for Education, stated that the Industrial Junior 
Course had been instituted at most of the State high schools providing both a 
general academic ttaining and special ttaining in ttade related subjects. 
The course will lead to ttie Industtial Junior Certificate, to be issued by ttie 
University for the first time on the results of ttie November, 1929, 
examination. 87 
This announcement was anotiier significant milestone in tiie development of Manual 
Training in Queensland. At last, university recognition was to be given to an 
Industtial course of sttidy. The success of ttie new course was reflected in ttie 
numbers of boys enrolled in ttie early years.88 (see Table 6) The inttoduction of ttie 
Industtial Junior encouraged an increasing number of boys to enrol and by 1930, 
eight high schools listed 74 candidates sitting for ttie Woodwork Examination and 
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70 candidates for the Metalwork Examination.89 
TABLE 6 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLED IN THE 
INDUSTRIAL JUNIOR: 1929-1931 
Unfortunately, there was some confusion, with principals not knowing the 
correct combination of subjects for the Industrial Junior. It would appear that 
schools offered what they believed to be a good amalgamation of subjects according 
to what their facilities could provide, but there was no clear direction from either 
the Department or the University as to which was the correct combination.9o 
Nevertheless, by 1931, the various inspector's reports indicated that the majority of 
high schools throughout the State were offering Manual Training subjects and 
preparing students for the Industrial Junior Examination.91 
Vocational Examinations 
In 1913, some of the newly established high schools had added Manual 
Training subjects to their curriculum and examined students using technical college 
examinations. Yet this was 16 years before the Industrial Junior was offered.92 
Inspector Fowler made mention of certain Industrial courses for the 'Trade 
Junior' examination, including freehand drawing, woodwork and sheet-metalwork. 
This was in 1921 and before the university examination was inttoduced.93 However 
in 1928, the Minister spoke of the Industtial Junior Course which led to the 
Industrial Junior Certificate awarded by the University. This resulted after much 
debate between the Department, technical college administtators and the University. 
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The major outcome of ttiis decision was die drafting of a curriculum for the 
Industtial Junior Examination in 1929.94 A number of syllabi were written95 and 
ttiese were stated in concise terms and indicated an extensive amount of work, 
mainly in terms of exercises to be completed by die students. From ttiis information 
teachers were expected to prepare ttieir sttidents for die examinations by giving 
them as much practice as possible using the set exercises. 
The Manual of Public Examinations for 1930 listed four Industtial Subjects 
at the Junior level.96 These were 
Geomettical Drawing and Perspective 
Woodwork (Industrial A) 
Metalwork (Industrial B) 
Trade Drawing (Industtial C) 
By this time, it was clear that drawing was an accepted component of the 
Industrial course. It was divided into two subjects. Geometrical Drawing and 
Perspective and Trade Drawing. The practical subjects had been clearly designated 
as Industtial subjects. In relation to these four subjects, their naming and 
inttoduction coincided with the establishment of the Industrial High School in 
Brisbane in 1929. The country high schools by this time had been teaching 
Industrial subjects and this, together with increasing demands for an accredited 
course, possibly pressured the Department to develop these courses which would 
benefit the increasing population of male students now attending secondary school. 
In the first Junior examination held in 1929, 50 students sat for Woodwork, 
49 for Metalwork and 44 for Trade Drawing. The examination centtes for these 
students are not recorded which makes it difficult to see the influence of the 
Industrial High School on these figures.97 While the syllabi gave details of the work 
to be covered, the nature of the examination was better gleaned from the Manual of 
Public Examinations. For example, in Woodwork, (Industrial A) the examination 
topics were "Care, maintenance and use of hand tools; Measuring, marking and 
cutting joints; Producing articles; Simple wood turning. "98 The other Industrial 
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Junior subjects were similarly enunciated. 
The Industrial Junior Examination was tteated as officially as any other 
Junior Subject. It was the role of the Registtar to notify schools of the accepted list 
of candidates and include a list of materials, tools and equipment required by the 
students.99 Any costs were to be paid for initially by the school and reimbursement 
claimed from the university. To use a metaphor, the recognition of the Industtial 
course by the university brought about the 'coming of age' of the Industrial High 
School and with it, status and credibility. This then mbbed off onto the country high 
schools which began offering the same Industrial course and preparing their students 
for the Industrial Junior Examination. 
The Secondary Vocational Curriculum 
The principle underlying the curriculum in the developing high school 
system sought to promote a general course of study leading to the Junior 
Examination within which students were allowed to choose between carpentry, 
drawing, domestic, commerce and music under the generic titie of "Manual Work". 
These elective subjects were examinable via the technical colleges. This was fairly 
typical of the high schools established in technical colleges. The curriculum did not 
resemble the usual high school curriculum and, as a result, the school was often 
called a Technical High School. 
The new scheme was designed to help middle and working classes, leaving 
the Grammar school to provide the academic courses leading to the 
university. 100 
Toowoomba High followed a similar pattem but very soon added French and Latin. 
Its vocational course offering was Industrial, Agricultural, Domestic and 
Commercial. 
Changes were inttoduced in 1915 to align the curriculum with new 
university requirements and also "the practical application of school work to the 
environment. "101 These two changes in direction were probably the initiating factors 
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in the evolving dichotomy which has divided education ever since, that is tiie 
dominance of die "academic" over die "practical" subjects. 
The university clearly stated tiiat entty requirements were to be of a 
supposedly "high and selective intellectual standard" and yet die very existence of 
the economy relied tiien, as it does today, predominantiy on the application of 
technology leamt tiirough the 'practical intellectual subjects'. Smith, in support of 
this theory, believed that: 
Parents generally are anxious that the ttaining that their children receive in 
die High schools should aid them materially in their life work, and tiiey like 
their sons and daughters to do some practical work during their school 
course.'02 
The principal of Gatton High School in 1916, requested the establishment of 
classes in woodwork, cookery and dressmaking. Riddell responded by intimating 
tiiat 
funds were not available for the erection of buildings or additions to existing 
buildings, to house the proposed classes or for the initiation of new 
schemes. 103 
This application showed something of the increasing demand for vocational courses 
and the necessary facilities as the high schools began to expand their operations. 
When seen in perspective, most of the original high schools were established in 
association with technical colleges and therefore would have had access to 
workshops, science laboratories and commerce equipment. Yet here was Gatton 
appealing for help to implement what was taken to be the norm in the other high 
schools. The response from Riddell also indicated that it was inappropriate for 
major expansion as it was war time and fmance was scarce. 
The curriculum in die high schools in 1918, according to the Minister for 
Education, consisted of two courses, namely Course A- Academic for those 
intending to sit for the Junior and Senior examinations; and Course B- which 
includes the majority of subjects taught to pupils who elect to enter upon 
Course A but includes certain optional subjects - Book-keeping, Typesetting, 
Shorthand, Domestic Science, Manual ttaining. io4 
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Of particular interest in his report was the statement that the proportion of students 
taking Course B exceeded that of those taking Course A.'05 Surely, this also 
indicated that the demand for the vocational subjects was very real. 
Smith, disregarding the costs involved, continued to press for an extension 
of classes and facilities. He sttessed that provision should be made as a matter of 
urgency for all secondary schools to be able to offer the four recognised courses. io6 
This curriculum structure did not align with the Minister's, but was in fact the real 
situation. 
The demand for vocational courses continued with applications "received 
from a number of fairly large country centtes for the opening of high school tops to 
die existing State schools. "io7 Yet the response was not 'high tops' but the provision 
of Vocational Centtes at the existing primary schools. 
Under this scheme, vocational classes in dressmaking, cookery, book-
keeping, shorthand, typesetting, woodwork, sheet-metal working and 
leather-working have been established. io8 
In his report, Morris also talked about the extension of vocational education which 
was originally designed to cater for the upper primary students rather than high 
school students. 
However, at the Roma High School, according to Inspector Fletcher, there 
was only a general course offered, but all boys did woodwork and all girls did 
domestic science. This would appear to be in line with the Minister's Report of 
1918.109 Still the question needs to be asked. 'Was tiiis variation to the curriculum 
the initiative of the head teacher or did it result from community pressure?' 
Manual Training was embodied in the Industrial course and by 1929 had 
been given university accreditation and its own Junior Examination. Much of the 
credit for its acceptance and new found status must go to the architects of the 
Technical High School which was conceived and nurtured at the Centtal Technical 
College. This concept, alttiough designed for a specific clientele, became readily 
adapted in the country high schools which, by necessity, had to cater for a 
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diversified range of student needs. 
The development of this secondary Industtial Course was achieved over 
many years and underwent many changes during its maturation process. The 
following chapter ttaces its evolutionary progress over two decades. 
Curriculum initiatives during this period were related to subject offerings 
rather than to subject content. The secondary Manual Training syllabuses changed 
very littie until the Industtial Junior was inaugurated in 1929. 
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SECTION B: PART II 
CHAPTER 8 
THE EVOLUTION OF SECONDARY INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
The Day Trade School 
The idea of a Day Trade School was first mooted by the Brisbane School of 
Arts in 1886. It was to be a school based on the model in operation in France at the 
time.i Nothing more was heard about the concept until Story reported on the 
developments occurring in technical education in Melboume following his official 
visit there in 1910. He recommended that Riddell consider starting ttade classes in 
bricklaying and blacksmithing using temporary accommodation. Story 
acknowledged that there was no provision for such teaching in Queensland but that 
such ttades were probably more relevant to a technical college than was Commerce. 
Early Proposals for Trade Education 
In the following year, a committee comprising Professor J.Gibson from the 
University of Queensland, Riddell, Mortis, Weame, H.W.May, T.G.Gray and 
W.E.Gray met to discuss the procedures for starting a Day Trade School. The 
proposal embraced such features as 
• Fifth Class enttance requirement. 
• A three year course with students working through a series of exercises. No 
examination. 
• Six hours per day and three on Saturday. 
• A set of drawings to be prepared to which students must work.2 
A memorandum from Story, attached to the document, indicated that he was keen to 
see the project started early in 1912. This would tend to advance the theory that 
Story supported the concept of practical education and the establishment of the Day 
Trade School. 
Story reported on a Ministerial Visit to the Centtal Technical College stating 
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ttiat die Minister was pleased with some aspects of the college work but not with the 
Carpentty and Joinery Section. The Minister wanted an investigation into tiie 
possibility of inttoducing trade classes for youtiis. These were to lead to the various 
ttades and he believed die opportunity was ripe for such courses. "Much good work 
could be done by die College and diere would be supplied a want which is 
beginning to be serious in die ttade community generally. "3 While diis report 
indicated support from die Minister, what was ttie motive behind tiiese comments? 
Was it a genuine desire to educate die youth of die state? Was it to placate die 
industties? Or was it to boost ttie economy tiirough tiie conttibution of efficient 
ttadesmen? Perhaps all three! 
There are a number of possible reasons for these comments. The Minister, 
K.M.Grant, was newly appointed and would have been keen to inttoduce new 
education policy. He may also have been briefed by, and taken advice from Story 
on what was happening in Victorian colleges as well as the sttong advocacy for 
vocational education in America. Lastiy, bemg a Liberal politician, he may well 
have had an interest in developing and supporting industry in Queensland. A good 
technical education program would have given it a substantial boost. 
An anonymous document dated 1 September 1914, titied "Remarks on the 
Proposed System of Trade Training in the Centtal Technical College", discussed 
concrete proposals for the Day Trade School. It biased its purpose towards 
apprenticeship ttaining and quoted admission requirements as follows. 
• Admission was to be limited according to work opportunities. 
• 6th Class admission standard. 
• Industrial Scholarships to be awarded. 
• Attendance 9.30 to 4.30 week days and 9.00 to 12.00 Saturdays. 
• Continuous assessment.4 
The course was to include practical ttade work, English and mathematics, drawing 
and citizenship education. Such a course of study indicated the initiative of the 
Department as well as the technical college in providing an education for those boys 
who were caught between primary school and work without the opportunity for any 
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further education or technical ttaining. 
K.M.Grant, Minister for Education, in his report for 1911, was very critical 
of the work of the technical college. He stated that if any technical college course 
should be efficient and effective, it should be the Trade School. He added that the 
college was to be reorganised and the courses offered should include pattem-
making, moulding, fitting and machinery, black-smithing, boiler-making, carpentry 
and plumbing. The proposed Day Trade School was to offer a three year course 
open to students completing the fifth class. Certificates of competency were to be 
issued at the completion of the course.5 
In his report for 1913, the new Minister, J.W.Blair, advocated a different 
approach to technical ttaining. The proposal was for an apprenticeship ttaining 
scheme as well as a Day Trade School. This school was to offer courses of two to 
three years in subjects akin to the relevant ttades of the time. An interesting 
proposal in the report, which advocated partial exemption of apprenticeship ttaining 
commensurate with time spent at the Day School, foreshadowed a procedure which 
was later adopted and implemented through until the late 1960's. 
The Department hopes to make artangements with Industrial Boards whereby 
the period of apprenticeship will be reduced proportionately to the time spent 
by the student in the Day school and the degree of efficiency attained by 
him. 6 
Entty to the Day School was to be similar to that of the Domestic School with 
sttidents needing to complete the work of fiftli class in the primary school or an 
equivalent standard. 
The promises made by earlier Ministers were put on hold as indicated by the 
new Secretary, H.F.Hardacre, in his report for 1914. He stated that: 
Owing to the ttansfer of the college from old to new accommodation, a lack 
of funds to purchase tools and employ new teachers, the Trade Schools at 
ttie C.T.C have not gone according to plan.7 
It should be remembered that during this time, Austtalia was involved in World 
War I and resources were becoming scarce. A Day Trade School along similar lines 
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beginning to be serious in die ttade community generally. "3 While diis report 
indicated support from die Minister, what was die motive behind tiiese comments? 
Was it a genuine desire to educate die youth of die state? Was it to placate die 
industties? Or was it to boost ttie economy ttu-ough ttie conttibution of efficient 
ttadesmen? Perhaps all three! 
There are a number of possible reasons for tiiese comments. The Minister, 
K.M.Grant, was newly appointed and would have been keen to inttoduce new 
education policy. He may also have been briefed by, and taken advice from Story 
on what was happening in Victorian colleges as well as the sttong advocacy for 
vocational education in America. Lastiy, being a Liberal politician, he may well 
have had an interest in developing and supporting industry in Queensland. A good 
technical education program would have given it a substantial boost. 
An anonymous document dated 1 September 1914, titied "Remarks on the 
Proposed System of Trade Training in the Centtal Technical College", discussed 
concrete proposals for the Day Trade School. It biased its purpose towards 
apprenticeship ttaining and quoted admission requirements as follows. 
• Admission was to be limited according to work opportunities. 
• 6th Class admission standard. 
• Industrial Scholarships to be awarded. 
• Attendance 9.30 to 4.30 week days and 9.00 to 12.00 Sattirdays. 
• Continuous assessment.4 
The course was to include practical ttade work, English and mathematics, drawing 
and citizenship education. Such a course of study indicated the initiative of the 
Department as well as the technical college in providing an education for those boys 
who were caught between primary school and work without the opportunity for any 
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furtiier education or technical training. 
K.M.Grant, Minister for Education, in his report for 1911, was very critical 
of the work of the technical college. He stated that if any technical college course 
should be efficient and effective, it should be the Trade School. He added that the 
college was to be reorganised and the courses offered should include pattem-
making, moulding, fitting and machinery, black-smithing, boiler-making, carpentry 
and plumbing. The proposed Day Trade School was to offer a three year course 
open to students completing the fifth class. Certificates of competency were to be 
issued at the completion of the course.5 
In his report for 1913, the new Minister, J.W.Blair, advocated a different 
approach to technical ttaining. The proposal was for an apprenticeship ttaining 
scheme as well as a Day Trade School. This school was to offer courses of two to 
diree years in subjects akin to the relevant ttades of the time. An interesting 
proposal in the report, which advocated partial exemption of apprenticeship ttaining 
commensurate with time spent at the Day School, foreshadowed a procedure which 
was later adopted and implemented through until the late 1960's. 
The Department hopes to make artangements with Industrial Boards whereby 
the period of apprenticeship will be reduced proportionately to the time spent 
by die student in the Day school and the degree of efficiency attained by 
him.6 
Entry to the Day School was to be similar to that of the Domestic School with 
students needing to complete the work of fiflJi class in the primary school or an 
equivalent standard. 
The promises made by earlier Ministers were put on hold as indicated by the 
new Secretary, H.F.Hardacre, in his report for 1914. He stated that: 
Owing to the ttansfer of the college from old to new accommodation, a lack 
of fimds to purchase tools and employ new teachers, the Trade Schools at 
ttie C.T.C. have not gone according to plan.7 
It should be remembered that during this time, Austtalia was involved in World 
War 1 and resources were becoming scarce. A Day Trade School along similar lines 
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was also proposed for the Ipswich technical college which served a growing 
industtial centte focusing on the Govemment Railway Workshops. It was designed 
to prepare boys for pastoral, agricultural and ttade vocations. However, due to the 
War, it too was postponed. 
Morris, in this report, promoted the concept of general handyman ability for 
all students. 
In our preparatory Trade Schools it should be our aim to give such a 
foundation in handicraft that the man, wherever he is placed, can make his 
surroundings more atttactive than they otherwise would be. Ability to handle 
black-smithing, tinsmithing, and woodworking tools should prove of great 
assistance in most cases.8 
This statement fosters the notion of inttoducing a system of practical education. 
While such a course laid a foundation for a ttade, at the same time it offered all 
males the opportunity to become skilled, to a lesser degree, in working with the 
materials which surrounded them in their everyday lives. It was in all respects a 
course in Manual Training. 
Again in 1915, Hardacre advocated the inttoduction of both Day Trade 
Schools and an Apprenticeship Training Scheme. The idea originating from the 
National Conference of Directors.9 This was repeated in the 1916 Report with his 
added comment "the War has come and retarded the ttade scheme, "lo However, in 
tiie same report. Roe commented on the proposed Day Trade Schools. 
It is hoped tiiat full-time Day Trade schools will be instittited at ttie 
beginning of 1917. From all of ttiis it will be seen ttiat there is a steady 
movement in die direction of making the ttaining of our school children 
more practical and more directiy applicable to their future needs, n 
Roe appeared to be making a concession to tiie 'technical' side of education for ttie 
majority of his report dealt witti ttie 'literary and moral aspects' of education. 
In May 1916, a committee, headed by Professor J.Gibson and comprising 
Morris, Riddell and Weame, drafted a report on Trade Education. The report 
argued sttongly for ttie establishment of Day Trade Schools using die following 
points. 
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Post-War production must be increased and improved; 
Individual efficiency must be improved; 
Methods of ttaining must be implemented to achieve this.'2 
The committee believed that the present apprenticeship system- shop ttaining only-
was no longer effective or appropriate, and that apprentices should be given a 
systematic course of study across all aspects of their ttade.'3 Briefly stated, the 
recommendations were that the Trade Schools be started immediately in Brisbane 
and followed by Ipswich and other centtes as appropriate and the proposal be 
communicated to the various ttade organisations with regard to accreditation. 
Story's added notation of 28 October 1916 readi4 
1. Included in Annual Report for 1915. 
2. Provision made in draft estimates for Trade Schools. 
This was the sttongest move yet towards the establishment of the Trade Schools. 
The committee must have been influential or altematively, as suggested earlier. 
Story was sympathetic to the cause, supporting the report and recommending 
funding. 
Morris entered the debate in October 1916 when, in a report on the 
Department of Building, he stated that woodwork classes were held for the boys 
attending the High School and Saturday moming classes were held for schoolboys. 
It is proposed to open, in the coming year full time Preparatory Day Trade 
Schools in Plumbing and Woodworking so tiiat boys entering tiie ttades will 
be in a better prepared condition. 15 
These statements confu-m the involvement of the college with the provision of 
Manual Training for the high school, woodwork classes for State school boys on 
Saturdays and the proposed commencement of the Day Trade School. 
As die proposed Day Trade School neared reality there was much debate and 
discussion about the motives behind the concept and the appropriate curriculum for 
die school. Story, on 13 November 1916, presented an altemative proposal for tiie 
functioning of ttie school. It included 12 points, basically similar to previous 
proposals but embracing a three year staged course. The first year was to be a 
general education program tiien intensifying with more technical work over ttie 
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succeeding years. Entrance was by examination widi die initial intake between 50 
and 60 boys.'6 
A similar proposal for a Day Trade School in Ipswich was presented by 
Weame. He advocated diat die school should be modelled on die New Soutii Wales 
system and tiiat Ipswich would be an ideal place to tiial such a scheme. Of 
particular relevance was die proposed cooperation witii tiie Railway Workshops in 
preparing suitable content for die courses. The school was to be instittited under die 
most favourable circumstances in Ipswich, and if successful, ttiis program model 
could be ttialled at other colleges. 17 
The Establishment of the Day Trade School 
The Domestic Science schools, tiie counterpart of the Day Trade Schools, 
were first established at tiie Ipswich Technical College in 1915 and later at tiie 
Centtal Technical College in 1916.18 The Day Trade School concept was also fu-st 
initiated at Ipswich but a common course of study was then developed for both 
schools and this was inttoduced in 1916.19 
The statements made about the school by Morris and Riddell were relevant 
to its operation. Morris claimed the academic subjects were biased towards technical 
leaming and much time was to be devoted to the practical subjects of woodwork, 
sheet-metalwork, machining etc. Places in the courses were allocated on the basis of 
an enttance examination. Riddell outiined the organization, entry requirements and 
course stmcture of the school, and the number of applicants, etc. The details align 
with the proposal put by Story in November 1916 which were referted to above.20 
Hardacre addressed the Teachers' Conference in 1917 stating "the 
Department is, therefore, solicitously fostering its system of technical and 
vocational instmction. "21 He added that Queensland could not simply follow other 
countries as the situation here was different. Queensland needed to develop a system 
of technical education which was efficient and effective for the advancement of the 
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State. He claimed that Queensland had to look ahead and prepare future artisans to 
meet the needs of the developing industties. 
With this object...an important new departure in technical Education has 
been initiated. A combined elementary and Preparatory Trades School will 
be opened in Brisbane during the current year.22 
The Minister again claimed credit for the Trade Day schools when addressing the 
1918 Teachers' Conference and added that this important irmovation prepared boys 
from primary school "to become efficient and accredited ttadesmen. "23 In reality, 
the establishment of these schools extended the work of the primary Manual 
Training classes and helped bridge 'the gap' between primary and technical 
education. 
The operation of the Trade School continued, and was generally well 
received. Still, by 1918, Morris began to question the aims of the course. He 
believed that the curriculum needed to be re-assessed stating that "the ttade side of 
the work should be of a general nature, rather than of a specialised character leading 
to any particular ttade. "24 Another proposal with a similar argument stated that: 
The Day Trade School Scheme should be the subject of immediate and 
searching inquiry. The principles upon which the school has been founded 
are incorrect and are not in accordance with expert opinion generally.25 
This change in approach may be seen as the first step towards the formation of a 
general Technical or Industrial High School, similar to the recentiy established 
Commercial and Domestic schools. These schools taught specific generic skills and 
knowledge. Such a school did eventuate in 1922. 
The Day Trade School Scholarship Scheme 
The Day Trade School, although having a sttong bias towards practical 
subjects, was not suited for the dull or unmotivated student. Admission was by an 
enttance examination and strict records were kept about attendance, behaviour and 
performance. This is evidenced in the comment made by Morris on reports of some 
unsatisfactory students. 
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Absence for one week/5 days might be overiooked. 
I recommend tiiat H.G.Adcinson and J.R.D.Fuller be reprimanded for loss 
of school time and unsatisfactory progress. L.M.8/7/18.26 
This type of action would no doubt be in consideration of tiie costs involved. If 
students were not prepared to abide by die mles, tiien tiieir places were to be 
offered to other more deserving pupils. 
In order to promulgate the course and atttact students to the schools, a 
Circular Memorandum was sent to State schools wittiin ttavelling distance of ttie 
two colleges. In essence it stated that there was to be an enttance examination in 
English and Arithmetic at tiie 5tii class level on die 7 Febmary 1919. Fifty places 
would be awarded granting successful candidates 12 months free tuition with the 
possibility of extensions. Head teachers were to advise the college principal as to 
the number of possible applicants from their schools.27 
Following the examination, successful candidates were sent offers and 
advised about the conditions of acceptance. There are numerous letters in the files 
from parents who rejected the offer of the Day Trade School Scholarship or who 
sought a deferment pending their child's success in the State Scholarship 
Examination. These responses reflect a growing preference for an open scholarship 
in preference to the Trade scholarship. While there is no evidence to support the 
theory, it is possible that there was some stigma attached to the ttades and parents 
preferred their children to aim for a professional or white collar vocation.28 
Acceptance into the school was not restricted to the enttance examination 
alone for, according to a report by Weame, students could attend who 
(i) had passed the Day Trade School Enttance Examination; 
(ii) paid for their own admission; 
(iii) were scholarship-holders and were ttansferred from other schools; or 
(iv) had passed the State Scholarship Examination.29 
The Trade Scholarship Examination was apparentiy designed to encourage boys to 
attend the Trade School and then progress to a ttade apprenticeship. Because of the 
demand for places, only boys of 12 years and over were eligible for first round 
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offers.30 However, unaccepted places could be offered to those missing out in the 
first instance.31 
Responding to a letter from a parent regarding the scholarship scheme, 
Kennedy informed the writer that 
instmction is given in English, Mathematics, Drawing, Woodworking, Sheet 
Metal Working, Fitting and Machining, and Electrical Wiring. 
If the conduct, diligence and progress of a student during the first year are 
satisfactory, an extension for a second year is granted.32 
In tandem with the scholarship allowance was the opportunity for additional funding 
based on a means test. Parents earning less than £130 per annum could apply for 
this benefit.33 
As a measure to tighten up the scholarship system, Weame proposed stricter 
conttol over students. His committee recommended that only those boys who 
genuinely sought to enter a ttade should proceed to second year. This extension was 
subject to a satisfactory degree of proficiency being attained.34 These 
recommendations were approved by Morris on 12 May 1919. Such restrictions 
provide evidence that the Trade Day School was surely moving towards ttade or 
apprenticeship ttaining. An issue supporting this position, which had arisen at the 
Ipswich College during 1918, foreshadowed the evolution of the Day Trade School 
into the apprenticeship scheme. A resolution between the railway workshops and the 
college regarding basic ttaining requirements finally eventuated.35 
The Curriculum of the Day Trade School 
The curriculum of the Day Trade School, which was first proposed by Story 
in 1911, comprised 
(a) Practical ttade work, 
(b) Subjects of a general education - English, Mattiematics, 
(c) Subjects necessary in a ttade education - drawing, 
(d) Subjects intending to prepare for tiie more intelligent exercise of ttie right 
of citizenship - Methods and insttuments of govemment; the lines of 
development of ttie industtial system; ttie meaning of money and 
wealth; the laws of health.36 
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This curriculum clearly showed die technical slant considered important for such 
sttidents. However in 1914, die Minister, H.F.Hardacre, believed tiiat tiie 
curriculum should be more general providing sttidents with basic handyman skills.37 
The subjects alluded to by die Minister aligned very neatiy witii tiie subjects offered 
in Manual Training and which were adopted as part of die Rural School curriculum 
in 1917. 
By 1918, the curriculum at the Ipswich college had varied from the original 
proposed by Story to include science and various forms of drawing. It comprised 
Mathematics, English, Elementary Science, Drawing and Practical Trade Work in 
the first year. The only variation in the second year was that the subjects were taken 
at a more advanced level.38 39 
However, a proposed modification to the course by the Day Trade School 
Syllabus Committee in 1919, led to the eventual development of the Industrial 
Junior Course.4o The recommendations included:- the inttoduction of an 
apprenticeship scheme; vocational instmction for mral schools; a syllabus to cater 
for ttade and mral occupations but without additional costs to students; the course 
was to prepare for the university examinations as well as ttade apprenticeships.41 
These recommendations, although not approved, undoubtedly gave direction for the 
Trade School as it paved the way for the Industrial Junior and Industtial courses in 
the high schools. The Trade Day School functioned until 1922 when it underwent a 
ttansition into the Technical High School and subsequentiy the Industrial High 
School in 1929. 
E.J.Dunlop, Supervisor at the Centtal Technical College, in his 3rd Annual 
Report of the Preparatory Day Trade School, began with praise for the concept and 
stated that the Trade Day School was receiving wide acclaim. "Surely m this young 
Queen State of the Commonwealth with its unlimited natural resources, there is in 
store for the Vocational Schools a brilliant future. "42 
The first year was a general course with no specialization. Instmction was 
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given in basic ttade knowledge and skills and the academic side of the curriculum 
was integrated into this where possible. In the second year students specialised in 
their preferted ttade. There was a proportional amount of time devoted to cultural 
studies justified in the statement that this was the recognised ttend in America and 
Britain. This report provides a clearer picture of the beginnings and operation of the 
Day Trade Schools. It is interesting to note the importance placed on subjects other 
than vocational. In fact, the curriculum was not too far removed from that of the 
Centtal Technical College High School. 
J.Huxham, reporting in 1919, supported this belief when he said: 
These schools may be regarded as High Schools where the usual academic 
course is varied by the inclusion of systematic manual ttaining which will be 
valuable to the individual who afterwards enters upon some skilled ttade or 
even to him who follows a commercial or a mral life.43 
In 1918, a similar Day Trade School was established in the Townsville Technical 
College. Thus, the concept of the Trade School was beginning to be accepted and 
supported throughout the State. By 1921, these Trade Day schools were being called 
Vocational High Schools. 
In effect a ttansition had occurred. The original Day School had become 
academically oriented again leaving a deficiency of appropriate technical ttaining at 
the secondary level. The Department in its wisdom then separated the two sttands, 
die academic going the Centtal Technical College High School and the technical to 
die Day Trade School. It became apparent to those in charge that both types of 
schools were needed and consequentiy their respective curriculums were developed 
to satisfy their respective aims. 
Technical High Schools 
The original concept of ttie Day Trade School or Vocational school as it 
came to be known, was summed up by Morris in a letter to a colleague in 
Melbourne. 
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The course is of a general nature and is not intended to prepare boys for any 
special trade but is designed witii a view to meeting tiie needs of boys who 
wish to enter any of the trades.44 
However, ttade employers, in particular die Ipswich Railway Workshops, 
challenged die concept arguing that the course did not adequately prepare die 
students for apprenticeships.45 
While good work was achieved by the students, the diversified interests of 
the school became its downfall. The concept and stmcture of the school came under 
close scmtiny which resulted in a major restmcturing of the secondary department 
of the Centtal Technical College. An apprenticeship scheme was established based 
on the Day Trade School, the Day Trade School itself was ttansformed into the 
Technical High School and the Day School developed into the Brisbane State High 
School. In parallel with the Technical High were the Domestic High and the 
Commercial High Schools, both off-shoots of the Centtal Technical College Day 
School. 
A New Direction for Secondary Technical Education 
Morris appeared to be the mastermind behind the changes as indicated by the 
number of memorandums he wrote on the issue. In March 1922, he put forward a 
Committee Proposal for the "Restmcturing of ttie Vocational school at the Centtal 
Technical College".46 The proposal embraced a number of suggestions which are 
summarized as follows. The opinion of the committee was that the function of the 
school should embrace the pre-vocational education of pupils. It should lead 
nattirally to ttade apprenticeships, engineering cadetships, architecture, industrial 
chemistiy, artistic careers or mral industties.47 The proposal was approved by ttie 
Minister on 12 April 1922. The inception of tiie Technical High School took place 
in early 1922. 
In tiie Annual Departtnental Report, Morris outiined ttie proposed 
resttucttiring saying ttiat due to changes perceived as being necessary in ttie 
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Vocational Day School curriculum (formally Preparatory Trade Day School), it was 
decided to reorganize and rename them Technical High schools. The curriculum to 
be implemented included: English, Mathematics, History, Geography, Physics, 
Chemistry, Free-hand, Geomettical and Perspective Drawing, Modelling, Geology, 
and certain manual subjects.48 
This is viewed as an important stage in the development of Manual Training. 
At this time Manual Training was being fostered in both primary schools (technical 
college classes. Rural Schools and Vocational Centtes) and at some high schools, 
under the direction of technical college staff. The new Technical High School was 
developed in parallel to the academic schools and was in effect a sibling to the 
Commercial and Domestic schools at the Centtal Technical College. 
Another important feature of the restmcturing was the establishment of the 
Apprenticeship Scheme. Weame, in his 1922 report on the Centtal Technical 
College, stated that: 
The first day of July, 1921, marked the initiation of the Apprenticeship 
Scheme in the Brisbane and Ipswich Districts, as on that date, provision was 
made in the Industrial Awards for the Building, Electrical and Engineering 
Trades for that scheme.49 
Significant in this statement is the fact that the Technical Education Branch had at 
last separated high school activity and leaming from trade leaming. This move 
meant that the Day Trade School, originally established to cater for a general 
apprenticeship education, was no longer needed in that capacity. Its function was 
then able to be diverted to a more general type of vocational education. 
Thus, on the 1 July 1922, the new Technical High School was established. It 
was classified as a secondary school in which Manual Training replaced the study of 
languages other than English and students were to be eligible to sit for the 
University Junior Examination in at least seven subjects. 
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The Structure of the Technical High School 
In a Departmental memorandum. Mortis presented recommendations for 
policy change in awarding scholarships. He stated that as approval had been granted 
to resttucttire ttie Trade School, 100 places had been made available for successftil 
Scholarship and High School Enttance Examination candidates in tiie new Technical 
High School. He recommended tiiat die Ipswich Vocational Day School should 
adopt die same curriculum and name as die Centtal Technical College School. His 
proposals were approved by the minister tiius ensuring a new direction and new 
status for the school and its graduates.5o 
Mortis then sought approval for an extensive advertisement to be placed in 
local papers outiining tiie new stiucttire of ttie school, ttie changes to be 
implemented and offered die public assurance that these changes were for the better. 
Botti Domestic Science and Technical High schools will work towards the 
University Junior Public Examination in die subjects of the school's 
curriculum which are included in the Junior Examination.51 
A modified advertisement, drafted 11 May 1922, gave a clear indication of the 
subjects offered and the possible vocations that students might pursue after 
graduating.52 Courses of study would lead to ttade apprenticeship, mral pursuits, 
architecture, industrial chemistry, and commercial art.53 Students who had achieved 
the Trade Scholarship were also eligible to enrol in the new Technical High schools 
free of charge for at least the first year.54 
The acceptance and expansion of the Technical High School concept was 
reflected in the 1922 Departmental Report by J.Huxham. He discussed the 
development of the technical schools at the Centtal Technical and Ipswich colleges 
and mentioned that the curriculum was also used at Rockhampton and Toowoomba 
colleges. Morris, in the same report, discussed the problem facing the scheme when 
parents would not support their children in this avenue of secondary education. He 
claimed that it was basically a poor understanding of the scheme. 
This lack of appreciation of secondary education, even when it is provided 
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free of cost, shows, eitiier that the type of secondary education provided 
does not meet the needs of the majority of boys, or that the parents have not 
been properly educated to appreciate it.55 
He further argued that such a course of study warranted a university level 
examination at Junior standard to motivate both students and parents into 
appreciating and accepting the value of the course. 
This perspective reflects something of the continuing saga of 'status' versus 
'utihty'. The curtency of the course was in question as there was no official 
'technical' examination. Even though the curriculum satisfied the needs of those not 
pursuing a university career, and adequately prepared students for several vocations, 
it was not well received. This need was partially met in the following year when 
students of the school became eligible to sit for the Junior Examination. 
In 1923, Morris claimed that the establishment of the Domestic Science and 
Technical High schools in Queensland were based on the model developed in 
England by the Board of Education. The model recommended that all girls should 
be given instmction in domestic science subjects and all boys in woodwork or some 
other skill based subject. Thus, in Queensland, specialist schools were established in 
Ipswich and Brisbane to provide students with these practical skills.56 
While the Commercial and Domestic Science schools prepared students for 
university exams, this same opportunity was not available for the technical students. 
However, Morris claimed: 
Artangements have now been made for all boys who enter the Technical 
High Schools in Brisbane and Ipswich to undertake a course of instmction 
preparatory for the University Junior Examination.57 
This was a significant breakthrough. Even though the Manual Training subjects 
were not classed as official Junior subjects till 1929, at least the students were 
granted University recognition for their general studies. 
College reports in subsequent years reflected the growth of the school in 
Brisbane. In 1925 there were 280 students enrolled, 13 sat for the Junior 
Examination and 12 were successful. A comment was made by Weame that a 
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considerable number of sttidents left to take up work or apprenticeships and tiiis was 
considered regrettable.58 Does diis mean diat die school was not successful in 
holding its sttidents? Or was it so successftil diat employers were eager to obtain 
boys even though tiiey had not completed die full course of sttidy? 
There was an average enrolment of 275.5 in 1926 and an average attendance 
of 216.6.59 By 1927, enrolments had reached 359 witti 18 Junior passes and 12 
passes in die Public Service Examination.60 In 1928 die enrolment was 419 witii 27 
out of 36 students successful in the Junior Examination.61 
In an attempt to bring this successful new school into line with the other high 
schools, McKenna insisted diat die standard nomenclattire for ttie year levels were 
to be used. They were- 1st year: year of admission following enttance exam; Sub-
Junior: preceding year; Junior: first year. Such a direction, while appearing petty, 
indicated the Department's desire to include these new schools into the 'fold' of 
State high schools and ensure conformity in organisation.62 
The reports of the Technical High School over the years were very brief in 
comparison to those of tiie Domestic Science and the Commercial Schools. This 
appears sttange. Was there nothing worth mentioning? Or had the school lost favour 
with the principal? Unfortunately there is littie information to hand to answer such 
questions. 
The Technical High School Curriculum 
As discussed previously there were no radical changes in the curriculum 
between the Day Trade School and the Technical School. However, one significant 
change was the placing of more emphasis on the general subjects and less on the 
Manual Training subjects. The resultant stmcture was a compromise between the 
'academic' curriculum of the Brisbane State High and the 'technical' curriculum of 
the apprenticeship school. In achieving this, a satisfactory system was developed. 
The initial Day Trade School curriculum proposed in 1911 was subsequentiy 
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modified and the eventual curriculum comprised English, Mathematics, History, 
Geography, Physics, Chemistry, Freehand Drawing and Perspective and Manual 
Training. The second and third years of the course were to have more relevancy to 
die chosen vocations of the students, particularly those wishing to enter the ttades, 
industrial art, industrial chemistry or mral pursuits.63 
By 1923, a clearer picture of the concept of the Brisbane school emerged as 
indicated in a newspaper advertisement.64 (see Figure 7) 
FIGURE 7 
The Technical High School 
The curriculum of this school includes subjects required for-
(a) The Enttance Examination for Apprenticeship. 
(b) The University Junior Examination. 
(c) Rural Occupations. 
A special class has been formed for boys between the ages of 14 and 16 
years who wish to go on the land. 
Manual Training is taught to all pupils attending this school. 
It would appear then that the Technical school was feeling its way but had enough 
autonomy to be flexible in its course and subject offering. The school again 
underwent change as it evolved into the Industrial High School in 1929 and focused 
its curriculum on Industtial education. The mral component was ttansferted to the 
new Agricultural school at Lawes. 
The Industrial High School 
In his push to expand the vocational educational sttand in the secondary 
curriculum, Edwards stated that there should be opportunity for pupils to gain 
acknowledgement for their studies in the form of a University Junior Certificate. In 
order to prepare for this, he proclaimed that a new school was to be established -
The Industrial High School. 
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The new type of school will complement the pre-vocational ttaining already 
in die Intermediate schools, and will lead onto the vocational or technical 
education offered under die Apprenticeship Act.65 
The new school was to provide a general vocational curticulum and not be directed 
to any particular ttade. It would lead to die Industtial Junior Certificate.66 Thus, ttie 
concept of tiie Industtial High School, a school specifically designed for boys 
seeking industtial vocations, was at last being fine tuned. But more importantiy, 
recognition was finally to be given for student achievement in this field of 
education. Not only was there careful planning for the operation of the Industtial 
High School, but consideration was also given to the quality of the teachers to be 
employed. 67 
Morris, in 1928, outiined the purpose of supporting the inttoduction of the 
Industtial Junior Certificate saying "this will in time, be recognised as the enttance 
requirement for a number of callings, including apprenticeship to the skilled 
ttades. "68 He sttessed that the Industrial course was not designed to produce 
ttadespersons but rather pupils with a sound, broad education suitable for a vocation 
in ttade or allied fields of work. This was a significant breakthrough for technical 
education and much of the credit for this achievement is due to the determination of 
Morris, Riddell and Story. 
In an attempt to make the whole curriculum more relevant and meaningful, 
the general subjects of maths, geometry, physics, etc., were to be cortelated with 
tiie practical subjects of woodwork and metalwork. In parallel with this opportunity 
which was available to students in Brisbane, Industrial Junior courses were also to 
be offered at other high schools across the State. However, criticism of the new 
Industiial course came from a member of parliament, the Hon.Maxwell, who 
claimed that tiie cost of ttie course was exorbitant. Weame refuted the claim and 
responded witti figures to prove ttie effectiveness and efficiency of the school. He 
was supported in this defence by the Director.69 
It would appear ttiat ttiere were some excellent students taking die Industiial 
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course at that time.7o Even better still was the fact that official recognition of this 
achievement was to be given by the University, through the accreditation of the 
Junior Industtial Examination in Woodwork and Metalwork.7i One of the 
difficulties of the period was not the qualifications of the graduates, but the effects 
of the depression which severely limited job opportunities. For example, one 
student who achieved eight A's and two C's, took Vh years to secure an 
apprenticeship. 72 
Administration and Organisation of the Industrial High School 
In order to prepare for the establishment of the Industrial High School 
modifications were needed to the existing woodwork shop. A request to this end 
was made to the finance board of the college for funds to employ a carpenter. This 
was in October 1928 which suggests that urgent preparation was needed to enable 
the school to open in 1929.73 Throughout its subsequent hfe, the Industrial High 
School underwent many changes in location as well as modifications to its rooms 
and workshops which proved to be very costiy. 
The work and interest of the teaching staff involved them in much extta 
curicula activity. One of the original teachers of woodwork, A.J.Brown, is referted 
to in the 1932 School Report as having taken groups of boys on visits to industrial 
premises in his own time, on Saturdays. Brown must have been one of the longest 
serving teachers at Industrial High School as he was still teaching there in the early 
1950's. He later taught at tiie Centtal Technical College.74 
As the school continued to grow, Weame, who supervised the new school, 
requested the Director to appoint two additional teachers, one for woodwork and 
one for sheet-metalwork. Of significance is the final paragraph in his letter. 
It may be pointed out that as more time next year will be devoted to Manual 
Training Subjects, less time will be devoted to the ordinary educational 
subjects, so ttiat a smaller staff will be required for teaching General 
Educational Subjects.75 
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This indicated a further move from 'die academic' towards 'Industrial' education. 
While die request was supported by Mortis tiiere is no indication tiiat it was 
approved by die Department. A point of interest here is ttiat as Brisbane State High 
School became more prominent in ttie academic arena, the Industtial High School 
also gained in stattis and credibility ftilfilling die original objective of tiie Day Trade 
School. 
While die course did succeed in preparing sttidents for industtial vocations, 
it also catered for academic pursuits and ttiis was evidenced in ttie production by 
sttidents of ttieir own high quality school magazine. The work was supervised by 
G.B.Eaton who later became ttie principal.76 The School Magazine was appended to 
Annual School Reports for many years and in 1931 atttacted ttie following 
comments from Weame in his correspondence with the Director. 
Two of ttie school boys act as Editors and ttie work is entirely that of ttie 
boys. Mr.Eaton, of course, deserves praise owing to his enthusiasm in 
getting such a Publication from boys who are not quite up to the 'Junior' 
Standard. 77 
This last sentence is the puzzling one. Had Weame no faith in the school? Had he 
inadvertentiy cast a stigma on the school? Or was it his way of saying that the 
sttidents, given their academic standing, had done a great job? 
The report on the Industrial High School for the year 1931 stated in part that 
360 pupils attended the Industrial High School during the year. Of these, 
fifty-two were successful in passing die University Junior Public 
Examination, obtaining sixty-six "A" Passes, 158 "B" Passes and 238 "C" 
Passes. At this examination, in the manual ttaining subject Metalwork, 
Fitting was included for the first time.78 
It also made positive mention of both the industrial visits and the production of the 
school magazine. While it was only a brief report, it did highlight the success of the 
students in the Junior Examination and also made mention of the year, 1931, when 
fitting was first accepted as a subject for the Junior Examination. 
In 1932, there were 254 pupils enrolled and 41 students passed the Junior 
Examination, 18 in the General Section and 33 in the Industrial Section. In the 
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report for that year mention is made of the school's achievements in sport and 
culture, the high standard of the magazine, the hobby classes and visits to 
industties. Recognition was also given to the work of the late R.A.Weame, 
principal of the Centtal Technical College, who died during the year. He had been a 
sttong advocate of technical education and a tireless worker for its cause.79 
The dedication of staff was again highlighted in the actions of the principal, 
G.B.Eaton, who endeavoured to assist needy students. He organised a benefit film 
evening and raised £16.17.0 for the purchase of class sets of texts.8o With the 
downtum in the economy came a reduction in enrolments and the special report of 
Inspector Hill gave details on the operation the school during these difficult times. 
There were four Form 111 classes of 29, 31, 32 and 30 students respectively and 
three Form IV classes of 30, 27 and 27 students. There were 13 teachers employed. 
Mention was made of the inttoduction of a Prefect System with the comment "The 
innovation is a most commendable one." With regards to the low enrolments, the 
report said "when conditions are normal again, the enrolment in the Industrial High 
School wUl certainly increase. "8i 
A problem which has dogged Manual Training teachers since its inception is 
that of storage of students' projects. Samples were required by the inspectors and 
had to be readily available. The principal sought advice on acceptable procedures to 
be adopted by his school in this regard. Of significance here is the fact that the 
inspection of student work, and ultimately of staff, was carried out by technical 
college inspectors.82 Whilst details are sketchy, the research has shown that the 
administtation of the Industrial High School came under the direct conttol of the 
Centtal Technical College, but decisions of importance were still subject to 
Departmental approval. 
The New Industrial Curriculum 
Along with the usual problems of establishing any new school are the 
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associated problems of curticulum development and appointment of appropriate 
teaching staff. While die curticulum for the Industiial High School had undergone 
an evolutionary process, the ttaining of specialist teaching staff became an enigma. 
The type of person needed was one with a ttade background and dierefore mature in 
age, but usually a novice in educational pedagogy. Could one person teach three or 
four different ttade subjects witiiout some form of ttaining? It was a different 
situation to that of ttie ttade teachers in tiie technical colleges and for that matter, 
academic teachers who had graduated from the ttaining college as they were given 
specific ttaining for their narrow teaching role. 
The proposed curriculum for the Industrial High School, to take effect from 
July 1929, included the subjects and time allocations shown in Table 7.83 
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This curriculum was developed from die Technical High School curriculum but was 
increased by tiu-ee subjects with mathematics divided into arithmetic, algebra and 
geometiy, and widi physical ttaining added. However, there were some variations 
made prior to ttie start of the school year. One such change was that sheet-
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metalwork was replaced by cardboard work and trade drawing was added to comply 
with the Industtial Junior Examination.84 This was similar to the system operating in 
New South Wales at the time.85 
In 1930, H.l.McGillivray, Officer in Charge of the Department of 
Technology, recommended that the Cardboard work be dropped from the 
curriculum and wood and metal tuming be inttoduced in its place. His argument 
was based on the reduction in time as the work previously covered in 2'/2 to three 
years, now under the new syllabus, had to be covered in two years.86 This request 
was supported by Weame and Morris but was not approved by the Director. It 
should be noted that the Industrial Junior had been reduced to two years and the 
Junior Examination now included all the Industrial subjects, that is. Woodwork, 
Blacksmithing and Sheet-metalwork. 
Weame, in attempting to provide adequate ttaining for the new Manual 
Training teachers, recommended that a three month ttaining course be given to the 
teachers to be appointed. Such a course would prepare them for either the 
Intermediate schools or the Industrial High schools.87 
In the 55th Report of Secretary for Public Instmction, Morris discussed the 
Industrial curriculum. 
The Industrial Junior Examination...has proved a very real boon in the 
secondary education of the boys of the State.. .provision is now made for 
instmction in woodworking, metalworking, geometrical and ttade drawing, 
as well as subjects of a general educational nature such as English, 
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Geography, etc.88 
The report discussed the ready acceptance of the new course and the way the 
subjects were integrated across the curriculum. The course was not ttade specific 
but was intended to provide basic ttaining for a range of ttade vocations. "The 
practical and the theoretical studies are properly coordinated..." ensuring a 
meaningful relationship between the different subjects in the course of study. 
However, there is no evidence to indicate how the 'academic' and 'industrial' 
teachers responded to this coordination. Such reports were generally very positive 
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and as this was only the second year the Industrial High School had been operating, 
there were no clear indications of the long term benefits of this approach to 
curriculum integration. 
An interesting aspect is the mention of ttade drawing and geomettical 
drawing as part of the curriculum. There had been limited mention of these subjects 
in relation to the vocational courses in high schools and in fact, drawing had always 
been the domain of the primary syllabus. Of interest also is the standard of the 
students' work achieved in covering the curriculum. It was apparentiy well received 
for Weame wrote to the Director in October 1931 advising him that seven boys 
were applying for scholarships to the Teachers' Training College. This would surely 
indicate that the curriculum and the level of results must have been of a sufficientiy 
high standard to enable the boys to apply without prejudice. Some of these boys 
might also have had an interest in teaching woodwork and sheet-metalwork in the 
primary schools where such work was rapidly gaining popularity.89 
The curriculum must have undergone another minor change in 1930 as 
shown on the Report Card of a student named Aubrey Stewart. Listed were English, 
Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Freehand 
Drawing, Geometrical Drawing, Woodwork and Metalwork as the subjects studied. 
This indicated 11 subjects at Junior level, the majority of which were academic in 
nature and, as can be seen by the extent of the list, students in those days were 
expected to cope with a very high study load.9o 
By 1931, ttie Industtial High School had become fairly well established and 
newspaper advertisements clearly showed the expectations of the curriculum.9i 
(see Figure 8) This broad offering of educational avenues was covered by tiie 
comprehensive curriculum and was very definitely directed towards meeting the 
needs of students as well as matching market employment opportunities. 
Similar advertisements were also prepared for ttie 1929, 1930 and 1931 
school years. In the 1929 advertisement, however, there was no mention of the fee 
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FIGURE 8 
Day Schools 
Scholarship Winners should take note that they 
can attend one of the three High Schools at the 
Centtal Technical College, without payment of 
fees. A limited number of pupils will be 
admitted at £2.2.0 per term. 
Parents who desire advice conceming the 
education of their children should interview the 
Principal. 
THE INDUSTRIAL HIGH SCHOOL 
prepares pupils for:-
(a) The University Industtial Junior Examination; 
(b) Enttance to the Public Service; 
(c) Scholarship to the Teachers' Training 
College; 
(d) Apprenticeship to the Skilled Trades; and 
(e) Rural occupations. 
paying option. The ones for 1927 and 1928 were similar but omit reference to the 
Teachers' Training College as an option for graduates. This would no doubt have 
been due to the fact that the University Industrial Junior Examination was not 
offered until 1929. 
The authors of the curriculum sought to integrate school leaming with real 
life experience in actual workshops. During 1932, there were 18 industrial visits 
undertaken. The report on the school's activities indicated, however, that times 
were tough and some industries could not offer assistance with the visits as they had 
done in previous years.92 
The industrial curriculum was modified and in effect consolidated into areas 
of leaming which endured relatively unaltered until it was phased out in the 1960's. 
It appeared to serve the needs of students and employers alike for exemptions being 
given in apprenticeship studies for successful students. However, there is no 
evidence that consultation between the major parties, the university, the Department 
and employers, on tiie appropriate content of the syllabuses ever took place. It can 
dierefore only be assumed that the university exercised autocratic conttol over such 
curriculum development. 
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Examinations for Industrial Students 
The University of Queensland Manual of Public Examinations has an entry 
for 1926 for sttidents of die Technical High School sitting for ttie Junior 
Geomettical Drawing and Perspective Examination. This was possibly die only 
school in Queensland preparing students for the examination. While Industtial 
courses were inttoduced to die State high schools, tiiey were not designed for public 
examination purposes until the late 1920's.93 
However, a significant advance was made when: 
In addition to die present Commercial and Domestic Science High Schools, 
Industtial High schools will be established to suit ttie needs of boys who 
intend to take up a skilled ttade.94 
This move was supported by the University's decision to provide an Industtial 
Junior Examination. Thus, from 1928 onwards, students could choose from an 
Academic, a Commercial, a Domestic Science, an Agricultural, or an Industrial 
Course. 
Reporting on the Industrial High School courses, Morris said they had 
started as vocational courses but, as they were not afforded University accreditation, 
they were seldom taken by students and were certainly undervalued by parents. 
Also, they were not given the best teaching staff. He discussed the world-wide 
recognition and value given to manual subjects and was pleased to note that at last 
the University of Queensland had done likewise. A new Junior Certificate was to 
include woodwork and metalwork as part of the Junior Examination. He further 
emphasised that the Industrial High School curriculum was designed "as an 
inttoduction to occupations of many different kinds. "95 This part of his report 
consolidated previously predicted developments and heralded the coming of age of 
Industrial Education in the high school system. 
The first examination in practical subjects took place in 1929 and in 
preparation for these, the University notified schools what equipment and materials 
were needed by the students for the examination.96 Examination instmctions were 
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also forwarded to die schools clearly defining die responsibilities of the schools and 
diose of the students.97 
In the same year, the subjects were renamed. Woodwork was to be called 
Industtial 'A' and sheet-metalwork Industtial 'B'.98 The number of student entties 
for this initial examination were as shown in Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
SCHOOL ENTRIES IN THE FIRST INDUSTRIAL JUNIOR 
EXAMINATION IN 1929 
School Industtial A Industtial B 
Industtial High School 43 42 
State High School Mackay 1 1 
State High School 
Rockhampton 5 5 
In 1931, 66 students from the Industrial High School sat for the Industtial 
Junior Examination. The Director indicated that he was pleased with the numbers 
attempting this examination.99 Thus, the curriculum and subsequent accreditation 
were a significant landmark in the development of Manual Training in Queensland. 
The final phase of development in secondary education through the Centtal 
Technical College was the establishment of the Industrial High School. While it was 
a specific institution, the curriculum which it adopted became used widely 
diroughout the State at those high schools which had access to suitable workshops 
and facilities. The success of the school and its curriculum was due mainly to the 
foresight of Morris, Riddell and Story, but the culmination of ttie achievement was 
die acceptance of the course by the University and the subsequent accreditation 
through the Industrial Junior Examination. 
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Summary of Section B Part II 
The Day School, with its technically biased curriculum, became the 
foundation for tiie State's secondary education system. Altiiough some 
administtators wanted the new high schools to be clones of the Grammar school, 
these Day Schools soon became comprehensive schools offering a range of 
secondary courses. 
Initial achievements by the Department in the provision of secondary 
education were in effect brought about through the utilisation of an efficient 
technical college system. The expansion of the curriculum from academic to 
comprehensive was enhanced by the facilities available at these institutions. 
Vocational education, which embraced Manual Training, Domestic Science and 
Commerce, was inttoduced into the secondary curriculum within the first decade of 
its existence. Its successful incorporation was due mainly to the fact that the 
colleges, in which the high schools were established, had most of the necessary 
facilities, staff and equipment available. 
The Centtal Technical College, as it stmggled to master secondary 
education, leamt much about the provision of specialised secondary education 
through the estabhshment and operation of the Day School. The work of the college 
and the technical education personnel, provided both a sound and balanced 
foundation on which was built the State's secondary education system. A major 
aspect of this was tiie inttoduction of secondary vocational education including 
Manual Training. 
Thus, the ttansformational era of secondary education at the Centtal 
Technical College came to an end. The original Day School had splintered into four 
high schools and an apprenticeship scheme. The Technical High School evolved into 
an accepted and functional vocational school providing for the special needs of ttade 
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oriented students and was called the Industtial High School. This school, with its 
associated Junior Examination, became an institution and a household name. It set 
die pattern for State schools in the organisation and teaching of industtial subjects. 
This period was an important one during which the establishment of Manual 
Training in the secondary education system occurred. Although its expansion was 
not great, its achievement was notable as it became securely embedded in the 
secondary curriculum. Were it not for the visionaries in the technical education 
sector one wonders what the result of the evolutionary process of secondary 
education in Queensland might have been. 
Such evidence sttengthens the argument in favour of the notion that Manual 
Training and its related curriculum evolved as a result of Departmental initiatives to 
meet the perceived economic and social needs of the community. 
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SECTION C 
A PERIOD OF CHANGE: 1933-1970 
One of the tasks of the school course from 12 to 15 is to assist the 
pupils to understand and to cope with this world of change. This 
requires knowledge and adaptability. The amount and quality of 
useful leaming and skill should be augmented. Only useable 
knowledge, skill and attitudes are power. 
Report on the Advisory Council 
on Education in Scottand 




This third section of the research examines the development of Manual 
Training in die period 1933-1970. 
The State Education Department's attitude towards Manual Training varied 
over the years depending upon the buoyancy of the economy, the views of the 
goveming political party or as a result of lobbying by influential groups. 
Throughout this third period of the research, 1933-1970, the Department supported 
a balanced approach to the curriculum with equal importance given to both 
academic and vocational subjects. The Parliamentary Acts, foreshadowed by related 
reports, resulted in the formation of Boards to implement the necessary legislation. 
Representation by Manual Training teachers on subcommittees of these Boards 
enabled some curriculum change to take place. The inclusion of vocational subjects 
in the Scholarship Examination helped raise the status of the subject area but this 
concession only lasted for 15 years. 
Expansion of Manual Training in both primary and secondary schools is 
particularly notable during this period of the research. Accompanying this growth 
was the increased role of importance given to special Inspectors of Manual Training 
Subjects. On the other hand. Manual Training teachers were in the main tteated as 
second class teachers and were often denied the same rights as their teaching 
colleagues. It was not until they formed an association that petition and advocacy 
won for them a recognised ttaining program and removed much of the 
discrimination that had plagued these teachers for decades. 
There were also some dramatic changes which occurred to Manual Training 
during this period. The Rural School faded from the scene in 1946, the Industrial 
High School closed in 1961, Manual Training in the primary schools ceased in 1964 
and the Travelling Schools stopped operating in 1967. The primary vocational 
classes were ttansferted to the secondary schools with the change in the education 
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system. Nevertheless, the subject did not disappear, but instead gained new life as it 
expanded into the secondary schools with an improved curriculum. 
The organisation and conttol of Manual Training throughout this period 
were dependent upon a number of factors. Departmental policy determined the 
general direction and this in tum was acted upon by both administtators and 
inspectors. In the later years. Manual Training teachers began to exert influence 
through their association and their industtial union. The end of the period ushered 
in a new era for Manual Training, henceforth known as Manual Arts, with 
implications for both teacher ttaining and curticulum development. 
Perhaps the two most important influences for change came in 1970. The 
first was the implementation of the Radford Report and the switch from extemal to 
intemal examinations. The second was the inttoduction of the Diploma Course of 
teacher preparation for Manual Training teachers. Both provided new opportunities 
and incentives and launched Manual Training into a new period of its development. 
The final stages of the evolution of Manual Training during this period saw 
its departure from the primary sector and its expansion in the secondary sector. This 
can be seen depicted in the flow chart shown in Figure 9. 
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FLOW CHART INDICATING DEVELOPMENT OF MANUAL TRAINING 
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ORGANISATION AND CONTROL 
Departmental Administration 
In ttie Annual Report for 1933, B.J.McKenna, the newly appointed Director 
of Education, presented his theories and prediction on education. Of particular 
interest was his recognition of tiie 'practical' as well as die 'academic'. 
Hence, in our State schools, we are placing increased emphasis on practical 
work - on Club work. Agricultural work. Rural Schools, and die ttaining 
afforded by Technical Schools and Colleges.' 
Was diis an inherent insight or was it motivated by the state of die economy and die 
need for better more broadly skilled technical workers? McKenna held office for 
two years but his beliefs were not perpetuated by his successors. In fact die next 
Director, L.D.Edwards, advocated a balanced approach to education based on 
education systems in Europe.2 
Goodman believed that the practical secondary education inttoduced in the 
1930's and 1940's was ill-conceived. 
Had some deeper thought been given to the provision of vocational and pre-
vocational courses in the high schools, it would have been evident that such 
courses could not be built successfully on limited primary education. 
Commercial, agricultural, and industrial knowledge and skills required 
further education than basic literacy.3 
He showed a perceptive insight into the realm and nature of practical education. 
However, vocational education had to wait many years for the boost that it really 
needed for at the time, the public belief, according to Goodman, was that "the 
academic work was for bright children and non-academic work for the not-so-
bright. "^  
A survey carried out by the Research and Guidance Branch in 1949, 
confirmed the need for a more general secondary education and the Director-
General's report reflected this. 
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In the light of these figures, it would be manifestly absurd to suggest that 
secondary schools should provide only a stern academic discipline suitable 
for the intellectually gifted who will later undertake University studies. 
Since the majority leave at the Junior stage, the aim must surely be to 
provide the students with a well-rounded course that will enable them to take 
their places as enlightened citizens in a democratic community.^ 
This was Edwards' last report and he maintained his belief in a balanced curriculum 
diroughout his 23 year term of office. He stated emphatically that "secondary 
education is not the exclusive privilege of the academically gifted". He believed that 
diere were sound educational and psychological reasons why all students should be 
exposed to some type of useful practical subject, for example, woodwork or home 
science, in the early years of secondary education. "It is essential that these subjects 
should be granted parity of esteem with the academic subjects, and be made 
available to all students."^ These were powerful statements especially the phrase 
"parity of esteem". Manual Training teachers stmggled for this equality from the 
1920's right through until the early 1970's. 
H.G.Watkin was appointed Director-General in 1951, but it was not until 
1955 that he expressed his views about vocational education in an annual report. 
The attitude towards Education has to-day undergone a radical change...The 
workshop and the laboratory are gradually replacing the classroom as the 
chief unit in school architecture, and with the provision of laboratories, 
workshop units and specialist rooms, the cost of school buildings and 
equipment has increased to a sum not previously entertained.^ 
This statement indicated both the change in direction for education and the 
escalatmg costs of the new facilities which were deemed necessary for this 
ttansition. But were these words in support of this new direction or merely 
expressing alarm at the economic implications? In 1959, Watkin again voiced 
concem about the education budget. The secondary enrolments had doubled since 
1956 and consequentiy, the Department faced a major economic problem in 
providing a full range of course facilities, including workshops and laboratories.» 
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The Contemporary Education System 
The original education system had been largely influenced by the technical 
education branch. It had initiated a number of programs including: secondary 
education widi specialist practical subjects; Vocational Centtes offering practical 
classes to primary pupils; the Rural Schools; and die Travelling Schools. Yet even 
widi diese innovations die State school system had changed little from ttie model 
developed in 1913.^ 
Riddell, who was Acting Director of Education in 1935, expounded die 
success of die Centtal Technical College in a letter to a New Zealand colleague. He 
spoke of the Trade Classes for unemployed youth; Day Trade Classes for enttance 
to the metal and wood ttades; and the Industrial and Domestic Science courses in 
various high schools leading to the Junior Examination. These were significant 
achievements for a branch of the Department, the latter courses having a great 
impact on the secondary curticulum across the State. ^ ^ 
As could be expected, there was littie change effected to the system during 
the 1930's and 1940's. The depression and the subsequent war took its toll on both 
manpower and materials. Still, the standard four courses leading to the Junior 
Public Examination were offered in high schools. •' By 1947, there was some 
opportunity for change. The annual report included a detailed model of the 
Queensland Education System which showed an expansion of the post primary area 
of education. 12 Whereas the 1913 model presented only a graphic representation of 
the various stages of the system and their links, for example. Primary, Secondary, 
Centtal Technical College, University, etc., the 1947 model indicated all the levels 
within each stage of the system. For example, the relationship of the Intermediate 
and Vocational classes to Grades 6 and 7 were shown. Manual Training was 
incorporated in the model and this reinforced the rhetoric of the directors. 
In 1949, the Department divided the State into five education regions to 
improve the administtation of the system. They were 
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Northem: based on Townsville; 
North-Westem: based on Hughenden; 
Centtal: based on Rockhampton; 
South-Western: based on Roma; and 
Southem: based on Brisbane.^ ^ 
Head office was established in Brisbane and conttolled State policy, provision and 
closure of schools, appointments of headmasters and staff, ttansfers, staff for 
secondary and technical schools and general matters.'"* 
Slight changes appeared in the 1954 model, although the flow of the system 
was not altered. The term 'High School Tops' was changed to 'Secondary 
Departments' and in the primary sector, 'Woodwork' was changed to 'Manual 
Training in Vocational Centtes'. Rural Schools had been deleted.'5 This was 
possibly linked to the change in direction of these schools which either became tme 
Agricultural Centtes or reverted to standard Vocational Centtes. i^  Still shown on 
the model were the Intermediate Schools which were started in 1928. For some 
unknown reason, they never became the exemplary primary leaming centte 
envisaged. Only two independent schools were built while 16 were attached to State 
High schools. While the success of the concept may be questioned, the vocational 
classes which offered Manual Training and Domestic Science were successfully 
maintained until the schools were phased out in 1964. i^  
The Queensland System underwent a major change in 1964 with the years in 
primary school reduced to seven and those in secondary increased to five. The new 
and the old systems are depicted in the Armual Report for 1964.18 Ahgned with 
these changes was a continuance of vocational education for the Year 8 students. 
Within the new syllabuses "all boys will undertake some form of manual ttaining 
and all girls will include some home science in their courses, "i^ Thus, Manual 
Training was terminated in the primary sector and became incorporated into the 
new secondary curriculum. 
The Departmental statistics shown in the annual reports were not always 
consistent. They were often re-classified or re-grouped making it difficult to ttace 
growth or change over a period of time. In some instances, variations occurted 
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between die written text of die various reports and the figures in ttie tables. It has 
not been die intention of ttiis study to tiioroughly investigate statistics, but to 
include only those diat have relevance to the research. 
Statistics shown in Table 9 indicate the growth pattem of education in 
Queensland over 37 years.20 Manual Training was taught in all categories of 
schools. The funding variations would appear to be matched to the state of the 
economy and the slow expansion of facilities in the early forties. 
Education Acts, Committee Reports and Statutory Boards 
There were three Acts passed during the period. The first was 'The National 
Education Co-Ordination and the University of Queensland Acts Amendment Act of 
1941'. The only direct effect it had on Manual Training was to provide for teacher 
representation on a curriculum sub-committee.21 The second Act, 'An Act to 
Consolidate and Amend the Law Relating to Education', had a greater eifect on 
Manual Training. First, the school leaving age was raised to 15 years, resulting in 
greater numbers of students attending high schools and subsequentiy more 
enrolments in Manual Training subjects. Second, it brought about the establishment 
of The Boards of Junior and Senior School Studies which took conttol of secondary 
school courses of study and their relative examinations. Manual Training gained 
representation on these committees.22 The third Act was 'The Education Act 
Amendment Act (No 2) of 1970. It ushered in the establishment of the Board of 
Advanced Education and the Board of Teacher Education and effected the 
implementation of the Radford System of school based curriculum development and 
intemal assessment. As a result of the Radford System, Manual Training teachers 
became actively involved in curriculum development and assessment. 
In relation to committees, a 'Committee to Inquire into Secondary 
Education' was appointed in April 1960. It was an opportune time for such a 
committee as secondary education in Queensland was at a critical stage of 
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TABLE 9 
STATISTICS SHOWING THE GROWTH AND DECLINE OF SCHOOLS 
































































































































































































































































































development both in terms of curticulum and facilities. An Interim Report was 
presented in 1961.2^ 24 jhe ^ew system was to be implemented in 1964. This 
meant that 1962 was the last year of the Scholarship Examination and high school 
enrolments would increase greatiy with the automatic progression of primary 
students. The Department proclaimed that education should be comprehensive, 
assisting all students to maximise their potential irtespective of their natural ability. 
This was partially being achieved as all State high schools offered Academic, 
Commercial, Home Science and Industrial courses and some modified courses were 
also available. 
A further improvement in the system came in 1969 with the appointment of 
The Radford Committee. The committee was to review the existing examination 
procedures and make proposals for a better system of assessment. It recommended 
diat extemal examinations be replaced by intemal assessment. 25 As a result, the 
Junior Examination ceased in 1970, and the Senior in 1972. Both were first held in 
1910. This new development was to have a major effect by opening up the Manual 
Training curriculum and initiating development of the subject area. 
Administtation and supervision of secondary education up until the 1940's 
was almost a laissez-faire arrangement witii schools, ttie Department, ttie Technical 
Education Branch and the University all havmg their input. But the University 
determined ttie curriculum and ttierefore most schools taught to ttiis to ensure diat 
dieir sttidents would be successful in ttie university conttolled Public Examinations. 
The Department, under tiie autiiority of ttie 'Amendment Act of 1941', 
constituted tiie Board of Post Primary Sttidies in an attempt to gain better conttol of 
ttie secondary curriculum.26 The Board endeavoured to improve secondary 
education and expressed its concern over the monopoly of the tertiary oriented 
courses. It was successftil in inttoducing a number of modified courses into ttie 
Junior curriculum in 1956. Sub-committees to address ttie needs of specialist 
teaching areas were appointed and in April 1960, a Manual Training sub-committee 
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was constituted comprising six members.2^ It is interesting to note that Manual 
Training at the secondary level was given a status equal to that of other subjects 
with its own representation on the Board. Also the committee consisted of both 
practising teachers and Departmental representatives. 
However, the Board of Post Primary Studies and Examinations, which 
remained in oflice until 1964, lacked the power to be effectual. It encountered 
difficulty in implementing courses suited to the growing majority of students who 
wanted only a general education up to Junior level.28 When 'The Education Act of 
1964' was proclaimed, the govemment authorised the establishment of The Boards 
of Junior and Senior Secondary School Studies. The Act also ttansferred the conttol 
of the extemal examinations from the University to these Boards.2^ This empowered 
the Boards to become effective curriculum administtators. Junior Special 
Committees were appointed to advise on specific subject areas. Manual Training 
having the responsibility for the Woodwork, Metalwork and Drawing subjects. As 
well QUMATTA, the Manual Training Teachers' Association, was represented on 
this committee.30 
The first meeting of the Special Junior Committee was held in April 1965. 
Its function was outiined in the following statement. 
To make recommendations to its Board conceming all matters pertaining to 
the study of the particular subject or subjects during the first three years of 
secondary education...and to recommend conceming any matters referred to 
it by die Board.31 
Here at last was an opportunity for teachers to have an mput into the Manual 
Training curriculum. The pendulum of influence was swinging from extemal back 
to internal conttol, from administtators to practitioners. 
Members on the Junior Special Committee for Manual Training were very 
active debating issues and recommending changes to the various syllabuses under its 
authority.32 One of its main concerns focused on the provision of a modified 
general course for below average students.^3 In all instances, the QUMATTA 
Association was primarily concemed with providing students with a better 
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curticulum and with a better opporttinity for leaming and success. 
The two Boards served die Department by over-seeing curriculum 
development and examinations until ttiey were replaced in 1971 by die Board of 
Secondary School Studies. This change had been brought about tiirough tiie 
implementation of die Radford Committee Report in 1970. The Board was a semi-
autonomous body but had significant representation from die Department.34 
The Unemployed Youths Vocational Training Scheme 
This Commonwealth scheme, which commenced in 1931, continued to 
function tiu-ough die 1930's. It was administered by the States and in Queensland 
die Centtal Technical College dominated in ttiis work.35 Although tiie attendance 
figures fluctuated it was considered a success. As it does not exactiy align with 
Manual Training, it has only been alluded to in this study however some additional 
information can be found in Appendix 18 on page 488. 
Administration of Vocational Centres 
In 1933, the Department attempted to give its students some direction 
towards further education and careers. It initiated a program of Vocational 
Guidance which the head teachers were to conduct with their own pupils. The 
experiment was designed to sort the students into five levels of intelligence namely, 
A, B, C, D and E. "A" being the highest. Levels A and B were recommended to 
attend State High, Grammar or an approved Secondary School. The proposal 
continued 
(c) For boys wishing to enter a ttade, or to take up a mral occupation (if 
proceeding to a secondary school), 'Industrial High School' should be 
recommended. Boys wishing to enter a skilled ttade must have at least 
' C grade intelligence. If not proceeding to a secondary school, 
recommend the 'Unemployed Youth's Classes' at the Centtal Technical 
College. 36 
This classification of student status, determined by a single test, is typical of the 
sttatification of society botii then and now. There was no suggestion that maybe the 
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education system had failed the students rather than that the students had failed the 
system. The proposal, which was approved by McKenna and sent to all schools for 
implementation, favoured Brisbane students as its recommendations focused on the 
Centtal Technical College and Industrial High School only. 
There had been rapid growth in the provision of vocational classes since 
diey were inttoduced in 1917. By 1933, there were 59 centtes with vocational 
instmction facilities.3^ This represented a substantial investment in buildings, 
equipment and manpower in the 16 years of implementation. The administtation of 
diese Vocational Centtes was carried out by the Technical Education Branch, 
whereas the finance came directiy from the Department. That is, there was a 
separate line entry in the budget for Rural Schools and Vocational Centtes. These 
figures were recorded from 1933 until 1945.38 
The statistics in Table 10 show an increase in the number of centtes and 
overall enrolments but also a decrease in the number of teachers. The variations in 
die subject enrolments are also puzzling. Unfortunately, the time span and the 
available data are too limited to see any emerging pattem or to enable further 
investigation. 
TABLE 10 
STATISTICS RELEVANT TO VOCATIONAL CENTRES: 1935-1937 
Year No of No of Wood Metal Lther Total 
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(Data taken from Aimual Departmental Reports) 
Edwards, in his report for 1937, expressed his concem about the high costs 
involved in providing equal opportunity for all students throughout the State. He 
made particular reference to the fact that the practical subjects, for example. 
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Manual Training, cost considerably more than academic subjects, and altiiough "die 
latter form of education [Manual Training, Domestic Science etc.l is highly 
appreciated by parents", die expansion of such education had placed great pressure 
on the Departmental budget.3*^  In an attempt to meet ttie demand for such 
insttuction, ttie Department had, by 1937, established Vocational Centtes at 17 
primary schools. These catered for botti local pupils as well as pupils from ttie 
surrounding small schools. This scheme provided maximum insttuction at minimum 
cost. Of interest in tiie report is ttie consistent reference to parental approval and 
demand for diese subjects and a growing Departmental confidence which was 
reflected in die increasing number of schools witii vocational facilities. 
The popularity and demand for primary vocational classes intensified in the 
late 1950's. This put great pressure on the Department and it found it was unable to 
provide enough facilities. After much deliberation relating to vocational 
accommodation, the decision was made to restrict both the hours of teaching and 
the numbers of students attending the classes. A circular memorandum was sent to 
all head teachers advising them of the curtailment of the classes."^ o This instmction 
was intended to conttol the continual demand for vocational education. There was 
no apparent pressure for change to the curriculum, but rather a need to continue to 
provide the Manual Training curriculum on a rational basis. 
Problems relating to accommodation and attendance continued over the 
years. In 1959, J.McCracken, the first Manual Training Inspector appointed, visited 
Rockhampton to assist in determining the most efficient and amicable attendance 
scheme for all the district schools which were determined to access the instmction. 
The new facilities at Rockhampton High played a significant role in assisting to 
expand these services.^i 
Back in Brisbane the situation was becoming just as critical. McCracken 
carried out a survey of the Brisbane mettopolitan area over the years 1959-1963 to 
determine the unmet demands for vocational classes. His recommendations were 
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referred to the Director-General.^2 They included additional centtes for Coorparoo, 
Yeronga, Virginia, Chermside and Mitchelton schools. Approval was given by the 
Minister on 24 March 1959.'*3 During this approval process, A.T.Dewar, M.L.A. 
for Chermside, petitioned the Minister asking for Vocational Centtes to be 
established in his electorate. A promise was soon given that new facilities would be 
added to the Waved High School.i'^  Such action challenges Departmental planning 
procedures. Were they for the good of the community in general, or just to placate 
those who could influence political decision making? 
Approval was also granted during this time for new Vocational Centtes at 
Mount Gravatt, Inala and Pettie. The Inspecttess of Women's Work and 
McCracken were directed to equip the centtes ready for instmction. It was 
anticipated the classes would commence in August 1959, just five months after 
being approved.'•^ At Cavendish Road High School, the first State High School in 
mettopolitan Brisbane, the new vocational facilities were made available to local 
primary schools for instmction in Manual Training and Domestic Science. This was 
in 1959.46 
In 1957, the administtation of all new centtes became the responsibility of 
the Director of Secondary Education. McCracken wrote to the Director, requesting 
that essential account books and an establishment grant of £5.0.0. be sent to each 
new centte opened.^ 7 
The establishment of new Vocational Centtes was halted in 1960, as the 
reply from the Director-General to a request from a fellow M.L.A., J.W.Houston, 
explains. 
With reference to your letter of the 25th ultimo, I have to inform you that, 
pending a review of secondary and vocational educational facilities, it is not 
proposed to establish additional centtes for manual ttaining and domestic 
science instmction at primary schools.^s 
Pressure on existing Vocational Centtes reached its peak in die early 1960's. In an 
attempt to modify the demand, a Departmental directive was issued in August 1960 
relating to attendance at all centtes. The major problem, according to J.Black, the 
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Director of Secondary Education, was insufficient Manual Training and Domestic 
Science teachers. The approved instiuction read: 
As from die beginning of die school year 1961, artangements are to be made 
for die attendance of Grade 8 pupils only at classes in Manual Training and 
Domestic Science except in country centtes where the teachers of these 
subjects would not be fully employed without the attendance of Grade 7 
pupils. 49 
The real reasons behind diis directive may well be ttaced back to a 1957 report 
prepared by W.J.Brown, Acting Principal Research and Guidance Officer with the 
Department. The Report was titied "Discussion on die Accommodation and Staffing 
of Vocational Centtes. "^ o Brown presented statistics showing the growth of 
vocational classes and student numbers over the period 1950-1957. These indicated 
the increasing demand for both facilities and teaching staff. Through tiiese years, 31 
centtes had been opened making a total of 134 Vocational Centtes located in all 
parts of the State. The majority of sttidents who attended were from the primary 
schools. 
Departmental records showed that in May 1957, 18,386 students took 
woodwork, 16,177 students took sheet-metalwork, 1,211 students took leatherwork 
and 47 took blacksmithing. 
The extent to which the Vocational Centtes are meeting the needs of the 
whole State is indicated by the fact that the number of pupils from State 
schools who are receiving vocational ttaining is equal to 96 per cent of all 
pupils estimated to be in these grades.^i 
Brown's interim recommendations included: that an additional 35 Manual Training 
teachers be prepared for 1958; that the building program for new centtes focus on 
high schools and technical colleges as the enrolment bulge would soon pass to 
secondary education; and that 
3. The emergency might be met by such measures as:-
(a) additional use of high school facilities; 
(b) reducing the time per week spent on vocational ttaining by Grade 
VII pupils; 
(c) allowing some Grade VII pupils to attend only once per fortnight; 
or 
(d) reducing the number of classes for students not in State primary 
schools. 52 
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This report provided a realistic view of the position of Manual Training during 
these post war years. It was a time when the balance of primary to secondary 
vocational classes was beginning to change in favour of secondary. Brown did not 
advocate eliminating vocational subjects but proposed schemes which could best 
meet the continuing demand for such classes. 
Most of the accommodation problems were resolved in 1964 when primary 
Vocational Centtes were closed and the secondary centtes were geared to meet the 
ttansferred demand. The redistribution of the Manual Training fumiture, equipment 
and tools became McCracken's responsibility.53 What could not be immediately 
ttansferred to existing and new high schools was temporarily stored pending future 
requirements. 
The administtation of secondary vocational classes was carried out by the 
Technical Education Branch and supervised by a succession of Technical College 
and High School Inspectors. It was not until 1957 that vocational education came 
under the conttol of the Director of Secondary Education. These inspectors played a 
vital role in maintaining and developing the subject area. The necessity for a 
dedicated inspectorial position was acknowledged in 1949 with the appointment of 
J.McCracken as acting inspector. This coincided with the rapid growth in primary 
Manual Training classes the subsequent need for closer supervision on centtes and 
teachers, and the ttansfer of Manual Training staff to the Department. 
A model or pattem for the operation of secondary Vocational Centtes was 
established in the early thirties at the Industrial High School. Most high schools at 
that time would have been set up with wood and metal workshops and at least one 
drawing room. The teaching staff were responsible for the mamtenance of all 
equipment, tools, etc., as well as the purchase of materials and the setting of tests. 
However, the internal administtation of these centtes had not been officially defined 
and was usually conttolled by the principal. Most teachers went about their teaching 
and preparation independentiy and there was an apparent lack of cooperation and 
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coordination in die larger centres. McCracken, reporting on die Industtial High 
School, recommended the appointment of a Senior Teacher having specific duties 
including delegating tasks to otiier staft' members. He was to be responsible for die 
preparation of workbooks and material, ordering of equipment and stock, 
organisation of maintenance and setting of term examinations.54 
The actual appointment of the senior teacher was a conttoversial issue with 
the principal's recommendation being rejected by the Department. While the 
principal had recommended F.O'Shea be appointed as senior teacher, McCracken 
contested this stating that O'Shea was junior to many of the staff. The Department 
supported McCracken and A.J.Brown was eventually given the position.55 Yet the 
important issue here, is that McCracken had the foresight to see the need for some 
form of intemal conttol of the centte and its staff. This move foreshadowed the 
appointment of subject masters which occurred in 1964. 
The Manual Training Inspectors 
An important role in the overall direction of Manual Training was carried 
out by the inspectors. It embraced not only appraisal of teachers but also the 
monitoring of accounts, maintenance and safety in the centtes as well as curticulum 
development. 
The first inspector who was qualified in the field was Robert McLean 
Riddell. As Inspector of Technical Colleges his role included inspection of 
Vocational Centtes, Rural Schools and Manual Training departments in high 
schools. He was followed in 1923 by John Hill who held die office until his 
promotion to Assistant Chief Inspector in 1938. In tiie period through to 1966, 
supervision and reporting was carried out by Inspectors of High Schools and 
Technical Colleges as well as by the Manual Training Inspector, J.McCracken. 
However, during this time of expansion, it was not possible for the speciaUst 
inspectors to visit all the Vocational Centtes on a regular basis, therefore inspection 
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was often cartied out by Disttict Departmental Inspectors. A brief account of one 
such inspection was related by E.H.Ridler. 
Up until this time any inspection of Manual Training Sections was done by 
Secondary School Inspectors...They just walked in the door and l(K)ked 
around or just walked around if they heard anything going on and worked 
entirely on the report that the [head] teacher gave them. So if you were Ok 
with the head teacher you were Ok with the inspector to the extent that he 
knew the head teacher. The Manual Training report was based on the Head 
Teacher's Report.56 
In 1946, Joseph McCracken was seconded, without a specific titie, to report 
on Vocational Centtes. In 1949, he was again seconded this time as Acting 
Inspector of Manual Training Subjects. This position was confirmed in 1951. In 
1966, Edwin Henry Ridler was appointed as second inspector. When McCracken 
retired due to ill health, Ridler was promoted to Senior Inspector and a second 
inspector, Edgar William Hiley was appointed in 1967. Ridler resigned in May 
1968 accepting the position of Principal of the Centtal Technical College. Hiley 
relinquished the position from May 1968 until January 1970 during which time he 
was Principal of the Mackay Technical College. 
The Department in Febmary 1969 advertised for Inspectors of Manual 
Training Subjects stating: 
Applications are invited for appointment as Inspectors of Manual Training 
Subjects, Department of Education, Classification Minimum $290.40, 
Maximum $298.40 per fortnight. 
All positions of Inspector of Manual Training Subjects have been declared 
vacant. 57 
This advertisement indicated that new appointments were to be made and provided 
opportunity for new blood to enter the system. In 1970, E.W.Hiley was appointed 
Senior Inspector of Manual Training Subjects and Sydney R.Cross was appointed as 
Junior Inspector. This then provides a brief overview of the personnel involved in 
the administtation of Manual Training during this period.^^ 
McCracken was a hardline ttaditionalist. He was a successful ttadesman and 
teacher at the Centtal Technical College before being appointed Inspector. His 
attitude to Manual Training was, naturally enough, tempered by his past ttade 
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experiences and, while he maintained his standards, he had little tolerance for 
innovation in teaching or curticulum. His duties as inspector were carried out in a 
rather gmff manner and severe discipline followed failure to comply with his 
demands. 
With the support of his superiors McCracken was able to initiate a number 
of directives relating to tiie duties and responsibilities of Manual Training teachers. 
One of die first of tiiese was issued in 1953 witii an instiuction regarding die 
restticted use of the circular saw supplied to centtes. 
A circular saw bench is supplied to each Manual Training Centte to assist 
the teacher in preparing timber for class exercises. This duty should not be 
performed during a class period.59 
This particular regulation remained in force until the 1990's. A second regulation 
involved the issue of supplies. The Department had established a system whereby 
schools could place orders with the Supply and Stores Section for consumable and 
expendable items. McCracken believed that this practice placed an unnecessary 
burden on the section. Consequentiy, he initiated a direction to the effect that 
schools were only to order such items as tools, brooms, tinplate, drawing paper, 
mild steel and expendable items used in connection with fitting instmction. 
Materials such as timber, glue, nails, screws, sandpaper, etc., were to be purchased 
locally if possible and paid for out of the Vocational Account.6o 
Following a report by McCracken regarding the vocational accounts at East 
Brisbane and Eagle Junction State schools, it was decided to review the balances of 
all Vocational Centtes. The Director of Secondary Education recommended that 
accounts be limited to £350. While such a regulation involved a tighter conttol of 
school finances, surprisingly it was not approved by the Minister.6i 
Not only did McCracken insist on procedures to be adopted by teachers, but 
he often imposed an additional burden on them at the same time. For example, in 
1963, he issued a direction that schools were to use 'bench cutting blocks'. These 
had to be made by the staff using material from thett own centtes. Enough had to 
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be made to ensure each student had access to one while working in the woodwork 
shop.^ 2 Such directives, which were in effect demeaning tasks, mitigated against the 
professionalism desired by Manual Training teachers. 
On the other hand, McCracken was often influential in procuring equipment 
or facilities for the ttaditional Manual Training activities. One such request, 
although rejected, was typical of the drive the man had for that in which he sttongly 
believed. In 1964, coinciding with the Year 8 move to high schools, he 
recommended that additional lathes be supplied to all Manual Training centtes. This 
would have been an enormous cost to the Department and was no doubt the reason 
why the request was not approved. His vision was to produce efficient 
apprenticeship material through extended practice on these machines.63 
The QUMATTA Term Bulletin published a eulogy to Joe McCracken after 
his sudden death in early 1968.64 He had served 16 years as inspector and helped to 
consolidate the place of Manual Training in the secondary curriculum. Ridler 
succeeded McCracken as inspector and had a similar zeal for the subject but with a 
more open and educated approach. He was well qualified with a Diploma in 
Architecture and Certificates in Building from the Centtal Technical College. While 
on War Service in Britain, he managed to gain the City and Guilds of London 
Final. 65 
Ridler sought the improvement of facilities and equipment and in 1967 
wrote to the Director of Works pointing out numerous problems with the metal 
turning lathes on conttact. His comments were acknowledged and thanks were 
extended for his input.66 He also recommended that all future Manual Training 
buildings to be erected at Secondary Departments should be 4 feet wider to provide 
adequate safety for the occupants.^^ The original secondary department plans had 
been drawn on the advice of McCracken. Prior to this makeshift accommodation 
for workshops was common practice.68 Thankfully, and possibly due to 
McCracken's foresight and influence, this practice was stopped during the fifties. 
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Ridler, typical of his personality, was active in seeking to prevent rather 
than solve problems. Acting tiirough die Director-General, and acknowledging the 
impossible task of personal visitation and inspection, he initiated a system of 
reporting on beginning teachers through the cooperation of the school principals.69 
Hiley, during his first appointment, was asked to address the Manual 
Training Teachers' Association and did so with enthusiasm. His talk was on "The 
Changing Form of Manual Training." He stated what he believed were imminent 
changes. 
(i) Standardised issue lists of equipment; 
(ii) Revised system of accounting for centtes; 
(iii) Approved drawing standards; 
(iv) Revision of syllabus for "S" classes; 
(v) Closer attention to 8th Grade teaching methods 
through inspection.70 
He predicted changes in teacher recmitment and ttaining and encouraged teachers to 
upgrade their academic qualifications. Hiley was also well qualified with diploma 
and certificates from the Centtal Technical College and was also ttained as an 
Anglican Priest. Would this new inspector with new ideas bring improvements to 
the subject area, to teaching, to the status of Manual Training? The new Drawing 
Standards did become a reality after much hard work by both himself and Ridler. 
They were printed and distributed early in 1968.^ 1 
The growth of the subject area, the expanding financial investment in 
centtes, and the increasing numbers of Manual Training teachers, dictated that the 
inspectorial system had to keep pace if effective monitoring was to be achieved. 
The appomted inspectors no doubt did what they considered best for the subject and 
all worked conscientiously towards the achievement of their objectives. With 
hindsight it is easy to identify their successes and failures but in the overall picture 
of development, greater achievements were made in the later years. 
The Vocational Scholarship Examination 
While the Scholarship Examination was a major feature of the Queensland 
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system, this research is limited to the inclusion of Manual Training in the qualifying 
subjects of this examination. 
An important phase in the development of Manual Training began in 
December 1936 when the Department announced that vocational subjects would be 
included in the scholarship examination. 
It has been approved that the requirements for the granting of State 
Scholarships shall be widened to make provision for pupils who receive 
instmction in Vocational work during their primary school course.^ 2 
Although these changes were optional, that is pupils could choose between 
vocational subjects or history and geography, the Department indicated that these 
practical subjects were acknowledged as being of equal importance to the 
altematives. Instmctions regarding the requirements for entry were published for 
die benefit of both pupils and head teachers.^3 Advice was also given as to the 
content of the syllabus which was to be examined. The first examination included a 
written and a drawing test accompanied by a practical test in woodwork.^ 4,75 
Morris was obviously delighted with this development as indicated by his 
report for 1936. 
In the State Scholarship Examination held at the end of the year candidates 
from primary schools were given, for the first time, the option of sitting for 
manual or domestic science subjects in lieu of either History or 
Geography. 76 
It is particularly interesting that this significant event was not mentioned by either 
die Secretary for Public Instmction nor the Director of Education in their reports 
for the same year. Had Morris won a personal victory in his long advocacy battie? 
He continued in his report by espousing his position relating to the subject. 
For boys Wood and Metal Working were selected, not specially on account 
of their vocational value, but because of their educational value.. .While 
studies of this nature are of high educational value, they also provide 
instmction which has very real value m afterlife.77 
This statement could be perceived as being either biased towards the benefits of 
technical education or as a balanced integrated approach to general education. The 
response to this opportunity can be judged by the number of centtes offering 
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Manual Training for the examination in the following year. There were five centtes 
in technical colleges, three in high/intermediate schools and 29 in primary schools. 
Special enti7 forms were drawn up and schools were notified accordingly.78 
Inspector Jeffrey, in 1939, remarked on die results achieved by pupils in die 
examination. 
The excellence of the ttaining given in vocational subjects is shown in the 
fact ttiat out of fifty-seven candidates who took some of these in the last 
Scholarship Examination, fifty passed in tiie subjects tiiey sat for. Such a 
record should encourage teachers and parents to do their utmost to send ttie 
children to these vocational classes.79 
Jeffrey appeared to be genuinely promoting the concept of vocational education and 
gave praise and encouragement to all involved. However not all students were able 
to sit for this examination. In reality there were two stteams of Manual Training 
offered at the Vocational Centtes. There were the scholarship and non-scholarship 
examination courses. 
It was a scholarship, examinable at scholarship level for students who spent 
one full day a week there. It was usually for just the local students attending 
that school where the facilities were.8o 
The students who ttavelled to the centtes seldom had enough time to cover all the 
work necessary for the Scholarship Examination so they sat for a modified 
examination instead. 
The consttaints and demands of a war-time economy forced the Department 
to reconsider its policy on education. Considerable discussion was presented in the 
Annual Report for 1940 on the proposed new Industtial Scholarship. It resulted 
from the compelling awareness that our nation needed "intelligent and skilled 
craftsmen." To achieve this a specific process of education was implemented.81 
Basically the new scholarship was mn in parallel to the normal scholarship 
examination. However, its subjects included English, Mathematics, Industrial 
Drawing and Manual Training. There were eight conditions relating to the awarding 
of the scholarships which were tenable at any high school or college which offered 
study leading to the Industrial Junior.82 
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Thus, an extemal economic force, which motivated the govemment into 
what could be interpreted as a survival mode, directiy influenced the curriculum. 
Manual Training then, through its own Scholarship, offered many more boys the 
opportunity for a practical/ industtial secondary education. 
During the early years there must have been concem about the standards 
achieved by pupils in the examination. To this end the examiner's report on the 
1939 Manual Training examination was published.83 It indicated a thorough review 
of the examination and the comments revealed three main issues. First, there was 
some praise given in reference to the teacher- "disclosing sound ttaining" and also 
in reference to the pupils- "the work of the best candidates was distinctiy good". 
Second, there was much open criticism. This focused on the poor preparation of 
equipment and materials by the teachers and on the poor standard of technical 
ability and theoretical understanding displayed by the majority of the students. 
Third, there was the underlying criticism which related to poor teaching and lack of 
adequate practice by the pupils. 
While in general, such comments are normal for any examination, there is 
perhaps a real message in these relating to the teaching. This was 1939 and the only 
ttaining these teachers were given related to technical expertise. There was littie 
time devoted to teaching methodology and teaching sttategies. It may well be 
constmed that these teachers taught their students as they would apprentices on the 
job using step by step procedures. Some of these teachers were only part-time local 
ttadesmen. The use of the tools and other equipment may well have been beyond 
the physical capability of the young boys. Even the new syllabus was devoid of any 
theory and the only suggestions to teachers came in the form of do's and don'ts. 
For example, "Insist on, aim at, do not, avoid, etc." All in all the examiner's 
report called for better student performance and indirectiy for better teaching. 
Nevertheless the comments were focused on the problems and not on how to 
overcome these through better teaching methods. 
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The report was the only one published in die 15 years diat Manual Training 
was included in die examination. In tiie following year information was published 
relating to die evaluation process which was to be undertaken during die two years 
prior to the examination. This was considered an essential part of tiie assessment. 
Details were also given regarding die content to be covered in die examination.84 
A regular feature in die Education Office Gazette was ttie Scholarship 
Examination Timetable and the centtes where die examination could be taken. Also 
included was die list of equipment candidates needed for die examination and die 
necessary tools and equipment to be provided for each candidate.85 The examination 
paper for 1946 shows tiie typical questions and tests set for tiie Scholarship 
Examination. 86 
The effects of tiie War were still apparent in 1950 for the Department was 
unable to supply some equipment to schools resulting in a temporary variation to 
the Scholarship Examination. Sheet-metalwork questions were deleted.87 However, 
by 1951 supply was apparentiy back to normal as the requirements for vocational 
subjects in the June Education Office Gazette clearly indicated that sheet-metalwork 
would again be included in the examination. 
The examination in Manual Training will comprise :-
(a) A written and drawing test. 
(b) A practical test in Woodwork and Sheet Metal Work. 88 
This retum to a full examination was short lived as an instmction in the Febmary 
1952 Education Office Gazette stated that a revision of the Scholarship Examination 
was to take effect from 1952. Only Mathematics, English and Social Studies were 
to be examinable. 
The elimination of Manual Training and Domestic Science from the 
requirements will not mean that these subjects will be neglected as, 
wherever facilities and special staff are provided, they will constitute part of 
the curriculum of the school.89 
Yet in spite of this statement it was the beginning of the end for vocational classes 
in the primary schools. Manual Training had been included as a scholarship subject 
for 15 years and the statistics show that its popularity continued to increase over 
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that period of time, (see Table 11) 
There was an 80% increase in the number of centtes recorded over the years 
it was offered and a 687% increase in the number of anticipated candidates. In the 
same period there was an increase of 241 % in successful candidates in the overall 
Scholarship Examination. A general comparison of these two figures- 241 % 
increase in passes; 687% increase in Manual Training candidates- gives an 
indication of the growdi pattem of Manual Training and its acceptance by pupils 
and parents. 
TABLE 11 
STATISTICS ON VOCATIONAL CENTRES OFFERING MANUAL TRAINING 
























































(Data taken from die relative E.O.G's.)9o 
While there was no direct reason given for this termination, it is possible to 
postulate some of the factors influencing the decision. First, the change in 
directorship may have had something to do with it. Edwards handed over power to 
H.G.Watidn in 1951. It was during Edwards' administtation ttiat significant 
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developments occurred in Manual Training. Second, the growing emphasis on and 
expansion of secondary education. Third, die increasing cost of mainttiining die 
primary Vocational Centtes. 
Nevertheless, ttie real reason for tiie demise of Manual Training in the 
primary school was not its deletion from die Scholarship, but die resti^cturing of 
the education system with die ttansfer of Year 8 sttidents to die high schools. Even 
if Manual Training had continued in the primary school with Year 7 pupils, the cost 
of maintaining the centtes for such a small clientele would have been excessive. 
The survival of Manual Training then became dependent on its acceptance and 
credibility as a subject in the secondary curriculum. 
Even in the more contemporary sphere of the secondary curriculum. Manual 
Training was not spared its critics. Hanger, who tended to exude a persistent 
negative attitude in his writing, is among them. In a tirade of criticism Hanger 
lashed out at the examining body for their lowering of acceptable standards. He was 
upset that students could specialise in subject areas other than English and Maths 
and especially that students taking the Industrial Junior could pass with a "D" in 
English. There is a sttong intonation in his words that suggests he considered 
students studying Industrial subjects were typically second rate scholars.9i 
The Scholarship Examination played but a fleeting role in the development 
and acceptance of Manual Training in the primary sector whereas the Industrial 
Junior gave much impetus and stability to Manual Training in secondary education. 
Manual Training Teachers and Training Programs 
Teachers of Manual Training in the early years who were deprived of the 
benefits of proper ttaining encountered problems for both themselves and their 
pupils. Ridler recalled something of what greeted him on his first posting as a 
teacher. 
When 1 got there [Proserpine State School in June 1936] there was a young 
ttainee teacher from Teachers' Training College who had some exposure to 
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Manual Arts but in what form I'm not sure. Whether he went to the C.T.C, 
I don't recall ever seeing him there and he was mnning the Manual Training 
section at Proserpine...There were leatherworking tools of all sorts and in 
very poor condition. All the other tools were in poor condition because the 
ttainee teacher did not know much about good craft working.92 
He remembered that he had to recondition all the planes, grind and hone the chisels 
and plane blades, as well as shape, set and sharpen all the saws. He spent much of 
his leisure time at the school getting everything into shape and the course ready for 
teaching. He concluded this anecdote with "this is the history of one Manual 
Training teacher in those days and it wasn't uncommon. "93 
The fact that ttadesmen taught in the schools did littie to raise the status of 
Manual Training. This belief was supported by J.Buchan, a retired educator,94 who 
saw first hand, ttadesmen employed as part-time teachers with some even gaining 
full-time positions. 
In the Rural Schools teachers were often part-time local ttadesman who 
became full time as the population grew...and a guy named Cox was the 
Manual Training teacher in Toogoolawah...And that wasn't unusual...the 
attitude towards Manual Arts, developed way back then. Because I can 
recollect.. .these old ttadesman, if it got a bit hot, would peal the old shirt 
off and teach the class in a Jacky-howe singlet.. .And that sort of attitude, 
and the fact that "Down in the shed there is the local ttadesman teaching our 
students a bit of manual something." You know what I mean?95 
Buchan also lays part of the blame for this stigma on the appointment of 
Inspector McCracken. McCracken's first position in 1946 was to report on 
Vocational Centtes, not on teachers or student achievement. When promoted to 
Inspector in 1951 he was not paid the same salary as other inspectors, a situation 
that was not rectified until the early 1970's. So the stigma against Manual Training 
extended down from the highest level, and fell on inspector, instmctors and part-
time teachers. 
And I think it's a reflection of our attitude to the subject too, it's something 
that Manual Training and Manual Arts...have been loaded down with it ever 
since way back.96 
L. Winkle, retired Director of Secondary Education, added another reason. 
He suggested that because of the conttol of the University over the public 
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examination system "many parents were reluctant to let their children do a subject 
for which they did not get credit on the certificate. "97 
Over die years, die care and responsibility for Manual Training teachers 
rested widi the inspectors but, because they were also Departmental employees, 
they were either reluctant or prevented from supporting teachers in industtial issues. 
Manual Training teachers' only recourse in such situations was through die 
Professional Officers Association (P.O.A.). 
An initiative to provide another form of support for teachers manifested 
itself into an association of like-minded colleagues. In 1963, the Queensland 
Manual Training Teachers' Association (QUMATTA) was inaugurated under the 
presidency of John Buchan. In his initial message to members, Buchan refers to the 
maturity of Manual Training teachers in forming the association and in striving for 
improved professionalism in both ttaining and teaching. He stated that: 
The Queensland Manual Training Teachers Association germinated from an 
idea by Mr Emie Smith (The Gap High School). It received an enthusiastic 
reception when proposed...and now has been duly formed and constituted.98 
The Association adopted a constitution which had as its aims 
(i) To consider the place and scope of Manual Arts in Education. 
(ii) To keep members informed of current ttends by means of a 
periodical.99,100 
QUMATTA had an initial membership of 120 and a management team of 14. It 
soon proved to be a dynamic collegiate which worked hard for die benefit of botti 
the teachers and the Manual Training subject area. 
With the restmcturing of the school system and the cessation of Manual 
Training in the primary schools, all Manual Training teachers were ttansferted to 
the high schools. However, even though they were classed as high school teachers, 
ttiey were not entitied to tiie £80 per year allowance granted to all the odier high 
school teachers. The inference was, that regardless of their individual ttade and 
technical qualifications, Manual Training teachers were apparentiy regarded as 
second rate teachers, at least in terms of their qualifications, loi 
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In April 1965, the editorial committee of QUMATTA commented on this 
issue of discrimination. The ultimate reason put forth was that Manual Training 
teachers were not ttained in an approved ttaining institution. However, the irony of 
die situation was, that there was no opportunity available to rectify this 
predicament. The implications of an inadequate ttaining program were suddenly 
brought to the fore. 102 As a result of this revelation, action was commenced by the 
management committee to petition for an appropriate, certified course of teacher 
education for future teachers of Manual Training subjects. This was finally achieved 
in 1970 after a prottacted stmggle with the Department. 
Even though there was inequality in pay scales, there was equal opportunity 
for promotion with the announcement in 1964 of vacancies for Subject Masters in 
all teaching areas. There were 22 schools with newly created positions, 14 in the 
mettopolitan area and eight in country schools. io3 The Manual Training subject area 
had at last gained equal status and equal rights with the others. 
Regardless of the stigma levelled against Manual Training teachers, they 
were not deterred and many strived hard to improve their own professional 
approach to teaching. K.Row and A.Whitnall from Kingaroy High, requested 
Departmental permission to use their own printed Grade 8 Homework Book. The 
arguments for its use were logical and persuasive but the Department refused the 
request. It claimed that it would be an extta cost on parents, it would lead to 
"undesirable uniformity", and would prevent teachers from using approaches suited 
to the needs of individual students. io4 Another example of commitment came from 
Donald Mould, a teacher at Coorparoo High. He wrote to the Director-General 
suggesting the use of safety instmction and safety tests on power tools for students. 
The matter was referted to the inspector but no immediate action was taken. io5 
The Term Bulletin of QUMATTA succeeded in achieving the second of the 
Association's aims, to provide a fomm for its members as the following exttacts 
show. In November 1968, the Association reported that it had gained the assistance 
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of inspector Ridler to seek Departmental approval for the co-opting of senior 
teachers to compile useful information regarding new teaching methods and audio-
visual equipment. Unfortunately, while die intention was plausible tiiere are no 
records to verify if such a move was implemented. io6 
G.Van Cooten in his President's address for 1969, reflected on die 
achievements of die association over die previous seven years. He expressed die 
belief diat few teachers would regret die imminent changes to die recmitinent and 
ttaining of new Manual Arts Teachers. He praised those who had conducted die 
ttaining program in past years and suggested ttiat ttieir excellent ttaining program 
and achievements may well have contributed to the delay in implementing a new 
ttaining program. He concluded: 
The implementation of longer ttaining periods is the first step in the long 
road ahead to better equipped workshops, new machines and materials, 
acceptance of senior level subjects and the slow but sure retteat from the 
endless examination grind, the joints, the little tin boxes and the steel jig-
saws of "that other era".io7 
Again in 1970, Van Cooten spoke of the changes facing his teaching fratemity. 
Manual Training is going to die hard in Queensland. It should be our task to 
ensure that the name Manual Arts is not used as a euphemism for the same 
old grind of yester-year. io8 
He commended innovative teachers and suggested that much more curriculum 
freedom would result from the aboUtion of the Junior Public Examination. It was 
becoming evident that, with the proposed changes to the teacher ttaining program, 
new enthusiasm was being experienced. 
The new President, G.W.Miller, called for better cooperation between 
members especially through the sharing of ideas on projects and teaching. He 
expressed the belief that Manual Arts teachers needed to consider the future of their 
students and not be bound by rigid past practices. io9 The new Radford System 
would usher in a period of demands on teachers but at the same time would afford a 
greater freedom in teaching, no These sentiments were echoed by F.Scholefield 
writing in the Term Bulletin in July 1970. It was important, he said, for all Manual 
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Arts teachers to become professionally involved and support the association.!" 
In the early years of its existence, the QUMATTA, provided both a fomm 
for its members and a force which confronted the Department on matters relating to 
both teaching and the curriculum. Finally, and perhaps most importantiy, it 
provided significant input into curriculum modification and development through its 
representation on the Board of Junior Secondary School Studies. 
TABLE 12 















































































































(Data taken from Annual Departmental Reports) 
The statistics shown in Table 12 give an interesting picture of the increase in 
Manual Training teachers during 1933-1970. These figures show an average yearly 
increase of .25 in die period 1935-1938 and 23.5 in die period 1957-1970 which 
reflect the growth pattems of both primary and secondary schools. "2 
3 3 6 
The Training of Manual Training Teachers 
The two models of teacher preparation for Manual Training subjects, a 
woodwork elective for primary teachers and the ttadesman entry program for 
intermediate and high school teachers, continued to be offered by the Department. 
Both were conducted by the Centtal Technical College staff. 
R.M.McDonnell, in his review of teacher ttaining in the period 1948-1954, 
discusses the schemes for ttaining teachers in Queensland. The interesting point 
about his discussion is that there is no mention of ttaining for specialist teachers 
such as Manual Training. "3 Whereas, by way of comparison, the Education 
Department of South Austtalia offered an Arts and Crafts Teacher's Certificate 
program. It was for teachers of Manual Training, Domestic Science, Drawing, 
Dressmaking and General Craft. This gave such specialist teachers equal status with 
primary teachers in the South Austtalian Department. "4 
In the Armual Report for 1958, the Deputy Director-General, 
G.K.D.Murphy, outiined the teacher education program in Queensland, but again, 
there was no mention of the program for Manual Training teachers. "5 One can only 
postulate about the reasons for this lack of recognition. First, the course was 
conducted by the technical college and not a ttaining college and thus possibly 
lacked appropriate credibility. Second, the course was of a limited 12 week 
duration. If this was a reason, then there was no recognition given to the five years 
of apprenticeship ttaining and additional journeyman experience needed for 
acceptance into the ttaining program. Third, there may well have been a stigma 
factor involved. Possibly because of their ttade backgrounds, they were not given 
the same acceptance and recognition as other teachers. Whatever the reasons, the 
fact remains, that Manual Training teachers were not afforded equal status or 
ttaining opportunities until 1970. 
The system of ttaining primary teachers to teach woodwork in the primary 
school Vocational Centtes was continued through the 1930's with male students 
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electing to attend the classes at the Centtal Technical College. They attended for 
one full day per week over six months. L. Winkle, who began his teacher ttaining in 
1936, recounted his experience in one of these courses. He said that because of a 
shortage of Manual Training teachers, male students at the Teachers' College, who 
had done Manual Training in primary school, were asked to undertake the ttaining 
course at the Centtal Technical College. 
But anyway, that group ttained for six months and then was placed in 
primary school centtes where it was only primary school level stuff we were 
teaching. We did woodwork, metalwork and leatherwork and drawing. It 
just so happens 1 went to Milton State school."6 
While the course, short as it was, proved successful in providing teachers 
for the expanding vocational education program, there was some concem expressed 
about the methodology employed. Inspector J.Hill recommended that the stmcture 
of these classes and the teaching methods employed during the ttaining period be in 
line with those of the actual teaching situations in schools. He therefore proposed 
diat: 
To conform to school organisation, a manual ttaining teacher must be 
prepared to teach a class as large as 25. These Training College students 
divided into classes of 12 or 13 are, therefore, being taught by methods 
which will not provide the experience necessary to enable them later to 
conduct classes of 20 to 25."7 
He argued that the ttainees should be taught by methods appropriate to their future 
teaching situations. The syllabus work was not difficult, and the standard of 
workmanship expected of the pupils was not too high. Therefore, "as they are 
intelligent, observant and orderly ""8 they should be able to cope under the 
proposed new teaching artangements. Interestingly, the notion of classes of 20 to 25 
pupils became the accepted practice through until the 1990's. 
Apparentiy the ttaining program varied from time to time depending on the 
situation and the demand for specialist teachers. McGillivray reporting on 
developments in the college during 1935 said the Unemployed Youth's Vocational 
Training Scheme was used by the college to provide additional ttaining for several 
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existing teachers. E.Kalinin, a woodworking instiiictor, and two ottier ttadesmen 
gained sufficient expertise in tinsmitiiing and leatiierwork to become qualified 
Manual Training teachers. Ridler, at die time was primarily appointed to teach 
woodworking to Unemployed Youdis, but spent part of his time, under Mr 
Maynard's direction, teaching woodworking to apprentices and otiier students. 
The Training Scheme was also used by primary teachers wishing to become 
full time vocational teachers. 
Towards die end of 1934, five ttainees from die Teachers' Training College 
were ttansferred to the Centtal Technical College and received ttaining in 
Woodworking, Sheetmetal working and Leather working in order to fit ttiem 
for Manual Training Teaching in small schools. "9 
A distinction was beginning to emerge. Those primary teachers who were qualified 
to teach woodwork only were called Vocational Teachers whereas the titie Manual 
Training was reserved for those who were qualified to teach woodwork, tinsmithing 
and leatherwork as well as drawing. 
The ttaining of teachers was primarily the responsibility of the Teachers 
Training College and in the 1930's there were proposals made to include Manual 
Training within the college's jurisdiction. The first move brought about the 
inclusion of woodwork as an elective. A second proposal in 1935, was raised by the 
principal who suggested that the role of the college should be extended and include 
emphasis on subjects such as Art and Craft and Manual Training. 120 While the first 
two subjects gained admission, the latter remained the responsibility of the 
Technical Education Branch for many years. 
During 1930 to 1937, 179 primary teachers received ttaining in woodwork 
at the Centtal Technical College. The course for each of the years recorded 
comprised benchwork, theory and drawing, and the standard was the Intermediate 
level.'21 The pattem of ttainee numbers possibly reflected the expansion of 
vocational classes and the inclusion of vocational subjects in the 1936 Scholarship 
Examination, (see Table 13) 
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TABLE 13 
STATISTICS ON PRIMARY TEACHER TRAINEES 
















36 ttainees: 1st half year 




(Data taken from State Archives records) 122 
The primary teachers' woodwork course apparently ceased in 1938 for 
McGillivray reported in 1939 that "for the first time for some years no 
Woodworking class was required for ttainees from the Teachers' Training 
College. "123 There was no reason given for the cessation of the course. As there is 
hmited documentation relating to this ttaining program available in the Department 
files, it might be assumed that the scheme was terminated in favour of the 
ttadesman entry program. 
The Tradesman Entry Program 
Morris, reporting in 1937, outiined the program adopted by the Department 
for the preparation of Manual Training teachers. 
Several years ago a scheme for ttaining teachers of Manual Subjects was 
undertaken. A number of men between the ages of twenty and thirty who 
had served their apprenticeship to the more highly skilled trades were 
selected. In all cases care was taken that the general education, ttade and 
technical ttaining of the persons selected were of a high order, and attention 
was given to the likelihood of the persons chosen showing aptitude for 
teaching. 124 
The appointees were given three months ttaining to teach woodwork, sheet-
metalwork, leatherwork, drawing and ttade mathematics to school pupils and 
possibly apprentices. In some cases these teachers taught college diploma subjects. 
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Thus, while not gaining additional 'academic' qualifications, these ttainees were 
well qualified in dieir specialist ttade areas. 
One teacher who ttained under tiiis program was E.H.Ridler. He recounted 
his experience following his apprenticeship. 
Now at the C.T.C, the Trade School was, in effect, a glorified Manual Arts 
with die woodwork, metalwork, blacksmidiing and sheet-metalwork and 
technical drawing. That was all part of our ttaining in the early ttiirties...in 
those days any Manual Arts teachers were what was considered some of the 
better ttadesmen, whatever ttade they were ttained in, who die Department 
in it's wisdom, selected. 
The kind of teacher ttaining was that they had the small groups at C.T.C. 
Again they Cried to get a cross section of the ttades because some 
[vocational] centtes were Manual Training sections attached to the technical 
colleges and there was a ttansfer of die ttade expertise from Manual 
Training to apprenticeship.!25 
There appears to be little material available relating to courses for Manual 
Training teachers during 1938-1956. The Education Office Gazette first published 
advertisements for Teachers of Manual Training Subjects in 1946, but gave no 
details of the ttaining program. Suitable applicants were scarce as the war would 
have created a serious shortage of qualified ttadesmen. 126 in a second advertisement 
for 1946 the Department was seeking one ttained teacher. Division I, for 
appointment to the Centtal Technical College. This would have been a promotional 
position although retumed ex-servicemen were encouraged to apply. 127 
In 1956, a ttaining program was approved by the Public Service 
Commissioner and letters of offer were sent to the successful applicants. In August 
of the same year, 24 ttainee teachers commenced a course to prepare them to teach 
Manual Training subjects. The course was of 16 weeks duration and successful 
students were to be appointed teachers on probation. 128,129 phe other significant 
point in this correspondence was the fact tiiat the ttaining course was to be held at 
the Brisbane Central State School. This meant that the Centtal Technical College no 
longer conducted the program. 
A.E.Bradbury, who later became an Inspector, underwent his initial ttaining 
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course at The Centtal Practising School in 1956.'3o Bradbury described his 
experience thus. 
In my case 1956. For 16 weeks. We started in August, late August. It was 
called the Centtal Practising School, St Pauls Terrace. Frank Scholetield 
and Frank O'Shea |were the instmctors]. Teacher selection was...they had 
three people there. There was Joe McCracken, the leader of the interview 
session, G.J.Black who was the Deputy Director of Secondary Education, 
and a representative of the public service. i3" 
In December 1956 the Department compiled a list of applicants for Public 
Service appointments. Of particular interest is the fact that none of the applicants 
had service records extending beyond 1948.132 This appears sttange since this 
scheme of teacher preparation had commenced in 1928 and was advertised in the 
Education Office Gazette as late as 1946. It could mean that there was no service 
recognition given before 1948 or altematively no official records had been kept. A 
third and feasible explanation is that in 1948, Manual Training teachers were 
ttansferred from the Centtal Technical College to the Industrial High School which 
was thereafter administered by the Department. This may well have been when 
official teacher employment records were commenced. An another interesting fact 
is that the official school/staffing registers did not have a category for Manual 
Training even as late as 1956. There were headings for General, Commercial and 
Domestic Science, but none for Manual Training. i33 
Close monitoring of the progress of students in the ttaining program and 
later during their teaching appointments was carried out by McCracken. 134 A 
ttaining program had now been established and the standards were set at the Junior 
Examination level. Successful ttainees were sent notification of their appointment 
and die conditions relating to their employment. The topics of salary, date of 
commencement, ttavelling expenses and union membership were addressed. 135436 
There is evidence to show that these appointees were given a probationary period in 
which to prove their teaching ability. 
The reports submitted on the probationary services of these teachers show 
that generally their services have been satisfactory and the Inspector of 
Manual Training has also reported favourably on their professional work.i37 
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In 1959, the ttaining course had been re-located to govemment buildings at 
Windsor and was supervised by the head teacher of the Windsor State School. One 
of the ttainees commented that a good feature of the course was the pay. They were 
paid at first year teacher rates for the 16 weeks which was better than their previous 
ttade rates of pay.'38 
The Queensland Institute of Educational Research in 1960, submitted a 
paper to the Committee of Inquiry into Secondary Education. While there were 
three pages devoted to Manual Training, the most important issue raised was that 
relating to the preparation of Manual Training teachers. The current program was 
outlined and then proposals for appropriate changes were presented. Basically the 
committee suggested that the ttainees should come through an Industtial Junior and 
Senior and undertake two year's ttaining at the Training College. Altematively the 
ttade entry program should be extended to 12 months.'39 it is interesting to note 
that these proposals were in line with the new ttaining program which came into 
effect in 1970. 
Through the early 1960's, the expansion of secondary education meant new 
schools and additional teachers were needed. This growth created positions for an 
additional 25 Manual Training teachers for the 1963 school year.i4o Approval to mn 
a ttaining program was given by ttie Public Service Commissioner in April 1962. 
An advertisement was subsequentiy prepared to atttact suitable applicants. The 
essential qualifications were: Applicants to be under 40 years of age; they must 
have a Junior Certificate; a completed apprenticeship to one of the metal or 
woodworking ttades; satisfactory experience as a journeyman; and satisfactory 
results at an approved Technical College. i4iJ42 x^e requirements placed an 
emphasis on technical rather than academic qualifications. 
In 1963, there were 28 ttainees accepted for the course. It was conducted in 
ttie recentiy completed Manual Training block at ttie new Hendra High School. The 
building was spacious, well equipped, and offered splendid facilities for the ttainee 
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teachers and instmctors.'43 McCracken, in 1963, also inttoduced a new 
development in relation to the qualifications of prospective teachers. 
During interviews with applicants for positions of Teacher of Manual 
Training Subjects last year, they were advised that if selected they would be 
required to further their educational standard by taking progressively at least 
five Senior subjects, including senior Geomettical and Perspective Drawing. 
They were further reminded of their obligation in this regard during their 
ttaining course.'44 
In a follow-up move, McCracken recommended that 'letters to show cause' be sent 
to those in violation of this requirement. This was approved by the Director-
General. This appeared to be a new condition of employment and was possibly a 
sttategy to upgrade the status of Manual Training teachers through higher entry 
qualifications. 
In October 1963, The P.O.A. approached the Department with a proposal to 
improve the ttaining program. It claimed that the ttaining program had not changed 
since it was first implemented some 40 years earlier. It recommended that there be 
two phases, namely. 
Phase 1. Initial Practical Training of four weeks in basic content of school 
syllabuses. 
Phase 2. Inservice ttaining. Two days a week m a suburban high school and 
three days in academically oriented studies and further practical work. 
A certificate to be issued on successful completion of the course. i45 
The Department was tardy in responding and, after several follow up letters from 
the P.O.A., replied that there were no changes proposed. 
When a change is made it will probably be to recmit from successful 
candidates at the Senior Public Examination who have previously taken a 
Junior Industrial Course. 
The Department of Education regards a scheme involving three days of the 
week at college and two days at school not as inservice ttaining but as initial 
teacher ttaining.'46 
McCracken was not in favour of changing the program. In his own way, he was 
progressive, but at the same time he appeared to be reluctant to upgrade the status 
of Manual Training through a more academic ttaining program. He worked hard 
for 'technical' improvements such as equipment and safety ttaining and in effect 
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influenced the school curticulum.'47.148 
The qualification stigma was again highlighted in die Annual Report for 
1963. In die section on teacher ttaining, it was ttie only teaching area not 
mentioned. 149 One is left to speculate die reason why. Nevertiieless, tiie ttaining 
program continued to function at a number of centtes including Brisbane Centtal 
State School, Supply and Stores Building at Windsor, Hendra High School and 
eventtially at East Brisbane State School commencing in 1964. McCracken had 
recommended diat a permanent site be allocated at East Brisbane.'5o His arguments 
in support of this proposal involved ensuring that the students were capable of 
teaching the new syllabus.'5' 
It is proposed to set up the Manual Training building at East Brisbane State 
School as a permanent ttaining centte for Trainee Teachers of Manual 
Training Subjects.'52 
Such a course was to include wood and metal tuming in line with changes to the 
secondary curriculum. However, it is not clear who was responsible for these 
changes. It is possible that McCracken was highly involved as he was appointed to 
the Board of Post Primary Studies and Examinations in 1960, and argued sttongly 
for such 'ttade' skills to be included.!53 
Twenty ttainees were welcomed by both the Director and Deputy Director 
of Secondary Education at the commencement of the 1964 program at the new 
location. The course was to be under the direction of Mr.F.O'Shea and Mr 
A.Till. 154 The East Brisbane primary centte was retained by the Department as a 
training centte for future Manual Training Teachers. It was set up with extta 
machines and equipment to allow the ttainees to cover the requirements more 
readily than before. The facilities included one drawing room, one woodwork 
room, one metalwork room and a machine shop. 155 
The establishment of the permanent ttaining centte meant that there was no 
intention to link the program with the Teachers' College. Why this was the case is 
not clear. Perhaps it was thought that Manual Training teachers did not require any 
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academic ttaining but could survive by teaching only technical work. This attitude 
has been an enigma for many Manual Training teachers ever since. 
An essential part of teacher preparation was exposure, under supervision, to 
actual classroom practice and McCracken acknowledged the importance of this. In 
response he requested approval be granted for ttainees to attend high schools to gain 
practical experience.!56 The practice had been established as early as 1961 with 
students attending for five days in the 16 week program. 
One of the problems with McCracken's understanding of teaching was that 
he interpreted it as involving a lock-step approach. Trainees practised and made the 
syllabus exercises which then became the models for their future classes to 
emulate. 157 Yet this approach was denounced by the Department in its reply to Row 
and Whitnall's proposal to use a set homework book. 158 
In 1965, the P.O.A. again wrote to the Director-General on two matters. 
The first was a request that newly appointed teachers should not be posted to one-
man centtes. It was argued that they would not find ready guidance and assistance 
in matters pertaining to both teaching and the management of a centte. The 
Department rejected the argument and countered by saying that the head teacher 
could provide all the support necessary and further, that the smaller classes made 
teaching so much easier.!59 The tme nature of the one teacher situation may not 
have been fully appreciated by the Inspector or the Director-General. There were 
positives as well as negatives but there was certainly littie professional or technical 
expertise available from head teachers. i6o The second issue related to representation 
on Departmental committees by practising teachers. The Department denied that 
such committees had been formed but intimated that a new Board of Junior 
Secondary School Studies was to be appointed and Manual Training representation 
would be approved. 161 
The ttaining program continued under the guidance of McCracken who 
again in 1965, requested that improvements be made to the premises and new 
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equipment be supplied to improve the ttaining course.'62 Under the direction of 
F.O'Shea, R.P.Dillon and F.Scholefield, 36 ttainees under-took the ttaining 
course'63 and in 1966, a further 38 ttainees entered the program.'64 
A Safety Training program was incorporated for ttainees in 1966.165 This 
was a responsible move by McCracken. There was mention of a safety program a 
few years before for practising teachers but this was the first for ttainees. It would 
appear that the initiative was extemal and was offered by the Department of 
Occupational Health and Safety. 
By 1967, Ridler, appointed as senior inspector, replaced McCracken who 
was suffering ill-health. In incorporating his understanding of leaming, he sought 
permission for the purchase of technical books and reference materials for the 
ttaining program. This was the first mention of any such use of printed material and 
reflected something of the importance Ridler placed on the use of texts and 
academic leaming. 166 
The QUMATTA executive wrote to the Director of Secondary Education in 
mid 1966 expressing concem over a special six week ttaining course for six 
prospective teachers. Unfortunately, the Director took offence at the tone of the 
letter and sought an interview with the secretary. The association managed to have 
its president and secretary meet with the Director and McCracken. The matter was 
discussed, the facts presented and the tension was eased. The association was in fact 
reprimanded for becoming involved in an industrial issue, one which should have 
been dealt with by the P.O.A. While the association was right in expressing its 
views the representatives acknowledged that the matter should have been handled 
differentiy.167 
Teacher ttaining was a contentious issue. The association continued to 
petition for a better ttaining program while the Department apparentiy ignored the 
requests. In 1967, the association had drawn up and forwarded a submission to the 
Committee to Review Teacher Training. Briefly the submission contained the 
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following points. 
Certification of Manual Training Teachers: 
(a) Trainee teachers to be given the opportunity, with all other teachers, to 
qualify for a Trained Teacher Certificate. (Manual Arts) 
(b) Provision for in-service ttaining facilities be given to practising teachers 
to enable them to qualify for a Trained Teacher Certificate. (Manual 
Arts)!68 
The submission also sought opportunity for promotion, regular seminars, input to 
the syllabus, modified courses, improved supply system and better technical 
libraries. The submission was forward-looking and certainly reflected the altmistic 
intentions of the association towards their fellow teachers. The Association included 
with its submission a letter which outiined the position it had taken. It referred to 
similar ttaining programs in the other States which, it believed, justified its position 
with regards to the submission.!69 
QUMATTA also submitted a Joint Proposal which included :-
1. A Manual Arts Certificate Course of ttiree years with Year 12 Student 
Entry. 
2. A Manual Arts Certificate Course of one year with Joumeyman Entry. 
Both courses were to contain General Subjects and Craft or Technical Subjects. The 
association also laid claim to the new name 'Manual Arts'.i7o This was a significant 
break-through for both the association, which was pro-active, and for Manual 
Training in general, which would reap ttemendous benefits if such a scheme was 
adopted. 
However, all did not go well. In 1969, two years after the submission was 
sent to the Conunittee, the association wrote to the Mmister expressing their 
disappointment and concem that no reply had been received from the committee. 
The secretary also explained the concern about the inequality of the existing training 
course and sought a deputation to discuss the issues. The Minister responded by 
suggesting that the Director be approached and indicated that he preferred to deal 
du-ectiy with the Teachers' Union on such matters. This prompted the association to 
reply, pointing out that Manual Training teachers did not have affiliation with the 
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Teachers' Union. It again reiterated the anomalies in teacher ttaining and rejoined 
that requests for audiences with die Director-General had been unfmitful. As a 
result they had resorted to approach the Minister. 
The Minister replied saying that he would be prepared to meet the 
association delegates as soon as his schedule would permit and requested a copy of 
die relevant submissions, etc.'7' He later wrote suggesting tiiat tiie association 
would be well advised to meet widi die Director. Subsequentiy a meeting was 
arranged for die 15 September 1969. The Items discussed at die meeting included :-
(i) Certification of Manual Training Teachers. 
(ii) Position of Practising Manual ttaining Teachers. 
(iii) Classification. 
(iv) Position of Syllabus. 
(v) Modified Manual Arts Course. 
(vi) Supply Scheme. 
(vii) Technical Libraries.'72 
G.Van Cooten, die president, reported in the Term Bulletin that it was a very 
amicable meeting and much progress had been made. The main concem was over 
the ttaining program. The interview process revealed that teachers, united through a 
professional association, were able to communicate their mutual concems to the 
Department. 
A New Approach to the Preparation of Manual Training Teachers 
Back m 1968, QUMATTA was determined to be heard in relation to a better 
ttaining program for future teachers, so it approached the P.O. A. for support. 
P.M.Coyne, the General Secretary, wrote to the Director-General accordingly. He 
asked that the ttaining course curtentiy in progress, be extended until at least the 
first term in 1969 and that a certificate be issued to successful ttainees. Further, he 
proposed that all previous graduates be issued with similar certification.i73,i74 A 
reply was received on 27 November 1968 from the Director-General who 
responded rather curtiy: 
With reference to your letter of the 6th instant conceming the present 
ttaining course for Manual Training Teachers, 1 wish to advise you that the 
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matter of a longer course of teacher ttaining along the lines suggested is at 
present under consideration. The award of an appropriate certificate is 
involved in the decision to be made. 
It is not practicable to lengthen the current course.'75 
However, the long awaited changes to the training program were finally 
approved by Cabinet in October 1969.'76177 J[^Q rewards for such persistence 
became evident with the announcement that a new ttaining program for Manual 
Arts teachers was to begin in Febmary 1970. In an agreement with all interested 
parties, a joint ttaining scheme was to be conducted at the Mount Gravatt Teachers' 
College. There was to be a three year course for senior graduates and a one year 
course for ttadesmen. The practical subjects were to be taught at the East Brisbane 
Centte until suitable facilities could be built at the Mount Gravatt Teachers College. 
All the other academic subjects would be taught at Mount Gravatt. 178479 
This pleasing outcome was basically what had been advocated by the 
association and was also comparable to that operating in other states. The evolution 
of the ttaining program had been painfully slow. The original entry requirements 
had changed littie, the duration of the course was extended to 16 weeks, but the 
course basically prepared the ttainees to make and teach the set projects. After 42 
years of 12 to 16 week courses, Manual Training teachers were finally given a 
comparable ttaining program, certification and equality of status with other 
secondary school teachers. It was a victory for QUMATTA. 180 
Prior to this development there was a yearly routine procedure for the 
preparation of a new intake of ttainees. An advertisement was draftedi8i and 
approved, 182 the secondment of ttaining instmctors artanged,i83 a special allowance 
applied fori84 and the location of the course at East Brisbane confirmed. i85 A Safety 
Course for the ttainees had been incorporated and proved very successful.!86 
Following graduation, those teachers who had not successfully passed the various 
Industrial Junior Subjects were required to do so as part of their acceptance 
agreement. In 1968 there were 22 teachers in this predicament.!87 
Ridler, in preparing for the 1970 intake, as usual prepared a detailed 
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submission on teacher requirements. The document gave details of staffing 
predictions for 1970, lists of additional staff required for existing and new schools, 
anticipated resignations, retirements, etc., and calculations indicating diat 50 new 
teachers would need to be ttained in 1970.'88 He was possibly unaware of die 
imminence of the new proposal. 
Work now had to be undertaken immediately to prepare ttaining college 
courses, appoint staff, arrange for suitable facilities and coordinate all this within 
die teacher ttaining program operating at tiie Mount Gravatt Teacher Training 
College. A.J.Nimmo, ttie College Principal, was most cooperative and witii a 
committee of interested members, including F.Barry, R.Singleton, S.Cross, 
J.Buchan, L.Winkle, W.Gdhs, G.Semple, E.Hiley, M.J.McCormack, N.Hart, 
Dr.K.Tronc and R.Walker, plarming was soon effected.'89 The general stmcture of 
the course was to prepare students for both the practical and pedagogical aspects of 
teaching Manual Arts.'9o 
Apparentiy no time was wasted in preparing the two courses for the start of 
the 1970 college year. Applications for student scholarships to the course were 
called in November. Applicants were required to be interviewed by their school 
principal and his report, together with the application form, was to be sent to the 
Department for the selection process. i9i 
Buchan, who was a member of the original committee, reflected on the 
events surrounding the implementation of the program. 
And then I think that the subject association is important from the point of 
view of teacher education because it was on the sttength of the QMATA 
submission that [Manual Arts] teacher education got on and got a foot hold 
in the Mount Gravatt college.'92 
Buchan claimed that the Manual Training submission was so well researched 
and presented that it became the basis for the new program. It was an important 
achievement for Manual Training for at last they had the opportunity to undergo 
formal and recognised ttaining equivalent to that of other teachers. One of the main 
3 5 1 
benefits to come from this ttaining course was the liberalisation of the curriculum. 
No longer was the content strictly regulated by well meaning but conservative and 
ttaditional instmctors. The course opened the way for new approaches, new 
methodology and teaching sttategies which would enhance the presentation and 
atttactiveness of the subject area. 
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A TIME OF TRANSITION AND RESTRUCTURING 
Changes in the Primary Sector 
There were several significant developments in ttie evolution of Manual 
Training during ttiis ttiird period of die research. All die initiatives to include 
vocational education in die primary sector, altiiough achieving widespread success, 
were phased out by die eariy 1960's. However, Manual Training was not relegated 
to a place in antiquity, but instead underwent a phase of ttansition as it moved 
further into die realm of secondary education. These developments and changes to 
the individual programs are examined in this Chapter. 
The Diminution of the Rural School 
The Rural school movement had grown substantially since its humble 
beginning at Nambour in 1917. By 1930, there were some 18 Rural schools which 
catered for pupils from over 200 schools. But the tme concept of the Rural school 
was modified to suit local demands and was sttongly influenced by the rapid 
expansion of the Vocational Centtes. In the majority of these schools, farming 
theory and practice gave way to craft instmction, and only a few Rural schools 
maintained the initial concept and purpose of a tme mral education. 
During the 1930'S, there was a sense of disappointment expressed by many 
of the district inspectors at the poor attendances at some of the Rural schools. Lack 
of suitable ttansport was often quoted as inhibiting attendance, i Inspector Tmdgian 
made a pertinent comment on this issue. He indicated that apparentiy those pupils 
who believed a State Scholarship was necessary for entry into Secondary education, 
could not see the value in the practical subjects and therefore did not want to waste 
time with them. He concluded "such manual ttaining is of immense value to all, and 
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sometiiing should be done to encourage every pupil to secure it".2 Still new Rural 
schools were built, and one of these sited at Pomona, which opened in October 
1935, was equipped to cater for the many feeder schools surrounding it.3 
Inspector Pestorius made most favourable comments on the vocational 
subjects and especially about the overall benefits derived from such practical 
leaming. 
Boys show great interest in their handcraft subjects, and many well made 
articles were seen. The best work was seen where articles are made 
additional to those in the Manual Training booklet. Experience has shown 
that hand-ttaining has created in a lad a greater interest in other school 
subjects, resulting in increased educational efficiency.4 
It is interesting to note in this typical report, that there was much more comment 
about the workshop leaming than there was about the farming aspect. One might 
assume that the leaming outcomes were more tangible and visible where projects 
were made. Also, it may have been very difficult for the inspectors, being 
unqualified, to make comment on farm production, as such judgements needed 
expertise. However, the reason was possibly the move towards the farming project 
clubs which were mn independentiy from the workshop program. 
Cunningham et al., believed that the establishment of Rural Schools meant 
diat the curriculum needs of the country students were addressed. "The curriculum 
is biased towards the special industries in the area in which the school is located. "5 
They made particular reference to the industrial aspects of the course- woodworking 
for farm constmction; harness-making; and elementary black-smithing. But very 
few of the so-called Rural schools could provide such a comprehensive curriculum. 
McKenna, in 1934, reported that there were still many pupils in outiying 
schools who did not have access to Rural school ttaining. This was the case even 
with the service provided by the Travelling schools. 
To extend the same facilities...special attention has been given to the 
selection and ttaining of candidates of outstanding ability who...will be able 
to teach this work in isolated primary schools, as well as the ordinary school 
subjects. Training in the manual and domestic arts will thus eventually be 
available to all except the very smallest school centtes.^ 
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The concept of dual teaching roles had been ttialled as early as 1922 when primary 
trainees took lessons in woodwork at die Centtal Technical College. But would ttiis 
have adequately prepared diem to teach all die subjects in die Rural school 
curriculum? There is some doubt expressed by tiie autiior tiiat tiiey could possibly 
have been competent in all four subjects. McKenna might not have understood die 
implications for teaching this curriculum, but at least he was amenable to the 
extension of the scheme. 
According to Inspector Dunlop, the benefits of Rural school attendance went 
far beyond the formal curriculum. From his observations, he believed that the 
pupils gained in many ways. 
Not only the manual work itself, but also the ttavel and the contact with 
other teachers and other pupils are broadening influences of incalculable 
benefit to the children from these small schools. Furthermore...the Rural 
school work induces parents to keep their children at school longer than the 
normal period.7 
Perhaps the real evolution of the Rural school is depicted in the move by the 
Nambour School in 1945. In order to maintain its original charter, it inttoduced a 
Junior Certificate Course in Agriculture. This then forced the other Rural schools to 
choose between a tme agricultural course or a regular vocational course.8 
The Rural school disappeared statistically from the annual reports in the mid 
1940's possibly reflecting the gravitation to vocational classes. Thus ended an 
innovation that proved highly successful and one which provided a solid foundation 
for the growth of Vocational Centtes which offered Manual Training and Domestic 
Science instmction to country pupils. 
Primary Vocational Classes in Manual Training 
Manual Training in the primary sector developed from the success of the 
Rural school and the vocational classes olfered by the technical colleges. The 
achievement of the Wooloowin experiment also encouraged many State school 
committees to request similar centtes to be established. But the main development 
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occurted in the country schools in the period from the 1930's to the late 1950's. 
Expansion of Vocational Classes 
A conttibuting factor in the growth of Manual Training in the primary 
schools was awareness of the benefits of the scheme. This was often promulgated in 
instmctions from the Director of Education advising head teachers of die availability 
of free places for their pupils in neighbouring Vocational Centtes.9 Updated 
instmctions on administtation were also issued to keep the centtes informed about 
Departmental policy, lo 
The spread of Vocational Centtes was quite substantial in the early years. By 
1933, there were 59 centtes in operation in a range of institutions. These included 
nine technical colleges, three intermediate schools, one high school, 20 Rural 
schools and 26 State schools, n 
Reports by the district inspectors on the Manual Training classes, although 
brief, were generally of a positive nature. For example, Bevington in 1933, 
mentioned the good work being done at Beenleigh, Beaudesert, Coolangatta, 
Southport and Wyimum Centtal, and also at the Blind and Deaf Schools. 12 In 1934, 
four inspectors made reports. Jeffrey indicated that schools adjacent to Gatton High 
School or Marburg Rural School attended for vocational classes in woodwork, 
leatherwork and sheet-metalwork. In other cases, the students attended a centtal 
school and competent visiting teachers from Gatton or Marburg provided 
insttuction. 13 Inglis reported that boys and girls attended classes at the Toowoomba 
Technical College while pupils attending Crow's Nest, Geham, and Pittsworth 
showed keen interest. i4 According to Hendren, Blackall, Jericho, Aramac, 
Barcaldine, Longreach, Alpha and Emerald were equipped for vocational classes 
and a possible extension was planned for Clermont. He added that they all catered 
for large numbers of pupils and "are fulfilling the purpose for which they were 
created". 15 Fartell commented that while no Rural school had been established in 
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his region, five Vocational Centtes were operating. But he added that an extension 
of the scheme was needed. !6 
Statistics provided by Morris in 1935, help give a clearer picttire of ttie 
extent of Manual Training in the primary sector. Table 14 lists details associated 
with the provision of vocational classes conducted at State Schools.!7 
TABLE 14 
STATISTICS ON THE PROVISION OF VOCATIONAL 
CLASSES: 1935 
Number of schools offering vocational subjects -
Number of teachers involved e.g. Manual Training -








By 1937, there were 45 centtes offering vocational classes and 227 schools 
sent pupils to these classes. 18 These figures had increased in 1955 to 115 Domestic 
Science Centtes and 107 Manual Training Centtes and catered for approximately 
15,500 girls and 16,3(X) boys respectively with ages ranging from 12 to 17 years. 
Adults were also welcomed at evening classes in subjects such as dressmaking, 
cookery, millinery, cakeicing, hobby woodwork, tinsmithing, and leatherwork.19 
These statistics indicate the ttemendous growth and role of the practical subjects in 
the primary curriculum. No other subjects were mentioned in the Director-General's 
report, which could indicate the importance these subjects were gaining. 
Altematively, possibly in view of the fact that they were expensive they needed to 
be justified by providing statistics. Whatever the reason. Manual Training had 
become popular and was apparentiy enttenched in the curriculum. 
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Positive reports from the district inspectors continued to be presented in the 
succeeding years. Chadwick reported on a positive note that "the pupils appear to be 
very interested in their work, which generally reaches quite a reasonable standard of 
workmanship. "20 Rahmann stated that vocational classes were held at eight centtes 
in his district.2! Moorhouse, in 1937 and 1938, said the centtes in his region served 
bodi their own pupils and pupils from neighbouring districts.22 "The pupils spend 
one day every week at the vocational classes, and they derive much benefit and 
enjoyment from these activities. "23 Similar comments were recorded by Inspectors 
Tmdgian,24 Walton25 and Moorhouse who perhaps showed a greater affinity to the 
vocational classes. 
The various branches of Manual Training and Home Science work appear on 
the whole to be well taught to pupils who are interested indeed in these 
increasingly important subjects.26 
However, while there were many positive reports on the country centtes, very little 
recognition was given to the work done in the mettopolitan schools. The 
Wooloowin Vocational Centte had been operating since 1918 but it was not until 
1936 that sheet-metalwork was included in the curriculum." This possibly aligned 
with the inttoduction of Manual Training subjects in the Scholarship examination. 
Nevertheless limited reports by the district inspectors did provide an 
indication of the benefits of the vocational education program in the mettopolitan 
schools. In 1936, Fartell reported that: 
the results justified the experiment and warranted an extension of the work... 
Project work and hand work made the pupils confident and developed 
initiative and responsiveness. 28 
His comments tended to applaud the 'handwork', but there was also a suggestion of 
condescension to those pupils who were not attempting the public examinations. 
The extension of the vocational program in centtal Queensland was reported 
on enthusiastically by Inspector Hendren. He commented on the new and 
remodelled facilities adding, that with improved staffing, much more valuable and 
effective work could be achieved.29 Such developments were confirmed by Morris 
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in his report for 1936. However, he commented on the difficulty of meeting die 
increasing demand. 
Very many requests for the extension of Manual Training and Domestic 
Science insttuction have been received from country centtes, and most 
parents are fully alive to the value of this instmction.3o 
It is interesting to note that, while the vocational classes were conducted in State 
schools, the records and reports show that the Technical Education Branch was still 
responsible for providing the facilities and staff. It would appear that while the 
value of such leaming was acknowledged by the Department it was beyond the 
scope of either the secondary or primary branches to provide the necessary 
resources. 31 
In his role as Director of Secondary Education, G.J.Black reported on the 
rapid expansion of vocational classes throughout Queensland. In 1957, there were 
14 centtes, each with an average weekly attendance of over 400 pupils, and 39 
centtes with weekly attendances of 100 to 400 pupils. These centtes catered for 
Year 7 and eight pupils. His concem was for providing places for the larger cohort 
of Year 7 pupils in 1958.32 in his following report. Black stated that em-olments 
were beyond all expectations. "The number of primary-school pupils eligible to 
attend classes in Manual Traming and Home Science reached an all-time record in 
1959. "33 While the Travelling Schools continued to serve the remote areas of the 
State, additional evening classes for adults in Home Science and Manual Training 
centtes were offered to meet the great demand in both the mettopolitan and country 
areas. 
These two informative reports by Morris and Black, focus significantiy on 
the vocational subjects. It was as if the situation had reached a peak and sttained the 
limited resources available. One might question the prominence of such reporting. 
Was it that the subjects were seen as being of major educational importance? Was it 
because of the sttong and increasing demand for the subjects? Or was it because 
Black, who had been principal of the Industrial High School, and had served as 
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Inspector of High Schools and Technical Colleges, possibly had an allegiance to its 
viability? It is also interesting to note that Black, the Director of Secondary 
Education, was assuming more authority over the vocational subjects. This was 
probably due to the expansion of Manual Training in the secondary schools and the 
future ttansfer of all vocational classes to the high schools. 
The Adminisfration of Vocational Centres 
The operation of the vocational education program was not something that 
was pre-planned on a long term basis but rather developed in a piece-meal fashion. 
As problems arose, solutions were proposed and acted upon. A major concem to the 
success of the program was efficient and effective ttansport arrangements to enable 
pupils to attend classes. This issue was raised by Inspector Drain in 1935. He 
recommended that the whole scheme of ttansport to technical colleges needed to be 
investigated and an efficient program devised. He did not suggest aboUtion of the 
subjects but rather improvement of access.34 
Vocational Centtes were usually established in centtalised locations, that is, 
in a school which had other schools in close proximity. But even so, there was still 
the problem of conveying pupils to ttie centtes. Interestingly, the ttansportation of 
students to schools was pioneered through the establishment of the Rural School and 
diis led to die implementation of other ttansport schemes.35 
Approved ttansport included ttain or registered bus services. Nevertheless, 
die use of the railways was not a simple solution. Tickets had to be purchased and 
issued to pupils. Strict records had to be maintained and unused tickets retumed for 
refunds. In 1941, pupils were expected to pay a refundable deposit on their 
tickets.36 Rail ttansport was essential to most students who wanted to attend 
vocational classes. They were usually allowed a half or even a full day to ttavel and 
attend instmction at nearby schools.37 But often the timetables were not suitable and 
classes were geared to the arrival and departure of the ttains. Buchan, who taught in 
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a Rural School, reflected on ttavel arrangements. 
But 1 know in the Rural Schools, children used to ttavel from all over the 
place. I taught in a Rural School at Lowood and die classes were geared to 
the rail motors, on a single line. On a Monday it was the students from the 
up-rail motor and on Wednesdays or Thursdays it was the students on die 
down-rail motor.38 
The extent of the school ttansport system can be gauged by die figures quoted by 
the Minister for Education in 1959. "During 1959, there were 517 daily services to 
primary schools, 36 to secondary schools and 150 weekly services to vocational 
classes. "39 Travel costs for vocational classes accounted for almost 25% of the total 
ttavel budget. This could signify that such expenditure was seen as appropriate or 
maybe it had exceeded all expectations and had become a Departmental liability. 
Botii Inspectors Farrell and Palfrey recommended that more could and 
should be done to extend the system of vocational classes in their particular regions. 
Bundaberg Technical College came under particular criticism in this respect. It had 
the facilities but did not extend itself to provide classes for six nearby State 
schools.40 Inspector Hendren echoed this complaint. It appeared sttange that some 
of the colleges, which were initially responsible for the State school vocational 
education programs, were now abrogating their responsibility.4i However, there 
were also many reports of cooperation and success, particularly in relation to large 
centtes and the high schools.42 
While the teaching centtes in general did a splendid job, some of the 
problems relating to attendance resided with the head teachers of the feeder schools. 
In order to overcome such problems, a directive was published to inform principals 
that they had an obUgation to ensure that their pupils attended vocational classes at 
neighbouring schools wherever this was possible. Students in Years 6 and 7 were 
expected to attend. This direction could have had two purposes. One, that the 
vocational classes were seen by the Department as being an important part of the 
curriculum, or two, there was a need to fully utilise these expensive facilities.43 A 
further directive was issued in September 1948 stating that schools should 
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compromise in relation to ordering special timber sizes from sawmills for pupil 
projects. This was in response to complaints about the difficulty in obtaining 
requisitioned materials. Shortages and rationing may also have been a contributing 
factor during these years.4-* 
In any organisation, tension between employees can arise over quite small 
issues, especially when areas of responsibility are not clearly stated. This must have 
been the case in 1949 and one which ttiggered action by the Department to establish 
clearly defined administtation boundaries. Manual Training teachers in those early 
years would have been mainly mature men with years of responsibility in the work 
force behind them. They would not have taken kindly to being tteated as 
irtesponsible youngsters by their head teachers. Therefore, in order to defuse such 
issues, the Department issued directions clearly allocating areas of responsibility for 
both the head teacher and the Manual Training instmctor.45,46 
The recmiting of sufficient Manual Training teachers suitable for Vocational 
Centtes was an on-going problem. Reports by inspectors in 1937 and 1938 highlight 
this. Rahmann said "difficulties occur in the provision of teachers for Manual 
Training in some centtes. "47 Jones reported that in general, facilities and equipment 
for Manual Training and Domestic Science were adequate. However, the major 
problem was one of supply of qualified teachers. He made reference to the new 
ttaining scheme whereby suitable teachers could ttain in both Manual Training and 
General Teaching. This then enabled such teachers to take a half teaching load in 
both curriculum areas.48,49 
The Departmental approach on education varied slightiy in 1955 when the 
Director-General, H.G.Watkin, spoke of the changing direction of society and the 
economy and for the subsequent need to increase the emphasis on practical 
education.50 However, the effects of this change were short lived as far as Manual 
Training in the primary schools was concemed. With the restmcture of the system, 
and the promotion of secondary education, the majority of pupils attending 
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vocational classes in the primary schools were to be ttansferred to the high 
schools.'^ ' 
Support for the continuance of vocational classes came from an unexpected 
quarter when die Teachers' Union, at its Conference in 1961, questioned die 
Department's decision to cease primary vocational classes. Unfortunately, their 
efforts were to no avail.52 After 46 years of Manual Training in the primary 
schools, an era of educational history was about to close. The action of course 
aligned with the restmcture of the school system and the effective move of Grade 8 
to the high schools. In hindsight it was a rational decision. 
The Primary Manual Training Curriculum 
The Manual Training curriculum in the primary school focused mainly on 
woodwork and sheet-metalwork. Those schools which prepared pupils for the 
scholarship examination also included drawing, while some of the country schools 
would have included leatherwork. However, the full curriculum was not available 
initially, but was developed over the years. 
The original syllabus consisted of drawings prepared on blue prints. It was 
not until 1930 that the first printed syllabus was available and this covered only the 
woodwork component. An extended version was published in 1939, but it was some 
years later before drawing and sheet-metalwork were mcluded.53 While copies of 
these blue prints were sent to schools this, unfortunately, was the extent of the 
curriculum material provided. From this meagre information, teachers had to 
prepare a work program and related theory. It would not be hard to imagine the bias 
of individual ttade backgrounds influencing the instmction given to pupils.54 
The inspectors, in their reports, usually remarked on the subjects taken and 
the quality of the pupils' work.55,56 Hendren even suggested that the influence of 
Manual Training might extend beyond the workshop. 
It would be profitable, now that Manual Training is becoming more general, 
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to inttoduce the standard system of lettering into all schools. If this were 
done, the simple yet dignified system could be used right from grade 111 
onwards, for mapping, geomettical work, and Trade Drawing.57 
Two points are noted in this comment. First, acknowledgement of the spread of 
Manual Training and second, tapping into the subject to integrate printing into the 
general curriculum. The students' ability in printing must have been seen in a 
favourable light for Hendren to have made such a suggestion. 
Over the years, there has been evidence of local or community demand for a 
subject which has directly influenced the Manual Training curriculum. This was the 
case with leatherwork. But other extemal forces also had an effect on the 
curriculum offering. During the War years, 1939-1945 and beyond, shortages in 
materials and teachers directiy affected subject offerings. The availability of tin-
plate curtailed sheet-metalwork classes in both primary and secondary schools and 
even caused the suspension of the Industrial B examination. 
Head Teachers are advised that...action has been taken by the Federal 
Authorities to freeze tin plate again. Representations are being made with 
respect to the needs of our schools, but we are not hopeful that the necessary 
supplies wdl be made available.58 
Directions were also forthcoming from the Department as to the content and 
teaching of subjects. For example, in 1947: 
Head teachers are advised that the Syllabus in Manual Training should 
continue to include, in the drawing portion, the Development of Simple 
Solids, although such Developments will not demand a knowledge of the 
allowances required for lap and full joints and for wired edges associated 
with Sheet-metal Work.59 
Again in 1949, a similar instmction was issued advising teachers of their obligation 
to include development work in the Drawing syllabus.60 
The work taught in the schools varied depending on the amount of time that 
students could access. Those students belonging to schools with Vocational Centtes 
were able to complete the full program and sit for the Scholarship Examination in 
Manual Training. However some pupils did not have this opportunity. 
At the same time tiiere were other students coming from outiying areas, they 
used to arrive by railmotor or some other ttansport. And they would do a 
slightly modified course, they'd do what ever woodwork, metalwork and 
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drawing diey could handle in three hours of the day and the other two were 
allocated equally to leatherwork...and blacksmithing.61 
It was also common practice to offer classes for past pupils up to 17 years of age. 
These pupils did a non-examinable course and attended infrequentiy depending upon 
ttie demands of farm and family. "In die sugar areas, you'd see diem in die slack 
season but you wouldn't see tiiese sttidents really tiirough die cmshing season. "62 
Changes occurred in the general primary syllabus from time to time and, in 
the 1949 revision, particular mention is made of the inclusion of Manual Training 
and Domestic Science. 
In the upper grades. Home Science and Manual Training are sttessed. 
Facilities for ttaining in these subjects are being extended with a view to 
providing all children with opportunities for instmction in these important 
courses. 63 
The general inference of the report relates to leaming through experience. The 
viewpoint conttasts with previous Directors' comments. Not only does it advocate 
Manual Training, but within the precincts of the primary school curriculum. 
R.M.McDonnell raises an important aspect m the provision of Manual 
Training which relates to vocational classes for Aboriginals. He suggested that 
improved education and facilities for aboriginal education included "Greater 
provision for Manual Training and Domestic Science".^4 xhis was more apparent in 
the settiements than in other aboriginal schools. The exact implication of this is not 
immediately apparent. However, it can be seen that the practical skill subjects were 
considered important and one might infer that, because greater priority was given to 
settiements, the demand for the subjects may have been sttonger from this quarter. 
Further investigation into this facet of Manual Training is beyond the scope of this 
research. 
Manual Training in the primary school was given a significant boost in status 
in 1936 when the Department declared that the subject would be eligible as a 
component of the Scholarship Examination.65,66 However, there is a possibility that 
the govemment, facing the problems of a recession, considered the initiative sound 
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economical practice. The scholarship would benefit prospective trade apprentices 
or, most probably, provide preparation for the Industtial Junior. Information 
regarding the requirements for Vocational Subjects in the Scholarship Examination 
were promulgated with particular reference to both the syllabus and blue prints 
issued to Vocational Centtes.67 This indicated that Manual Training had become 
well established by the early 1940's having its own documented syllabus, other 
specific curriculum materials but most importantiy a place in the scholarship 
examination. 
However, not all the educators of the time were in favour of the vocational 
subjects and some were particularly biased and critical about the changed primary 
curriculum.68 One might also speculate that if they had had more influence in their 
day, then their protestations may have mitigated against any inclusion of the 
practical subjects. Fortunately, this was not the case and, as has been shown, the 
vocational subjects have made a worthwhile contribution to primary education in 
Queensland. 
Manual Training in the Opportunity Schools 
While this research has been limited to the primary and secondary sectors, 
some material of general interest relating to opportunity schools has been included. 
Opportunity schools continued to operate throughout the period providing 
modified Manual Training courses suited to the needs of these special students.69 
The Annual Reports give brief glimpses of their operation usually along the 
following Imes. 
It is the desire of the teachers of the Opportunity School to render the boys 
and girls capable of earning their own living. These pupils have to gain 
confidence in their own physical powers, and this will be given to them by 
the vocational lessons.7o 
The opportunity schools continue to incorporate Manual Training into their 
program for class B boys.71 
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There are very few records indicating the involvement of Manual Training teachers 
in these schools, yet the statistics do show tiiat in 1958 there were five teachers 
employed increasing to 13 in 1969.72 
Ridler wrote a detailed proposal of Manual Training Procedures to be used 
by teachers witii opportunity boys. It was circulated, under the signature of 
G.K.D.Murphy, to tiie principals of high schools where opportunity boys attended 
for Manual Training classes. In part, the document read 
(1) The aim of manual ttaining in opportunity classes is a practical pre-
vocational approach by offering some preparation for a semi-skilled 
operative type of work. It helps by teaching manual skills, particularly those 
involving routine repetitive operations, reinforces the use of simple language 
and elementary mathematics, particularly the use of measurement, develops 
desirable habit pattems and perseverance and fosters a team spirit when 
group projects are made.73 
Advice was also given about how teachers should tteat the boys with emphasis on 
encouragement and motivation through small achievable steps. Appropriate projects 
were considered essential. Class numbers, depending on the ability levels, were to 
be kept to 12 and student case histories were to be available. The curriculum was to 
contain simple but useful woodwork and sheet-metalwork jobs but drawing was not 
advised. The use of power tools by the boys was encouraged but was not to include 
the circular saw. This was perhaps the best educational statement of its time relating 
to the management of Manual Training for opportunity students. Ridler also focused 
on the provision of up-to-date equipment in opportunity schools mdicating that these 
boys were to be given an equal opportunity to leam technical skills.74 
Although there were only a small number of Manual Training teachers 
engaged in opportunity schools, they were not afforded equal rights with their 
colleagues. They were denied the special allowance paid to the other opportunity 
teaching staff. A petition for equity in this matter failed, however a new award was 
proposed to redress the situation.75 Such discrimination was parallelled by the denial 
of the secondary allowance to Manual Training teachers in secondary schools. 
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The Travelling Manual Training Schools 
The concept of the Travelling Schools was to provide equal opportunity for 
country children to access some form of vocational education. The program, as 
finance allowed, gradually expanded from one Domestic Science Car in 1923 to two 
Domestic Science and two Manual Training Cars in 1928. 
In 1933, the operation of the Travelling Schools, which had been so 
successful, was temporarily suspended. The action was necessary, according the 
Under-Secretary, as a cost cutting measure during the hard economic times of the 
decade. This reference in the annual report appears to be the only mention of the 
suspension.76 Fortunately, in the following year, the service was re-commenced. 
Morris reported on the wide acceptance of these Travelling Schools. "From all parts 
of the State reports have been received from parents indicating the immense value 
of the instmction given. "77 
Schools were advised well in advance of the intended visit by the Travelling 
Schools. The names of the teachers, the dates of arrival and departure, the type of 
instmction offered and the range of eligible pupils was detailed. Evening classes 
could also be offered at a cost of 3/- per subject per course of instmction.78 
The popularity of the Travelling Schools continued to grow through the 
1930's as evidenced by the many examples of requests in the Department files. 
They were received from schools, communities, the Q.C.W.A. and Local Members 
of Parliament all requesting that the Schools visit their townships.79 The success of 
the venture was again highlighted in the Secretary's report for 1937.80 
These schools catered for day students and also adult evening classes as long 
as diey conformed to Departmental poUcy. Following an inquiry from E.W.Hiley, 
one of the early itinerant teachers, Edwards responded stating that: 
With reference to your letter of the 23 ultimo, I have to inform you ttiat 
should you hold classes for adults at night, time off should be taken on 
Fridays at time and a half Your actual teaching time is 25 hours per week.8i 
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This information confirms the number of teaching hours expected of Manual 
Training teachers at the time. However, the standard later became 36*4 hours in 
accordance with Public Service Regulations. 
The attractiveness and demand for the Travelling Schools became so great 
that the Superintendent of Technical Education was compelled to draw up an advice 
list to be sent to all interested parties.82 As well, letters were sent to Regional 
Directors, District Inspectors, MLAs, and the honourable secretaries of the relevant 
hospitals. From this, it can be seen that it became very important to keep certain 
people/organisations informed and to be seen to be trying to meet the demand for 
visits. 
Unfortunately, it was impossible to meet all the requests especially when 
there were only two schools to service the whole State. The usual reply was that a 
decision would be made in the near future and the enquirer would be advised 
accordingly. There are Hterally hundreds of requests for visits in the Department's 
files again emphasising the popularity of the scheme and the value placed on it by 
the mral communities. The following examples illusttate this. 
In 1935, the Ilfracombe State School requested a visit for present and past 
students. The head teacher argued that the times were tough, ttansport was not 
suitable for his pupils to attend nearby Vocational Centtes, the Longreach centte 
had closed, and drought was affecting the economy. The letter is typical indicating 
the concem for the youth in mral communities.83 Some head teachers used local 
politicians to lobby the Department to negotiate a visit from the Travelling Schools. 
The head teacher at Ogmore, supported by the Minister for Labour and Industry, 
argued that the parents of small schools in his area were anxious that their children 
should have equal opportunity to gain Industrial and Domestic Scholarships. This 
was considered impossible without access to the Travelling School classes.84 In 
1942, Capella State School requested a visit from the Travelling Schools. The reply 
which read. 
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inform that because of the shortage of teachers. Manual Training Cars are 
not operating this year. Consideration will, however, be given to the 
inclusion of Capella in the itinerary of the Domestic Science Car,**5 
indicated that extemal factors also affected the visitation program of the schools. 
Because they were needed for the war effort, the Manual Training Cars ceased 
operations completely in the mid forties. McCracken, in a submission presented in 
1956, outiines the circumstances surrounding this decision. 
During the war years both Manual Training cars were requisitioned by the 
Railway Dept for use as Red Cross carriages. The two Domestic Science 
cars remained on the circuit.86 
The cars were released in 1946 and McCracken supervised the refurbishing, 
incorporating improvements to both the teaching and living areas, prior to their 
retum to service. 
Some head teachers were hard to please. W.J.Chisholm, head teacher of 
Richmond State School, complained that he felt the seven-week biennial visit was 
too dismptive for his scholarship class. He requested as an altemative, that the 
schools be visited every year, but for a shorter time.87 
Perhaps one of the most vocal groups who lobbied the Department for 
vocational school visits was the Queensland Country Women's Association.88 Quite 
often there was an element of jealousy evident in the tone of their letters. In 1952, 
such a letter was written by the State Secretary claiming discrimination against some 
schools. She complained that the smaller out-lying schools were not given the same 
opportunity as the larger ones for attendance at the Travelling Schools. 89 The 
Director-General replied on 27 March 1952, saying that it was up to the head 
teacher to use his discretion in the selection of pupils for attendance and he would 
advise ttie principal accordingly. The Q.C.W.A. replied on 20 June 1952, that there 
was no apparent change in the selection process of pupils from the smaller schools. 
Still their persistence paid off, and the Director-General wrote to all head teachers 
informing them that "due consideration should be given to the claims of pupils from 
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surrounding small schools, provided that satisfactory means of transport are 
available. "90 Those schools which were fortunate in gaining such visits were advised 
in writing of tiie conditions and requirements relating to the planned period of 
instmction. 91 
A slightiy different request from the townsfolk of Alpha, through the 
Austtalian Labour Party, petitioned die Department to provide either a Manual 
Trainmg teacher for their school or a visit from tiie Travelling School. Neither 
request was granted. A Manual Training teacher could not be found and Alpha 
aheady had Domestic Science. The Minister replied: 
Since Alpha already has a Domestic Science Centte, it would be impractical 
to send the unit to that Centte. It is, therefore, regretted that provision 
cannot be made for the inclusion of Alpha in the itinerary of the Travelling 
Cars.92 
Not only did the reply present a clear statement of the policy, but also that some 
schools had a Domestic Science Centte before a Manual Traming one. Whether this 
was due to the cost factor, the availability of a suitable teacher or simply the local 
demand, is not known. The other aspect that was touched on in the cortespondence 
was the fact that, the Department was prepared to open a centte, if a part-time 
teacher/ttadesman could be employed. This latter issue indicated the Department's 
priority on teacher ttaining. It seemed that as long as there was someone who knew 
something about the subject, then that person could be employed as a teacher. 
By 1956, the scheme was still operating successfully and the usual advice 
was sent to schools. The curriculum had not changed significantiy during the time, 
but the instmction in ttie letter sent to Finch Hatton and Texas Schools clearly 
showed the change in the stmcture of the primary school.93 
Scholars ehgible for nomination are:-
(a) Pupils in the 7th and 8th Grades; 
(b) Pupils over 13 in any other grade; 
(c) Pupils over 12 in any other grade; 
(d) Pupils under the age of seventeen years who have left school. 
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It was now pupils from the 7th and 8th Grades not the 6th and 7th Grades who 
could attend. 
The dramatic changes occurring in the education system in the early 1960's 
brought about the demise of the Travelling Schools. The Director-General decided 
in September 1960 that a Manual Training car and a Domestic Science car would 
cease operation at the end of 1960. He wrote accordingly to the Auditor General. 
Sir, 
I wish to advise you that Rail Travelling Cars, Domestic Science Car No. 1 
and Manual Training Car No.3 are being withdrawn from service at the 
close of the school year 1960.94 
The action was possibly a consequence of the information given him by the Director 
of Secondary Education. In a memorandum dated 31 August 1960, Black gave three 
reasons for the termination of the service. 
(i) Reduced numbers of Year 6 and 7 pupils in the primary schools; 
(ii) An increase in the number of schools where Manual Training and Home 
science facilities were being built; and 
(iii) The subsequent reduced demand meant diat one pair of the vocational 
cars could adequately serve the State.95 
These reasons appear to be legitimate. The increasing rate in the provision of 
facilities would no doubt have been tme. Perhaps the service had accomplished 
what it set out to do and more. It may well have encouraged the larger country 
schools to demand their own permanent facilities which, together with the new 
practice of bussing students, may have been the most economic way of providing 
vocational education. Such a situation occurted at Texas where a permanent centte 
was being planned. When Manual Training Car No.3 made its last visit to the town, 
McCracken recommended that all the equipment, tools and material on the Car be 
relocated at the School, in readiness for the opening of the new centte.96 
By 1967, following the restmcturing of the education system and the ttansfer 
of Year 8 mto the high school, the need for the Travelling Schools had come to an 
end. No longer was Manual Training or Domestic Science to be taught in the 
primary schools and consequentiy the Travelling Schools ceased operating.97 A brief 
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memorandum from the Director-General to the Education accountant sealed the fate 
of an exciting and successful initiative which operated for 41 years.98 The cars were 
withdrawn at the end of 1967. 
Itinerant Teachers, Inspections and Reports 
It was not uncommon for Primary District Inspectors to visit the Travelling 
Schools when they came into their region. Such a visit is reported on by Pestorius. 
It was quite detailed and thorough in relation to the administtation of the schools, 
and particularly the approach to the curriculum and the teaching of the various 
Manual Training subjects. Pestorius was critical of the Manual Training teacher. He 
questioned the lack of a workbook and the variation of subject hours, but gave 
praise for the way the students responded and the fact that homework was set 
daily.99 
McCracken, in his role of Acting Inspector of Manual Training Subjects, 
visited Car No.3 at Milmerran in November 1952. His report while thorough, was 
not as critical as that of Pestorius. He referted to such matters as the number of 
pupils in attendance, their aptitude and keenness. The woodwork test was 
satisfactory but the metalwork indicated student difficulty with development work. 
Leatherwork was acceptable and the tools and the carriage itself were in good 
condition. McCracken recommended a book of drawings be used to help the boys 
gain a better understanding of scale drawings and that more work with sheet-metal 
should be attempted. There was also a problem with the lighting which affected the 
operation of the three evening classes.'oo 
In the following years, McCracken carried out numerous inspections of the 
teachers working the two Travelling Schools, loi, 102 The reports focused on the same 
issues but in general, the success or otherwise of a teacher was judged by the pupils' 
results in set tests administered by McCracken. The state of tools, the carriage and 
the bookwork were also major considerations. Of particular interest in the reporting 
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is the lack of advice on pedagogy and teaching methodology. This possibly reflected 
on the paucity of ttaining given to the teachers as well as on McCracken's attitude 
to or knowledge of such matters. The last record of inspection in the files was that 
of Car No.3 in July 1958.'03 
The reports submitted by the itinerant teachers reflect something of their 
characters and their attitudes. One report by Richard Tumer focuses on the poor 
state of the carriage when he took over duty and on the number of tools and 
equipment items missing.'04 Conversely, Edgar Kalinin wrote describing the 
positive response he received from both pupils and parents alike. He outiined the 
curriculum he taught and the fact that the boys worked through their lunch hour. He 
was able to help an apprentice with Drawing and encouraged another to consider 
becoming a Manual Training teacher. He stated that "the most oft repeated enquiry 
to me, from parent & pupil alike, has been 'When will the car visit this centte 
again?'"105 
A second report by Tumer indicated a far more positive attitude to teaching. 
He commented on the different attitudes of boys in Mt Isa as compared to those in 
Cloncurry, Hughenden and Julia Creek and suggested that it related to the social 
environment of the mining town. Turner saw it his duty to provide an interest for 
die boys outside the school and perhaps take them away from the billiard saloons. 
He also requested assistance with the cost of freight on supplies and suggested the 
use of a covered waggon. Such a waggon, he claimed, could carry bulk stores and a 
copper to be used by both the Manual Training and the Domestic Science 
Insttuctors to do their washing. io6 
Life as a teacher on the Travelling Schools was not easy. Some of the 
experiences which have been recorded illusttate this. Turner wrote to the Under-
Secretary on 24 March 1936, explaining the situation at the time. 
During the week, 17th-21st March the attendance was I'A [sic]; the absences 
were due to the heavy rains and flood conditions in the town and district. 
The flood waters were up to the car axle boxes but 1 considered that their 
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absence was unnecessary, at least, for the town boys; I expressed this on 
diem and when die flood conditions became worse a fortnight later the only 
absentees were those pupils held up by flooded creeks. We caught the first 
available ttain out of Gim arriving in St. Lawrence at 2.30 am on the 24th 
inst. Tuesday.'07 
John Ebenston, Teacher in Charge, wrote to the Director on 5 May 1939, to report 
on the derailment of the vocational cars. He described what he knew about the 
derailment of the two cars and the extent of the damage. It was caused by faulty 
brakes during shunting at Chillagoe. The cars could not be used for teaching until 
repairs had been effected. A reply from the Department indicated that Mr Ebenston 
and Miss Armsttong were to report for duty at the Caims Technical College while 
the repairs were carried out.'os 
The ttavelling teachers were restricted in what they could say about their 
terms of employment and the conditions in which they lived. But occasionally 
others would petition on their behalf for improvements. Mr Harry Peake of 
Wandowan made such an approach to a member of parliament in 1960. In a letter to 
the Director-General, he described the poor living conditions endured by these 
teachers including the make-shift sleeping quarters and lack of toilet facilities. The 
reply from the Minister is of interest especially in relation to the termination of Cars 
Nos.l and 3 in 1961. 
With reference to your personal representations on behalf of Mr Harry Peake 
of Trelinga, Wandowan, I desire to inform you that the rail travelling cars 
which are used in the Northem part of the State for the instmction of 
children in Manual Training and Domestic Science subjects have recentiy 
been remodelled to improve the accommodation for teaching and living. 
The cost involved in this remodelling was considerable, but consideration 
will be given to the improvement of the cars used in the Southem zone when 
finance is available.'09 
Not only were their quarters in need of improvements but also the allowance they 
were paid to compensate for necessary outiays on accommodation and meals. The 
Minister for Mines, E.J.Riordan, wrote in 1953 on behalf of the teachers, 
requesting that consideration be given to increasing the allowance in line with other 
itinerant govemment employees. The Education Minister replied that an increase 
had been granted the previous year and that in the end, it was a matter for ttie 
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Public Service Commissioner to deal with."o 
These few examples give a glimpse into the living conditions of the teachers 
and the typical incidents which affected their daily work and lives. 
The Travelling School Curriculum 
The curriculum of the Travelling Schools was general and basic. The type of 
subjects oft'ered involved instmction in domestic skills for the girls and in 
woodworking, tinsmithing and leatherworking for the boys. This was the standard 
curriculum used throughout the life of the service."' Teachers from time to time 
requested copies of the blue prints which covered woodwork, sheet-metalwork and 
leatherwork exercises. From these, the itinerant teachers had to interpret the 
curriculum and develop a program suitable for teaching the necessary skills and 
knowledge to their pupils. "2,ii3 
Changes in curriculum were sometimes brought about by local demand as 
instanced in a request from the North-West Regional Director. He asked that the 
teacher be allowed to vary the teaching program to accommodate the interests of the 
local population. He claimed that the people in this westem region were interested 
in cattie and horses and therefore wished to leam how to make and maintain hamess 
etc. Watkin replied that the teacher had been instmcted on such procedures and was 
to "use his own discretion" in the matter. "4 
Although not a variation to the curriculum, but rather an extension, teachers 
were often asked to mn evening classes for local adults and past pupils. Permission 
was necessary to conduct these classes which had to be mn according to 
Departmental policy. 1'5 Such regulations were strict and could not be varied even if 
the demand was high. For example, W.E.Munch, Teacher in Charge, enquired of 
the Department as to the standard procedures regarding numbers for evening 
classes. He requested permission to teach an evening class for boys who could not 
attend during the day time. The reply from Edwards was rather terse. 
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With reference to your letter of the 18 June last, I have to inform you that 
school pupils are not to be enroled in night classes. These classes are 
reserved for adults and pupils who have left school."6 
Such curt replies were not restticted to die travelling teachers. F.V.Nothdurft, 
Regional Director, received a similar letter after requesting information regarding 
the mnning of adult leatiierwork classes in his region.!'7 
In 1961, tiie Department issued instmctions regarding the fee stmcture for 
adult classes conducted by the Travelling Schools. Black advised teachers that in 
line with technical college fee increases, the charge for adult classes would also 
have to rise. "8 The interesting feature is the inference that the charges, and 
therefore the teaching, was still tied to the technical college administtation and not 
fully conttolled by the Department. Yet despite all the problems, the administtative 
red tape, die lobbying and the set-backs, this service will be remembered as a feat 
of education pioneering which was emulated in later years by other more modem 
modes of Travelling Schools. 
In reality, the Travelling School curriculum consisted of basic woodwork, 
metalwork and drawing with some leatherwork. The extent and level of teaching 
these subjects was subject to the number and ages of the pupils as well as the length 
of stay in each location. While the actual exercises may have varied the necessary 
skills and understanding remained constant over the lifetime of this educational 
service to outback Queensland. 
The Industrial High School 
The operation of the Industrial High School continued to be a function of the 
Centtal Technical College and remained under its conttol until 1946 when it was 
relocated to Smellies Building in Edward Stteet. The first principal, G.B.Eaton, 
took over the administtation of the newly independent school in Febmary 1945. 
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School Administration and Fluctuating Enrolments 
In his Annual Report on tiie Centtal Technical College for 1933, 
H.l.McGillivray, the Principal, made favourable mention of the achievements of the 
Industrial High School. In particular, 184 pupils had attended the school and 31 
pupils gained passes in the Junior Public Examination; 13 pupils received General 
Certificates and 29 Industrial Section Certificates. As well, students were taken on 
visits to industtial sites to broaden their vocational perspective and hobby classes 
were continued during the year. "9 
Inspector Hill, in his report for 1934, listed enrolment figures and 
endeavoured to justify the low numbers of pupils by stating that the economy was 
weak and ttade employment was very scarce. There were only two year levels. 
Form IV with three classes of 30, 27, and 27 students and Form 111 with four 
classes of 29, 31, 32, and 30 students. 120 
In the successive years 1934 through 1939, McGillivray gave limited 
coverage of the work and achievements of the school. There were only the usual 
comments on enrolments, examination results, sporting achievements and industry 
visits. However, the latter was given a note of purpose and credibility. "These visits 
form part of the school routine, and are intended to enable pupils to obtain some 
idea of the nature of the work involved in the various callings." 121 
McGillivray in 1936, emphasised a major concem. Some problems were 
experienced in the rearrangement and redeployment of classrooms and workshops 
and with the lack of a chemistry laboratory. 122 While the students had restored the 
gymnasium equipment for use in the regained gymnasium, the laboratory issue had 
still not been resolved by 1938.123 
As was the custom in these early years, the Director was invited to the 
Annual Presentation of Awards for the Industrial and Domestic Science High 
Schools. This confirmed the notion that such recognition was both wartanted and 
bestowed on achievers in non-academic courses. 124 
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By September 1936, a pattem of enrolment was appearing which Hill noted 
and challenged. The school emolment figures cleariy indicated a drop-off in 
numbers from die first to die second year. Hill believed that: 
The 'drift' in tiiis school is still excessive compared witii otiier High 
Schools. Only about 40% of tiiose who, at this time, were in the sub-junior 
class last year are in the junior class this year. 125 
The comparison of tiiis 'drift' needs to be qualified. Was die Industtial High School 
being compared witii total enrolments at otiier schools or only on enrolments in 
industtial courses? This is not clear and could make a substantial difference to die 
figures. As well, there is unfortunately, no indication whether the statement was a 
criticism of the school or a reflection of tiie effects of the economic climate at the 
time. 
It was shown in Hill's report that there were five avenues of entry to the 
Industrial High School namely, the Scholarship examination, the Intermediate 
examination, ttansfers from interstate, fee paying pupils and special entry. Inspector 
Farrell questioned the rationale behind the homogenous grouping of the diversified 
student population. He wrote to the Director expressing his concern that the 
scholarship boys had to repeat much of the work covered in Year 7 while waiting 
for the others to catch up. He proposed that separate classes for the experienced and 
inexperienced be trialled. The Director replied that the matter had been discussed by 
the Technical College Syllabus Committee but was rejected.!26 
Following an inspection and critical report on the Industtial High School in 
1941,127 McGillivray defended the school and his college management by making 
particular reference to the Spens Report.!28 He believed that his school fulfilled 
most of the conditions laid down by this English report on technical education. 
In the Spens Report importance is attached to an Industrial High School 
being closely linked up with a Technical College; the Industrial High School 
at the Centtal technical College exemplifies the advantages and 
disadvantages of this artangement.i29 
Other issues raising criticism were vandalism, staffing, workshop practice and the 
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curticulum. In response to vandalism, McGillivray countered that the rooms were 
used by a range of day and evening students. He acknowledged die efforts of 
M.A.Longworth, the Chief Instmctor, in maintaining discipline in the school. In 
replying to the need for more teachers he stated that it was very difficult 
in providing Manual Training Teachers in recent years. The Centtal 
Technical College has been required to provide teachers to ttain Manual 
Training Teachers; as a result, the institution has been for many years short 
staffed in this direction.'3o 
This reference to teacher shortage was indicative of the times. It was during the 
Second World War and most of the ttadesmen were serving abroad or necessarily 
employed in the war effort at home. 
In his defence of the standard of "Workshop practice", McGillivray stated 
that the Industrial High School set the standard for Queensland. The related blue 
prints and exercises were developed at the Centtal Technical College for the 
Industtial High and then distributed to country schools. The criticisms about the 
curriculum inferred that geography should replace freehand drawing and the subject 
civics should be inttoduced. In reply, he said that while some suggestions would be 
good for students "How do you fit it into an already crowded curriculum?"'31 The 
report appeared to be quite scathing, but McGillivray reacted very rationally and 
supported both the quality of the students' work and the efforts of the staff, given 
the unusual conditions prevailing. 
The Industrial High School again came under attack in 1943. J.Hill and 
E.H.George, both from the Centtal Technical College expressed concem that 
teachers of Manual Training did not come under the direct conttol of the Senior 
Instmctor of Woodwork at the Centtal Technical College. There was an apparent 
division between these two groups of teachers and a possible solution was to rotate 
staff between the college and the school. This reinforces the notion that, although 
die Industtial High School was administered in terms of finances and regulations by 
die Department, tiie supply of teachers was conttolled by the Centtal Technical 
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College. In fact, it was stated on page 35 of the report diat the college was 
responsible for all staffing of die Industtial High School, botii academic and Manual 
Training. 132 
Class sizes was an issue that was also raised. Normal classes at die Industtial 
High School consisted of 40 pupils and these were either divided into two classes of 
20 pupils each for practical subjects, or two teachers were allocated to a full class. 
The inspectors argued that this was a luxury. 
Further in view of the shortage of manual ttaining teachers in certain 
country centtes the allotment of a maximum of twenty pupils to a teacher 
cannot be justified. i33 
It was also pointed out that 39'4 teaching hours per week was the minimum allowed 
for industrial teachers/instmctors. The recommendations were that this should be 
observed in both schools and colleges. This was the first time that the school had 
come under such close scmtiny, no doubt brought about by austerity wartime 
measures. 
Relocation of the School and its Associated Problems 
From August 1945 until September 1946, much discussion and planning 
took place in relation to the ttansfer of ttie Industrial High School to a building at 
the University of Queensland, St Lucia. Costings were documented for renovations, 
for ttansport, for fumiture, etc., and new bus and ferry services were to be started 
to afford pupils ready access to the school in its new location. The argument seemed 
sttongly in favour of the move. Then unexpectedly came a recommendation to use 
the Smellies Building which had been recentiy purchased for govemment oflice 
accommodation.' 34 
McGillivray presented his last report in 1946 before the school was shifted. 
He discussed key issues mcluding enrolment and examination details; die 
appointment of Mr G.B.Eaton as Head Master at the beginning of 1945; the School 
Magazine was discontinued because of its cost but replaced by a regular newsletter; 
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die usual industrial visits took place; and an Open Day for parents and friends was 
organised allowing them to see the students in action in the various classes, 
including the workshops. Comment was made about the limited facilities for play 
and sport and the inconvenience of scattered classrooms.'35 Sttangely there was no 
mention of the proposed shift for the school or the ttansfer of conttol to the 
Department. The reason for the proposed relocation of the school to another 
building is evident in the following quotation. "In order to provide additional 
accommodation for the Centtal Technical College, Brisbane, The Industtial High 
School is being moved to a new location in the city. "'36 This statement is attributed 
to the Lieutenant-Govemor, at the opening of the 3rd session of Parliament, 1946. 
Following the decision to move the school to Smellies Building, considerable 
work was needed to plan for adequate classrooms and workshops. Floor plans were 
drawn and estimates prepared. Smellies was a five story building and the planning 
indicated that the workshops, one for fitting and tuming, two for woodwork, and 
one for metal working, were to be located on the ground floor. Classrooms were to 
occupy the second, third and fourth floors while the top floor was to accommodate 
rooms for art and drawing.'37 A quotation by the Chief Architect put the original 
cost of the removal at £18,560 with only £4,404 being actually incurted in the 
educational provision the rest being for stmctural work. 138 This was the beginning 
of a move which saw the Industrial High School rise in prominence and popularity 
in Brisbane. It also began the costiy and inconvenient oscillation of its Manual 
Training Section between Smellies Building and the Domain in the Centtal 
Technical College. 
At a top level meeting attended by L.D.Edwards, Director-General, 
R.McL.Riddell, Deputy Director-General,i39 J.Hill, Superintendent of Secondary 
Education, C.K.Evans, Superintendent of Technical Education and T.F.Lyons, 
Under Secretary, Department of Public Works, the following recommendations 
were drafted. 
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(a) That Smellie's Building be made available for the Industtial High School 
purposes. 
(b) That in order diat die Industtial High School may be ttansferred to its 
new location as early as practicable and also to provide facilities for die 
ttaining of apprentices at tiie Centtal Technical College, the work 
required be tteated as urgent and important.'4o 
The proposal was chosen in lieu of ttansferring die school to St Lucia. What might 
the outcome have been if diis latter option had taken place? A Technical High 
School associated with the University? 
There were two motives for the move: 
1. The facilities at the CTC were unsuitable for the school and used up 
valuable college teaching space. 
2. There was a pressing need to expand the Apprenticeship ttaining scheme 
which was centted in the College.'4! 
In conjunction with the relocation of the school, Eaton wrote to the Director-
General requesting that the school be renamed. The reply from Edwards indicated 
that the Department was not in favour of "Industrial" and preferred "Technical". 
"IT IS RECOMMENDED- That die titie Industiial High School be changed to 
Technical High School as from 1.1.47."i42,i43 
This is an interesting piece of correspondence as the name was to revert to 
the original school name conceived in 1922. However, although the change was 
approved, it was seldom adopted. The name "Industrial" was consistentiy used in 
subsequent Department files. A second point worth noting is that the same Industrial 
courses were being offered in the country high schools but they retained the titie of 
'High' school. 
With the move came other implications for the administtation of the school. 
The Public Service Commissioner wrote to the Secretary for Public Instmction and 
in part said: 
It has been approved that the Industrial High School be accommodated in 
Smellies Building, and it is anticipated that stmctural alterations will be 
completed towards the end of Febmary next. 
1 think that the time is opportune to make the Industrial High School a 
separate entity.!44 
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The recommendations included the appointment of a principal with a classification 
of £625 to £775. Interestingly, a third recommendation asked that the position of 
"Officer in Charge, Industrial High School" be abolished. It was the office 
previously given to Eaton, the impending principal. An Executive Council Minute 
approved the recommendation and initiated its implementation. 145 
Approval for a separate identity in effect meant that the school no longer 
came under the conttol of the Centtal Technical College. In reality, it meant that the 
Department gained authority and was responsible for its administtation. One of its 
fu-st moves was to appoint permanent teaching staff, and the Public Service 
Commissioner recommended that Arthur Brown, John McGmther and Joseph Vance 
be ttansferred from the Centtal Technical College to the Industrial High School. A 
second list was also approved and included J.Gaffney, P.Gorban, F.O'Shea, 
L.Smith. The fu-st Departmental Manual Training teaching staff took up duty at the 
new location in Febmary 1947.'46 
Even the new facilities were unable to cope with the expanding enrolments. 
The classes at Industrial High were growing in number and extta accommodation 
was requested to meet this demand. The effects of the War were wide ranging and 
even affected the school curriculum. In particular, sheet-metalwork classes, which 
had been temporarily suspended due to a shortage of tinplate, were again offered 
and became very popular placing over-demand on existing facilities.'47 
McCracken visited the Industrial High School in Febmary 1949. He reported 
on the state of the Manual Training accommodation and facilities and indicated that 
there were four woodwork rooms, one sheet-metalwork room and one fitting and 
tuming room. This configuration is different to the original 1946 plans for the 
conversion. 148 His report recommended that 
1. The instmctors be requested to resurface benches where required; 
2. Cold chisels to be drawn out by staff at the CTC; 
3. The Works Department be requested to carry out installation of lathes and 
supply an electric motor. 
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This report is part of a file dealing witii die need to alter the facilities to 
accommodate an expanding student population. It was also proposed to convert die 
fitting and tuming room into a sheet-metalwork room. To do this, half the 
equipment from one room was to be shifted to anotiier witii students sharing tiie 
standard bench tools in a ratio of 1:2 which was normal practice. 
The Principal supported McCracken and requested that the changes to the 
workshops be approved. This was granted by Edwards. Also of significance in die 
documents is the fact that even in the short space of two years the enrolment 
numbers were increasing beyond the capacity of the planned facilities. i49 Table 15 
gives an indication of this ttend. 
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Figures compiled from official Reports, correspondence and Annual Departmental 
Reports. "?" indicates figures are not confirmed. 
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The growth in enrolment was also evidenced in the following figures quoted 
by the principal when requesting additional accommodation, especially for Manual 
Training subjects.'5o 
1948 1949 1950 1951 
On roll 590 611 659 768 
Increase - 21 48 109 
There were 21 forms: one Senior, one Sub-senior, seven Junior, nine Sub-junior, 
two Special 1st Year and one Special 2nd Year. The increasing demand for 
accommodation possibly initiated the concept of shifting the Manual Training 
Classes to the facilities at the Domain. This eventuated in 1953. This growth pattem 
continued in 1952 as indicated in the report by McCracken. There were four 
woodwork teachers and four metalwork teachers who taught across both areas but 
mainly in their own area of expertise. There were four woodwork rooms equipped 
for 20 students and two large metalwork rooms equipped for 40 students. 
However, there was some dissension between teachers in terms of work-load 
as the maintenance time for woodwork rooms was far greater than that required in 
the metal rooms. The operation of the Manual Training section also lacked 
coordination with each teacher working to his own program and neglecting any 
form of standard work program. Brown was acting as coordinator but did not have 
any official recognition or authority for such a position. In order to overcome these 
problems, McCracken recommended that a Senior teacher be appointed.'51 
In 1952, there were eight full time Manual Training teachers employed at 
the Industrial High School each with an average teaching load of 24.3 hours. i52 In 
spite of the number of teachers, the rapid growth in student numbers created 
accommodation problems for the Manual Training section. After a series of 
communications which addressed several solutions, a proposal for temporary hut 
accommodation at the Domain was approved. This meant considerable expense in 
modifying buildings, ttansporting benches, machines and equipment and the 
installation of same. This work was not completed until September 1953. 
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The rapid expansion of student numbers possibly resulted from the 
popularity of the courses offered and the prospect of an Industrial Junior leading to 
a trade apprenticeship.'53 This fluctuating student population must have been a 
headache for both teachers and Departmental officers alike resulting in ttansfer of 
the workshop facilities from Smellies Building to the Domain and back again.'54 
Because of the popularity of the school, enrolments had increased beyond the 
imagination of the Department who apparently had established the school in its 
Edward Stteet location as a temporary measure. The school grounds consisted of a 
rectangle approximately the size of two basketball courts end to end. 
Other accommodation problems besides crowded workshop facilities were 
created by the large numbers of students. The school, according to N.Jeffrey, 
chairman of the P&F, had overcrowding problems and a lack of shelter for 
students. Jeffrey wrote an extensive letter to the Director-General regarding 
conditions at tiie Industrial High School. The student population exceeded the 
teaching accommodation; tiiere was no space for a playground; the relocation of ttie 
workshops meant tiie students had to walk some half mile to and from classes in all 
weather; and there was no shelter at the Domain. He suggested that the govemment 
building next to the school be converted into workshops.'55 The reply stated tiiat ttie 
problems were acknowledged but that nothing could be done in the immediate 
future. 
In view of the reply, Jeffrey then recommended that students should be 
encouraged to attend ttie new high schools being built at Banyo, Cavendish Road, 
Salisbury and Indooroopilly. The Department replied that this was to be the policy 
and the reason behind establishing the new schools was to decenttalise secondary 
education from the city centte. 156 
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Inspectors and Their Reports on the Industrial High School 
J.B.Ellemor, Acting Inspector of Manual Training Subjects, reported on the 
Manual Training Section at the Industiial High School in May 1956. His report 
showed that by this time the enrolments had dropped to 389 and there were only 
four Manual Training teachers employed, namely Brown, Vance, Bames and 
Elmes. The subjects. Industrial 'A', 'B', and ' C , and Geomettical Drawing and 
Perspective, were taught to the two forms. Form 3 with 203 students and Form 4 
with 186 students. While Ellemor carried out a full inspection of the centte, 
conducting tests on the students and appraising the teachers, it was also deemed 
necessary for McCracken to conduct a follow-up inspection later in the year. This 
was authorised by the Director of Secondary Education. Such a direction would 
indicate that McCracken was considered 'the authority' in relation to Secondary 
Manual Training. i57 
The fluctuating enrolments at the Industrial High continued, and when the 
new principal, F.B.Perry took office, they had fallen again. He argued his case to 
hold his staff based on enrolment numbers, but conceded some space on certain 
conditions. In reality, this decline in numbers was the outcome of the growth of the 
suburban high schools resulting in diminishing enrolments at Industrial High. It 
was, in hindsight, inevitable that the school could not continue to be viable given its 
location and limited grounds. i58 
Even though the school had been operating for 27 years, there was an 
apparent need to draft specific guide-lines for the financial management of the 
Manual Training section. In line with established practice the following direction 
was issued. 
A grant of £5 to establish a Vocational Account has been approved. Articles 
made by the boys will, in future, be sold in accordance with instmctions on 
Form P.I./Sec. 10 and Vocational Docket Books used to record the sales. 
Allowances payable at the rate of one penny (Id.) per pupil per week should 
be claimed in ttie normal manner at the cortect time. i^ 9 
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The severe staffing situation forced the principal to write to tiie Director-
General in November 1947. The tone of the letter was one of mild irritation in that 
the very purpose of the school- ttie teaching of Industtial Subjects- could not be 
fulfilled because of lack of suitable industtial teaching staff. He had previously 
stated die need for additional staft' but this had not been acted upon by die 
Department. 
This school, as its name implies, has a bias to Industrial Subjects, and I 
plead that the Manual Training Staff should be sufficientiy numerous and 
sttong in the accepted teaching sense of the word for this school to perform 
adequately its allotted task.i60 
He wrote again in December in a far sttonger tone, both pleading for assistance and 
stating dissatisfaction with the response to his previous correspondence. He gave 
statistics in support of his request for additional staff. "I am far from satisfied with 
the Manual Training standard at this school this year. The Manual Training teachers 
cannot hold and teach a class of 40."i6i Whilst the letters were noted by 
McCracken, there is no evidence as to whether or not the request was conceded to. 
However, there are two possible reasons why the Department failed to 
respond although there is no of^cial explanation given. First, there was an extteme 
shortage of ttadesmen during the post war reconstmction period and ttade jobs in 
industry were plentiful and well paid. Second, the Department most probably 
wanted to wind down the Industrial High School and encourage and extend the 
concept of comprehensive schools in the suburbs. 
McCracken again inspected the school in May 1958 and prepared a fairly 
critical report on the centte and its staff. The number of teachers had increased from 
four to six and a full range of subjects was being taught although not to the 
inspector's liking. The workshops had been relocated in Smellies Building and 
comprised two woodwork, two metalwork and two drawing rooms. In general, the 
report provided an insight into of the operation of the largest Manual Training 
Centte in the State. It also showed tiie careful inspection carried out and the 
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criticisms levelled at staff by an autocratic inspector. McCracken had Departmental 
support and consequently, the Director approved that a letter be sent to the principal 
informing him that prompt action should be taken to ensure that the teachers rectify 
die problems as detailed in the report on the school.'62 
In his report of the following year, McCracken focussed on the dire need for 
accommodation. Enrolments had risen unexpectedly to around 600, placing heavy 
demand on workshop accommodation and teaching staft". There were only five 
Manual Training teachers, two from the previous year and three new appointments. 
The Industrial High School had a history of fluctuating enrolments and as a result, 
the Manual Training Section suffered most dismption through several relocations.'63 
The influence of McCracken can be judged by his recommendation for a 
further relocation of the Manual Training section to the Brisbane Centtal State 
School. His proposal was approved by the Director-General in January 1960 and 
some prehminary action for this move was undertaken. Yet this proposal went 
against the Department's policy for decenttalisation of secondary education in 
Brisbane which eventually resulted in the closure of the school.'64 
In June 1960, the Department carried out research into the possibility of 
closing Industrial High and persuading parents to send their children to surrounding 
suburban high schools. Banyo, Kelvin Grove, Cavendish Road, Mt Gravatt, Camp 
Hill, Balmoral, The Gap, Yeronga, Indooroopilly and Mitchelton were identified as 
being suitable altemative high schools for the Industrial students. The Director-
General believed that the school's days were numbered. "The estimated numbers for 
Form 3 could be decreased considerably since a recent survey has shown that the 
attraction of Industrial High School is declining. "i65 
However, the accuracy of this statement would need to be judged in relation 
to the enrolment figures for the preceding years, figures which are not readily 
available. A consideration pertaining to this decenttalisation proposal was that a 
special Industrial Course would need to be available in certain of these suburban 
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high schools. It was to be similar to the one offered at Industtial High.'66 
After serving the population of Brisbane for 32 years, tiie Industtial High 
School was finally closed in December 1961. It had evolved from die Centtal 
Technical College Day School, the Trade School and its successor, ttie Technical 
High School. During its lifetime, tiie school provided both an experiment in 
technical education at the secondary level and, as a result, a model technical 
curriculum for the future comprehensive high schools of Queensland.'67 
The Industrial High School Curriculum 
The Industtial High School oft'ered a curriculum that included core subjects 
geared towards the Junior Examination and extta-curricular activities to enhance 
school life and leaming. A feature of the latter was the involvement of pupils in Air 
Training and Army Cadet Corps. Although an annual event. Departmental 
permission for leave from classes had to be obtained for pupils to attend camps. 168 
Another aspect of the innovative approach to education at the school was the 
organised visits to industrial premises. These were usually conducted on Saturdays 
and teachers, like Brown and Applegate, gave freely of their time to supervise the 
visits. 169 In 1936, the head master of the Department of Technology at the Centtal 
Technical College, reported on continuing successful visits by the pupils to 
industrial sites and added that 30 tours had taken place involving 427 pupils. These 
visits had become an important aspect of the curriculum i7o, 171,172 even though some 
locations were restticted during the war years. 173 
Another feature of the curriculum was the hobby classes. These were 
inttoduced in 1932 to cater for those boys unable to engage in sttenuous physical 
activities. McGillivray sought a decision from the Director regarding the offering of 
the classes to all boys not just the select minority.! 74 
Advertisements to create an awareness of the curriculum and what the school 
offered, were placed in tiie newspapers giving general details of courses and 
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possible vocational pursuits.!75-176 fhe one for 1934 is typical, (see Figure 10) 
FIGURE 10 
DAY SCHOOLS 
Scholarship Winners should note that they can attend either the Domestic 
Science High School or the Industrial High School, without payment of fees. 
Paying pupils will be admitted at £2.2.0 per term. Parents who desire advice 
conceming the education of their children should interview the Principal. 
THE INDUSTRIAL HIGH SCHOOL 
prepares pupils for:-
(a) The University Industrial Junior Examination; 
(b) Enttance to the Public Service; 
(c) Scholarships to the Teachers' Training College; 
(d) Apprenticeship to the Skilled Trades; and 
(e) Rural occupations. 
The report cards of students in 1935 show the curriculum which was offered at the 
school. The subjects studied were: English, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, 
Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Freehand Drawing, Geometrical Drawing, 
Woodwork and Cardboard-work. There is no reference to sheet-metalwork even 
though it had been part of the Junior Industrial Examination for several years. This 
would be related to the shortage of metal and its replacement by cardboard-work 
which afforded students a simulation of developments and forming in sheet-metal. 
The curriculum continued through to 1939 with only one change, cardboard-work 
reverted to sheet-metalworki78 and was then maintained until 1942.179 
In 1936, McGillivray, in response to the inspector's report for 1935, 
requested that the curriculum be altered to decrease the number of periods of 
"School Games and Physical Culture" and increase geography and freehand 
drawing. He stated that: 
177 
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The Industtial High School prepares pupils for the 'Junior' in twelve 
subjects. As tiie standard in English is much higher tiian in other subjects, it 
has been found necessary to allot to it seven forty-minute periods per week. 
He argued that "as all of die boys concemed will spend eight periods per week in 
Manual Training, tiiey should secure sufticient exercise to maintain healdi."i8o 
McGillivray contended tiiat the additional time could be better spent in devoting 
more attention to other noteworthy subjects. This would help to raise the students' 
achievement levels. Apparentiy, die matter was not resolved at die time. 
Hill, in reporting on tiie school in 1936, commented on the curriculum 
saying that: 
The class examined in geometrical drawing was doing good work. Plane and 
solid geometry are now taught side by side. The teaching of freehand was 
less satisfactory. 
The work done in practical industrial subjects is good.!8i 
He also listed the Junior Examination Subjects taken by pupils, namely:- English, 
Geography, Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Chemistry, Physics, Trade Drawing, 
Geometrical, Drawing and Perspective, Industrial A (Wood), Industrial B (Metal) 
and Industrial C (Trade Drawing).!82 
McGillivray presented a sttong argument for the deletion of cardboard-work 
from the curriculum and his request was approved by Edwards. The documents 
pertaining to this clearly indicate that cardboard-work was inttoduced in 1930 and 
continued to be taught until 1938.i83,i84 with enrolments chmbing, the demand for 
subject places also increased, forcing McGillivray to request funds to provide 
additional equipment for sheet-metal classes. 185 Approval was granted and the 
additional classes were established. 
The War affected society in many ways, including the provision of 
education. McGillivray, 1940, expressed concern about the limited faciUties 
available for the forthcoming Junior Industtial Examination. Resources at the 
college were sttetched to the limit in endeavouring to cater for apprentices, military 
ttainees and high school students. The latter group were naturally disadvantaged the 
most. He recommended that the University be informed of the situation and 
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proposed that the examination be conducted in sessions to accommodate all the 
students.'86 Such sessions were operating by 1945. 
McGillivray, anticipating the end of the War, wrote to the Director-General 
requesting that sheet-metalwork again be restored to the curriculum. He argued 
sttongly for the retum of the subject explaining the situation at the school. 
However, no doubt with greater information and insight, the reply from the 
Director-General concisely summed up the situation. Supplies of tinplate were 
uncertain and that: 
It has been decided that the syllabuses of the Manual Training course for the 
State Scholarship Examination and the Junior Examination should be 
confined to Woodwork and Drawing, and that instmction should be 
restricted similarly. L.D.E. 26.2.45.187 
The situation described indicates extemal economic pressures on the curriculum and 
the austere measures taken by the Department to alleviate the situation. 
In 1946, after 17 years of operation, the issue of an Industrial Senior was 
raised. McGillivray questioned the proposal in a letter dated 31 January 1946. 
It is understood that the establishment of 'Senior' classes at the Industrial 
High School, on its ttansfer to St.Lucia, was discussed last year. A number 
of 1945 pupils have enquired as to whether 'Senior' classes would be 
available this year; they have been advised to enquire later. 
The Industrial High School programme was defined strictiy, some years ago. 
There is no authority for a variation in the 'Junior' syllabus or the 
estabhshment of 'Senior' classes.i88 
McGillivray sought answers conceming the inttoduction of a Senior Industrial 
Course and what would be the essential curriculum elements required. Edwards 
repUed that a senior division of the Industrial High School had been approved and a 
sub-senior class would commence from the beginning of 1946. 
The subjects to be taught will be determined after a recommendation has 
been received from the Officer in Charge who, in his submission, should 
discuss the inclusion of a language other than Enghsh. 189 
This development indicated that educators with vision were still active in the sphere 
of technical education. A senior Industrial course would probably have been a first 
in Austtalia at that time. 
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When Eaton was appointed Officer in Charge of the Industtial High School, 
he also used his initiative and foresight in proposing the concept of an Industtial 
Senior. Accordingly, he wrote to die Director-General and argued sttongly for a 
general technical course which would prepare students for matriculation or diploma 
courses. He believed that some new subjects would need to be included with some 
optional subjects to cater for individual choice of vocation. i9o The subjects and the 
reasons for their inclusion in this senior curriculum provide an important 
perspective into the development of Manual Training/Arts over the succeeding 
years.'91 
The subsequent program of senior studies submitted by the principal was a 
tme Industrial course which sought to prepare students for both university, technical 
diplomas and ttade related vocations. It is interesting to note that, when the 
Industrial High School closed in 1961, the Industrial Senior fell into a state of lapse 
not to be resurrected until 1991 with the inttoduction of Senior Technology Studies. 
Was this the result of a lack of interest by the pupils? Or a lack of scholarships for 
intending senior students? Did the University seize the opportunity to terminate this 
course leading to tertiary admission? Or did the Manual Training inspectors and 
administtators lack the vision and foresight to promote the subject area m the 
developing comprehensive secondary schools? In rettospect it is postulated that the 
last two suggestions were the reality. 
Following some rettim of normal supply of materials in 1950, McCracken 
argued for additional items of metalwork equipment to fully support the 
implementation of the curriculum. He requested additional kits of tools to 
accommodate an extta class, installation of lathes, ovens, stake benches etc. The 
proposal was met with some success and a limited scale of issue was provided.!92 
The increasing enrolment at Industrial High brought with it a diversified 
clientele of students. To meet this situation, the deputy principal, T.King, in 1951 
proposed the inttoduction of a Special Industrial Course. It was purposefully 
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designed for those not wanting a Junior Certificate but who wished to enter a ttade. 
A comparison of the two courses is shown in Figure 11. 
FIGURE 11 
A COMPARISON OF MODIFIED COURSE WITH 
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL JUNIOR COURSE: 1951 
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Those subjects marked "*" in the special course were ttade related and taken at the 
normal level, however the general subjects were taken at a slightiy modified level. 
This initiative indicated an acceptance of all students regardless of aptitude and 
intellectual ability. Approval was granted to offer the course but not for a special 
certificate to be issued. i95 The agreed timetable for the Industrial subjects meant that 
Industrial 'A' and 'B' were allocated four periods. Industrial ' C three periods, and 
GD&P two periods per week. i96 
Advertisements for the Industrial High School for 1952 and 1953 indicated 
something of the development of the school and perhaps reflected the pinnacle of its 
achievement, (see Figure 12) Graduates of the school could access a number of the 
higher professions or vocations.'97 
The Industrial High School successfully performed its function as a technical 
high school and in so doing exceeded the expectations of its designers. Its 
curriculum developed from a basic ttade course to one which led to a variety of 
professional, skilled and semi-skilled vocations. It established a pattem for 
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industtial courses, which was readily adopted by die expanding secondary education 
system. 
Unfortunately, the demise of this fortuitous high school came about through 
die prolific growdi of suburban high schools. Located in die suburbs, tiiey 
minimised student ttavel and subsequentiy discouraged sttidents from attending die 
centtally located school. K was closed in December 1961 after 32 years of teaching. 
FIGURE 12 
INDUSTRIAL HIGH SCHOOL 
A Secondary Technical School for boys. Scholarship holders and 
those who have passed the High School Enttance Examination 
admitted free. Paying students £2.16.0 per term. 
(a) Leading to Senior, and Matriculation in Engineering, 
Architecture etc. 
(b) Teaching Profession. 
(c) Leading to Junior Public Examination (Art, General 
and Industrial) 
(d) Leading to Apprenticeship and Diploma Courses. 
(e) Special course for boys not taking Junior. 
School re-opens on 2nd Febmary, 1953. 
State Scholarship holders and Intermediate School passes will be 
enroled between 9a.m. and noon on 27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th 
January. Paying students will be enroled on Monday, 2nd 
Febmary. 
Secondary Manual Training Courses 
A general understanding of the attitude engendered towards Manual Training 
in the secondary sector can be gleaned from the various reports and documents 
available. Morris, in his 1935 report, expressed what he believed was achieved 
through the teaching of Manual Training. 
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Instmction in Manual and Domestic Science subjects such as that provided in 
the Domestic Science High School, Industrial High School...has as its main 
objective the broadening of the outiook of the student. While it has a definite 
utilitarian value, its chief benefit lies in the general development of the mind 
of the pupil.'''*^ 
In typical fashion, Morris argued that the type of instmction and leaming offered in 
technical colleges, high schools. Rural schools and Vocational Centtes was of both 
a practical and intellectual benefit. He believed that there should be a balance in all 
aspects of leaming and that Manual Training formed a necessary part of that 
leaming. His support for Manual Training continued until his sudden death in 1938. 
Edwards also supported a balanced curriculum and as Director in 1936, 
made general statements about the existing curriculum and the proposed revision. 
He advocated a balance between academic and practical subjects and made 
comparisons with curriculum and system stmctures in other countries. He pointed 
out the benefits of the university's acceptance of practical subjects for the Junior 
Certificate. 199 By 1943, Edwards had become a sttong supporter of vocational 
education and made specific reference to Manual Training in his report. 
Vocational and general education shall exist at all levels, the vocational 
gradually gaining the ascendency...Handcraft, or Manual Training, must 
have an important place in the new curriculum.200 
Edwards stated the belief that secondary education should provide for the 
holistic development of the adolescent. It should focus on aspects of health, work, 
play, goodwill, character, culture and ttaining. He also clearly stated the 
department's policy on teaching, "to educate the child, not to teach a subject". 
Edwards addressed all the areas of the new curriculum and on Manual Training had 
this to say: 
for all it has value as mental ttaining, value for the hand and the eye, hobby 
value, and domestic value; and it has value as offering a creative outlet for 
those who do not excel in absttact thinking.201 
The report continued by praising the value of such leaming and briefly stated the 
aims and purposes of Manual Training. It would be the most comprehensive 
educational statement about Manual Training revealed in the Annual Reports. 
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Manual Training over the years has always suffered from a lack of status. 
Educators and die community alike could not, or would not recognise die value of 
diis subject in that die hand must be guided by the brain. Skill is the manifestation 
of knowledge and understanding tiu-ough pertbrmance. The Director is affording 
due acknowledgement of tiiis in his report which reflects the department's concept 
on Manual Training. 
In supporting Edwards, the Minister, H.A.Bmce, advocated the importance 
and extension of Manual Training in the secondary curriculum. Quoting from a 
Scottish proposal he said "we commend that such practical work should have a place 
in the curriculum of every boy throughout, at least, the first tiiree years of the 
secondary course. "202 Here again can be seen the rhetoric of a belief in the subject 
called Manual Training. The question was 'Would future reports make reference as 
to how it would be implemented?' 
The rhetoric continued in 1949 when the Minister spoke about the provision 
of a comprehensive curriculum to meet the "intellectual needs" of all students. 
There is evidence of consistency in the stated importance given to the practical 
subjects. "The distinction between intellectual and practical needs is somewhat 
artificial. The practical arts.. .provide a rich field for intellectual development. "203 
This attitude towards practical education was probably inspired by the need for 
better ttained ttadespersons, semi-skilled workers and clerical workers. The scarcity 
of same being a legacy of the recent war. 
In 1952, while there was a change in directorship, there was constancy in 
direction and the statements relating to a comprehensive curriculum. Watkin 
indicated that the Queensland system needed to liberalise education to cater for all 
vocations in life. 
Courses in secondary schools must, therefore, be adjusted to meet the needs 
of the many, not merely of the few who wish to use the secondary school as 
preparation for entry to the University.204 
This belief continued diroughout die 1950's and was reiterated by Black in 1958. 
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The courses available at State secondary schools are constantly under 
review, and are modified, wherever necessary, to suit local conditions. 
Academic, Commercial, Industtial and Home Science courses are available 
at all State secondary schools.205 
As early as 1939, there was discussion relating to the raising of the school 
leaving age to 15 years. An Employment Group, chaired by Hill, who was then the 
Assistant Chief Inspector of Schools, considered the efl'ects and relevance of such a 
change to Manual Training and Industrial Courses in schools. The terms of 
reference were 
(i) To advise as to whether it is desirable and practicable to raise the 
maximum compulsory school age to fifteen, 
(ii) To advise as to variations, if any, deemed desirable in the school 
preparation of pupils for vocations, including apprenticeship to the 
skilled ttades.206 
Two recommendations pertaining to school ttaining were presented by the 
committee. The first related to the preparation of students for occupations in 
primary industries and the second focused on entry requirements for industrial 
occupations. The general text of the report was in favour of increasing the leaving 
age but with the provisions that the nature of schooling should change to include 
more vocational type education in industrial and commercial areas. Thus, arose the 
need to carefully consider the curriculum of the vocational subjects. 
The Evolving Secondary Curriculum 
The Industrial courses in the high schools, which embraced Manual 
Training, were very popular in the early 1930's. Schools such as Mount Morgan 
had four technical teachers and one fifth of their students were attempting the Junior 
Industrial Examination, while at Rockhampton there were 15 teachers of technical 
subjects.207 However, the non-academic courses tended to be offered only in the 
larger country high schools where workshops and other suitable facilities were 
available, whereas in Brisbane, the four State high schools remained specialized.208 
Goodman claimed that by 1951 the Industrial course had become very 
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popular. It had gained community stattis, offered a certificate, provided an opening 
into the industrial job market, and afforded a general course for non-tertiary 
students.209.210 jhe 1954 Annual Report included a photograph of boys in a 
woodwork class which reinforced the notion that such a practical subject was both 
acceptable and promoted.211 
By 1957, the concept of multilateral high schools was fast becoming the 
norm throughout the State. In Brisbane new suburban high schools were expanding 
their course offerings and most of the country high schools had facilities for all four 
secondary courses2i2 offering equal educational opportunities for all students.213 
While the names of the Manual Training subjects had been changed from 
Woodwork to Industrial A, Metalwork to Industrial B and Trade Drawing to 
Industrial C as early as 1945, they were not collectively called the Industrial Course 
until 1957. This new term had now replaced Manual Training in the secondary 
sector signifying that it had become one of the four official courses in the secondary 
curriculum. Its importance was also sttengthened by the appointment of an 
additional Inspector of High Schools and Technical Colleges. 
Black, in his report for 1957, confirmed the Department's attitude regarding 
the acceptance of the practical arts courses. This notion was reinforced in 1961 by 
Watkin when he said: 
State High Schools in Queensland are, in the main, multilateral, non-
selective, mixed schools...None of these courses are regarded as "inferior" 
courses, and though there is a tendency for the more able to pursue the 
academic course, there are many who follow other courses to the Junior 
Public Examination and later continue their studies to matriculation and the 
university. 214 
This is an interesting statement. While it gave a general overview of secondary 
education, there appeared to be an emphasis on promoting the non-academic 
courses. Perhaps it was to assure the community that these courses were beneficial 
for the increasing number of non-tertiary oriented students. 
The role of Manual Training in the curriculum had expanded rapidly in the 
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primary sector during the 1940's and 1950's, but it was not until the late 1950's that 
it began to burgeon in the secondary schools. By 1960, the Department was entering 
into a period of rapid and extensive change. The Director-General reported on the 
restmcturing of the system and the implications such changes would have on 
secondary education. Among the many problems facing the planners was that 
conceming the overall pragmatic approach goveming the high school curriculum. A 
number of changes needed to be addressed which are summed up in the final 
statement. 215 
How can schools be made vital and stimulating so that their aim will not 
only be towards academic and vocational achievement but also be places of 
preparation for a richer and fuller life.2i6 
Vocational education, which included Manual Training, had gained a place in this 
changing view of education. 
To deal with these concems a Committee to Inquire into Secondary 
Education was appointed.217,2is jhe Queensland Institute of Educational Research 
became involved and submitted its recommendations in June 1960. Having specific 
relevance to Manual Training, the comnuttee, headed by J.A.Golding, 
recommended that die aims of Manual Training embrace those psychomotor 
leaming activities which would prepare students for a ttade or for advanced 
technical ttaining.219 As a result, many questions were raised relating to the extent 
to which Manual Training should be expanded and its role in the secondary 
curriculum.220 Concern was also raised over the current academic achievements of 
Industrial students. 
A study of Junior results of Industrial students shows a pattem of poor 
results in academic subjects. It is obvious that the present course does not 
cater for the needs of many students.221 
Consequentiy the possibility of inttoducing modified courses was suggested. 
The dilemma continued and so the questions flowed. Should the courses be 
modified? Should there be a Senior Course? What should it include? Should a safety 
course be mandatory? What effect would the above have on the provision of funding 
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and facilities? Should examinations be revised? Should they be conducted by the 
technical colleges? The last question had implications for a dual conttol of die 
curriculum. 222 
An interim report was presented in September 1961. The policy of tiie 
Department was stated as believing in a comprehensive style education system with 
a heterogeneous admission policy. The State system of education, it claimed, should 
aim to enable students to reach their best potential regardless of the mdividual's 
innate ability. The current practice of offering Academic, Commercial, Home 
Science and Industrial courses was to continue thereby ensuring a place in the 
curriculum for Manual Training.223 
When the secondary system was restmctured in 1962 to accommodate Year 
8 students, changes were also incorporated into the secondary curriculum. As well 
as the core subjects of English, maths, science and social sciences, the curriculum 
included a range of practical subjects to cater for the interests and ability of all 
students. These included 
vocational studies in woodwork, metal work, technical drawing, homecrafts, 
commercial work, art, music, foreign languages and agriculture. Acceptable 
standards of achievement have been set in accordance with the ability of the 
student to attain them.224 
In preparation for this change, McCracken prepared a syllabus suitable for the new 
grade 8 students. It comprised Vh hours work per week in the subjects of 
woodwork, sheet-metalwork and drawing. It was an inttoductory course leading to 
the Industrial Junior in Years 9 and 10.225,226 Some of the suggested projects were 
later considered unsuitable and were consequentiy replaced.227 Such changes 
required Departmental approval indicating that there was tight conttol of the 
curriculum including the actual projects students were permitted to make. 
The Department, in 1966, on the recommendation of the Board of Junior 
Secondary School Studies, published a syllabus in Technical Subjects for Grades 8, 
9 & 10. It included work in Junior Technical Drawing, Junior Metalwork and 
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Junior Woodwork. A commentary was also provided which offered teachers 
guidance in its interpretation and use.228 This syllabus showed evidence of the 
influence of the Board as the material was carefully planned and moved from an 
"exercise" driven curriculum to one of "process" driven. That is from leaming 
procedures to understanding methods, theories and concepts.229 
Following the change to the new secondary system, the Director-General 
stated that: 
Courses of study were designed to cater for the varying interests and abilities 
of students in the early years of adolescence.. .whether they aim to pursue 
studies at the tertiary level or enter employment.230 
He expressed the belief that parents were now able to exercise their discretion in 
ensuring that their children were able to choose a suitable secondary course. 
The secondary curriculum had been adapted to embrace the vocational subjects and 
correlate with the Department's changed policy. Manual Training gained wide 
acceptance through the development of a revised syllabus. These changes had been 
initiated intemally but possibly in response to extemal influences. 
However, research into the Departmental records failed to find any further 
reference to the Industrial Senior first inttoduced in the Industrial High School in 
1946. This is perplexing for surely such a course with university accreditation 
would have had student appeal as it led directiy on to a wide range of tertiary 
education courses and highly paid professions. 
Administration of Secondary Industrial Courses 
Administtation of Manual Training in the high schools involved finances, 
and pertaining to this, the Department issued a directive in Febmary 1956 relating 
to claims for Vocational Allowance. It required schools to make separate claims for 
primary and secondary students based on the formula "of one penny per pupil 
attendmg each week for Vocational Instmction."231 Such instructions were possibly 
needed to improve procedures and validate school claims for funds. A further 
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direction appeared in October 1956 which required vocational teachers to keep 
standardised accounting procedures. An expendable Stock Book and a Purchase 
Docket Book had to be used to ensure greater accountability in the area of financial 
management. The insttuction applied to all Vocational Centtes at both primary and 
secondary schools.232 
The cost of materials was not totally covered by this grant and students 
generally paid an additional charge for the exercises they made if they wanted to 
take diem home. By 1970, costs had risen significantiy and together with the new 
gained freedom of die curriculum, more ambitious projects were being set for the 
students. While most parents could afford such charges, some sought exemption. In 
one instance, pensioners lobbied their MLA for special consideration. The response 
from the Minister was that such matters, regarding the ability to pay, should be left 
to the discretion of the principal.233 The other aspect of this episode is that the 
parents were keen to have their son leam Manual Training, even though costs were 
involved. 
Project work carried out by the students had another dimension besides the 
leaming of practical skills. Workshops had to be both safe and functional. Hiley, in 
his brief term as Inspector, was most concemed for the safety of teachers and 
students alike. He made several recommendations including: mushroom-head safety 
switches on pedestal drills;234 die use of fabricated fitting vices; the issue of 36 inch 
sheet-metal guillotines; and the soundproofing of workshops. These were approved 
and became standard procedures from 1970.235 
The Spread of Industrial Courses 
While the expansion of secondary schools was relatively slow until the mid 
1950's, there was continual growth in the area of Manual Training right across the 
State. As early as 1937 new high school centtes were established extending the 
insttuction of Manual Training.236 This pattern continued throughout ttie period 
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under review. Edwards also spoke very favourably of the growth of Manual 
Training in his 1938 report. 
The persistent demand for this instmction, particularly from country centtes, 
is an indication of appreciation of the value of such teaching. Likewise the 
increasing number of Secondary school boys who elect to follow the 
Industrial Junior Course is notable.237 
The Department was always keen to publicise its achievements in meeting the 
increasing demand for secondary education. The Annual Report for 1960 was 
typical, stating that new high schools were opened at Corinda, Mount Gravatt, The 
Gap and Yeronga in the mettopolitan area and in the country at Trinity Bay in 
Caims, and at Mareeba. Secondary classes were started at Cloncurry, Cunnamulla, 
Inglewood, Millmerran, Oakey, St George, Texas and Theodore.238 
It has been the policy of the Education Department to organise its high 
schools as multilateral units, with academic, commercial, industrial and 
home science courses; in several schools the agricultural course has also 
been provided. The centtal part of Brisbane has, however, been served by 
single course high schools. Plans for the closing of three of these high 
schools within the next three years have now been approved.239 
The three specialist Brisbane schools to be closed had served the city students well 
and in a way it was a pity to see these schools discontinue their service. They had 
each acted as a catalyst for the development of their individual curriculum which 
was later adopted by the expanding secondary school system. 
While the country high schools and Technical high schools operated on a 
multilateral system, offering a range of courses, this did not develop in Brisbane 
until the opening of Wynnum High School in 1942 and Cavendish Road High in 
1952.240 Brisbane had been reliant on the four independent faculty schools which 
had evolved out of the Centtal Technical College.241 
The marked movement of school populations to newly developed outer 
suburbs in Brisbane and the larger cities has emphasised the wisdom of the 
establishment of periphery schools...As they are multilateral, they cater for 
all educational needs, and have materially relieved the serious overcrowding 
that must otherwise have occurted in the inner unilateral secondary 
schools. 242 
This statement by the Director-General assists in gaining an understanding of the 
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rapid expansion of secondary education during this period. It also alludes to the 
acceptance and growtii of the specialized subjects such as Manual Training. 
Logan and Clarke suggested reasons for diis dramatic expansion of 
secondary education. They believed it was a combination of factors stimulated by a 
favourable economic climate. Of particular significance were increases in the birth 
rate; the increasing school retention rate; westem affluence; scientific advances; and 
the mobility of workers into higher technical occupations.243 These influences may 
also have had a bearing on the demand for certain courses in the schools. The 
question is 'Did the Manual Training curriculum respond to the extemal demands or 
did it simply perpetuate its ttaditional approach?' While there was much rhetoric 
about curriculum development there is very little evidence relating to the actual 
content and its underlying rationale, aims and objectives. 
The extension of Manual Training in the secondary sector was parallelled by 
its termination in the primary sector. This pattem of ttansition can be ttaced in the 
Figures shown in Table 9 on page 311. Manual Training was taught in each 
category of school listed. 
Teacher Involvement in Manual Training 
The rapid expansion of secondary schools and the increasing numbers of 
Manual Training teachers contributed to the formation of QUMATTA.244 One of its 
first concems, which was expressed in its Term Bulletin in 1963, was the need for a 
modified course to cater for the slower learner.245 This was followed up m 1964 
with the formation of a syllabus sub-committee. Its role was to examine the curtent 
syllabuses and to make suggestions for improvement. They saw the following as 
two of their goals. 
(a) To inquire into and advise the Association on Syllabus Matters; 
(b) To make every endeavour to become closely allied to and if possible 
obtain representation on the existing Departmental Syllabus 
Committees. 246 
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It was a bold and enthusiastic committee which paved the way for on-going 
syllabus developments. It also reacted to proposed Departmental changes which the 
association did not agree with. Such a situation arose when welding was deleted 
from the metalwork syllabus. Following communication with the Director-General, 
diey were granted representation on the new syllabus Board Committee.247 Again in 
1967, the association approached the Board regarding the possibility of a modified 
course similar to that offered in other subjects. It also sought support on the issue 
from the Principals' Association.248 Such actions reflect the association's concem 
for the welfare of students and the use of appropriate curriculum. 
In 1970, J.Munro, the association secretary, proposed that the State 
curriculum should be changed to embrace a five year syllabus from Year 8 to Year 
12. This was approved by the meeting and a sub-committee was appointed to draw 
up a syllabus for presentation to the new Board instigated under the new Radford 
Scheme. The significance of this is the vision of the association that a new 
curriculum could be designed through the freedom, left in the wake of the old 
extemal examination system.249 
The Department in 1970, outiined the many courses offered in its high 
schools. Included were Manual Training at the Year 8 level and Technical subjects 
at the Year 9 and 10 levels.250 Special courses were also available possibly 
indicating the influence of QUMATTA. 
Teacher inservice for Manual Training teachers was first provided in 1963. 
It was the initiative of McCracken that resulted in one of the Department's first 
attempts at Manual Training mservice. He organised a seminar focusing on the 
technical subjects in the new three year syllabus. It was mn for the Manual Training 
teachers in the mettopolitan schools and 110 teachers attended. There were 
workshops on Accident Prevention, Woodwork, Technical Drawing, Sheet-
metalwork and Fitting, Metaltuming and Welding.251,252 
Following its success the P.O.A., on behalf of its Manual Training teacher 
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members, contacted McCracken requesting that similar seminars be conducted for 
country teachers in several centtal locations. McCracken took up tiie challenge, 
prepared a submission, and gained approval for seminars to be held at Southport, 
Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Nambour, Maryborough and Rockhampton 
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While this inservice was an important first for Manual Training and covered 
the content of the new syllabus, it failed to address the real issue of teaching 
methodology for these new areas of leaming. The report on the seminar indicated 
that there was limited discussion relating to the actual teaching of these new 
subjects. It consisted basically of procedures for the set projects. Apparentiy, the 
new syllabus was to be a lock-step process whereby students were to complete each 
project in a set order and routine. 
By 1970, Manual Training was offered as a core subject at Year 8 level but 
only as an elective in Years 9 and 10. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that, after 
77 years, it finally gained status and took its rightful place in the secondary 
curriculum. However, this inclusion did not necessarily indicate that the curriculum 
was either appropriate or perfect. In fact, this goal was only beginning to be 
addressed. 
Industrial Examinations 
In the years from 1929 to 1960, the secondary Manual Training curriculum 
was virtually conttolled by the University which set the Junior and Senior Public 
Examinations. This hold on the curriculum was apparentiy accepted by the early 
administtators who supported rather than challenged such conttol. For example, 
Morris believed that the acceptance of the Junior Industrial Examination and its 
course of study would adequately prepare any student for most types of 
employment. 254 
The University exercised this right of conttol and on several occasions issued 
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directions relating to the Industtial Junior Subjects. The metalwork was suspended 
for six years and the Manual of Public Examinations made reference to the fact that 
both woodwork and ttade drawing were also under review.255 in 1950, the 
University expanded the requirements for both the Industtial A Woodwork and 
Industtial B Metalwork Examinations. A statement was included indicating that 
students needed to have constmcted at least 20 models during the course of study. 
Official certification of this completed requirement was to accompany candidates' 
examination applications.256 This amendment regarding the performance of students 
is perplexing. Did it mean that the examination was to be of a particularly high 
standard? Did it mean that the capability of previous students left much to be 
desired? Or was it an attempt to encourage teachers to lift the standard of their 
instmction and thereby improve the results of students? 
The instmction was re-emphasised in 1955 with the inclusion of a note in 
itahcs referring to the validation of the quahty of candidates.257 The intention of 
such a direction is open to speculation. As the notation remained until the 
examination was taken over by the Department of Education, it may well have been 
a prompt to ensure that only those who were capable of success should attempt the 
examination, and thus minimise wasting both materials and the examiners' time. 
Even though the University was maintaining tight conttol of the 
examinations, there was an indication that, if the cortect approach was embraced, 
then there was scope for a measure of flexibility in the application of the 
curriculum. The General Note on Industrial 'A', 'B', and ' C Subjects, detailed in 
the 1950-1951 Manual, expressed this stance quite clearly. 
The main purposes of the manual exercises required under sections XXX -
XXXII is the development of creative power within the pupil by providing 
regidar opportunities for serious activity in the production of some definite 
piece of work of social significance. Under ideal circumstances manual arts 
would be taught in a hfe setting in connection with projects demanding 
initiative, foresight and organizing ability. 
These activities will provide ttaining in the coordination of brain, eye and 
hand, and in the skills and principles basic to a variety of ttades, but the 
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imparting of ttade knowledge and skills is not a primary objective. 
Schools are advised to offer the widest possible choice of models to their 
pupils.258 
It is interesting to reflect on a number of points referred to in this statement. First, 
die term Manual Arts is used. It was not used officially by the Department until 
1970 and was not used on a syllabus document before 1974. Second, it 
acknowledged die link between "brain, eye and hand" in the development of skills 
and die incorporation of principles related to technology. Third, the syllabus was 
designed to encourage "the development of creative power" which parallels the 
concept of design and problem solving in the senior subjects of the early 1990's. 
Finally, the sentence "under ideal circumstances manual arts would be 
taught...demanding initiative, foresight and organizing ability",259 appears to be 
pre-empting what has taken nearly forty years to achieve. One might well ask the 
questions 'What has caused the lapse between this pedagogical approach of 1951 
and recent years?' and 'Why did the new syllabuses of the Radford era not build 
upon this sound educational base?' 
The University finally relinquished its hold on the curriculum with the 
inauguration of the Board of Post-Primary Studies and Examinations in 1960.260 
This change was significant in that it allowed a 'freeing up' of the secondary 
curriculum. Indirectiy, it had an effect on the Manual Training syllabuses for it 
opened the way to inttoduce new knowledge, technology, materials, processes and 
techniques. 
Comparisons of Manual Training in Queensland with that in other States or 
countries has been beyond the limits of this study. Such investigation would provide 
scope for a separate thesis. However some material on the subject has been found 
and can be accessed in Appendix 38 on pages 525-527. 
By 1968, greater emphasis was being placed on the need for a broad and 
relevant curriculum.261 However, this freedom still had its restrictions for Manual 
Training. John Buchan, a prominent Manual Arts educator of the time, believed that 
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bodi physical and attitudinal resttictions were inhibiting factors in the development 
of the Manual Training curriculum through this early phase of change. He intimated 
that safety issues and "discrete workshop facilities fostered conformity".262 
In reality, the curriculum changed very little over the period. The Junior 
Examination, to a large extent, dictated content. It was not until teachers, united 
through their association, were able to voice their opinions and concems, that 
changes began to occur. The Radford System in 1970, together with the 
abandonment of extemal examinations, opened the way for real curriculum change 
to take place. 
Manual Training survived the ttansition from vocational classes in the 
primary schools to Industtial subjects in the secondary curriculum and was poised 
for greater achievements in the new education system. 
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Summary of Section C 
Manual Training suffered mixed fortunes during this period. There were 
significant gains up until the 1950's with the expansion of vocational classes in the 
primary sector. But diere were also the losses of the program initiatives- the Rural 
Schools, die Vocational Centtes and tiie Travelling Schools- which had set Manual 
Training on its path to success. In the secondary sector, consolidation and expansion 
accmed through the experiment of the Industtial High School and the restmcturing 
of the State Education System. 
The Centtal Technical College devised the original primary curticulum and 
this was accepted and perpetuated by the Department when it assumed responsibility 
for vocational classes in the mid 1940's. The initial subjects of woodwork, 
metalwork, leatherwork, drawing and blacksmithing were not all incorporated into 
the standard curriculum. Only woodwork and sheet-metalwork and drawing were 
officially included in the Departmental Syllabus document. Leatherwork and 
blacksmithing were taught in response to local demand which was mainly in the 
mral areas. 
However, the primary curriculum, although influenced superficially from 
time to time, did not undergo any significant changes. It progressed from a set of 
blueprints to a printed document which survived, with minor improvements, for 
over 30 years. The influence of the Department on the Manual Training curriculum, 
especially after its inclusion in the general primary curriculum in 1949, was 
basically one of emphasis or bias rather than dictation of the content. 
The inclusion of Manual Training in the Scholarship Examination and the 
inttoduction of the Industrial Scholarship gave a temporary boost to the subject 
area, but these initiatives were phased out by 1952. Nevertheless, they achieved 
their goal of advising and du-ecting students to the secondary Industrial courses. 
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With regard to the secondary curriculum, this too had been originally 
devised by the Centtal Technical College but was modified in the late 1920's to 
meet the requirements of the new University Industtial Junior Examination of 1929. 
The curriculum was tightly conttolled by this examining body until the Board of 
Post Primary Studies took over the role in 1960. Conttol was again ttansferred in 
1964 with the formation of the Board of Junior and Senior Secondary School 
Studies. Both these Boards afforded input from teachers and teacher associations 
which resulted in moderate changes to the curriculum. A new Year 8 syllabus was 
implemented in 1962 to cater for the needs of the changing high school population. 
This was followed in 1966 by a Department Syllabus in Technical Subjects. 
The Industrial Junior Examination also played an important role in the 
popularity of the Industrial High School and the Industtial courses in the other high 
schools. It gave much needed credibility to the subject area and opened a pathway 
to higher technical studies. 
Thus, the Industtial High School provided the model for implementing the 
Industrial Courses in the burgeoning comprehensive high schools. Its closure was 
not due to failure but rather success in the popularity of its courses. They were 
readily adopted by the State High Schools which, in the mettopolitan areas, also 
atttacted the potential Industrial High School students. 
The administtation of Manual Training was ttansferred during the 1940's 
from the Centtal Technical College to the Department of Secondary Education. 
Conttol and supervision was carried out by a range of inspectors and eventually, 
from 1959, by specialist inspectors of Manual Training Subjects. 
Manual Traming teachers, although highly skilled technically, were deprived 
of equal status through lack of a recognised teaching credential. Through their 
newly formed teacher association, tiiey fought for both recognition and a better 
ttaining program and achieved these in 1970. 
4 2 6 
The ultimate change for Manual Training came with the implementation of 
die Radford Report in 1970. Assessment became the prerogative of the schools and 
the secondary curriculum was open to much needed change and reform. This 
coupled with the new ttaining program meant that Manual Training was about to 
enter into a new and exciting developmental phase. 
Manual Training had survived the modifications to the education system. 
The QUMATTA association of teachers and supportive inspectors were active in 
initiating changes to the secondary curriculum which led the subject, by this stage 
called Manual Arts, into a new era of development. 
The outcome of events during this third period was that any changes 
affecting Manual Training and its curriculum which did occur were the result of 
Departmental initiatives in response to both external and intemal pressures. This 
would tend to support the notion that the major influence during this latter period of 
the study came from the Department. 
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CONCLUSION 
As has been depicted in the preceding pages Manual Training has been 
particularly successful as a practical subject in the curriculum of both the primary 
and secondary schools. At the time of the writing of this thesis, 1995, the subject, 
although currentiy called Manual Arts, has survived for almost 1(X) years since its 
early inttoduction to primary school students in 1896. The first 85 years of its 
existence, the period of focus of this research, saw it rise in prominence and secure 
a place within the State education system. 
To interpret the past is to gain an understanding of the present. With this in 
mind the research was designed to fill two gaps in the history of education in 
Queensland. First, it has attempted to provide a nartative of the evolution of 
Manual Training and second, an interpretation of the causes of change and their 
influence on the subject's curriculum. 
Possibly because Manual Training has never been considered as a 'core' 
subject in the State curriculum by past educational admirusttators nor by present 
educational historians, its story has lain dormant amongst archival material. 
Therefore it is hoped that this study might enthuse other students to investigate 
further, challenge these findings and contribute towards the historical tmth of the 
subject area. Such analysis may also lead to comparisons with other systems, a task 
which is beyond the scope of this study. Aligned with this is the anticipation that 
scholars and others interested in the subject and its successor. Manual Arts, might 
be able to use these findings and apply them in predicting the future for this 
practical area of the curriculum. 
This study, which resulted from the recognition of a scarcity of 
documentation relating to the subject area called Manual Training, has identified 
specific areas or branches of its development and has attempted to analyse 
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curriculum change relating to tiiese over the period of the study. These include the 
vocational classes in the technical colleges, die Rural Schools, tiie Vocational 
Centtes attached to Stite Schools, die Technical High schools as well as die 
associated teachers and administtators. 
Manual Training has had an interesting journey tiirough the annals of time 
and has been guided by visionaries and achievers who have perceived the benefits 
of the subject for all students. At times its appeal was broad and die subsequent 
demand for instmction so great that where Vocational Centtes could not be 
established. Travelling Schools were operated to satisfy the needs of primary 
students, as well as past students, in small and isolated country towns. The 
advocacy and initiative of the early technical educators ensured that Manual 
Training not only secured a place in the secondary curriculum but also a role in the 
vanguard of State secondary education. 
The study has been divided into ttiree time periods which cortespond to the 
evolutionary phases in the development of Manual Training. Section A, 1885 to 
1909, depicts the "Foundation Years" of the fledgeling subject as it stmggled to 
gain a place in the primary curriculum. Section B, called "A Period of Expansion," 
covers the years from 1910 to 1932 and discusses the rapid spread of the subject in 
both the primary and secondary schools. Finally Section C, the "Period of 
Change," 1933 to 1970, examines the unprecedented growth of Manual Training in 
the primary sector, its eventual demise in this sector and its subsequent transfer to 
the secondary division of the Department. 
In Queensland, the idea of Manual Training was fu-st conceived within the 
School of Arts movement. Based on the Sloyd system from Europe, it took hold 
and was embraced by the developing technical colleges. The early attempts at 
providing technical education were mstigated by relatively well educated men and 
women. It was their belief, initiative and perseverance which gained both technical 
education and Manual Training a place in the State education system. 
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The first recognised classes in Manual Training were conducted in the 
technical colleges offering boys basic instmction in woodwork for a small fee. 
While these classes were relatively successful it was not until the Department 
accepted some responsibility for this form of practical education that real progress 
was achieved. The Department, under much duress, provided free instmction and 
even encouraged pupils from the primary schools to attend the college classes 
wherever possible. This resulted in classes being established in country colleges as 
well as at the Brisbane Technical College. 
However, the first Departmental initiative for the provision of Manual 
Training per se, manifested itself in the experiment of the Rural School at 
Nambour. While J.D.Story is given credit for this venture he relied very heavily on 
die Centtal Technical College to resource the project. The success of this innovation 
in practical education, which catered for the needs of girls and boys in rural areas, 
created a demand in the following years that became almost insatiable. More Rural 
schools were provided and where such schools could not be fully implemented 
Vocational Centtes, which taught only Manual Training and Domestic Science 
subjects, were built attached to State schools. To placate the demand from other 
rural centtes Travelling Schools were provided taking instmction to the small and 
remote country schools. These Travelling Schools operated across the State from 
1926 until 1967. 
Manual Training gained an official place in the Primary and Intermediate 
Curriculum in 1930. It was the first recognition of the subject area in any official 
Departmental curriculum document. It status was also improved when it was 
included as an acceptable alternative subject in the Scholarship Examination. This 
was effective from 1936 until 1952. Manual Training remained a popular part of 
the primary curriculum until 1964 when secondary education subsumed Year 8 into 
its stmcture taking this practical subject with it. 
In relation to secondary education the lack of some form of 'bridging 
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education' between primary and technical classes motivated the technical educators 
of the eariy 1900's to initiate their own secondary school. This was effected in 
1908. While it preceded die State high schools, its curriculum was primarily 
focused on the practical subjects and incorporated Manual Training. This early 
secondary school was subject to a series of ttansformations over two decades as it 
underwent a period of metamorphosis changing from High School to Trade School, 
to Technical High School and eventually to the Industrial High School. The 
associated industrial courses, which were developed during this ttansitional phase, 
remained in use in the secondary curriculum and were offered in most State High 
schools for over thirty years. 
An important aspect of Manual Training was the involvement of teachers 
and inspectors. These personnel had an important impact on the curriculum for it 
was their prerogative to interpret and teach the curriculum according to their 
perception of the needs of their pupils. However, the provision of teacher ttaining 
was far from adequate. There were two systems which operated during the early 
years. One provided instruction in woodwork at the Centtal Technical College for 
primary teachers from the Teachers' Training College and the other offered a 12 
week preparation course for ttadesmen. The first was phased out in the early 1930's 
while the latter continued for over 40 years with some slight modifications. Its 
focus was on assimilation of content rather than on teaching techniques and was 
sttongly influenced by the ttade backgrounds of the ttaining instmctors. 
The role played by the inspectors was one of conttol and supervision rather 
than of assistance and facilitation of appropriate teaching sttategies. In the early 
years, both technical college inspectors and Departmental district inspectors carried 
out the inspections. It was not until 1949 that the first specialist Manual Training 
inspector was appointed. This move, together with the ttansfer of the administtation 
of Manual Training to the Secondary Department, paved the way for tighter 
govemance of Manual Training staff, facilities and curriculum. 
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The waxing and waning of Manual Training in both the primary and 
secondary sectors of education can be clearly seen in the flow charts located in the 
synopsis for each Section of this thesis. Figure 1, on page 27, shows the pattem of 
establishment within the Brisbane Technical College. The amalgamation of the 
Brisbane colleges into the Centtal Technical College under the Department's conttol 
in effect helped ttansfer Manual Training into the State curriculum. The appeal and 
acceptance of the subject mushroomed during this period and considerable 
development took place as shown in Figure 3, on page 118. However, as indicated 
in Figure 9, on page 305, the expansion was curbed as the subject was phased out 
of the primary schools and became incorporated into the secondary school 
curriculum. In the succeeding years through to 1970, Manual Training was 
consolidated and its curriculum began to undergo a phase of refinement and change 
as it came under the conttol of a succession of curriculum boards. 
A Time Line or chronology of important events in the evolution of Manual 
Training, as well as the impinging general educational changes, has been compiled 
and can be consulted in Appendix 39. 
Why did the educational administtators over the years vacillate in their 
diinking over the inclusion or exclusion of the subject from the State curriculum? 
Widi such intermittent support how then did Manual Training ultimately achieve 
inclusion as a component of the wider curriculum? The explanation may well be 
diat there were some educators and administtators who had both a sttong belief in 
die benefits of the subject area and also significant influence within the Department. 
The sttength of such advocacy therefore determined the subsequent outcomes. 
Ahgned with ttiis was the influence of ttie state's industtial economy which created 
fluctuating demands for workers with practical expertise. 
Fortunately, Manual Training had some sttong allies in the early decades of 
die twentietii century. Riddell, Morris, Hill and Story were such forceful advocates 
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who gained much credence for die subject. This acceptance was maintained in the 
following years by Kennedy and Edwards. The extemal influence of an unstable 
economy from time to time also brought pressure from tiie govemment for change. 
When it was determined that the industrial economy needed a boost, then Manual 
Training was in favour. When the economy was buoyant, then classical education 
was promoted. 
Curriculum development in Manual Training began as a result of the School 
of Arts movement in Queensland. It was initially an element of technical education 
taught in the emerging colleges. Technical education in these early years evolved 
from the mutual needs of ttadespersons to instmct and/or be instmcted in ttade 
related subjects. Anyone who felt qualified could apply to teach in the newly 
established colleges. These early technical subjects were no doubt very personahsed 
and reflected the knowledge, skill and understanding as well as the limitations of 
the respective teachers. 
During the first period of this research. Manual Training started out in a 
similar manner with self appointed teachers mstmcting voluntary pupils in ttiett 
particular areas of ttade expertise. There is littie documentation related to 
curriculum planning associated with these early ventures but with the development 
of the Brisbane college the curriculum became more stmctured and showed some 
evidence of planning. The perceived need for post primary level classes, as actively 
enunciated by McConnel, was responded to by the college which then attempted to 
further develop the Manual Training curriculum. The result was a course which 
provided pupils with very basic ttade or pre-vocational skills. This initiative also 
attempted to bridge the gap between the largely academic primary curriculum and 
technical college courses. 
Up to this pomt, 1908, the Department had not become directiy involved in 
providing such mstmction claimmg that the costs outweighed the benefits. Thus 
curriculum development had been both initiated and carried out by a source extemal 
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to the Department, namely the technical colleges. 
While the curriculum, as identified in the records, gave the impression of 
being carefully thought through, there is no written documentation alluding to 
underlying educational principles or theories. Some mention is made in reports and 
odier Departmental documents about the importance of practical education and the 
necessary development of hand and eye coordination but there are no specific 
references given. Nor is there any proof that the primary curriculum was developed 
as the first stage in a hierarchical series of courses leading to more advanced levels 
of Manual Training. It would appear that its initial primary purpose was to 
inttoduce post primary pupils to woodworking and encourage an interest in 
technical education. As more interest was taken in the subject. Manual Training 
became available to primary pupils through classes conducted by technical colleges 
across the State. When this option for primary pupds became available the 
curriculum was refined to suit the specific needs and abilities of the pupils. 
However, it should be remembered that the teaching of Manual Training was ordy 
available through the technical colleges and therefore the colleges would have had 
conttol of the curriculum and their vision for any future developments would have 
been m line with technical college courses not as a prerequisite for secondary 
schools. 
Many of the contemporary Departmental inspectors favoured the inclusion 
of Manual Training in the primary curriculum and certainly supported the 
vocational classes conducted by the colleges. However, it was not until the end of 
the period that the Department became implicated timrough the provision of limited 
funding for vocational education offered through the colleges. 
While primary Manual Training began its development in ttie colleges, 
secondary Manual Training also had its origin in technical education, specifically 
dirough die Brisbane Technical College Day School. The Day School was ttie brain 
child of McConnel and was designed as a bridging course from primary to technical 
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education. Thus the curriculum, which contained Manual Training subjects, was 
specifically designed for this purpose. The Department had no part in die 
development of die curriculum and only reluctantiy provided limited funding, in die 
form of scholarships, to support die program. 
In effect die curriculum was devised by the colleges for their own purposes 
even tiiough some of die college administtators sttongly advocated the inclusion of 
Manual Training into die primary curriculum. Curriculum development, therefore, 
could be interpreted as being piece meal serving immediate perceived needs and 
administered expedientiy by appropriate and influential institutions, namely the 
colleges. The original college syllabi were mainly in the form of blue prints. Some 
very basic content outiines were also issued but records of these are very scarce. 
The first official Departmental syllabus for Manual Training was published in 1930 
and continued to be used in the primary sector, with slight modifications, until the 
mid 1960's. 
Curriculum development in the primary sector during the second period of 
the research was influenced in the main by two factors, namely student needs and 
standardised examinations. In effect the Centtal Technical College developed a 
syllabus which was modified to suit three specific purposes, one for the Rural 
Schools, one for the Vocational Centtes and a third for the Travelling Schools. The 
leaming outcomes were then tested against three different examinations, The 
scholarship examination, the Centtal Technical College examination and a parochial 
test for the Travelling School students. However, it is quite evident that the basis 
for this curriculum centted on practical ttade related skills involving woodworking, 
metalworking, ttade drawing and in some instances leatherworking and 
blacksmithing. The latter two subjects catering for the specific needs of some mral 
pupds. 
While both the labor and conservative parties were in favour of vocational 
education the community tended to reject it. It was suggested that parents wanted 
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dieir children to be qualified for white collar occupations rather than those 
associated with the ttades. However, the Department did initiate some bold primary 
vocational education programs. These were expensive projects but obviously seen as 
economically advantageous. There were ulterior govemment motives behind these 
ventures which sought to boost the economy through the employment of better 
educated workers in both the industrial and mral industries. The Rural School in 
particular was designed to encourage the children from the local communities to 
stay and work the land. 
Thus while the Department was not directiy involved in developing the 
curriculum in the early years they certainly supported its implementation in the 
primary sector. Sttonger evidence of support came with the inclusion of Manual 
Training in the 1930 Syllabus and the relative importance it was given in the 
hitermediate School Stmcture. 
With the beginning of secondary education, initiated within the Centtal 
Technical College, two parallel sttands of curriculum developed. This was apart 
from the separation of the Commercial and Domestic Schools from the original Day 
School and the beginning of tiie apprenticeship scheme. 
The Brisbane Technical College Day School was founded on the concept of 
providing both a bridging and technical curriculum. When the Centtal Technical 
College took conttol it modified the Day School curriculum to one which was more 
general but still had sttong elements of vocational education. This allowed students 
from 1912 onwards to sit for university matticulation examinations thus affording 
students equal opportunity to those at the Grammar schools. 
The curriculum, because of its bifurcated nature, caused the administtation 
to consider two separate schools. This proposal was implemented and one stteam 
progressed to the College High School, to the State High School and finally to the 
Brisbane State High School in 1925. It became a highly academic curriculum and 
catered for the needs of those wishing to attend tiie university but who could not 
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afford to go to a Grammar School. The curriculum was soon conttolled by die 
examining body, the university. 
The other stteam developed from the Centtal Technical College Day School 
to the Preparatory Day Trade School, to the Technical High School and finally to 
die Industtial High School. Its curriculum oscillated between technical and 
academic. In fact the pattem was technical, to general, to technical, to general widi 
technical, and finally to general with more emphasis on the technical. The initial 
concept of the school was to prepare boys for ttades. As can be seen in the pattem 
above, this tended to wax and wane according to community response, the current 
economic climate and the influence of the successive administtators. The final 
curriculum was aligned with the university's Junior Industrial Examination. It was 
certainly an experimental phase in the history of secondary education and was 
influenced by the various power brokers within the Department. 
The material researched tends to indicate that most of the developments 
relating to secondary education and to secondary technical education were initiated 
by Departmental officers some of whom had been originally employed in the 
Centtal Technical College. The records show that the Education Ministers also 
pushed for reform in technical education. It should be noted that the sttongest 
advocates of these new schemes were education personnel with technical 
backgrounds, Morris and Riddell in particular. 
Curriculum development during the third period of the research in both the 
primary and secondary sectors was almost non-existent. The primary syllabus, first 
published in 1930, continued to be used with some minor changes until primary 
Manual Training was phased out. There are two possible reasons for this 
occurtence. First, the syllabus was functional, met the needs of its clientele and was 
received with general enthusiasm and praise. Second, there was a degree of 
complacency for while the syllabus was well accepted there was no reason for 
change. It certainly matched the pragmatic approach to vocational education which 
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influenced educators during the period. 
However, there was some conttol of the syllabus by the Department when 
die Scholarship Examination included Manual Training. It was inttoduced to 
provide students with a solid grounding in Manual Training leading on to the 
Industtial Junior course. It was also used to encourage further study through the 
offering of an Industrial Scholarship. 
Likewise the secondary syllabuses remained virtually unchanged until the 
State education system was restmctured in the early 1960's. Some minor changes 
did occur due to wartime economic measures but generally it was conttolled by the 
university. One noted variation did occur. A modified Junior course was designed 
for students at the Industrial High School to cater for potential apprentices who 
were not highly gifted academically. These students did not sit for the Industrial 
Junior Examination. They studied the normal industrial subjects but only attempted 
modified general subjects such as English, maths and the sciences. 
When the Department took conttol of the curriculum this change brought 
with it freedom from university domination. No longer was the Extemal Junior and 
Senior examinations conttolled by an outside body. The Department, and then 
various curriculum boards gradually brought in changes to the curriculum making it 
more stmctured and relevant to the needs of a changing society and a varying 
student clientele. One of the reasons for these changes lay in the fact that the 
committees had a broad membership including practising teachers. The Manual 
Training subjects, however, lost the opportunity for integration across the 
curriculum as the high schools had become comprehensive schools offering a 
curriculum with a core of general subjects and electives from the four sttands of 
specialist subjects. 
It can be rightiy stated that the Department has never conttolled the 
secondary curriculum. Initial conttol was vested with the University then given to 
various education boards and finally to the Board of Secondary School Studies. The 
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reason may well be that the curticulum was used by both State and private schools 
and such detachment could be seen as being politically correct. 
Throughout this period there appeared to be few extemal influences on die 
development and implementation of Manual Training. Perhaps the only major 
factors were those of tiie effects of tiie war and the resultant economic outcomes. 
Generally speaking, it appeared that ttie stattis quo was being maintained. At least 
up until tiie mid 1960's, no new initiatives were implemented but existing ones in 
the primary sector were scrapped as the redevelopment of secondary sector in the 
system took effect. 
This research has also addressed the validation of the stated hypothesis that 
Manual Training and its related curriculum evolved as a result of Departmental 
initiatives to meet the perceived economic and social needs of the community. As 
each new phase of development occurred tiiere was a cortesponding change in 
curriculum, some of a major significance others of a very minor nature. The 
influences initiating such changes were either extemal to the Department or 
intemal, the latter being proposed by educational administtators. 
In relation to the primary curticulum in the early School of Arts and 
technical college years the curriculum was determined by the teachers themselves. 
As these institutions were not then a part of the Department of Public Instmction 
this mfluence would be seen as external. When the colleges were taken over by the 
Department, curriculum conttol resided with the appropriate Departmental officers, 
usually technical college personnel. 
In general, extemal influence was initial and minimal and usually only 
related to the students' or community preference for aspects of the set curriculum. 
During this first period of the study the predominant influence was Departmental 
although not necessarily in response to extemal pressure for change. It was mainly 
a reaction to the pattem set by the colleges and accepted as part of its increasing 
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role of responsibility. 
During the second period the Departmental initiatives were mainly in 
response to the growing economic needs of the State. There was a demand for 
better ttained workers in the mral, constmction and manufacturing industties and 
Manual Training was seen as assisting in the achievement of this aim. Such 
evidence supports the hypothesis. 
The hypothesis is again supported in the third period. It began with a 
depressed economy, moved through involvement in the war, and then stmggled 
with post war economic development and rapid population growth. While there 
were no new initiatives implemented the Department committed increasing amounts 
of resources to meet the demands for education including Manual Training. 
With regards to the secondary sector, the curriculum was developed by the 
Department, through the Centtal Technical College, until it became subject to 
examination by the university in 1929. This gave conttol of the secondary 
curriculum to an outside body for the first time. Such authority remamed in force 
until 1960 when the Department accepted responsibility for both the curriculum and 
examinations. In 1962, with the ttansfer of Year 8 to the secondary school, a new 
Departmental syllabus was written for secondary grades. This was followed in 1966 
with the issue of an official Departmental Syllabus written by the Board of Junior 
Secondary School Studies. What followed was a succession of curriculum boards, 
having teacher representation and ending with the appointment of the Board of 
Secondary School Studies and the inttoduction of intemal assessment in 1970. Thus 
conttol of the curriculum oscillated from mtemal to external, back to intemal for a 
short time then again to an external body. 
While it may be seen that the Department responded to the need to extend its 
provision of education and in particular offer vocational subjects in the secondary 
schools, it had minimal conttol of the actual curriculum. In effect its response to 
external pressure was to provide more of the same rather than to develop a new 
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more appropriate curriculum. Up until 1970 and the introduction of the Board of 
Secondary School Studies, die Manual Training curriculum has been sttongly 
influenced by ttade requirements even though it was espoused as being part of a 
general education curriculum. Thus the hypothesis is neither supported nor refuted 
in this third period. However it might be assumed that the Department did respond 
to extemal pressures by continuing to provide a needed curriculum. 
The inference, alluded to in die hypothesis, that Manual Training and its 
related curriculum evolved as a result of Departmental initiatives to meet the 
perceived economic and social needs of the community is largely sustained. The 
Department could not be seen as proactive in implementing Manual Training but 
rather reactive in responding to extemal influences. While the various programs 
initiated were innovatory there is no concrete evidence to suggest that such 
initiatives were the result of educational philosophical planning. 
Manual Training is but one area of education and therefore to gain a fuller 
understanding of its past, its present and its future it is necessary to examine its 
development within the context of its broader educational, political and economic 
environment. This has been attempted within the limits of the time and resources 
available. The study has endeavoured to identity and look at the role of the key 
players in the drama, the mtemal and external influences and the level of 
community acceptance for this practical area of learning. 
The author is well aware that this is not the end, but the begiiming of a 
dialogue with the past. 
Let us not be ashamed to aim at utility, and let us trust that culture 
will appear as a by-product. It will, if the avowedly utilitarian 
subjects are taught sensibly. 
Professor Ashley, 
Birmingham University. 
Quoted by R.McL.Riddell 
in the Annual Departmental Report for 1906. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Department of Public Instmction. Oueensland 
The Syllabus or Course of Instmction in Primary and Intermediate Schools 
Queensland. 1930. 
The following exttacts relating to Manual Training, namely pages 153-158, have 
been photocopied from the original document. 
(page 153) 
Manual Training, 
Traimiig iii liaudwork is iiou- cor.-ic!erea ro be ati iiui;orMiit pur: .jt thi; c incat ion 
Qt" ever;.' boy. Thu KiiKit'i'Liarroii srrei-es the iir.uor^an-t' or haiiclworic ,\.s a. ;r.eaii:iii •,: 
;..stri.' tiou. and the boy learns ar thib stai:'" to use a few ~;mple toois appHed to sucii 
oiaterials as oiay and cardboard. But it is not un.til he reaches tue a i^c of about t^veivc 
that hi? muscular development and control are surScient to enable him to work with anv 
desree of success upon more resistant matenals. such as wood and metal. These materials, 
because of the great variety of operations their use makes possible, and the skill which 
their manipulation demands, must be employed if a more complete manual training is to 
be provided. Woodwork and metalwork are, therefore, made the basis of manual traininir 
for senior boys, but where the time allotted to hand^'ork in the curriculum is limited, 
^voodwork is chosen in preference to metalwork. I t gives scope for a greater number of 
hand operations. 
The following course of instruction in woodwork has been included in the curriculum 
for boys of the First and Second Forms of the Intermediate LSchool as an alternative to 
home science—the handwork provided for giris at the same stage. The groundwork of the 
course is the making uf simple models which provides a proi^ressive series of exercises, each 
exercise giving practice in a ne^ '^ operation, or in the use of a new tool. 
Two hours per weel-: are allotted to the teaching of the subject. This allotment 
of time will normally be more than sufficient for the completion of these exercises ; hence 
a high standard of accuracs' and neatness in the execution of each article will be 
demanded. The boy who does not attain this s tandard at his first a t tempt should be 
required to repeat the exercise. To meet the needs of the more capable boys, supple-
mentary exercises have been included. These are related to. and numbered to correspond 
^ t h , exercises of the normal course, but they do not demand a knowledge of any new 
tool or new operation, so that the boy \^ •ho has successfully worked through the ordinary 
exercise will be able to a t tempt the corresponding supplementary exercise with little or no 
further assistance from the teacher, who will therefore be free to devote himself to the 
less able boys. There may be boys of imusual ability who wiU complete all the e.xercises, 
ordinary and supplementary, before the end of the year. Such boys will be allowed to 
make further models of their own choosing, and preferably of their O^TI design, provided 
that they are restricted to the operations and the use of the tools that are demanded in 
the course. 
I t camiot be too strongly emphasized tha t every model must represent the boy's 
own work. If, a t any stage of the course, it is necessar}' for the teacher to instruct the 
boy in any new operation or phase of an operation, he must illustrate on a separate piece 
of wood. On no account should he perform the operation on the boy's own model. 
Experience shows tha t the most successful method of instruction is for the teacher 
fefc to demonstrate the making of each model or par t of it to the class gathered round 
him in such a way tha t every boy can see each operation performed by him. 'When he 
has recapitulated the different steps and stressed the important points to be observed, the 
class should return to their working: places and earn.- out the first operation. This should 
(^ hen be checked by him and the next operation proceeded with, and so on, the class 
forking together through the exercise, all doing the same operation at the same time. 
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(page 154) 
]54 M-IXUAL TRAIXIXG, 
and accuracy should be aimed at. Accurate and neat models will not 
as a rule be produced at the fir.-t attempt, and it is for this reason that time has been 
allowed for the repetition of the exercises, .Since models lert in the uhite \voo(i are ar-c 
to •>\'arp antl become soiled, bo}"S shoidd be encouraged to rinish ^ '^ork tiiev wi>h ti) 
preseri."e with a coating of varnish or paint, 
Trainmg m dra^^illg shoukl proceed side by side with training m benchwork. and. 
in order tliat the two ma}' be closely corrckited, no exercise will be commenced imtil tlie 
drawinu of it is completed. This applies also to supplementary exercises. As a rule, a 
front elevation, a side eiijvation, and a plan, will be ch-awn ; and by using three boards at 
right angles, the relation between these three views and the three planes of reference will 
be illustrated for each model. Towards the end of the second year the drawing of a 
simple isometric view \^•ill be taught. At the end of the course, ability to draw an 
isometric view of a simple model, such as those of exercises 2, 3. 4, 6, 14, 16, and IT, 
wdl be expected. Drawing boards (15 in. X 11 hi.) and Tee squares should be provided 
so that sheets of paper, instead of books, may be used for the ckawincs. The oeonietrv 
and the geometrical drawing prescribed for the upper grades of the school have direct 
application to many of the operations performed in the woodwork class. Correlation with 
the teaching of that subject should therefore be arranged. 
Instruction in the use and care of tools will be contmuous throughout the course, 
each individual tool being dealt with as part of the demonstration lesson at which it is 
first introduced. Instruction and practice in the sharpening of tools should be given 
throughout the course, so that a boy will be reasonably proficient in the grinding and 
sharpening of a chisel at the end of the first year, and the grinding and sharpening of a 
plane iron at the end of the second year. 
The following suggestions should be helpful to the teacher :— 
(a) Insist on the correct handling of tools. This will aid good workmanship 
and reduce the risk of accident ; 
(6) Aim at accuracy of work in measuring, marking, planing, truing, and 
sawing to a line ; 
(c) Explain and insist on the use of face marks ; 
(d) Teach boys to hold the square, bevel, and gauge m the left hand ; 
(e) Insist on the accurate fitting of all joints—close, square, and parallel ; 
(/) Do not allow the use of glass paper, files, and rasps, except in the few 
cases specified ; 
[g] Insist on general tidiness and orderliness in the arrangement of tools and 
work on the bench. Tools should be put back in their proper places 
after use ; the contents of tool lockers should be checked at the end of 
the lesson ; and each boy should sweep the top of his bench when he has 
finished his work ; 
(h) Avoid damage to the surfaces of benches, by insistence on the proper use of 
bench hooks and scribing blocks. 
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(page 155) 
^lAXTAL TRAINING. 
The toilowniLr i.s a brie: summary of the syllabus of wo'-k for eacii voar, foilo-'eri 
bv a 'a,-^ : of tiio exercises witii the materiais required, and tii^  ;^ i;rp(^ 'M: of each cxerc;~e 
and tiie new tools introduced : — 
1st T:ar— 
1. Drairivn.—Principles of orthograpiuc projection simply explained : front 
and side elevations and plan ; dra \nng of exercises 1 to 10, 
2. Tool^.—To understand the use of the followins: tools :—Rule, trv square. 
gause. marking knife, tenon saw. firmer chisel, mallet, jack plane, 
winding laths, bevel, shooting board, brace and bit. oilstone, hammer, 
bradawd, nail punch, rip saw. 
To be able to grind and sharpen a chisel. 
3. Benchwork.—(a) E.xercises 1 to 10, 
(b) Supplementary exercises (see notes), 
2nil Year— 
1, Drainng.—Drawing of exercises 11 to 21. 
Isometric projection of a simple model, 
2, Tods.—To understand the use of the following additional tools :—Bow 
saw, dovetail saw. spnkcshave, mortice gauge, registered mortice chisel, 
smoothing plane, screw driver, firmer gouge, compa.sses, cabinet file. 
To be able to grind and sharpen a plane iron. 
Preparat ion and method of using glue, 
3, Bencliwork.—(a) E.xercises 11 to 21. 
:6) Supplementary e.xercises (see notes). 
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(page 156) 
1.3o MANUAL TRAINING, (INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS) 
Xo. M-i'-:r-'!f' x^t'ou'rci. Pvr::^^sc 0 I E.V!-•!••••: if (Did Xii I :ttyO'ivi:C'i. 
F E R S T YE.i_R. 
1. Marking \'l" X - ' X 1" I 1 piece) clres.=;e<l. Rule , .square, m.Ti'kin:: iraiice, and mnrkinrr 
kni te . 
2, Square and oblique The piece usoil in E.xercise 
grooving 
iMarkina; out . s awine . a n d chisclline. Bevel 
t enon saw, t i nne r chisel, mailer . 
3, Cross half check 12" X 2" X 1 " (1 piece) dressed. Mark ing out , sawin3 , chiselling, and accurate 
fittincr. 
1-. P lanin? 1-t" X 5" X 1"(1 [)iece) rousl ; Face planincr a n d t r u i n s , cdee p lan ins . laua^ins; 
and planiniT to widti i , gauijinsr anil planini; to 
th ickness . J a c k plane, winding stnp.s. 
5, Key rack , T h e piece p repared in E-Kerc'se 4. Chamfer ing wi th j ack plane, chamfering with 
firmer chisel across the gra in . T h u m b srauge. 
6. ; Pot stand 1 2 ' X 2 ' X r (1 piece) dressed, j P a r i n g a large flat surface, chamfering with 
I firmer chisel. 
I 
7. I Tooth brush rack (2 I 1 2 ' x 2 r x + ' (1 piece) r o u g h ; 
I slots) j 8 — 1 ' b rads . N o . IS gauge . 
Chiselling across t h e grain, grooving for housed 
jo in t , na i l ing toge ther . Brace and bit, 
h a m m e r , b r a d a w l , a n d nail punch. 
8. Bench hook 1 3 ' X 3 ' X 1+' (1 piece) rough . • R ipp ing , R i p saw. 
9. I Nail box 2 0 ' X I J ' X ^ ' (1 piece) roueh ; ; A c c u r a t e sawing t o length . 
4 ' X 3 ' X *'' (1 piece) roueh ; 
6 ^ ' X 4 ' 3 -p ly : ' ! 
26—I" b rads , N o . IS gauge . j 
10. Plant label I 4 ' X 2 ' X J ' ( 1 piece) rough ; i P l an ing smal l t i m b e r .square, geometrical Tnark-
j 14 ' X J ' X } ' (1 piece) rough ; ; ing ou t on e n d gra in , g rooving a t an angle. 
I 2 — Y b rads , N o . 18 g a u g e . j 
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-ALINUAL TRAINING, (INTER^IEDIATE SCHOOLS). l o l 
No. ExcrL-\^c Material Bequii-':d. 




0" X 1" [\ pieCf') dressed.; Apo l i ca t ion oi ."-eoKierni-ai ^bau-inj '•> - i - t tme 
out a 'uexaLTOri, rouu'eiir. an ' i inc:.-in_'. O'oni-
pf.iseb, firmer jo iu 'c . teinplace, and _'!a;T 
paper . 
12, Thread winder 3 ' X } ' (1 piece) dressed. Bow saw, spokeshave, cabine t , file, and giass-
paper . 
13, Soap box 10 ' 
•3-
(1 piece) rovigh ; F u r t h e r pract ice with bow saw, spokeshave , 
-f' screws, No. ; gauge. and firmer gouge. Screwdriver and counter -
sink. 
14, End half check 2" X 1 ' (1 piece) rough. Salving wi th the g ram. 
15. Square frame with s_v" x 11" x ' ' ( 4 pieces) ch-essed; Tes t ing accuracy of square by measur ing 
stop chamfering, 4 — } ' screw.s, No, 7 gauge, d i agona l s ; s top chamfer ing ; gluing. Smooth-
and ends half 
checked 
ing p lane . 
16. Dovetail halving 10 ' X 2 ' X 1' (1 piece) rougli. ' T h e principle of dovetai l ing and the correct 
p ropor t ions . 
17. , Mortice and tenon. I S ' x 2 ' X I i ' (1 piece) dressed.: E x a m p l e of a jo in t applied in f raming of all 
' (Wedging ; draw ' ] de scnp t ions . Mortice gauge ; registered 
! boring and pinning) ' ' mortice chisel. 
IS. ' Single dovetail joint 12' X 2 ' x 1' (1 piece) rough.i To further illustrate dovetailing. 
19. 12' X 3^-' x ^' (1 piece) dressed.: Dovetai l saw amd bevel-edged chisel 
20. 9' X 2 ' X 1' (1 piece) rough Accuracy in fitting, 
p ine; : 
10' X 1' X i ' (1 piece) silky oak, j 
or other dark wood. i 
21. Round ruler 12' X U ' X U ' ( 1 piece) rough.: Geometrical marking out on end grain; plamng 
I to octagonal section ; planing to circular 
j section ; filing ; glass papering. 
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158 iLlNUAL TRAINING. (INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS). 
Exercise. Material Required. 
Purpose of Exercise and Neiu Tools 
Introduced. 
4A. Inkstand 
SCPPLEJEEXTABY E x E R C I S E S . 
S-V' ;< 2 1 ' :< 1-j'(1 piece) rough. , The boring of the hole should be demons t ra ted . 
5A. Key rack (a l te rna t ive U ' x 2 r X U " (1 piece) rough, 
design) 
7A. ' Tooth brush rack (6 
I slots) 
U A . ': Inkstand 
6 ' X 7 ' X + ' (1 piece) r o u g h ; 
5 — r brads . N o . 18 gauge . 
I H ' X 7 ^ ' X 1'(1 piece) dressed. Chamfering across the , grain ^vith the plane 
should be d e m o n s t r a t e d . The jack plane 
should be used at this stage. 
12A. I Wall bracket IS' X 6' X A' (I piece) rough ; 
3—I A' brads. No . 16 gauge. 
1 7 A. 1 Footstool : 16' X lOi ' X t ' ( l piece) dressed 
! 17' X Si-' X I ' (1 piece) dressed 
j 16' X 2i-' X J ' ( 1 piece) dre.ssed 
I 1 2 — 2 ' nails. 
The use of the bridle joint and diagonal 
wedging should be explained. 
19A. I Dovetailed box with i 17' x U' x + ' ( 1 piece) rough; 
hinged lid 2 4 ' X 3 i ' X y (1 piece) rough; 
1 pair 1^' narrow hinges. 
Some instruction in the method of attaching 
hinges will be required. 
20A, ! Inlaid key rack 13+' X 3 ' X r ( l piece) dressed; 
1 3 i ' X r X i ' (1 piece) silky 
oak, or other dark w o o d ; 
f 1 piece each, 
10' X 1' X r ^ diSerent 
10' X 1' X i ' 1_ colours; 
10—J' brads. No. 20 g a u g e ; 
8 — r brads, No . 18 gauge. 
2 U . Towel roller 2 2 ' X 1' X 1' (2 pieces) dressed; 
16' X 5 ' X 1' (1 piece) dressed; 
20 ' X 2 ' X 2 ' (1 piece) rough; 
4 — I J ' screws, N o . 10 gauge. 
By Authority: A. J, CUMMXNC, Government PrlfiterJBrlsbane -^ft,. -
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APPENDIX 2 
Transcribed copies of official papers relating to the appointment of Robert McLean 
Riddell as Inspector of Technical Colleges. 




APPOINTMENT OF MR. McLEAN RIDDELL AS INSPECTOR OF 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES. 
(Correspondence and papers relating to) 
Laid on the Table of the Legislative Council and Ordered to be Printed, 16th 
August, 1905. Memorandum by the Acting Under Secretary, Control of Technical Instruction. 
Department of Public Instruction 
Brisbane, 16th May, 1905. 
Technical instruction has become an important branch of education, and the 
more progressive countries are now devoting special attention it. Technical 
instruction, together with the agricultural and mining colleges, is likely to play a 
very prominent part in the advancement of Queensland and in the development and 
expansion of its resources. Hitherto technical instruction has been largely in the 
hands of local committees, and the Department has merely disbursed the grants 
made each year by Parliament. 
I think that the time has now arrived when the Department should assume a 
more effective control in regard to technical instruction, and circumstances seen 
opportune for the appointment of an officer possessing special qualifications, 
training, and experience in this branch of education. 
If such an appointment were made, it would be the special duty of the 
officer to advise the Minister in matters relating to technical instruction; to foster 
and encourage this branch of education; to correlate as far as possible the primary 
school and technical college; to develop the system as far as the financial exigencies 
of the State will admit; to see that the grants made by Parliament are spent by the 
colleges whenever practicable, and confer with and guide and advise directors, 
principals, and committees of the colleges; to submit reports to the Department and 
make recommendations, whenever necessary, for the better working of the colleges; 
and generally to perform such duties as might be required of him by the Minister. 
The officer, if appointed, to be responsible to the Minister through the 
permanent head of the Department, and to be subject to Public Service Acts and the 
various regulations thereunder. The branch of technical instruction to be conducted 
in the same manner as the other branches of the Department. 
1 recommend action accordingly. (J.D.Story) 
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MEMORANDUM BY THE ACTING UNDER SECRETARY. - APPOINTMENT 
OF AN ADVISER IN REGARD TO TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION 
Department of Public Instruction 
Brisbane, 16th May, 1905. 
In reference to my memorandum of even date respecting the appointment of 
an officer whose special duty it will be to advise the Minister in regard to technical 
instruction, I have the honour to suggest that an officer be appointed accordingly, 
and that he be designated either Superintendent of Technical Instruction, or 
Inspector of Technical Colleges. The salary to be £... per annum, and the 
appointment to take effect from the 1st July, 1905. Provision to be made 
accordingly in the Estimates for 1905-6. 
The officer to be appointed should have had a scientific and technical 
training, and have had experience in the work of technical instruction. 1 do not 
think that there is an officer in the Public Service who possesses the necessary 
qualifications, and who would be willing to accept the position at the salary which 
is like to be paid. 
Under the circumstances, I have the honour to suggest the appointment of 
Robert McLean Riddell. 
C.2-1905. 
Mr Riddell is twenty-eight years of age. He is a member of the London 
University, having received his general training at the New College, Isleworth, 
London, and his scientific training in the physical laboratories of that college and of 
the Polytechnic, West London. He holds the Intermediate B.Sc. certificate of the 
London University, and many others bearing upon Science and Art, issued under 
the authority of the English Board of Education, the Science and Art Department, 
and the Cambridge University. He also holds a certificate in manual training from 
the city and guilds of London. His certificates are herewith. 
After considerable teaching experience in England, he came to Queensland, and in 
January, 1903, was appointed teacher of mathematics at the South Brisbane 
Technical College. Since that time he has successfully formed and conducted classes 
in algebra, geometry, trigonometry, mechanics, surveying, physics, electricity, and 
botany, and has been instrumental in raising that institution to be one of the most 
flourishing and useful colleges in the State. The inspectors' reports of his work have 
been uniformly satisfactory. 
Mr. Riddell was employed by the Board of Technical Instruction to compile 
the first syllabus of instruction for technical colleges, ad at the recent conference 
held to revise the syllabus he was appointed a member of the subcommittees which 
dealt with the departments of electricity, mathematics, and physics. 
In acknowledging his services in connection with the syllabus, the Chairman 
of the Board of Technical Instruction wrote to Mr. Riddell in the following terms:-
The syllabus as prepared by you has been subjected to very keen criticism on 
the part of the members of the Board and persons officially connected with the 
different technical schools in Queensland at a conference held for the purpose of 
discussing it. The conference, by formal resolution, expressed the highest 
appreciation of the work which you had done, and I would like to add that the 
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members of the board entertain a very high opinion of your capacity in handling 
technical educational subjects, and of the facility and accuracy with which you are 
able to give explanations on those subjects. 
Mr. Riddell has also been highly recommended by Mr. D.J.Cooper, who for 
many years was Superintendent of Technical Education in New South Wales, and 
who lately relinquished that office. 
This memorandum is written in fulfilment of the requirements of section 33 
of the Public Service Act. 
MINUTE BY THE DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION (dated 16/5/05). [D.Ewart| 
In this and other minutes herewith of even date, I think Mr. Story has 
admirably covered the ground. I agree with his opinions and recommendations; and 
I am not able to add anything that would help the Minister to deal with immediately 
prospective arrangements in regard to technical education. 
CERTIFICATE IN SPECIAL CASES. 
(Section 36 of "The Public Service Act of 1896") 
The Board certifies to the Govemor in Council that there is no person in the Public 
Service available and qualified for appointment as Inspector of Technical Colleges 
at a salary of 275 pounds per armum, and recommend ROBERT McLEAN 
RIDDELL for the position. 
Dated at the Offices of the Public Service Board, Brisbane, this twenty-third 
day of May, 1905. 
ARTHUR MORGAN, 
AH.BARLOW, 
Members of Public Service Board. 
J.M.CAMPBELL, Acting Secretary. 
Forwarded to The Honourable The Secretary for Public Instruction. 
Copy of a letter from the Acting Under Secretary to Mr.Robert McLean Riddell. 
Department of Public Instruction, 
Brisbane, 23 May, 1905. 
Sir, -1 have the honour, by direction of the Secretary for Public Instruction, 
to enquire whether you will accept the position of Inspector of Technical Colleges 
under this Department, with salary at the rate of 275 pounds per annum. Your 
appointment would take effect from the 1st July proximo, on which date you would 
be expected to enter upon your duties. 
1 shall be obliged for the favour of a reply in writing today. 
You are requested to treat this matter as confidential in the meantime. 
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Copy of a letter from Mr. Robert McLean Riddell, to The Acting Under Secretary. 
Technical College, 
South Brisbane, 
23rd May, 1905. 
Sir, - In reply to your letter of this day's date, I have the honour to inform 
you that 1 accept the position of Inspector of Technical Colleges under the 
Department of Public Instruction with salary at the rate of 275 pounds per annum, 
and that, in accepting, I am deeply sensible of the honour implied in the offer. 
Copy of Minute of Proceedings of the Executive Council on 25th May, 1905. 
Appointment- Mr. Robert McLean Riddell - Inspector of Technical Colleges, under 
the Department of Public Instruction. 
His Excellency the Lieutenant-Govemor, at the instance of the Honourable 
the Secretary for Public Instruction, proposed to the Council that the following 
Minute be approved :-
That, upon the recommendation of the Public Service Board, and in 
pursuance of the provisions of section 36 of "The Public Service Act of 1896," 
ROBERT McLEAN RIDDELL, 
be appointed Inspector of Technical Colleges under the Department of Public 
Instmction, with a salary at the rate of 275 pounds per annum, such appointment to 
take effect from 1st July, 1905. 
The Council advises as recommended. 
Immediate action. 
The Honourable The Secretary for Public Instmction. 
Copy of a letter from the Acting Under Secretary to Mr Robert McLean Riddell. 
Department of Public Instmction, 
Brisbane, 25th May, 1905. 
Sir, -1 have the honour to inform you that His Excellency the Lieutenant-
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, and upon the recommendation 
of the Public Service Board, has been pleased, in pursuance of the provisions of 
Section 36 of "The Public Service Act of 1896," to appoint you Inspector of 
Technical Colleges under this Department, with a salary rate of 275 pounds per 
annum, from the 1st July, 1905. 
You are requested to enter on your duties on the date in question. 
Memorandum by the Acting Under-Secretary, Appointment of an Adviser in regard 
to Technical Instmction, 16 May 1905, tabled in Parliament 16 August 1905, 
Q.P.D., 1905, Vol. 2, 338. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Letter from T.Weitemeyer to the Under Secretary of Education. 
Received 11 July 1887. 
Found in Department of Public Instmction, Technical Education Papers- Various 
1882-1892, A/16251, Q.S.A. 
Sir, 
I take the liberty to enquire whether your department would feel disposed to 
make a beginning in establishing technical classes in connection with the day 
schools in Brisbane. 
1 enclose one of my circulars which will show you that I have now for 
somewhat over two years successfully carried on a carpentry class at the 
school of Arts. 
Although I have always met with the greatest consideration from the School 
of Arts Committee, there are several drawback here which are daily 
increasing - such as-
That the charges are too high to allow the class most in need of tuition to 
partake in it. 
That the room is not altogether suitable. 
That in order to make my hving by it, I have been compelled,- even at the 
sacrifice of genuine teaching, to make things pleasant for the pupils, because 
if I did not their attendance would fall off which it has done in spite of my 
best endeavours to the contrary. 
That the boys after leaving school ar tired hungry e.c.t. and allthough they 
have always looked upon my class as a recreation yet I know it involves 
some selfsacrifice on their part to come to the school of Arts after 
Schoolhours especially if their home lies in the opposite direction. 
In spite of these drawback I have had in these 2 Years about 200 pupils and 
in no single instance have the parents given me understanding that they were 
displeased with my efforts, on the contrary I have often been told that my 
endeavours were apreciated. 
As the attendance lately has become insufficient for me to make a living by 
and yet feeling convinced that a great deal may be done 1 have the honour to 
submit to you the following proposals. 
No.l 
That the Govemment erect a suitable building in the Schoolgrounds at the 
Normal School for the purpose of teaching carpentry and carving to such 
boys as may apply to be taught, the Government either paying the Teachers 
themselves, or give the Teacher a small annual grant sufficient to allow him 
to reduce the charges sufficient to allow anyone to partake of the tuition. (In 
explanation of this proposal I would say that the building to make a fair 
beginning should be some 50x30 feet, of wood and that a grant of 75 pounds 
a year 1 would be able to reduce the charges to one half and to find timber 
and tool besides, leaving no further frouble to the department. 1 might also 
state that as the utmost number of boys 1 could teach at carpentry at the time 
would be 8 or at carving 12, it would in my opmion be no apreciable loss to 
their school duties eaven if they attended in school hours because each boy 
may be limited to say 2 hours attendance during School hours per week and 
where objections were raised by the teachers it might be arranged to conduct 
the class after 4 oclock as well. 
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No,2 
That the department ertect some suitable building on the premises ot Normal 
School say 30x12 of wood and allow me to conduct a carving class therein 
during school hours and after 4 oclock and on Saturdays as well. 
1 claim for carving that it is an art which ennobles the mind of anyone who 
learns it, it trains the hand and eye for any other occupation, and gives a 
sense of what is neat and suitable such as no other occupation I know of is 
able to do. On the other hand it is an inexpensive passtime and may be 
thaught in the Schools very cheaply were some goodwill and encouragement 
extended to the Teacher. The charge as a beginning without any endowment 
I would set at 25/- for 50 hours, half the charge for teaching carpentry at the 
School of Arts, and for that money I would fmd tools wood e.c.t. allowing 
allowing me to make a charge of 3d or 6d for any article made by the pupils 
that they may wish to take away with them, just sufficient to cover the cost 
of wood. 
No.3 
That the department grant to me the use of a Schoolroom and leave to put up 
a small cupboard to contain carving tools e.c.t. allso a table an tmssels such 
as may be removed and put against a wall in a few minutes, and allow me to 
conduct a carving class in the room after Schoolhours and on Saturdays. As I 
have reason to think that some of the private Schools might if I apply for it 
grant me at least this consession I would have to reserve my right to accept 
or refuse this consession as circumstances would dictate. 
Tmsting you will give this matter your early and favouable consideration I 
have the honor to be 
Sir 
Your most obedient Servant 
Thorvald Weitemeyer 
School of Arts. 
To the Under-Secretary for 
public instmction. 
A notation by D.Ewart, Inspector says, "1 do not think this application comes 
within the range of the Education Act, we have to administer according to the Regs, 
provided." D.E. 12/7/87. 
A second notation simply says- "Inform him so. 
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APPENDIX 4 
Press release about the Day School at the Cenfral Technical College. Issued by the 
Director of Education in 1909. 
Found in Press Cuttings Re Educational Matters, April 1906-August 1913, 
A/16047, Q.S.A. 
The release was written to clarify any misconception regarding the proposed Day 
School. 
It was designed to cater for the educational needs of pupils who had completed year 
6 and who continue to study at the primary schools awaiting employment. 
Amongst other purposes the day classes in the Cenfral technical College are 
designed to give these children fee and higher and wider practical education 
between the ages of 14 and 17 than they could receive in the primary schools 
and they may join the classes before the age of 14 if their elementary 
education is sufficientiy advanced. 
The technical college Day classes are not intended for backward children; 
they are intended for children who have been educated up to the sixth class 
standard and who want an education of a practical nature for two or three 
years before they enter their life's vocation. The Day classes are also 
intended to be preparatory classes for boys who intend to become Engineers, 
Assayers, Accountants and the like. Such classes will be preparatory to the 
advanced classes in the technical college and these advanced classes will lead 
into the University. Broadly these classes will act as feeders to the higher 
departments of the College. 
For several years past the Department has consistentiy advocated the 
establishment of such classes and the scheme was clearly outiined in the 
departmental report for 1906 under the subject of Higher Schools. It is only 
now, however, that the Department has obtained the chance of giving effect 
to its recommendation. 
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APPENDIX 5 
Commonwealth Youth Unemployment Scheme. 
This scheme is linked to Manual Training through the joint use of curriculum and 
facilities. 
Commonwealth Youth Unemployment Scheme 
By 1931 the economy was at an all time low and the govemment, using Federal 
funding, initiated a scheme to provide classes for the unemployed youth.' Seven 
technical colleges offered these under the direction of Morris. 
Morris had proposed such a Vocational Training Program in 1930 which was to 
assist unemployed boys and girls. It was to be based on the Domestic Science and 
Manual Training programs afready in existence at the technical colleges.2 While this 
can not be regarded as an extension of Manual Training, it does reflect the success 
that this curriculum had, particularly in the high schools. The proposal was 
approved by the Minister in 1931. Day classes for boys were held in technical 
colleges and woodwork, sheet-metalwork, leatherwork and concreting subjects were 
offered. The girls leamt domestic science subjects.^ 
McGillivray, in reporting to the Director, stated that 320 youths were in enrolled in 
1932, most were very successful and many gained employment.^ Through this 
program it can be seen that the Department acknowledged the significance of such 
technical fraining for these youths. While this program was a reaction to the state of 
the economy, it also reflected the pro-active involvement of the Technical Education 
Branch of the Department and the adaptability of Manual Training.^ 
References 
1. L.Morris Superintendent of Technical Education, "56th Report of the Secretary 
for Public Instiuction for 1931", O.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1932, 715. 
2. L.Morris, Superintendent of Technical Education,, "55tii Report of the Secretary 
for Public Instiuction for 1930", O.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1931, 737. 
3. F.A.Cooper, "56th Report of tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1931", 
O.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1932, 647. 
4. H.l.McGillivray, Acting Principal, Cenfral Technical College Report for tiie 
Year Ended 31st December, 1931 EDU/A369, Q.S.A. 
5. L.Morris, Memorandum to Under Secretary 10 October 1931, A/16271, Q.S.A. 
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APPENDIX 6 
List of Manual Training Equipment first issued in 1920. 
This list of tools and equipment issued in 1920 was maintained as a standard issue 
for over 70 years. Found in Department of Public Instmction, Technical Education 
Papers- Various 1920-1925, A/16506, Q.S.A. 
Standard List of Manual Training Equipment 
3 Bevels 
3 gauges 
1 Glue pot 
6 Auger bits (range of sizes) 
3 Ratchet Braces 
6 Marking gauges 
3 Pairs of Pincers 
12 Tenon saws 
3 Medium Screwdriverssizes) 
3 Firmer Chisels 3/4" 
3 Firmer Chisels 1/4" 
3 Mortice Chisels 1/2" 
3 Mortice Chisels 1/4" 
12 Jack Planes 
6 Hand saws 
1 Oil Can 
1 Set of 4 Nail Punches. 
3 Compasses 
6 Claw Hammers 
1 Oil Stone 
1 Bow Saw 
9 Bradawls 
3 Mortice Gauges 
3 trying Planes 
3 Key Hole Saws 
12 Ffrmer chisels 1" 
12 Firmer Chisels 1/2" 
3 Mortice Chisels 3/4" 
3 Mortice Chisels 3/8" 
6 Mallets 
6 Smoothing planes 
6 Try Squares 
1 Grind Stone 
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APPENDIX 7 
North Coast School Committee's Association Deputation to the Under Secretary on 
the proposed Nambour Rural School. 6 December. 1916. 
Found in the J.D.Story Personal Papers File, 1906-1914, Educational History Unit, 
Department of Education, Queensland. 
The deputation discussed many points including: 
Page 1. Hours allocated to the various subjects. 
English, History, Geography 6'/2 hours; 
Arithmetic, Mensuration and Accounts 5 hours; 
Drawing I hour;' 
Science 2 hours; 
Drill and Recreation 2'A hours; 
Boys-
Woodwork 4 hours; 
Blacksmithing and Tin Smithing 2 hours; 
Practical Agriculture 2 hours' 
Giris-
Housekeeping 1 hour-
Sewing 3 hours; 
Cookery 2 hours; 
Emit preserving and laundry work 2 hours. 
The deputation argued tiiat 2 hours for practical agriculture was insufficient. Otiier 
arguments centred around tiie necessity for all students to stiidy all classes; fransport 
problems etc. 
Page 8-15 
J.D.Story's reply in point form. 
1. Syllabus. The syllabus was drawn up by tiie Chief Inspector of Schools- Mr 
Kennedy; Deputy Superintendent of Technical Education- Mr Riddell• 
Nambour Head Teacher- Mr Fisher; Distiict Inspector- Mr Benbow witii input 
from other specialists. 
It was to be tiialled and modified if and when necessary. 
2. Time for Agriculture. 
It was stated tiiat tiie allocation of time was based on tiie fact tiiat boys of tiie 
age Fifth Class could not perform manual farm work nor would tiiere be 
opportunity for ploughing etc. So basically tiie course would consider tiie 
science aspects. However it could be changed later if necessary. 
3. Times for practical subjects. 
The school was designed to cater for tiiree types of stiidents namely 
(i) Those attending ftiU-time; 
(ll) Those who desire to come from neighbouring schools for practical work 
only; 
(ill) Those who have left school but who desfre to attend tiie practical classes 
only and not to take any part of tiie ordinary work of tiie school. 
Mr Fisher, Head Teacher would be able to make tiie necessary timetable 
arrangements. 
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4. Pupils desiring to take Practical Subjects. 
Students would be encouraged to attend full-time but if a student not living in 
Nambour wished to attend for the practical classes and transport was not easily 
obtained it would be possible to accommodate such a pupils by arrangement. 
5. Sincerity of the Department. 
The Department was exfremely anxious to make Nambour Rural School a 
success given the financial limitations. It was possibly the first in Australia and 
designed primarily for the needs of mral students and as such was a show 
piece. 
6. Age limits for attendance at the Rural School 
Pupils would enrol at the school for a normal primary education up to the 
fourth class and then could enter the Rural School in the fifth class. Some 
exemptions may be considered. 
7. Train arrangements. 
Difficulty had been experienced with the Railway Department in the re-
scheduling of frains to suit students. Discussions were at a stalemate. 
8. Date of Official Opening 
The school was to open on Tuesday 30th January (1917) but an official 
Ministerial Opening would take place later in the year when the school was 
fully operational. 
9. Admission of pupils who had left school. 
It was agreed that past pupils could attend for some or all of the classes offered. 
This was in line with the Department's policy of ensuring all children had as 
extensive an education as possible. 
10. Teaching of Milk testing. Herd Testing, Fertilizers, composition of soil. 
These subjects were to be taught and were certainly planned for in the drawing 
up of the syllabus. 
11. Time devoted to Woodwork and Blacksmithing is too great. 
The purpose of these subjects was not to produce tradesmen but rather give the 
future farmer some basic skills needed to maintain his farm. At least 2 hours 
was needed for the subjects to be of benefit. 
12. Commercial subjects. 
It may be possible in the future to include a commercial subject but at present 
the syllabus was designed for the Rural School needs. 
13. Attendance of pupils at practical Classes. 
Two types of students would be considered. 
(i) Those who worked at home or on a farm in the moming and who 
desfred to attend practical classes in the aftemoon; and 
(ii) Those who worked all day but who wished to attend practical classes 
after normal school hours. 
In both cases it would be up to the head teacher but every effort, finances 
considered, would be made to provide for these students. 
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14. Rigidity of the Syllabus. 
It was stressed that the careful planning that had gone into the scheme might not 
be perfect but that the Department would be approachable to discuss and amend 
where necessary any major problems that might arise. 
15. Constitution of Committee. 
A committee was proposed of 9 members 4 from the North Coast School 
Committee and 5 nominated by the local parents. 
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APPENDIX 8 
Syllabus for the first Industtial Junior Examination 1929. 
Found in the Technical Education Various Cortespondence and Reports, 1934, 
A/16274, Q.S.A. 
Syllabus for Indusfrial Junior Examination 
Syllabus in Freehand Drawing 1929 
(a) Drawing of simple omamental symmetrical casts with simple shading. 
(b) Drawing in outiine only, a group of two geometrical models. 
(c) Drawing, in bmshwork of a spray of leaves and simple flowers. 
(d) Drawing, from memory, in outiine only, of a carpentry tool. 
Syllabus in Modelling 1929 
The modelling of:-
1. Balls, worms, etc. small objects e.g buttons, chain links etc. simple 
geometrical solids. 
2. Emits whole and cut. 
3. Sea shells, tool handles tools etc. 
4. Simple articles of pottery. 
5. Simple single leaves and simple sprays. 
6. Open flowers and simple flower buds. 
7. Tiles of simple design with dots, geometrical pattems, etc. 
8. Simple plaster casts. 
Syllabus in Geometrical Drawing 1929 
Revision of work done in the Intermediate School and the course set for the 
University Junior Examination but with some omissions. 
Add the projection of new elevations on new vertical planes. 
Development of cones, pyramids, whole and tmncated and cylinders cut by planes 
not at right angles to their axes. 
Text book by Spanton. "Geometrical Drawing and Design." 
Syllabus in Trade Drawing 1929 
Script writing, Roman lettering 
Freehand and dimensioned sketching 
Orthographic projection with Isometric or Oblique views of objects made in 
woodwork class. 
Cardboard work as foUows-
1. Rectangular box with lid 4. Lamp Shade- pentagonal 
2. Tray with sloping sides 5. Taper pocket 
3. Lamp shade - conical 6. Hexagonal Tray 
4 7 6 
Work in sttawboard 
7. Simple mount 
8. Octagonal mat 
9. Cube (money box) 
10. Square box with lid 
11. Match holder 
12. Hexagonal vase 
13. Blotting pad 
14. Figured draft board 
15. Hexagonal fray 
16. Trinket Box 
17. Set of geometrical models 
18. The binding of a simple book 
"The course in cardboard work will show the application of the knowledge gained 
in geometrical drawing. It will also give handicraft training in the operations 
involved in cutting, folding, gumming and binding. It forms an inttoduction also to 
sheetmetal work over which it has the advantage tiiat no special tools are required. 
The work can be taught in an ordinary classroom and a teacher can instmct a class 
of normal size." 
Syllabus in Woodworking 1929 
Instmction in the use and care of tools, including the sharpening of chisels and 
plane irons. 
Woodworking exercise as follows;-
1. Marking exercise A 
2. Marking exercise B 
3. Grooving 
4. Checking 
5. Square frame 
6. Match box holder 
7. Dovetail halving 
8. Octagonal Bread board 
9. Bench Hook 
10. Nail box 
11. Morticing 
additional or altemative exercises 
1. Drying horse 
2. Hamess bracket 
3. Knife box 
4. Step Ladder 
Syllabus in Sheetmetal work 1929 
12. Mortice and tenon 
13. Bridle joint 
14. Towel roller 
15. Single dovetail 
16. Table bookshelf 
17. Dovetailed box 
18. Table lamp stand 
19. Plowing and planing 
20. Sawing stool 
21. Shaving cabinet with panelled 
door and dovetailed drawer 
5. Wicket gate 
6. Jointing and dowelling 
7. Table. 
1. Marking off 
2. Spirit bmshes 
3. Seaming 
4. Soldering - theory, procedures, tinning a bit 
5. Rivetting 
6. Pannikin 
7. Right cone 
8. Sink- galvanised iron 
9. Soap fray- wired top, knocked up seams, soldered 
10. Square box " 
11. Chalk box 
12. Rectangular box tapered sides 
13. Scone cutters 
14. Pannikin- wfred edge 
15. Cake tin 
16. Billy can 
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17. Funnel 
18. Sugar basin and scoop 
19. Sand bucket 
20. Small watering can 
21. Egg slice 
22. Kettle 
23. Small dustpan 
24. Box with hinged lid 
25. Vase 
Syllabus in Fitting 1929 




Taps and Dies 
Hand Tuming Lathe 
Use of mainly soft metals copper, brass with experience given in iron and steel 
work. Simple models- a half mefre bridge, a galvanometer. 





Split and welded chain links 
Flat and Crosscut chisels. 
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APPENDIX 9 
Report of the Committee on Trade Education. Chairman Professor J.Gibson: 
members L.Morris. R.McL.Riddell and R.A.Weame. 
Exttacts taken from tiie Report found in the Department of Public Instmction, 
Technical Education Papers- Various 1915-1917, A/16163, Q.S.A. 
The report argues sfrongly for the establishment of Day Trade Schools using the 
following points:-
Post-War production must be increased and improved; 
Individual efficiency must be improved; 
Methods of ttaining must be implemented to achieve this. 
The committee argues that the present apprenticeship system - shop ttaining only- is 
no longer effective or appropriate and that apprentices should be given a systematic 
course of study across all aspects of their ttade. 
The recommendations are as follows :-
1. That the project of Day Trade Schools be placed immediately on an efficient 
basis, and that a pronouncement as to their early establishment be made 
officially. 
2. That a Day Trade School be established in Brisbane, where the organisation 
for such a school is in a forward state; that simultaneously a Day Trade 
School be established at Ipswich where the demand for ttained operatives for 
Govemment railway workshops is sufficient to ensure absorption of the 
ttained product; and that Day Trade Schools be established in other places 
where the circumstances are favourable. 
3. That arrangements be made in such frade Schools for 
a. Full-time day fraining of scholarship holders. 
b. Part-time day fraining of present apprentices. 
c. Evening work giving advanced instmction to the joumeymen. 
4. That 1,2 and 3 be communicated to the frade advisory committees and that 
these committees be fully instmcted as to thefr duties and responsibilities in 
connection with the frade schools. 
5. That efforts be made to get the particular frade to recognise the Day Trade 
course arranged under its guidance and the certificates of competency 
granted by its frade committee, as qualifying in part for joumeyman status. 
The notation on the Report by Story, 28 October 1916, is: 
1. Included in Annual report for 1915. 
2. Provision made in draft estimates for Trade Schools. J.D.S. 
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APPENDIX 10 
Summary of the proposal put forward by the Day Trade School Syllabus 
Committee. 28 November 1919. 
Found in the Department of Public Instmction, Technical Education Papers-
Various 1917-1921, A/16516, Q.S.A. 
1. Inttoduction of Apprenticeship Scheme - need for provision of a pre-
apprenticeship ttaining course. 
2. Such a Vocational School should not provide too specific a course 
because:- the young age of students prevents accurate determination of 
ttade aptitude; chosen ttades may not be available. 
3. As Vocational instmction is to be provided in Rural Schools in Westem 
Queensland a State wide syllabus should be developed. 
4. The content of the syllabus should cater for both ttade and mral 
occupations. The number of places offered in Brisbane should be 
increased. No additional cost would be incurred as the boys would no 
doubt attend another school if the Trade School was not available. 
5. Opportunity should be given for boys to sit for the University examination 
at tiie end of a two year course. 
6. The course should include in the first year-
Woodwork 2 hours. 
Sheet Metal Work 2 hours, 
English 5 hours. 
Mathematics 6 hours. 
Drawing 3 hours. 
Applied Science 3 hours. 
History 2 hours. 
Geography 2 hours. 
7. Year two should not include specialist ttaining. 
8. Dfrection should be given to boys after the first Year for them to continue 
or to pursue an other calling. 
9. The final examination should be applicable to apprenticeship selection. 
10. Enttance exams for the schools to be held in Ipswich and Brisbane at the 
end of the first week of the 1920 school year. 
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APPENDIX 11 
A Proposal by L.Morris on the Re-Modelling of the Vocational School at the 
Centtal Technical College forwarded to the Acting Under Secretary, 
28 March 1922. 
Found in the Department of Public Instmction, Technical Education Papers-
Various 1922, EDU/A357, Q.S.A. 
Exttacts from the Committee Proposal for the Restmcturing of the Vocational 
School at the Centtal Technical College. 
The proposal embraced a number of suggestions which could be summarised in 
paragraph 3 on page 1. 
In tiie opinion of tiie Committee tiie function of the school could well be the pre-
occupation education of future employees in such callings as -
(a) Trade Apprenticeships, 
(b) Engineering Cadetships (Shfre Engineering and the like), 
(c) Architecture, 
(d) Industrial Chemistry, 
(e) Occupations involving artistic skills, 
(t) Rural Industties.' 
The decisions reached by the committee were as follows. 
(a) The duration of tiie school course to be approximately that of tiie present 
University Junior Course in Secondary Schools, viz. 2"/2 years. 
(b) The number of boys admitted as free pupils shall be limited in tiie first 
year to 100. 
(c) Free admission to be restricted to boys passing eitiier tiie State 
Scholarship Examination, or tiie High School Enttance Examination, if 
held; preference as between tiiese two classes of successful candidates to 
be given to boys passing tiie State Scholarship Examination. 
(d) Paying pupils to be admitted on tiieir passing satisfactorily an enttance 
test, the fee to be 3 pounds 3 shillings per term. 
(e) The date of admission to be tiie 1st July, tiie date on which admissions to 
ordinary Secondary Schools are made. 
(f) The name of tiie School to be tiie "Technical High School". 
(g) The School Hours to be 9.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 4.00 
p.m. daily thus securing a teaching week of approximately 24 to 24'/2 
hours after allowing for compulsory drill. 
(h) All boys to be prepared to sit for tiie University Junior Public 
Examination in eight subjects - English, Aritiimetic, Algebra, Geometiy, 
History, Geography, Chemistiy and Physics. 
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(i) The first year's course to be a uniform Course for all boys entering the 




















Wood and Sheetmetal 2.40 
(k) Subsequentiy to the first year, the courses of study available in years two 
and three to include courses which, while still of general educational 
value, are of the nature of preparation for particular occupations, the 
operation of each course to be dependent upon a desire therefore being 
evinced by a sufficient number of boys, these second year courses to 
include such courses as -
Trade Course 
Industrial Art Course 
Industrial Chemistry Course 
Rural Course. 
The proposal was approved by the Minister as indicated in a Memorandum by 




Advertisement for the new Technical High School at the Centtal Technical College, 
11 May 1922. 
Found in tiie Department of Public Instmction, Technical Education Papers-
Various 1922, EDU/A357, Q.S.A. 
DAY SCHOOLS. 
Three Day Schools are conducted at the Centtal Technical College -
The Domestic Science School, A Commercial School and a Vocational 
School. Winners of State Scholarships and pupils who pass the Enttance 
Examination for admission to High Schools are admitted to any one of 
these schools free of charge; ordinary fee 3 pounds 3 shillings per term. 
On or after 1st July next, the present Vocational School will be 
remodelled and called a Technical High School. The object of this 
school is to prepare boys for-
a. Trade Apprenticeship 
b. Rural pursuits 
c. Architecture 
d. Industrial Chemistry 
e. Commercial Art. 
Each course will lead to the Queensland University Junior Public 
examination. 
The subjects of the first year of the course will include:- English, 
Mathematics, History, Geography, Physics, Chemistry, Drawing, 
Manual Training and Wood and Metal Work. 
The courses for the second and thfrd year will be specialised according 
to the vocation the pupils wish to follow. 
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APPENDIX 13 
Department of Public Instmction- 1913 Education System Model 
Found in the "38th Report of the Secretary for Public Instmction for 1913", 
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Department of Public Insttuction- 1947 Education System Model 
Found in tiie "72nd Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1947", 
Q P.P., Vol. 1, 1948-1949. 
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Department of Public Instruction- 1954 Education System Model 
Found in tiie "79th Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1954". 
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APPENDIX 16 
Department of Education- 1964 Education Sy.stem Model 
Found in the "89th Report of the Secretary for Public Instruction for 1964", 
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Report on the Committee to Enquire into Secondary Education 
Extract taken from the "86th Report of the Minister for Education and Migration for 
1961", Q.P.P., Vol. 1, 1962, 571-574. 
Director-General's Report, page 571. 
In Queensland a "Committee to Inquire into Secondary Education" was appointed in 
1960, with the following terms of reference-
(i) To survey and report upon Secondary Education in Queensland; 
(ii) In particular, having regard to the varying aptitudes and abilities of 
students and the changing social and industrial demands of society, 
to examine the aims, organisation and content of secondary courses; 
(iii) To consider the place and purpose of examinations at the secondary 
stage. 
An interim report was presented in September 1961. The main recommendations of 
the Committee are-
(i) that transfer to secondary education should take place a year earlier than 
at present, providing for seven years of primary education and a 
secondary course of five years; 
(ii) that secondary education should be provided for all and, therefore, there 
should be no qualifying examination at the end of the primary 
school course. This recommendation means the abolition of tiie 
State Scholarship Examination; 
(iii) that an extemal examination should be held at the completion of the 
third year of the secondary school course. This will be a terminal 
examination for those not continuing at school to undertake studies 
leading to matriculation; 
(iv) that in the first year of secondary school studies, all students should 
undertake a basic general course with provision for certain 
electives; 
(v) that for the second and third years, there should be certain subjects 
common to all courses together with a wide range of electives to 
cater for the differing abilities, interests and aptitudes of the 
secondary school population; 
(vi) that as a first step towards ensuring that all students complete the full 
three-year course (or at least two years) the school leaving age be 
raised to 15 years not later than 1966; 
(vii) that the new system be implemented in 1964." 
State High Schools in Queensland are, in the main, multi-lateral, non-selective, 
mixed schools. All schools provide four courses- academic, commercial, industrial 
and home science and a number of country schools include agricultural courses. 
None of these courses are regarded as "inferior". 
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APPENDIX 18 
The Unemployed Youth's Vocational Training Scheme 
The following material has been collected during research into the study. It is 
appended because it has a tangential relationship to Manual Training. 
The Commonwealth Unemployed Youth's Vocational Training Scheme continued to 
function through the 1930's. The scheme was funded by the Commonwealth 
govemment but administered by the individual states. The voucher for payment of 
classes conducted in 1933 indicated that eight centres across the State were offering 
vocational training to the unemployed youth of Queensland.' 
In Brisbane, the Central Technical College dominated in this work. The principal, 
McGillivray, wrote to the Director of Education explaining why there were changes 
in enrolment. He cited that the St. Lucia Farm School had attracted a number of 
potential pupils and that there was apparentiy more casual work available and pupils 
were taking time off to search for employment. 
He also stated that: 
Brisbane employers are becoming aware of the existence of these classes, 
and have frequentiy made requests for boys at short notice; in all cases it has 
been possible to recommend satisfactory youths. 
The attitude shown by the pupils continues to be excellent. 2 
This letter alludes to the fact that the economic climate was not good and 
employment for youths who had left school was scarce. It also suggests that these 
youths had not been able to attend Manual Training classes or at least did not have 
an Industrial Certificate and needed this delayed opportunity of practical training to 
make them more employable. The predominant courses being offered were those 
relating to Manual Training- woodwork and sheet-metalwork. 
While enrolments and attendances fluctuated, the figures for 1934 indicate 
something of the success of the scheme.^ 
College Attendance Positions 






















Total 2247 906* 
In his report for 1935, McGillivray indicated that numbers in the unemployment 
classes had dropped but the scheme had been used to advantage in providing 
training for prospective Manual Training teachers.5 Possibly in an attempt to atti-act 
more students, McGillivray placed an advertisement in the daily papers which stated 
that classes would be held but an attendance of six hours on one day for each week 
was required. Two subjects could be selected from the list which comprised 
woodwork, sheet-metalwork, leatherwork and blacksmithing. These subjects were 
also those offered in the mral schools and most vocational centres.^ 
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Cunningham summed up the scheme by saying that Commonwealth money was 
made available to the states to provide incentives for both industry and youth to 
undertake technical training. Queensland found that her Apprentices Act provided 
ample skilled artisans but there were deficiencies in Commerce, Mining and 
Agriculture. Courses were developed and offered.^ It would appear that the 
Queensland Government, through its Education Department, had been successful in 
this venture. 
A second Commonwealth scheme worthy of mention, is that of the Commonwealth 
Reconstmction Training Scheme. It was commenced in 1944 to provide technical 
training for those ex-servicemen who missed out on education or training 
opportunities because of the War. The scheme, which related mainly to the trades, 
proved to be very successful with placements in industry at over 40%. This 
instmction was carried out by the technical colleges which often used Manual 
Training teachers to supplement the shortage of trade teachers. 
REFERENCES 
1. Department of Labour and Industry, voucher for payment for classes of 
unemployed youths sent to Department of Public Instmction, November 
1933, A/16273, Q.S.A. 
2. H.l.McGillivray, principal C.T.C, Letter to Director of Education. 16 
November 1933, A/16273, Q.S.A. 
3. H.l.McGillivray, principal C.T.C, Report on C.T.C. for 1933. to Director of 
Education, July 1934, EDU/A371, Q.S.A. 
4. Statistics on Unemploved Youth Training Scheme. 18 September 1934, A/16274, 
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5. H.l.McGillivray, principal C.T.C, Special Report on The Unemployed Youtii's 
Vocational Training Scheme, to Director of Education, 16 May 1935, 
A/16275, Q.S.A. 
6. H.l.McGillivray, principal C.T.C, Letter to Director of Education. 26 
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APPENDIX 19 
Chronological List of Inspectors Appointed to Supervise 
Manual Training in the Period 1905- 1970 
Information taken from personnel files housed in the Educational History Unit, 
Department of Education, Queensland. 
Appointed Terminated Officer- Position held 
01.07.1900 01.04.1923 Robert McLean RIDDELL: Inspector of Technical 
Colleges 
01.06.1923 01.01.1938 John HILL: Inspector of Technical Colleges 
01.01.1938 31.12.1939 P.W.MOORHOUSE: Disti-ict Inspector 
01.01.1940 31.12.1949 Various District Inspectors 
21.10.1946 07.11.1949 Joseph McCRACKEN: Supervisor of Vocational 
Centres 
23.03.1947 05.11.1950 George Robert HENDREN: Inspector of High 
Schools and Technical Colleges 
07.11.1949 05.11.1951 Joseph McCRACKEN: Acting Inspector of Manual 
Training Subjects 
08.03.1951 15.07.1954 John Fassifem McGRATH: Inspector of High 
Schools and Technical Colleges 
05.11.1951 01.11.1967 Joseph McCRACKEN: Inspector of Manual Training 
Subjects 
06.01.1955 05.12.1957 Godfrey John BLACK: Inspector of High Schools 
and Technical Colleges 
23.01.1956 26.08.1956 John Bruce ELLEMOR: Acting Inspector of Manual 
Training Subjects 
01.01.1966 30.05.1968 Edwin Henry RIDLER: Inspector of Manual 
Training Subjects 
30.05.1967 30.05.1968 Edgar William HILEY: Inspector of Manual 
Training Subjects 
01.01.1970 31.12.1972 Edgar William HILEY: Inspector of Manual 
Training Subjects 
01.01.1970 31.12.1981 Sidney R.CROSS: Inspector of Manual Training 
Subjects 
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APPENDIX 20 
State Scholarship Examinations 
Requirements for Vocational Subjects 
The following extract, which relates to Manual Training, was taken from 
The Education Office Gazette. Vol., XLIX, 3 June 1947, No. 5, page 100. 
State Scholarship Examinations 
Requirements in Vocational Subjects 
1. Candidates for a State Scholarship may present themselves for 
examination in Vocational Subjects (Domestic Science in the case of girls. 
Manual Training in the case of boys) in lieu of either History or 
Geography. 
2. The work done by candidates in these subjects is to be valued by teachers 
at least monthly, and at the end of the two years a percentage mark is to 
be awarded for the work over the whole course. 
3. All candidates' work must be kept for a period of at least (3) months 
before it is removed from the school or destroyed. 
4. the requirements for the examination will be as follows :-
A. Domestic Science... 
B. Manual Training 
Woodwork-
As set out in the Syllabus, pages 153 to 158. (The 
supplementary exercises may be omitted.) 
The examination in Manual Training will comprise :-
(a) A written and drawing test. 
(b) A practical test. 
5. It is to be distinctiy understood that Vocational subjects are altemative to 
either History or Geography. Candidates attending vocational classes 
may, if they so desire, sit for examination in the ordinary subjects -
English, Mathematics, History, and Geography - but no candidate may sit 
for more than four (4) subjects. 
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APPENDIX 21 
Department of Public Instmction. 
Oueensland Examination for State Scholarships 1946 
The following material relating to Manual Training Scholarship Examinations has 
been photocopied from original papers kindly lent by E.H.Ridler. 
D E P A R T M E N T OF PUBLIC I N S T R U C T I O N , Q U E E N S L A N D . 
EXAMINATION FOR STATE SCHOLARSHIPS. 
MALNUAL TRAINING—THEORY AND DRAWING. 
WEDNESDAY, 11TH DECEMBER, 1946—Moming, 9 to 10. 
(ONK HOCTB ALIOWH).) 
1. (a) Draw an isometric 7iew, t^ll size, from the drawing shown in 
Figure I. 
(b) Dimension your drawing. 
(c) Print in capital letters -
"Ganging demands accuracy." 
. f 


















F/GURE. I . 
Plan. 
2. (a) Conetrttet a scale of 1^" = I'D" long enough to measure 5*0". 
(h) Using this scale, construct a right-angled triangle ha-vlng a 
hypotenuse of 3*5" and one of the acute angles 30°. 
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- 2 -
The "box shown In Figure II has no lid and is to be made of 
tinplate. 
The top edges are to be folded over and the aeams at both ends 
are to be lapped and soldered. Set out the pattern for this box 
allowing for edges and laps. 






D E P A R T M E N T OF P U B L I C I N S T R U C T I O N , Q U E E N S L A N D , 
EXAMINATION FOR STATE SCHOLARSHIPS. 
MANUAL TRAINING—PRACTICAL. 
WEDNESDAY, 11TH DECEMBER, 1946—Moming, 10.30 to 12 noon. 
( O N ^ HOUB AND A - H A U AXLOWHX) 
The piece of wood anpplled I s planed true on three aides and la 
of the correct width. 
Gauge and plane cor rec t ly to the required thickness, and construct 
the a r t i c l e as shown in Figure I . 
Plan. Half Thickness of Material, 
Notes:- (a) The face and edge marks should he plainly shown on 
both pieces of wood, 
(b^  The use of sandpaper, files or glue is not allowed. 
(c) Place your examination number on both pieces of 
wood. 
(d) Saw cuts at A and B are to be left undressed. 
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APPENDIX 22 
The Oueensland Manual Training Teachers' Association Constitution 
This material was taken from the Manual Training Teachers' Association Bulletin, 
May 1963 
THE QUEENSLAND MANUAL TRAINING TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 
CONSTITUTION 
NAME: The Association shall be known as the Queensland Manual Training 
Teachers' Association. 
The Association shall not be affiliated with any Industrial Association either in fact 
or endeavour. 
AIMS: (i) To consider the place and scope of Manual Arts in Education. 
(ii) To keep members informed of current trends by means of a periodical. 
MEMBERSHIP: of the Association is open to all persons actively engaged in the 
teaching of Manual Training Subjects. 
Annual Membership Fees payable by members shall be 10/- for City Members and 
7/6 for Country Members. 
Country Members shall be deemed as those resident outside a 25 mile radius from 
die G.P.O. Brisbane. 
MEETINGS: Not more than three (3) Ordinary General Meetings of the 
Association shall take place in any one (1) Year. The Annual General Meeting and 
election of officers shall be held during the first School Term. 
The financial year shall end on the 28tii Febmary each year. 
Special General Meetings may be called at the discretion of the Management 
Committee. 
COMMITTEES: 
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE: This Committee shall consist of tiie President, 
Vice President, Honorary Secretary, Honorary Treasurer and four (4) members of 
the Association. There shall be no restriction on the number of meetings of this or 
any other committee. 
PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE: This Committee shall consist of tiie 
Management Committee and six (6) other members of the Association. The 
Committee shall elect an Editor and Sub-Editor. The Honorary Secretary need not 
necessarily fill either of thee positions. 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE: The Social Committee shall consist of the Honorary 
Secretary, Honorary Treasurer and an unlimited number of Association members. 
SUB COMMITTEES: Sub Committees may be formed at the discretion of the 
Management Committee. 
MONIES: All Association funds shall be in charge of tiie Honorary Treasurer and 
be banked in the Association's name. Signatures to the account shall be the 
President, H, Honorary Secretary and Honorary Treasurer. Any two (2) signatures 
shall be sufficient to operate the account. An accredited auditor shall audit the 
Association accounts before each Annual General Meeting. 
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VOTING: All financial members of the Association shall have the power to vote at 
General Meetings. The President shall have a deliberative vote and a casting vote if 
necessary. 
ALTERATIONS TO THE CONSTITUTION: Alterations to tiie Constittition 
shall be made only at an Annual General Meeting. Notice of the proposed 
alterations shall be given to the Secretary in writing at least one month before the 
Annual General Meeting. 
No alterations shall be made unless at least two-thirds of the members present vote 
in favour of it. At the Annual General Meeting a quomm shall be fifteen (15) 
members. 









J.Buchan, Secondary Correspondence School 
M.P.Thome, Wynnum High 
R.Singleton, Yeronga High 
R.P.Faulconbridge, Dutton Park Opportunity 
E.S.Smitii, The Gap High 
A.McLay, Newmarket High 
J.Evans, Salisbury High 
M.F.Barry, Kedron High 
E.S.Smitii, The Gap High 
A.McLay, Newmarket High 
J.Evans, Salisbury High 
M.F.Barry, Kedron High 
R.M.Rackley, Kedron High 
K.Henley, Redcliffe High 
B.Cooper, Balmoral High 
C.Wrench, Indooroopilly High 
R.Cartmill, Sherwood State 
K.Dodds, South Coast 
A.McLay 
M.F.Barry 
The initial membership was 120. 
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APPENDIX 23 
Letter of Advice from the Director-General. H.G.Watkin. to Appointees as 
Teachers of Manual training Subjects on Probation. 9 August 1956 
Found in The Department of Education, Education- Various, 2nd Series, Manual 
Training 1957-1967, TR1530, Q.S.A. 
From H.G.Watkin, Director-General 
To Appointees- Teachers of Manual Training Subjects on Probation 
9 August 1956 
Letter of offer of place on the training program 
Sir, 
I have to inform you that His Excellency the Govemor, with the advice of 
the Executive Council and upon the recommendation of the Public Service 
Commissioner, has approved-
(a) That you be selected for training as a Teacher Trainee (Manual 
Training). 
(b) That arrangements be made for you to attend a course of training in 
Brisbane from 27th August, 1956, to 21st December, 1956, inclusive. 
(C) That during such period of training you be paid an allowance at the rate 
of £1.021.10.Od. per annum, but that no other expenses other than rail 
fares and reasonable out of pocket expenses incurred in travelling to 
Brisbane to commence fraining be allowed. 
(d) That upon completion of the training period, you be granted a pro rata 
vacation period as determined by the Public Service Commissioner. 
(e) That upon the satisfactory completion of the training period, you be 
appointed as a teacher of Manual Training Subjects, Division 11 on 
probation, as from 29th January, 1957, and be allotted to any school in 
tiie State. 
(f) That you be required to enter into a bond to serve the Department of 
Public Instmction for a period of three (3) years as from the date of your 
appointment as a teacher of Manual Training Subjects, Division 11 on 
probation. 
You are therefore requested to report for duty to the Head Teacher, State 
School, Brisbane Central, at 8 a.m. on Monday, 27th August, 1956. 
Your actual reasonable personal expenses when travelling will, subject to 
Clause 72 of "The Public Service Regulations of 1923", be paid to you on 
production of receipts. This appointment must be effected with the minimum 
amount of expense to the Department; an unreasonable claim for travelling 
expenses will be disallowed. The necessary railway requisition is enclosed. 
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You are advised that you should forward to this Department, within seven 
(7) days after receipt of notification of your appointment-
(i) a properly certified extract from an official regisfrar of births, showing 
your age; and 
(ii) a health certificate from a Govemment Medical Officer, such certificate 
to be on the enclosed form. (Note: The fee for such medical 
examination must be paid by you.) 
Dr is tiie Govemment Medical Officer in 
You are requested to complete the attached Contract to serve the 
Govemment of Queensland for a period of three (3) years and to retum it to 
tiie Department without delay. For your information a small section of "The 
Assisted Students (Enforcement of Obligations) Act of 1951" is enclosed. 
You are also requested to fumish to the Department, on the attached form, 
the information required by the Public Service Commissioner. 
Yours faithfully, 
(signed H.G.Waticins) 
Director General of Education. 
B/C (The Head teacher. State School, Brisbane Central; 
(J.McCracken, Esq., Inspector of Manual Training Subjects; 
(J.B.Ellemor, Esq., A/Inspector of Manual Training Subjects. 
For your information. A copy of this letter has been forwarded to the 
Manual Training Teacher Trainees whose names appear on the attached list. 
NOTE: Of the 273 applicants only 24 were successful. 145 were interviewed by 
L.B.R.Powell, Director of Secondary Education, 
J.McCracken, Inspector of Manual Training, and T.H.Carver, Public Service 
Inspector. 
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APPENDIX 24 
letter from the Director-General. H.G.Watkin. to successful Trainees notifying 
them of Appointment Details. 
4 December 1958 
Found in The Department of Education, Education- Various, 2nd Series, Manual 
Training 1957-1967, TR1530, Q.S.A. 
From H.G.Watkin, Director-General 
To Appointees as teachers of Manual Training Subjects 
4 December 1958 
Notice of appointment and details regarding duty. 
Sir, 
I have to inform you that His Excellency the Govemor, acting by and with 
the advice of the Executive Council and upon the recommendation of the 
Public Service Commissioner, has approved that you be appointed Teacher 
of Manual Training Subjects, Division II on probation, Classification 
Minimum £990 Maximum £1090, with salary at the rate of £1071 per 
annum, at the (as per list on file) such appointment to take effect as from 
27th January, 1959, and to be on probation for a period of twelve (12) 
months. 
You are requested to report for duty on the 27th January, 1959. The date of 
your commencement of duty should be communicated to this office 
immediately in order that payment of salary may be facilitated. 
If you are not a member of a registered Industrial Union, you must become a 
member of such a Union within one (1) month after taking up duty. You 
should advise this Department, in vmting, as to membership. 
Your actual reasonable personal expenses when travelling will, subject to 
Clause 81 of "The Public Service Regulations, 1922 to 1958", be paid to 
you on production of receipts. The necessary railway requisition enclosed. 
This appointment must be effected with the minimum amount of expense to 




Director-General of Education. 
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APPENDIX 25 
Advertisement for Position as Manual Training Teachers 
April 1962 
Found in The Department of Education, Education- Various, 2nd Series, Manual 




Advertisement for position as Manual Training Teachers 
APPOINTMENTS 
STATE PUBLIC SERVICE 
QUEENSLAND 
Vacancies exist in the undermentioned positions. Salary range is inclusive of present 
basic wage adjustments and subject to any further adjustment. 
Applications containing copies of original testimonials and the names of two 
referees should be made on the prescribed form obtainable from the Director-
General of Education, Department of Education, Box 33, Post Office, Brisbane 
North Quay. 
Applications close - 28th May, 1962. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
TEACHERS OF MANUAL TRAINING SUBJECTS 
Salary range: £1,314/£1,534. 
Essential qualifications: Not more than forty years of age. Junior Public 
Examination or equivalent. Completion of apprenticeship to one of the metal or 
woodworking frades. Sound technical fraining in theory of trade at approved 
Technical College. Satisfactory experience as a joumeyman. 
Appointees will be required to attend a Course of training in Brisbane from 27.8.62 
to 14.12.62 prior to their allotment to schools in any part of the State as from the 
commencement of the 1963 school year. 
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APPENDIX 26 
Letter from P.M.Coyne. General Secretary of the Professional Officers Association 
to the Director-General. 6 November 1968 
Found in Department of Education Files, Manual Training 1968-1972, Housed in 
Lady Bowen House, Wickham Tertace, Brisbane. 
From P.M.Coyne, General Secretary of the Professional Officers Association 
To The Director-General of Education 
6 November 1968 
Dear Sir, 
At the last meeting of the Council of our Association two motions were 
passed referring to the present training course for Manual Training Teachers. 
It is sought that the training course for Manual Training teachers now in 
progress be extended until at least the first term in 1969. 
It has been claimed by various people in the past that the present ttaining 
course for Manual Training Teachers is inadequate by comparison with that 
provided for teachers generally. The proposal contained in the motion 
mentioned would go part way towards improving the position. 
The second motion sought that at the completion of the present course a 
suitable certificate be issued to each trainee and that such certificates be 
issued in rettospect to all Teachers of Manual Training Subjects who have 
completed a course instituted by the Education Department. The certificate 
should indicate the year of ttaining. 
It is felt that this proposal is reasonable, particularly in view of a recent 
article in the press indicating that a short course for the ttaining of 
govemesses had been conducted and at the conclusion of the course 





Recmitment and Training of Teachers of Manual Training Subiects 
Proposal from G.J.Black, Director of Secondary Education, to the Minister for 
Education, A.R.Fletcher, 1 October 1969. 
Found in Department of Education Files, Manual Training 1968-1972, Housed m 
Lady Bowen House, Wickham Tertace, Brisbane. 
RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF MANUAL 
TRAINING SUBJECTS 
1. At present secondary school teachers of Woodwork, Metalwork and Drawing, 
who are designated Teachers of Manual Training Subjects, are recmited and 
ttained in the following manner:-
(i) Applications are invited from males who have completed a full 
apprenticeship course in one of the Metal or Woodworking ttades and 
have reached a general education level equivalent to passes in six (6) 
subjects (including English) of the Junior Examination. 
(ii) Successful applicants are then required to undertake a three and a half 
(3'A) months' course of ttaining during which they are expected to 
become thoroughly familiar witii the relevant syllabuses and acquire 
appropriate teaching techniques. (During ttaining they are paid at the rate 
applying to probationary teachers of Manual Training Subjects). 
There are at present forty-nine (49) men undertaking this course of ttaining which 
will end in December. Those successful will be appointed Teachers of Manual 
Training Subjects on Probation, and will be posted to schools. 
2. Many of the teachers who have entered the service in this way have become very 
successful largely because of personal qualities. However by modem standards the 
present system of recmitment and ttaining is unsatisfactory for the following 
reasons :-
(i) A standard of education equivalent to the Junior Examination is not a 
suitable pre-requisite; it is generally held that people acceptable for 
teacher ttaining should have a general education standard equivalent to 
the Senior Examination. 
(ii) The course of ttaining is inadequate; it does not permit the study of 
essential professional subjects such as Principles of Education, History of 
Education, Child Psychology; it offers no opportunity for further study 
conducive to an improved general education; it is not recognised as an 
approved course of training by authorities outside of Queensland. 
(iii) There has developed among Manual Training Teachers a conviction that 
because of inferior ttaining, they are regarded by the Department of 
Education as inferior teachers. The fact that they are not recognised in the 
Teachers' Award sttengthens this belief. The effect on morale is serious. 
3. It is considered that there should be two types of recmitment and ttaining for 
teachers in this field :-
(a) from the Senior Examination or its equivalent to a three-year teachers' 
college course; 
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(b) from skilled ttadesmen in the Woodworking or Metal Trades, who have 
higher ttade qualifications or have completed the senior Examination to a 
one-year teachers' college course. 
Recmitment from the Senior Examination is preferred for several reasons:-
(i) it is the common starting place for teacher ttaining; 
(ii) it permits adequate coverage of all areas regarded as important in teacher 
ttaining; 
(iii) it gives candidates for ttaining more opportunities for advancement in 
the service; 
(iv) it would not be difficult to artange a program of ttaining that would 
ensure ample time for ttainees to acquire the necessary skills in the use of 
tools and materials. 
4. It is considered also, however, that recmitment from the ttades should continue-
(i) it gives the Department an opportunity to select more mature men with 
outstanding personal qualities; 
(ii) many worthy young men have gone into ttade apprenticeship courses 
with a view to becoming Manual Training Teachers, and to deprive them 
suddenly of the opportunity to realise their ambitions would be unjust. 
The above statement represents the view of the Teacher Education Committee. 
The new schemes outiined above can be inttoduced in 1970. 
Tentative arrangements have been made at the Teachers' College, Mt. Gravatt, for 
the courses of ttaining required and the necessary provision has been included in the 
estimates 1969/1970. 
5. IT IS THEREFORE RECOMMENDED: 
That from the beginning of 1970 or as soon as possible thereafter the existing 
methods of recmiting and ttaining teachers of Manual Training Subjects be 
superseded by the following scheme :-
Teachers of Manual Training Subjects will be recmited from-
(i) the Senior Examination and those selected be required to complete a 
three-year course of ttaining at one of the recognised teachers' colleges; 
(ii) the Woodworking and Metal trades, and those selected be required to 
complete a one-year course of ttaining at a recognised teachers' college; 
(Preference would be given to applicants with qualifications such as 
passes in the Senior Examination or possession of certificates in fields 
such as Building Constmction and Engineering). 
A Cabinet Minute containing the Recommendations is attached dated 6 October 
1969. Submission No. 12033. 
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APPENDIX 28 
Responsibility of Head Teachers and Teachers 
of Vocational Subjects 
This directive was found in The Education Office Gazette, Vol. LI, July 1949, No. 
6, 134. 
Responsibility of Head Teachers and Teachers of Vocational Subjects 
The Department has been asked to define the responsibility of Head Teachers and 
Teachers of Vocational Subjects at centtes where such subjects are taught. The 
following decision has been given:-
1. Teachers of Manual Training or Domestic Science subjects are 
responsible to the Head Teacher for the care of all equipment and class 
materials in their charge. 
2. The Head Teacher should not disturb any such equipment or class 
materials. If he does so, or permits such equipment or materials to be 
used when not under the conttol of the specialist teacher concemed, the 
specialist teacher cannot be expected to accept responsibility for their 
care. 
3. At the end of each day. or lesson, the keys of vocational-class rooms and 
all cupboards therein should be retumed to the Head Teacher or to some 
key cupboard where they can be safely retained as is the practice 
generally followed with respect to keys used in schools. 
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APPENDIX 29 
Department of Public Instmction. Oueensland 
Manual Training- Woodwork 
(Supplement to the Syllabus or Course of Instmction in Primary and Intermediate 
Schools) 
Issued by the Authority of The Hon.H.A.Bmce. Minister for t^blic Instmction. 
Queensland. 1939. 
The following exttacts, pages 1, 2, 3 and exercise 17a, have been photocopied from 
the original document. 
Manual Training—NA/oodwork. 
This book of drawings and instructions for the use of pupils of Manual Instruction— 
WoocJwork—Classes has been prepared as a supplement to " The SyilabuH or Course of 
Instruction in Primarj* and Intermediate Schools ". For the information of teachers and 
l)upils, the remarks on pages 153 to 158 of that publication are repeated. 
The groundwork of the course is the making of simple models which provides a 
progressive series of e.xercises, each exercise giving practice in a new operation, or in the 
use of a new tool. 
Two hours per week are allotted to the teaching of the subject. This allotment 
of time will normally be more than sufficient for the completion of these exercises ; hence 
a high standard of accuracy and neatn&ss in the execution of each article will be 
demandwl. The boy who does not attain this standard at his first attempt should be 
requin>d to repeat the exercise. To meet the needs of the more ca^jable boys, supple-
mentary exercises have been included. These are related to, and numbered to correspond 
with, exercises of the normal course, but they do not demaml a knowledge of any new 
tool or new opemtion, so that the boy who has successfully worked through the ordinary 
exercise will be able to attempt the corresponding supplementary exercise with little or no 
further assistance from the teacher, who will therefore be free to devote himself to the 
lew? able boys. There may be boys of unusual ability who will complete all the exercises, 
ordinary and supplementary, before the end of the year. Such boj's will be allowed to 
make further models of their own choosing, and preferably of their own design, provided 
that they are restricted to the operations and the use of the tools that are demanded in 
the course. 
I t cannot be too strongly empha-sized that every model must represent the boy's 
own work. If, at any stage of the course, it is neces-sary for the teacher to instruct the 
boy in any new operation or phase of an operation, he must illustrate on a separate piece 
of wood. On no account should he perform the operation on the boy's own model. 
Experience shows that the most succes-sful method of instruction is for the teacher 
first to demonstrate \ the making of each model or part of it to the class gathered round 
him in such a way ihat every boy can sec each operation performed by him. When he 
Las recapitulated the different steps and stressed the important points to be observed, the 
class should return to their working placc-s and carry out the first operation. This should 
then be checked by him and the next operation proceeded with, and so on, the class 
working together through the exercise, alJ doing the same operation at the same time. 
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(page 2) 
MANUAL T R . ^ I N I N G — W O O D W O R K . 
Xoatnesj and accuracy should IK? aimed at . .Accurate ami neat mo<iel.s will not 
a.-; a rule be produced at the first a t t empt , and it is for thi.s reason tha t t ime has botMi 
allowed for the repetit ion of the exercises. Since mo<lels If-ft in the white wcKxi are ap t 
to warp and become soilt-d, boys should he i-ncouraged to tiiiish work thev wish to 
preserve \^ith a i;oatins of varnish or paint. 
Trainiiiii in >lrawiiig should procee<l side by side with training in IxTichwork. ami . 
in order that the two may be closely correlated, no exercise will IK? coinineiKi-d until t!io 
drawing of it is completed. This applies also to supplementary oxerci.ses. .A.s a rule, a 
front elevation, a side elevation, and a plan, will be d r a w n ; and by using three boards a t 
right anfflos, the relation between these three view.s and the three planes of reference will 
be illustrated for each model. Towards the end of the second year the drawing of a 
simple isometric view will be t augh t . At the end of the course, abili ty to d raw an 
isometric view of a simple model, such as those of exercises 2. .'5, 4, 6, 14. 16, and 17, 
will be expected. Drawing hoards (15 in. X 11 in.) and Tee squares should be provided 
so t ha t sheets of paper, instead of books, may be used for the drawings. The gcometrv 
and the geometrical drawing prescribed for the upper grades of the school have direct 
a[)plication to many of the operat ions p>erformed in the woodwork class. Correlation with 
the teaching of t h a t subject should therefore be arranged. 
Ins t ruct ion in the u.se and care of tools will be continuous throughout the course. 
each individual tool being dealt with as part of the demonstra t ion ic.s.<ion i t which it is 
first introduced. Ins tmc t ion and practice in the sharpening of toola should be given 
throughout the course, so tha t a boy will be reasonably pioficiont in the grinding and 
aiiarpening of a chisel a t the end of the first year, and the grinding and sharj)ening of a 
plane iron a t the end of the .'^ccond year. 
The following suggestions should \>e helpful to the teacher : — 
(a) Insist on the correct handling of tools. This will aid g<x>d workmanship 
and re<luce the risk of accident ; 
(6) Aim at accuracy of work in measuring, marking, planing, t ruing, and 
sawing to a line ; 
(c) Explain and insist on the use of face marks ; 
{(1) Teach boys to hold the .'•quare, bevel, and gauge in the left hand ; 
(e) Insist on the accurate fitting of all joints—close, square, and parallel ; 
(f) Do not allow the use of glass paper, riles, an<l rasp.s, except in the few 
cases specified ; 
(g) Insis t on general tidiness and orderliness in the arrangement of tools and 
work on the l)cnch. Tools should he put back in their proper places 
after use ; the contents of tool lockers should bo checked a t the end of 
the lesson ; and each boy should sweep the top of his bench when he has 
finished his work ; 
(h) Avoid damage to the surface of l)enche3, by insistence on the proper use of 




The following is a brief summary of the syllabus of work for each year, followed 
by a list of the exercises with the materials required, and the purpose of each e.xercise 
and the new tools introduced :— 
1st Year— 
1. Drawing.—Principles of orthographic projection simply explained ; front 
and side elevations and plan ; drawing of e.xercises 1 to 10. 
2. Tools.—To understand the use of the following tools :—Rule, try square, 
gauge, marking knife, tenon saw, firmer chisel, mallet, jack plane, 
winding laths, bevel, shooting board, brace and bit, oilstone, hammer, 
bradawl, nail punch, rip saw. 
To be able to grind and sharpen a chisel. 
3. Benchwork.—(a) Exercises 1 to 10. 
[b] Supplementary exercises {see. notes). 
2-nd Year— 
1. Drawing.—Drawing of exercises 11 to 21. 
Isometric projection of a simple model. 
2. Tools.—To understand the use of the following additional tools :—Bow 
saw, dovetail saw, spokeshave, mortice gauge, registered mortice chisel, 
smoothing plane, screw driver, firmer gouge. comi)a3se3, cabinet file. 
To be able to grind and sharpen a plane iron. 
Preparation and method of using glue. 
3. Benchwork.—(a) Exercises 11 to 21. 
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}S' X 3i j< ^4-' —I Piece (Dressed). 
/sometric y/'etr. 
Instructions. 
a. Prepare materia/^ and mark out. 
h. Cut and shape /G^S., usfn<^ a botrr-satrarfd s^Aussha^^a. 
C Cut J sticipe , and fit ra// to /e^s. 
d. Morf/ce fop and f/f to /e^s. 
e. Cut to /en^h, c/ean ^r?<ds, and round ed^&s. 
f. /^ak.£ cuts in tenons for ired^cs , c/ean a// surfaces 
and ^/ue and rr-ed^A together. 
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APPENDIX 30 
Letter from G.A.Eaton. Officer in Charge of Indu.sttial High School, to Director-
General, regarding a name change for the school. 3 October 1946 
Found in Department of Education, Centtal Technical College-Various 1943-1949, 
EDU/A381, Q.S.A. 
Sir, 
As the Industtial High School will shortly be moved to Smellie's Building in 
Edward Stteet, and thereby be an independent unit, it is requested that the 
name of the school be, as from January, 1947,: The Brisbane Technical 
High School'. 
The term 'Industtial' is less suitable than ever especially now that the school 
has a senior top. 
Yours faithfully, 
Geo.B Eaton 
Officer in charge. 
Attached is the reply from the Director General, F.Cooper and signed by 
L.D.Edwards and is worded as follows. 
The term Industrial High School has never been appropriate, especially as 
Industrial School is used in other parts of the World top describe an 
institution of the nature of a reformatory. 
The inclusion of the word 'Brisbane' in the proposed new titie may result in 
clashing with the Brisbane State High School. Until such time as there is 
more than one Technical High School, the titie, Technical High School, as 
used originally, might be selected. 
IT IS RECOMMENDED-
That the titie of the Industrial High School be changed to Technical High 
School as from 1.1.47. 
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APPENDIX 31 
Letter from l.H.McGillivray. Principal of the Centtal Technical College, to the 
Director of Education. 22 March 1938 
Found in Department of Public Instmction, Centtal Technical College- Various 
1938, EDU/A375, Q.S.A. 
Author: H.l.McGillivray, Principal Centtal Technical College 
Addressee: Director of Education 
Topic of reference: Deletion of subject Cardboard Work from syllabus. 
Sir, 
Cardboard work was inttoduced in the Industtial High School in 1930. Since 
that time lathes have been purchased, and the Fitting and Machining Shop 
has been established in the Industrial High School. As the boys are required 
to leam Woodworking, Tinsmithing, Blacksmithing, and elementary Fitting 
and Tuming, the need for Cardboard Work is not apparent. 
Cardboard Work was originally included in Trade Drawing, but the latter 
subject can be taught quite satisfactorily in connection with Woodworking 
and Tinsmithing, pupils at the commencement working from blue prints, and 
at a later stage preparing drawings of the articles they make. I regard 
Cardboard Work as a useful subject for Intermediate Schools or for State 
Schools where workshops are not available, as it calls for accurate drawing 
and good manipulation. As compared with other types of manual ttaining, 
the cost of equipment and material is small. 
The Industrial High School prepares pupils for the Junior Public 
Examination in twelve subjects in two years. It seems unnecessary, 
therefore, to hold classes in Cardboard Work. It has been found necessary to 
take this subject for one-half day a week in the Sub-junior classes for the 
first half of the year. This arrangement involves the preparation of a new 
timetable at the end of June. 
I recommend that the Syllabus Committee be requested to consider the 
advisability of removing the subject, Cardboard Work from the Industrial 
High School course of instmction. 
An attached notation dated 12/5/1938 and signed by L.M. (L.Morris) gives 
approval for the request to be implemented. 
There is also a carbon copy letter from the Director L.D.Edwards dated 14 May, 
1938 officially granting approval. 
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APPENDIX 32 
2 Letters from G.B.Eaton. Officer in Charge of Industtial High School to the 
Director-General. 19 October 1945. 13 March 1946. 
Letter 1 Found in Education Department, Centtal Technical College- Various 
1943-1949, EDU/A381, Q.S.A. 
Author: G.B.Eaton, Officer in Charge Industtial High School 
Addressee: Director General 
Titie: Letter 51275 -24 Oct 1945 
Date: 19 October, 1945 
Syllabus for Industtial High School Senior 
Sir, 
In view of the fact that the Industtial High School may be allowed to carry a 
Senior Top as from Febmary, 1946, the following comments and 
suggestions regarding the School syllabus are submitted for your 
consideration. 
(a) It is desired that, as well as leading to the Senior Matriculation 
Examination, the syllabus also cater for those students who intend to take 
some Diploma course (Architecture, Engineering, etc.) In the case of, 
say, Architecture, Art will have to be part of the Junior course, and 
continued to Senior standard. 
(b) It is noted that neither Geometrical Drawing and Perspective, nor Art, 
counts in awarding University Scholarships. 
It is suggested that two new subjects, (a) technical Drawing, and (b) a 
manual subject, such as Pattem Making, be added to Senior Subjects and 
that two subjects from Technical I>rawing, Pattem Making, Art, 
Geometrical Drawing and Perspective and Applied Mechanics be included in 
the list of subjects which count for University Scholarships. 
(c) In the interests of this and other similar schools, we would suggest tiiat 
English count six units in tiie awarding of Scholarships to the University, 




Letter 2 Found in Education Department, Centtal Technical College- Various 
1943-1949, EDU/A381, Q.S.A. 
Author: G.B.Eaton, Officer in Charge Industtial High School 
Addressee: Director General (through McGillivray) 
Titie: Letter (attached to 16198 - 20 March 1946 
Proposed School Syllabus for Industtial High School 
Sir, 
With reference to your 46/4053, I have to submit the following 
recommendations. 
(a) It is desired that as well as leading to the Senior Matriculation 
Examination, the Industrial High school Syllabus should also cater for 
those students who intend to ta^ ke some Diploma course (Architecture, 
Engineering, etc.). In the case of say. Architecture, Art will have to be 
an optional part of the Junior Course and continued to Senior standard. 
(b) For Matticulation purposes, French should also be included in the Junior 
Course, again as an option. 
(c) The three optional subjects then would be Geography, French or Art. 
(d) As from the beginning of 1946, the Sub-Senior subjects suggested are as 
folio ws:-
1. English 
2. French (to Junior Standard for Matriculation purposes). 
3. Mathematics 1 
4. Mathematics II. 
5. Senior Chemistry 
6. Senior Physics 
7. Geometrical and Perspective Drawing. 
8. A Manual Subject, such as Woodwork (Woodtuming and pattem 
making). 
9. Art, which should in future be an optional subject in the Junior 
course. 
In conclusion, 1 should like to refer you to my letter of the 19th October, 
1945, particularly paragraphs (b) and (c) which have an important bearing 
on the above. 
Yours faithfully, 
G.B.Eaton. 
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APPENDIX 33 
Changes Affecting Secondary Education 
Exttact from the "85th Report of the Minister for Education and Migration for 
1960", Q.P.P., Vol. 1, 1961-1962, 555. 
The Director-General was reporting on the state of the Department in 1960. 
He spoke of the changes affecting secondary education-
(i) The right of free secondary education for all; 
(ii) The need for specialist fields of teaching to meet the varying needs and 
abilities of students; 
(iii) Problems identified included-
1. At what age should ttansfer from primary to secondary school be 
made; 
2. Should there be an extemal examination or should a certificate of 
proficiency be required prior to the ttansfer to a secondary school; 
3. Should the secondary school be highly selective in character where 
students are grouped according to ability and aptitude, or should 
admission be a normal progression from the primary school; 
4. How can there be devised courses in secondary schools which will 
meet the widely varying needs of different types of pupil; 
5. What form of organisation will ensure that all students pursue courses 
relative to their individual endowments and that there will be 
maintained acceptable standards in the chosen field of endeavour; 
6. How can schools be made vital and stimulating so that their aim will 
not only be towards academic and vocational achievement but also be 
places of preparation for a richer and fuller life. 
(iv) A committee was appointed to examine secondary education in Queensland 
and propose a plan for future implementation. 
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APPENDIX 34 
Oueensland Institute for Educational Research Submission to Committee of Inquiry 
into Secondary Education. 1 June 1960 
The following is an exttact, pages 71-74, from the 84 page document, which has 
relevance to Manual Arts. 
The committee members were J.A.Golding, A.E.J.Werman, H.T.Pegg, W.Gillis, 
R.Chappell. 
Page 71. "Aims" 
A. To give the student facility in the use of his hands. 
B. To direct student activities to give preliminary ttaining for his probable 
vocation in life i.e. initially as an apprentice and finally as a ttadesman. 
(This is the Industrial course as at present constituted.) 
C. To give a five or six year complete secondary course in Manual Arts 
providing preliminary ttaining for advanced technical ttaining. 
Questions were raised relating to the extent that Manual Arts should go to. Only in 
High Schools? Compulsory in first two years? Only practical subjects or some 
drawing in these two years? Need for a First Aid Course? 
Credit for Manual Arts in technical ttade courses? Should the curticulum be 
expanded? Could other exemptions at technical colleges be given? Does the drawing 
syllabus need revision to align it with the technical courses? Is perspective needed at 
the Junior level? Is not the reading of blueprints all that is required of ttadesmen? A 
wider choice of projects should be available? More theory needed? 
Point 2 is a rather damning statement about the academic standard of Industrial 
students. 
It must also be admitted that many students studying the Industrial Course 
are of average or below average ability. A study of Junior results of 
Industrial students shows a pattem of poor results in academic subjects. It is 
obvious that the present course does not cater for the needs of many 
students. 
Should tiie courses be modified? Should tiiere be a Senior Course offered? What 
should it include? Should a safety course be mandatory? 
What implications would the above have on provision of facilities and funding? 
Should examinations be revised? Should they be conducted by the Colleges? 
Page 74. "TEACHER TRAINING" 
1. At present, teachers of manual ttaining subjects are recmited from the ranks of 
qualified ttadesmen who have in addition passed geometrical drawing and 
perspective at Junior standard. These men are given a three months' course of 
ttaining and are then posted to schools. 
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(a) Could not further manual ttaining teachers be taken from the ranks of 
Junior Industrial students who could then be given a Senior Industtial 
course followed by two years' professional ttaining at the Teachers' 
College during which time further practical ttaining could be given? 
(b) Altematively, could a longer period of professional ttaining (e.g. twelve 
months) be given under the present system of intake? 
(c) What special facilities should there be for manual ttaining teachers to 
qualify for a technical college diploma? 
2. As techniques change and fresh ideas are advanced, should not consideration be 
given to regular periods of inservice ttaining for manual ttaining teachers? 
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APPENDIX 35 
Department of Education. 
Oueensland Manual Training Syllabus for Grade 8. 1962. 
Letter from J.McCracken to Director of Secondary Education which accompanied 
the new Grade 8 Syllabus 
Letter found in Education- Various 2nd Series Manual Training 1957-1967, 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
Extracts from syllabus photocopied from original document. 
Herewith is a copy of the Manual Training Syllabus for Gr.8 pupils who have not 
had Manual Training when in Gr.7. 
The syllabus is based on V-h hours instmction weekly with time allotment to each 
subject as follows:-
Woodwork 1 Vi hours weekly 
Sheetmetalwork 1 hour altemate weeks 
Drawing 
Pupils should be given instmction in making working drawings of the projects set 
out in the syllabus. 
Teachers should aim at a high standard of draftsmanship, printing, figuring, and 
dimensioning, and correct formation of letters and figures should be sttessed. 
Basic principles of orthographic projection, isometric views, and pattem 
development need to be given frequent revision. 
The syllabus for Gr.8 where Manual Training instmction has not been given in 
Gr.7, has been prepared with a view to covering the necessary first year's work of 
the proposed three year's syllabus for the Secondary Industrial Course. Teachers are 
requested [changed to required] to adhere strictiy to the syllabus to ensure that 
pupils will have a sound knowledge of the basic principles of Manual Training 
subjects, and that the pupils who enrol for the Industrial Junior Course will have a 




(Page 1) Woodwork Content 
TTOODWORI-C 
Sis ro iae Teohniques 






Reading a r u l e . Marking out 
n a t e r i a l to a T?orking drawing. 
Use of faoe marks. Use of Try 
Square. Construot ion of angle 60 
Use of S l id ing Bevel and Jiarking 
Gauge. Sawing across and with 
the gra i t ] , C h i a e l l i n s to depth 
ac ross the g r a i n . 
Woodworker's Bench with v i c e , 
folding Rule , Try Square, 
S l id ing Bevel , l i i rk ing Gauge, 
Bench Savving Block, Tenon 
Saw, Firmer and Bevelled edge 
c h i s e l s . '.7oodworkers i i a l l e t . 
Flower Pot Stand Marking out m a t e r i a l t o a working 
drawing. Cross ha l f check J o i n t , 
Angle sawing. P laning to c o r r e c t 
thi t jkness. P lan ing and g ra in . 
Glueing. 
Shooting Board, Jack P l a n e , 
Glass J Paper cork and g l a s s 
paper. 
Hat Peg Marking out m a t e r i a l to a working 
drawing. Itaortice and Tenon J o i n t . 
Chamfering ^vith c h i s e l and p lane . 
Angle sawing. D r i l l i n g and 
covmtersinking fo r screws. 
P lan ing , 
laorticQ c h i s e l . Brace and 
b i t , Countersink B i t , 
Hand d r i l l and d r i l l s . 
lamp Stand Marking out n a t e r i a l to a working 
drawing. Dove t a i l . Halving 
J o i n t Stop ohomfering. Marking 
out arm from p a t t e m suppl ied . 
Cleaning up arm. Moirtioing. 
P repa ra t i on of s l i p p e r s and 
brading to b a s e . 
Spokeshave, coping saw, 
Gabinat f i l e , Clean cut b i t , 
Panol Saw, Brada Ilainner and 
Nai l Punch, 
Shadow Box Harking out m a t e r i a l t o a working 
drawing. Square Housing J o i n t s . 
Cleaning up quadrant ends, Acctu:ate 
s e t t i n g out and d r i l l i n g f o r 
dowel ls . 
D i v i d e r s , i inch Bevelled^ 
edge c h i s e l . 
3ook Trough laEirking out ma te r i a l to a 
working drawing. Bridle J o i n t s 
Screwing of back and legs 
Brad-awl, Screw-dr iver . 
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(Page 8) Sheet-metalwork Content 
S H B B T M E T A L i f 7 0 R K 
Exercise 
Grooving 




Scone Cu t t e r 
Lfictp Shade 
Rectangular Box 
One p iece 
Date Loaf Tin 
Techniques 
Harking out ma te r i a l t o a working 
drawing. Grooved folded seam. 
R i v e t i n g , Solder ing 
¥ i r e d and folded edges 
Developing from working drawing 
Marking out ma te r i a l i nc lud ing 
notching. Cu t t ing out . Folding. 
Rive t ing of lapped seams. 
Wired edge. 
Developing s t r e t c h out l eng th of 
cy l inde r and semi - c i r c u l a r 
handle from working drawing. 
Breaking of metal . Double fo ld ing 
edges . Forming up c y l i n d e r and 
handle . Solder ing of Lapped 
Seam, and handle to body 
Marking out from developud p a t t e r n 
suppl ied . Cu t t ing out . Forming 
up conica l shade. Groved fo lded 
seam. S e t t i n g out and forming 
up G . I . Bracke t . Tuming in 
allowance on end of shade t o hold 
adap t e r . Solder ing of seam and 
G. I . Bracket t o shade. 
Developing from woiicLng drawing 
Cut t ing o u t . Folding up. 
Folded Seama. Y/ired edge 
Developing from working drawing. 
Cut t ing ou t . Folding up. Folded 
Seams, Wired edge. 
Experiment and new 
Tools In t roduced, 
S t e e l Rule , Scratch Gauge, 
T insmi th ' s a n v i l , Crease 
I r o n , Bick i r o n , Sqiare 
i i a n d r i l l , Hatchet s t ake , 
Wooden d r e s s e r . Groover, 
Pein Hammer, Sol id Punch 
Leadoakes, Rive t Set and 
Copper B i t . 
D i v i d e r s , Sc r ibe r , Square 
45° Set Square, Tinsnipa, 
Combination P l i e r s . 
Small round mandr i l l . 
Funnel staJce, 't/heel braoe, 





Department of Education. Oueensland 
Syllabus in Technical Studies January 1966 
This syllabus carries the notation on the front cover-
Published with the authority of the Hon. the Minister for Education on die 
recommendation of the Board of Junior Secondary School Studies. It is a 12 page 
document. .A.5 format, which gives quite detailed content description and an 
appropriate commentary as well. It covers Technical Drawing, Metal Work and 
Woodwork for Grades 8. 9 and 10. 
Included are Aims and Objectives for each of the subjects. Exttacts from this 
syllabus indicate the detailed planning and consideration given to producing this 
document. The influence of the Board, whose members would be competent 
curriculum planners is evident. 
DEP.ARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
QUEENSLAND 
SYLLABUS IN TECHNICAL SUBJECTS 
GRADES 8, 9 and 10 
Price Is. (10c) 
Published witii the authority of the Hon. the 
Minister for Education on the recommendation of 
the Board of Junior Secondary School Studies. 
Issued January, 1966. 
S. G. REID, Govermnem Printer, Brisbane 
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Junior Technical Drawing (pages 1 & 2). 
JUNIOR TECHNICAL DRAWING 
GRADE 8 
The Syllabus covers—Prindng and dimensioning. 
Preparation of working drawings to scale and fully 
dimensioned. 
Elementary plane geometrical and isometric drawing. 
The course is planned to give students a knowledge of the basic principles 
of making a working drawing, and an appreciadon of good printing and 
draftsmanship. 
Ability to interpret a working drawing, to make such a drawing, and the 
practice gained in printing, will be assets to every boy, irresfiective of whatever 
occupation he may follow later. 
JUNIOR TECHNICAL DRAWING—continued 
GRADES 9 AND 10 
The course is divided into four sections, viz.. 
Section A Plane geometrical drawing. 
Section B Solid geometrical drawing. 
Section C E>evelopment of surfaces of geometrical solids, and develop-
ment of patterns. 
Section D Preparation of working drawings. 
Aims of the course are— 
to provide pupils with a sound knowledge of the fundamental principles 
of the essential phases of technical drawing; 
to acquire skill in drafting techniques. 
These acquisitions will provide a sound foundation for pupils who proceed to 
senior level in the subject, and for those who proceed to apprenticeship training. 
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Junior Metalwork (pages 5 & 6). 
JUNIOR METAL WORK 
GRADE 8 
This is an introductory course to develop manipulative skill in making articles 
from sheetmetal, and to give practice in the use of sheetmetalwork hand tools. 
Tinplate is regarded as the most suitable material for the first year's work 
because it is easy to manipulate. 
A knowledge of pattem development is required, and this correlates with 
instruction given in technical drawing. 
The practice gained in soldering should prove useful to many boys after 
leaving school. 
GRADES 9 AND 10 
The course covers— 
(a) The construction of articles from dnplate, galvanised iron, and mild 
steel. 
(b) Instruction in metaltuming, screwcutting where facilities are provided. 
On completion of the course, pupils should have acquired the basic skills of 
working in metal, and be proficient in making articles to a high degree of accuracy 
from a scaled detailed working drawing. 
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Junior Woodwork (page 8.) 
8 
JUNIOR WOODWORK 
The course in woodwork provides sound educational experiences for the 
adolescent. While the main purpose in its teaching is the development of 
manipulative skills, the training embodied in the acquisition of these skills contribute 
to the all-round development of the pupil. 
Broadly the aims of the course are— 
To develop manual dexterity and to provide for the acquisidon of those 
manual skills so essential for the everyday life of an adult. 
To develop the co-ordination of brain, hand and eye. 
To develop the powers of reasoning, conceiving, and constructing. 
To inculcate habits of industry, attention, observation, perseverence, 
orderliness, neatness, accuracy, and me±odical procedure, and by 
cultivating skill to impart self-reliance and self-confidence. 
To foster an interest in craftwork as a useful hobby for leisure. 
To provide technological knowledge which can be applied to everday life. 
To foster an appreciation of high standard workmanship and a liking for 
a job well done. 
The course in woodwork will also provide a sound basic training for those 
pupils who may enter an apprenticeship in any of the woodworking trades. 
The course of work is based on progressive training in the use of the tools 
and the basic operations. Correct handling of tools and tool care should be stressed 
throughout the course, and special attention given to correct stance when working 
at the bench. The sharpening and general care of tools must also be given due 
attention for, if satisfactory work is to be executed, all tools must be in good 
condidon. 
Teachers should aim at a high standard of workmanship and should encourage 
the weaker pupils to better effort. The more capable pupils who complete the 
set work ahead of the rest of the class, should be given further work to keep them 
occupied. Supplementary exercises, or additional work on the current model, could 
be attempted. 
Woodtuming is included for students of grades 9 and 10 as a further means 
of developing manual dexterity, and to give them experience in working with a 
machine which is reasonably safe. 
On completion of the course, boys s:hould be capable of determining from 
a working drawing, sizes and quantides of the material required, and of making 
an article accurately to the detail specified in the drawing. They should possess 
a sound knowledge of the methods of construction, and should have acquired 
manipulative skill in the use of all hand tools. 
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APPENDIX 37 
Seminars on Technical Subjects for Country Manual Training Teachers, 
February 1964 
Report by J.McCracken to Director of Secondary Education on Original Seminar 
and request to conduct similar seminars, 7 February 1974. 
Found in Education Various- 2nd Series, Manual Training 1957-1967, TR1530, 
Q.S.A. 
Brief description: 
Late last year a request was received from the Professional Officers Association that 
seminars be held for Teachers of Manual Training Subjects to acquaint them with 
the new syllabuses and requirements for the industrial subjects for the new three 
year course. 
Such a seminar was conducted in November last year for the Manual Training 
teachers in the mettopolitan schools. 
A total of 110 teachers attended in four groups over four days. Each group attended 
an "Accident Prevention Appreciation Course", given by officers of the Department 
of Labour and Industry, in the moming (9 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.) and the seminar in 
the aftemoon commencing at 1.30 p.m. 
In conducting the seminar 1 was ably assisted by Messrs. F.O'Shea, Trade Teacher 
Technical Correspondence School, and T.Sayer and P.Dillon, M. T. Teachers, all 
of whom brought along samples of projects covered in the syllabuses. 
The outiine of the seminar was as follows :-
Inttoductory talk outiining the innovations to be inttoduced in the syllabuses. 
Woodwork. - Mr. O'Shea, who for a number of years has been Chief Examiner of 
Woodwork also Instmctor of the Training course for Manual Training 
teachers, went through the new woodwork syllabus in detail and gave an 
explanatory talk on woodtuming procedure, including safety measures 
regarding the use of the lathe. 
Samples of projects included in the syllabus were displayed. 
His talk was very well received and response to invitations for any questions 
was pleasing. 
Technical Drawing. - The syllabus for this subject was discussed in detail by 
myself. New techniques and procedure demonsttated on the blackboard were 
well received and questions asked following the lecture were most 
encouraging. 
Sheetmetalwork. - Mr Sayer, Plumber by ttade, on tiie staff of Kelvin Grove High 
School, gave an informative talk on properties of galvanised iron, including 
galvabond. Theory of soft soldering was explained fully. 
Samples of projects included in the syllabus were displayed and procedure 
for making them explained. 
Questions asked by the teachers were answered confidentiy and were well 
received. Particular interest was shown in the use of the new material -
galvabond. 
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Fitting, Metaltuming, Welding. - Mr. Dillon, Fitter and Tumer by ttade, on the 
staff of Kelvin Grove High School, who has had a lot of experience in oxy-
acetylene welding, gave an interesting and informative talk on the teaching 
of fitting, metaltuming and welding. The procedure of making tiie new 
projects, samples of which were displayed, was explained fully. The 
Manager of C.I.G. (Q'ld) Pty Ltd had kindly loaned a complete oxy 
acetylene unit, the use of which was explained and demonsttated by Mr. 
Dillon. The teachers were particularly interested in this new phase of 
metalwork instmction. 
Questions asked by the teachers were answered confidentiy. 
It was regretted that time did not allow more practical demonsttations of processes 
used in the shop practice subjects. 
All teachers appeared to thoroughly appreciate the seminar. None was anxious to 
leave and continued with open discussion. At the conclusion of three of the four 
sessions of the seminar, several teachers rose spontaneously to move a vote of 
thanks to the speakers and to express their thanks to the Department for arranging 
such a seminar, which is the first of its kind ever held for the benefit of Queensland 
Manual Training teachers. 
IT IS THEREFORE RECOMMENDED tiiat a similar seminar be held at various 
large towns throughout the State as centtes at which a number of teachers could 
attend. 
Attached is a list of centtes showing the schools from which teachers could attend 
each centte. 
If approved -it is suggested that seminars at the following centtes be held as early 
as possible:- Southport, Ipswich, Toowoomba, Warwick, Nambour, Maryborough, 
Rockhampton. 
Seminars at other centtes could be held later in the year if considered advisable. It 
would be appreciated if Messrs Dillon and O'Shea could be allowed to assist in 
conducting such seminars. 
J.McC. 7.2.64 




Manual Training in Other Systems 
The following material has been collected during research into the study. It is 
appended because it has a tangential relationship to Manual Training in Queensland 
and could be used for some comparison. 
The State systems in Austtalia were not alone in the provision of Manual Training 
or technical education. According to McDonnell R.M. et al., the catholic education 
system provided for technical education as far back as 1938. Since that time 
technical education spread considerably even given the high costs of providing such 
workshops and the general shortage of funds available. By 1954 all states provided 
some form of private technical education be it in special technical schools or offered 
as part of the normal high school curriculum. In the early years in Queensland such 
classes were offered in catholic high schools in Rockhampton, Townsville and 
Caims. Apparentiy the demand for such courses could not be met because of 
financial consttaints on the provision of facilities and equipment, i 
In New South Wales during the 1930's, high schools followed a similar Manual 
Training curriculum to that of Queensland. A student's Report Card sent to the 





Mathematics I Arithmetic 
Mathematics II Algebra 
Science Physics 
Commercial Chemistry 
Technical- Woodwork Woodwork 
Cardboard Work Cardboard Work 
Metalwork Freehand Drawing 
Drawing Geometrical Drawing 
The inclusion of commerce gives the N.S.W. curriculum more bias towards 
business or management whereas the Queensland bias appears to favour technology 
and/or production.^ 
An interesting curriculum innovation occurred during the years of the Second World 
War in the southem states and was led by N.S.W. According to Andrew SpauU, the 
N.S.W. Manual Training teachers sought permission to modify tiie existing syllabus 
to provide direct assistance to the war effort. Students made tent pegs, camouflage 
net needles, model aeroplanes, splints, cmtches, draught sets, and a range of 
sheetmetal items. This innovative approach assisted the N.S.W. Department as 
materials were exttemely scarce and at the same time it provided tiie students with 
botii leaming experiences and worthwhile projects to make. Similar activities 
occurred in Victoria, Soutii Austt^ia and Westem Austtalian Manual Training 
centtes. Spaull does not include Queensland in tiiis list and neitiier is tiiere any 
mention of such an innovation in tiie Queensland Departtnent of Education files.3 
The New Soutii Wales Department of Education Manual Arts Bulletin No.l, 1961 
contained details of tiie Teachers' Courses in Manual Arts offered in tiiat State. 
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While the details refer to the subjects studied by the ttainees, the curriculum also 
indicates what subjects were contained in the New South Wales high school 
curriculum. These were extensive and covered the fields of woodwork, wood 
machining, trench polishing, fitting and machining, blacksmithing, sheet-
metalwork, farm mechanics, descriptive geometry, technology, crafts and drawing.^ 
The Industtial Arts curriculum in America, according to W.Wood, had a different 
philosophical approach to that espoused in Queensland. It was more in line with that 
of the Queensland technical colleges. 
Industtial Arts education in the Junior High School provides information 
regarding Industry and workers, satisfies the desire to create useful things, 
and develops hobby and handyman interests and abilities. Industtial Arts also 
gives a knowledge of quality of materials and workmanship useful to a 
consumer, affords practice in safety with tools and machines, and gives 
opportunity for co-operative effort in groups. Finally, it helps a pupil to 
apply to shop activities his previous leamings in mathematics, reading and 
spelling. 5 
The allocation of subjects in the American schools provides an insight into the 
curriculum and the emphasis given to the course of study. 
An American Junior Industrial High School 




Guidance Mathematics A 
Social Studies Mathematics B 
Mathematics Chemistry 
Science Physics 
Art Geometrical Drawing and Perspective 
Music Industrial A (Woodwork) 
Physical Edn Industrial B (Metalwork) 
Industrial Arts or Industrial C (Trade Drawing) 
Home Economics 








Home Mechanics Drawing 
There is considerable difference between the 1957 American curriculum and the 
1954 curriculum at Industrial High School in Queensland. The American curriculum 
is very general and offers a range of electives. The Queensland one is very 
prescriptive with no electives. 
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Dr.F.A.Indort', a visiting American educator, addressed members of QUMATTA 
on the topic of Industtial Arts in American Education. He porttayed a general 
description of courses in American Schools in the 1960's and indicated that Schools 
offered Industtial Arts at both high schools and vocational high schools. The latter 
provided more specialised in-depth study while the former was more basic and 
offered a general form of technical education. Dr Indorf advocated the inttoduction 
of electtonics in Manual/Industrial Arts as it was seen as the technology of the 
future. He added that American teachers were well qualified with degrees in 
Industrial Arts. They could also study at the Masters and Ph.D. levels in Industrial 
Arts.6 
Further comparison with other systems is beyond the scope of this research. 
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Time Line of Important Educational Events Affecting 
Manual Training in Queensland 
1757 Sloyd System originated in Sweden. 
1834 Sydney Mechanics Institute founded. 
1849 Brisbane School of Arts established; Mechanics Institutes also established in 
Queensland country towns. 
1860 Education Act- All primary education came under the newly formed Board 
of General Education. 
1867 Vocational Education inttoduced into NSW schools. 
1870 Board of General Education formed in Queensland. 
1872 First Sloyd Schools established in Sweden. 
1875 The Education Act- all primary education under Department of Public 
Instmction; free secular and compulsory education. 
1881 Technical Education classes began at the Brisbane School of Arts. 
1882 First Technical College established in Brisbane as a function of the Brisbane 
School of Arts. 
1885 First class in woodwork for primary pupils held at Brisbane Technical 
College. 
1893 Brisbane Technical College offered Saturday Manual Training classes. 
1895 Drawing inttoduced to Primary syllabus. 
1896 Education Act Amendment Act: Inclusion of practical subjects (Manual 
Training, Domestic Science, etc.) in primary curriculum. 
1898 Junior Technical Schools established in Victoria. 
1898 The Brisbane Technical College Incorporation Act. The Brisbane School of 
Arts became the Brisbane Technical College. 
1900 First examination of Saturday Woodwork classes held. 
1902 Board of Technical Education inaugurated: R.McL.Riddell drafted fu-st 
syllabus. 
1902 Free Cookery classes for girls held at Technical Colleges. 
1902 Sloyd System inttoduced into Victorian curriculum. 
1902 Woodwork and Metalwork classes commenced in W.A. 
1903 Subsidy for Woodwork classes for boys at Technical Colleges. 
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1904 Sloyd System inttoduced in New South Wales curriculum. 
1905 Board of Technical Education abolished- Technical Education conttolled by 
Department of Public Instmction. 
1905 New Primary syllabus with practical emphasis inttoduced. 
1905 R.McL.Riddell appointed first Inspector of Technical Colleges. 
1906 Minister approves cooking classes for girls in State schools. 
1907 Continuation classes inttoduced linking Primary to Technical Education. 
1907 Manual Training inttoduced in N.S.W. primary schools. 
1907 Woodwork and Cooking classes begin in Tasmania. 
1908 Brisbane Technical College Day (high) School established. 
1908 Technical Instmction Act effected. 
1909 First Junior Secondary Technical schools in Sydney. 
1910 Brisbane Technical Colleges amalgamated to form Centtal Technical 
College. 
1910 Centtal Technical College Day (high) School opened. 
1910 L.Morris appointed Superintendent of Technical Education. 
1910 Modem schools in W.A. offer Industrial and Domestic Science courses. 
1910 Vocational classes for primary pupils officially held at Technical Colleges 
throughout Queensland. 
1910 Warwick established the fu-st High School in Queensland to offer technical 
subjects. 
1911 First Junior Geometrical Drawing & Perspective examination held. 
1911 Scholarship scheme for pupils attending Vocational Classes inttoduced. 
1912 Education Act Amendment Act: School leaving age raised to 14 years. 
1912 First 6 State High schools established in Queensland. 
1914 First Domestic High School for girls established at the C.T.C. 
1914 Syllabus for Manual Training inttoduced to Technical Colleges. 
1915 Changes to Primary Syllabus- more emphasis was directed towards practical 
subjects. 
1915 National Education Conference- Prevocational Training in primary schools 
proposed. 
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1915 R.McL.Riddell appointed Deputy Superintendent of Technical Education. 
1916 Technical high schools established in Tasmania. 
1916 Preparatory Day Trade School established at Centtal and Ipswich Technical 
Colleges. 
1917 First Rural School established at Nambour State School. 
1918 First State School Vocational Centte established at Wooloowin State School. 
Woodwork and Domestic Science taught. 
1918 Preparatory Day Trade School established at Townsville Technical College. 
1918 Secondary Curriculum (course B) to include Manual Training was 
inttoduced. 
1918 Technical Instmction Amendment Act. 
1918 Wynnum and Kingaroy declared District High Schools. 
1919 Preparatory Day Trade School curriculum changes. 
1919 Rural schools opened at Boonah and Marburg. 
1920 Sets of Blue Prints of Manual Training Exercises first issued to Vocational 
Centtes. 
1921 Apprenticeship Scheme commenced in Queensland. 
1921 The Brisbane State High School was formed by combining the Brisbane 
Centtal Boys and Girls Schools and tiie C.T.C. Day School. 
1922 First Teacher Training class in Woodwork held at the C.T.C. for primary 
ttained teachers. 
1922 First Technical High School opened in July at Centtal Technical College. 
1923 First Travelling Domestic Science Rail Car begun service. 
1924 Brisbane State High School established at Musgrave Park Soutii Brisbane. 
1925 Wynnum Centtal State School Vocational Centte for Manual Training 
opened. 
1925 First Itinerant Manual Training Teacher, F.Petiiebridge, appointed to teach 
in the Travelling School. 
1926 First Travelling Manual Training School began operating. 
1928 First Intermediate schools established. 
1928 First Tradesman Entry Manual Training teacher ttaining course held 
1928 Second Travelling Manual Training School began operating. 
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1929 First Industtial Junior Examination held in Industrial A (woodwork) and 
Industrial B (metalwork). It was set by the University of Queensland. 
1929 The Industtial High School was established in July 1929 after being 
separated from the C.T.C. 
1930 The Syllabus or Course of Instmction in Primary and Intermediate Schools" 
first issued. It included Woodwork and Drawing as well as Domestic Science 
exercises. 
1930 Cardboard work inttoduced into Industrial Junior course. 
1930 Last Manual Training teacher ttaining class for Primary teachers held. 
1931 Changes to Junior G.D.& P. Examination. 
1931 Commonwealth Youth Unemployment Scheme begun in Queensland. 
1933 Manual Training and Domestic Science Travelling Rail Cars suspended due 
to lack of fmance. 
1934 Manual Training and Domestic Science Travelling Rail Cars resume 
operation. 
1936 Scholarship scheme open to include Manual Training and Domestic Science. 
1938 Cardboard work removed from Industrial Junior Course. 
1940 Industrial Scholarships offered to primary students to encourage entry to the 
Industrial Junior courses. 
1941 Board of Post Primary Studies and Examinations established. 
1942 First mettopolitan multilateral high school at Wynnum. 
1942 Industrial B subject withdrawn from Industrial Junior course owing to a 
national shortage of sheet-metal. 
1942 Manual Training Travelling Schools suspended. The carriages were 
requisitioned for use during the War. 
1946 First Industrial Senior course commenced. 
1946 Industrial High School moved to Smellies Building in Edward Stteet City 
1946 Last record of Rural Schools in Annual Departmental Reports. 
1946 Manual Training Travelling Schools resume operation. 
1947 First Departmental Manual Training staff appointed at the Industiial High 
School. 
1948 Industiial B Subject rettimed to Industtial Junior Course. 
1949 J.McCracken appointed Acting Inspector of Manual Training Subjects. 
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1949 Manual Training included in Primary Syllabus. 
1951 J.McCracken appointed Inspector of Manual Training Subjects. 
1952 Education Department modifies system- Woodwork becomes Manual 
Training, Rural Schools deleted. 
1952 Cavendish Road was the first multilateral high school built in Brisbane. 
1952 Last year of Vocational Subjects in the State Scholarship Examination. 
1957 Department of Public Instmction becomes Department of Education. 
1957 Vocational Education (Manual Training & Domestic Science) came under 
the conttol of the Director of Secondary Education. 
1960 Expansion of Primary Vocational Classes curtailed. 
1960 First Manual Training curriculum sub-committee formed as a function of the 
Board of Post Primary Studies. 
1960 Travelling Manual Training and Domestic Science Cars No. 1 and 3 
withdrawn from service. 
1961 The Industrial High School was closed. Students were encouraged to attend 
the new suburban high schools. 
1963 Last Primary Vocational classes held. 
1963 QUMATTA, The Queensland Manual Training Teachers' Association was 
formed. 
1964 Boards of Junior and Senior Secondary School Studies were established. 
1964 Education Department modifies its operation system. Primary year 8 
students ttansferred to high schools. 
1964 Primary Vocational Centtes closed. 
1966 E.H.Ridler appointed Inspector of Manual Training Subjects. 
1967 E.W.Hiley appointed Inspector of Manual Training Subjects. 
1967 Last Travelling Manual Training and Domestic Science Cars No.2 and 4 
withdrawn from service. 
1970 Diploma Course for Manual Arts Teacher Training Program commenced at 
Mt Gravatt Teachers College. 
1970 Education Amendment Act brought many changes to the system. 
1970 Last Junior Examination held. 




Note: The majority of references used in this thesis have been obtained from 
primary sources housed in the Queensland State Archives, The John Oxley Library 
and the Queensland Department of Education Educational History Unit. The various 
Department of Education memorandums, letters, and unpublished reports are stored 
in bundles and given location numbers and descriptions. These are quoted in the 
following bibliography to indicate their source, e.g "Industrial High School-
EDU/BC205, Q.S.A.". In like manner, location codes for material housed in the 
John Oxley Library have also been quoted, e.g. "D.R.McConnel Collection of 
Papers, OM64-15. J.O.L." Material found in the History Unit is identified by its 
file name, e.g. "J.D.Story File". 
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The Bibliography is arranged according to the following classification: 
A. OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 
1. Reports of Commissions, Committees, etc. 
2. Statutes and Regulations, Queensland Parliament, 1860-1970. 
3. Parliamentary Papers, Debates, Votes and Proceedings. 
4. Reports of the Secretary for Public Instmction/ Minister for Education. 
5. Handbooks, Yearbooks, Reference Books etc. 
6. Courses of Instmction, Syllabuses, and Examinations. 
B. UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS 
1. Various Departmental papers, memorandums, letters and reports. 
2. Documents from colleges, teachers and others received by the Department 
of Public Instmction/ Department of Education. 
C. BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS 
D. JOURNALS AND PERIODICALS 
E. JOURNAL ARTICLES 
1. Acknowledged Articles 
2. Editorials, Leaders, and Unacknowledged articles 
F. NEWSPAPERS 
G. UNPUBLISHED THESES AND ESSAYS 
H. LETTERS 
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tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1916", Q.P.P., Vol. 2, 1917, 251. 
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"44th Report of the Secretary for Public Instmction for 1919", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1920, 803-804. 
Robinson J.A., Principal Teachers Training College. "60th Report of the Secretary 
for Public Insttuction for 1935", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1936, 920. 
Roe R H., Chief Inspector. "34th Report of the Secretary for Public Instiuction for 
1909," Q.P.P.. Vol. 2, 1910, 518. 
"35tii Report of tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1910", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 2, 1911-1912,32-33. 
. "36tii Report of tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1911", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1912, 886. 
. "39th Report of tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1914," Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 2, 1915-1916, 29-31. 
. "40tii Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1915," Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1916,43-48. 
. "41st Report for the Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1916", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 2, 1917, 153. 
Router, E.F., Inspector. "63rd Report of the Secretary for Public Instiuction for 
1938", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1939, 885. 
Smith, W.H., Inspector. "37th Report for the Secretary for Public Instiuction for 
1912", O.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1913, 1417. 
. "39tii Report for tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1914", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 2, 1915-1916, 78. 
. "42nd Report for the Secretary for Public Instiuction, Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 
1918, 750. 
. "43rd Report for tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1918", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 2, 1919 -1920, 258. 
. "44tii Report for the Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1919", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1920,739. 
. "45tii Report of tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1920", O.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1921, 669. 
. "46tii Report for tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1921". Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1922,685 
. "47tii Report of tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1922", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1923,774. 
Taylor, W.M., Inspector. "50th Report of the Secretary for Public Instiuction for 
1925", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1926, 758. 
Tmdgian, W.J., Inspector. "56th Report for the Secretary for Public Instmction for 
1931", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1932, 707. 
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. "58tii Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1933", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1934, 750-755. 
. "60th Report of the Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1935", Q.P.P 
Vol. 1, 1936,902. 
. "62nd Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1937", Q.P.P 
Vol. 1, 1938, 950. 
. "63rd Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1938", Q.P.P 
Vol. 1, 1939, 868. 
Thynne, A.J., Chairman of tiie Board of Technical Instmction. "29th Report of the 
Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1904", Q.P.P.. Vol. 2, 1905, 241. 
Walton, E., Inspector. "63rd Report of the Secretary for Public Instmction for 
1938", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1939, 891. 
Watkin, H.G., Director General. "77th Report of the Secretary for Public 
Insttuction for 1952", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 1953-1954, 664. 
"80tii Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1955", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1956-1957, 665-672. 
. "83rd Report of tiie Minister for Education for 1958", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 
1959-1960, 676. 
. "84tii Report of tiie Minister for Education for 1959", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 
1960-1961, 691-693. 
. "85tii Report of tiie Minister for Education for 1960", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 
1961-1962, 555. 
"86tii Report of tiie Minister for Education for 1961", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 
1962, 571, 572. 
. "87tii Report of tiie Minister for Education for 1962", Q.P.P.. Vol. 1, 
1963-1964, 637. 
. "88tii Report of tiie Minister for Education for 1963", O.P.P.. Vol. 1, 
1964-1965, 624-625. 
Wilson, W.H. "18th Report of the Secretary for Pubhc Instmction for the Year 
1893," Q.P.P.. Vol. 2, 1894, 55. 
Wilson, T. "49tii Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1924", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1925, 731-759. 
. "50th Report of tiie Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1925", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1926,715. 
"51st Report of tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1926", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1927,739. 
"52nd Report of tiie Secretary for Public Instiuction for 1927", Q.P.P.. 
Vol. 1, 1928,661. 
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Statistics taken from "79th Report of the Secretary for Public Instmction for 1954", 
Q.P.P.. Vol. 1. 1955. Table between pp. 656, 657. 
Photograph in tiie "79th Report of the Secretary for Public Insttuction for 1954", 
Q.P.P.. Vol. 1. 1955. 
5. Handbooks, Yearbooks, Reference Books etc. 
Brisbane Technical College Calendar. 1898. A/16253, Q.S.A. 
Brisbane Technical College Calendar 1899. QM64-15, J.O.L. 
Brisbane School of Arts Brochure. March 1890. A/16251, Q.S.A. 
Department of Education. Education in Queensland. Queensland Department of 
Education, 1970. 
Department of Education. The Secondary Scene. Queensland Department of 
Education, 1971. 
Queensland Department of Public Instmction, Story, J.D. editor. State Education in 
Queensland: A Rettospect and a Forecast. Brisbane: Govemment Printer, 
1915. 
Queensland Department of Public Instmction. State Education in Queensland. 
Brisbane: Govemment Printer, 1928. 
Queensland Department of Public Instmction. State Education in Queensland. 
Brisbane: Govemment Printer, 1937. 
University of Queensland, Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-1960. Section 
1910-1912. 
University of (^eensland. Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-1960. Section 
1919-1920. 
University of Queensland, Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-1960. Section 
1926-1927. 
University of Queensland, Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-1960. Section 
1930-1931. 
University of Queensland, Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-1960. Section 
1931-1932. 
University of Queensland, Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-1960. Section 
1944-1945. 
University of Queensland, Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-1960. Section 
1949-1950. 
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Universirv of Queensland. Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-19(>0. Section 
1950-1951. 
Universirv of Queensland. Manual of Public Examinations. 1910-1960. Section 
1955-1956. 
6. Courses of Instruction, Syllabuses of Examinations. 
Queensland Department of Public Instmction. Syllabus document. Technical 
Education Papers 1902-1905, A/16256, Q.S.A. 
Queensland Department of Public Instmction. Syllabus. 1909. Educational Histor} 
Unit, Queensland Department of Education. 
(^eensland Department of Public Instmction. Technical College Syllabus 1914. 
Queensland Department of Education. 
(^eensland Department of FHiblic Instmction. Syllabus Document for Junior 
Industtial Examination. 1929, A/16274, Q.S.A. 
(Queensland Department of Public Instmction. The Syllabus or Course of Insttuction 
in Primary and Intermediate Schools. 1930. (Brisbane: (jovemment Printer. 
1930). 
C^eensland Department of Education. Grade 8 Syllabus: Manual Training Subjects. 
1962. 
(^eensland Department of Education. Syllabus in Technical Subjects: Grades 8. 9 
and 10. January 1966. 
(^eensland Department of Education. History of Education. Paper 8. Technical 
Correspondence School Notes, 1962. 
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B. UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS 
The following bundles of documents housed in the Queensland State Archives and 
the John Oxley Library have been examined in the course of this research. 
A/15754 Correspondence on Educational Progress in Queensland; Training of 
Teachers, Technical Education: 1904-1906 
A/15768 Examination Paper, Admission to State High Schools: 1930-1939 
A/16150 Scholarships- Trade Scholarships: 1920 
A/16230-16233 Teachers Training College (4 bundles) 
A/16251-16275 Technical Education: 1882-1935 (25 bundles) 
A/16506 Technical Education- Vocational Instiuction: 1902-1909 
A/16515-16516 Trade Schools-Correspondence: 1917-1921 (2 bundles) 
A/16676 Wooloowin State School 
A/19801-19808 Travelling Domestic Science Cars, Travelling Manual Training 
Schools: 1925-1961 (8 bundles) 
EDU/1463 Wooloowin State School 
EDU/A338-387 Centtal Technical College- Various: 1880-1961 (50 bundles) 
EDU/BA17-28 Industiial High School (12 bundles) 
EDU/BC200-205 Industiial High School (6 bundles) 
EDU/DC72-73 Nambour Rural School (2 bundles) 
EDU/Z1616 Longreach State School: 1923-1938 
EDU/Z2994-2995 Wooloowin State School (2 bundles) 
EDU/Z3022-3025 Wynnum Centtal State School: 1890-1958 (5 bundles) 
TR1530 Education Various, Second Series. Manual Training: 1957-1967. 
D.R.McConnel Collection of Papers QM64-15 
D.R.McConnel Cutting Book QM91-60 
Brisbane Technical College Papers OM64-15 
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/ . Various Departmental papers, memorandums, letters and reports. 
The following documents are all typewritten except for those which include the 
notation "hand written". 
General documents 
Centtal Technical College. Retums and statistics for the college. 9 April 1910 
EDU/A342, Q.S.A. 
Centtal Technical College Day School. Enrolment figures 1910-1914. EDU/A347 
Q.S.A. 
Centtal Technical College. File on re-opening of Woodwork clas.ses. 27 July-
6 September 1927. EDU/A362, Q.S.A. 
Centtal Technical College. Proposed list of subjects. June 1929. EDU/A366, 
Q.S.A. 
Centtal Technical College. File on re-opening of Woodwork Classes. EDU/A361, 
Q.S.A. 
Centtal Technical College. Correspondence file on Day School Technical 
Scholarships. EDU/A341, Q.S.A. 
Centtal Technical College. Correspondence file. EDU/A432, Q.S.A. 
Centtal Technical College. Document relating to the Day School. EDU/A431, 
Q.S.A. 
Correspondence between J.D.Story and D.R.McConnel. The awarding of Brisbane 
Technical College Day School scholarships. 28 January 1908 to 5 April 
1909. EDU/A341, Q.S.A. 
Data taken from C.T.C. records: 1930-1937. EDU/A374, Q.S.A. 
File of correspondence on the Transfer of Industrial High to St Lucia. August 1945-
September 1946. EDU/A381, Q.S.A. 
File on Travelling Cars- Itinerary Batch 55436/35. A/19803, Q.S.A. 
Industrial High School Correspondence. Attendance at Cadet Camps. EDU/BC203, 
Accession No.242/247, Q.S.A. 
Kennedy, A.S., Acting Under Secretary. Correspondence to Vocational Centtes. 
19 October 1922. A/16265, Q.S.A. 
McKenna, B.J., Director. Itinerary for Travelling School No.3. 13, Febmary 1926. 
A/19801, Q.S.A. 
Minutes of the Departmental Advisory Committee. 19 November 1915. 
EDU/A349, Q.S.A. 
Minutes of tiie Departmental Advisory Committee. 14 January 1916. EDU/A348, 
Q.S.A. 
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Minutes of the Departmental Advisory Committee. 25 May 1917. EDU/A350, 
Q.S.A. 
Morris, L., Superintendent of Technical Education. Notation on student's report by 
R.McL.Riddell. 8 July 1918. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
. Address to Technical Teachers Conference. 29 July 1920. A/16265, 
Q.S.A. 
Proposed list of scholarships for State school pupils. June 1927. 
A/16268, Q.S.A. 
Queensland Department of Public Instmction. File containing 
correspondence relating to a letter from J.D.Story to inspectors. 
9 June 1905. A/16259, Q.S.A. 
Queensland Department of Education. Technical Education Correspondence and 
Reports 1926. A/16267, Q.S.A. 
Queensland Department of Education. Technical Education Correspondence. Papers 
and Reports 1927. A/16269, Q.S.A. 
Report Card for student John Morris. 2nd Term 1935, hand written entry. 
EDU/A372, Q.S.A. 
Report Card for student Colin Tannett. 12 December 1939, hand written entry. 
EDU/A376, Q.S.A. 
Report Card for student Harold Neiman. term 2 1941, hand written entry. 
EDU/A368, Q.S.A. 
Riddell, R.McL., Deputy Superintendent of Technical Education. Minutes of the 
Departmental Advi.sory Committee. 14 January 1916. 29 Febmary 1916. 
EDU/A348, Q.S.A. 
. Minutes of Departmental Advisory Committee. 22 December 1916. 
EDU/A348, Q.S.A. 
Standard list of Manual Training Equipment. 2 Febmary 1920. A/16506, Q.S.A. 
Statistics relating to State school pupils attending technical colleges in 1911. 
A/16269, Q.S.A. 
School/ Staffmg Regi.sters Educational History Unit, Queensland Departinent of 
Education. 
Story, J.D., Under Secretary. Notation on report by Professor Gibson. 28 October 
1916. A/16263, Q.S.A. 
Weame, R.A., Principal C.T.C. Communication to L.Morris, Committee advice on 
scholarship allocation 8 April 1919. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
. Enrolment rettim 17 August 1927. EDU/A362, Q.S.A. 
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Memorandums and letters 
Accountant, Department of Public Instmction. Memorandum to L.Morris. 
29 January 1929. A/19802, Q.S.A. 
Assistant Director of Secondary Education. Memorandum to Director-General. 
31 August 1960. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
Barlow, A.H., Secretary for Public Instmction. Memorandum to tiie Premier. 
15 June 1909. A/15754, Q.S.A. 
Black, G.J., Director of Secondary Education. Memorandum to Inspecttess of 
Women's Work and Chief Engineer. Works Department. 11 and 18 March 
1959. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Minute to Director-General. 23 March 1959. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director-General. 31 August 1960, Travelling Cars 
File, Manual Training and Domestic Science. Educational History Unit, 
Queensland Department of Education. 
. Memorandum to Director-General. 23 June 1960. EDU/BC205, 
Accession No.242/249, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to teachers in charge of ttavelling schools. 14 Febmary 1961, 
Travelling Cars File, Manual Training and Domestic Science. Educational 
History Unit, Queensland Department of Education. 
. Memorandum to Director-General. 8 September 1961. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director-General. 4 April 1962. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
Eaton, G.B., Principal Industrial High School. Letter to Director-General. 10 April 
1951. EDU/BC204, Accession No. 242/248, Q.S.A. 
Letter to Director-General. 11 Febmary 1952. EDU/BC202, Accession 
No. 242/246, Q.S.A. 
Edwards, L.D., Director of Education. Letter to E.W.Hiley. teacher in charge of 
Travelling Car No.4, 7 March 1938. A/19804, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Head Teacher. Mount Isa State School. 16 January 1940, 
Travelling Cars File, Manual Training and Domestic Science. Educational 
History Unit, Queensland Department of Education. 
. Memorandum to Superintendents of Technical Education and Secondary 
Education. 10 September 1946. EDU/BC204, Accession No. 242/248, 
Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Under Secretary of Public Works. 1 July 1948, EDU/BC204. 
Accession No. 242/248, Q.S.A. 
Ellemor, J.B., Inspector of schools. letter to Director of Secondary Education. 
30 July 1956. EDU/BC203, Accession No.242/247, Q.S.A. 
Farrell, J. Inspector of schools. Letter to Director of Education. 14 December 
1939. EDU/A376, Q.S.A. 
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File with replies from inspectors to a request from J.D.Story in relation to 
Technical Education and Primary Schools. 9 June 1905. A/16259, Q.S.A. 
Fletcher, A., Minister for Education. Letter to B.Wood. M.L.A.. 17 September 
1970. Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-
1972. 
Hiley, E.W., Manual Training Inspector. Memorandum to Director of Secondary 
Education. 17 July 1969. Department of Education Records Section, Manual 
Training 1968-1972. 
Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 26 September 1969. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 31 July 1970. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
Hill, J., Inspector of Technical Colleges. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 
10 November 1925. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 13 November 1925. A/19801, 
Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Under Secretary. 7 January 1926. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director. 4 Febmary 1929. A/16274, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to L.Morris. 23 July 1929, A/16169, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 23 January 1930. A/16270, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to L.Morris. 22 November 1931. A/16272, Q.S.A. 
- Letter to Director of Education. 5 December 1933. A/16273, Q.S.A. 
Kennedy, A.S., Acting Under Secretary. Memorandum to pupils through the 
principals of technical colleges, 3 March 1919. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
. Letter of reply to Mrs A.Tronc 18 March 1919. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Principal of C.T.C, 11 May 1922. EDU/A357, 
Q.S.A. 
. Letter to R.A.Weame 18 October 1922. EDU/A357, Q.S.A. 
Kingwell, W.R., Centt-al Technical College Insttuctor. Letter to R.A.Weame. 
10 March 1923. EDU/A358, Q.S.A. 
Longworth, M.A., Chief Insttuctor, Department of Technology, C.T.C. 
Memorandum to R.A.Weame 10 December 1931. EDU/A369, Q.S.A. 
Mackie, R., Assistant to the Director of Secondary Education. Letter to Director-
General. 11 December 1952. EDU/BC204, Accession No. 242/248, Q.S.A. 
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McCracken, J., Manual Training Inspector. Memorandum to Director of Secondary 
Education. Febmary 1956. Travelling Cars File, Manual Training and 
Domestic Science. Educational History Unit, Queensland Department of 
Education. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. Travelling Cars File, 
Manual Training and Domestic Science, undated. Educational History Unit, 
Queensland Department of Education. 
Letter to Public Service Commissioner, through Director of Secondary 
Education, December 1956. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director-General. 23 May 1958. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondarv Education. 23 March 1959 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 22 May 1959 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 27 January 1960. 
EDU/BC205, Accession No.242/249, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 30 January 1962. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 14 Febmary 1963. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 11 June 1963. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 12 July 1963. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 1 November 1963. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum and files on Closures of Manual Training Centtes in 
Primary Schools, to Director of Secondary Education, late 1963. TR1530, 
Q.S.A. 
Inspector, Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 
7 Febmary 1964. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 24 April 1964. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 10 June 1964. 
"TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 30 June 1964. 
TR1530 1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 13 July 1964. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
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Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 25 August 1964. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 10 Febmary 1965. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 5 May 1965. 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
McGillivray, H.I., Officer in charge of Department of Technology. Memorandum 
to R.A.Weame. 1 August 1930. EDU/A366, Q.S.A. 
McGillivray, H.I., Acting Principal C.T.C. Letter to Director. 1 April 1932. 
EDU/A369, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to J.Hill. 17 November 1932. EDU/A369, Q.S.A. 
McGillivray, H.I., Principal C.T.C. Memorandum to Director of Education. 
16 January 1933. A/16273, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director of Education. 10 December 1934. A/16274, Q.S.A. 
_. Letter to Acting Director of Education. 26 November 1935. EDU/A373, 
Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director of Education. 28 May 1936. EDU/A373, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director of Education. 8 July 1936. EDU/A373, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director of Education. 4 October 1937. A/19803, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director of Education. 22 March 1938. EDU/A375, Q.S.A. 
_. Letter to Director of Education. 18 September 1940. EDU/A377, 
Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director of Education, 4 November 1941. EDU/A379, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director-General, 16 Febmary 1945. EDU/A381, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director-General, 31 January 1946. EDU/A381, Q.S.A. 
McKenna, B.J., Inspector. Letter to Under Secretary. 24 August 1919. A/16506, 
Q.S.A. 
McKenna, B.J., Director. Letter to The Works Manager Oueensland Railways 
Workshops. 14 April 1925. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
Letter to Commissioner of Railways. 22 October 1925. A/19801, 
Q.S.A. 
- Circular Letter to Head Teachers, 7 January 1926. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
Letter to General Manager Traffic Branch Roma Stteet, 8 Febmary 
1927. A/19801, Q.S.A 
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. Letter to Principal C.T.C. 10 June 1927. EDU/A362, Q.S.A. 
_ . Utter to N.S.J.Steggall. 6 September 1928. A/19802, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to L.Morris. 24 April 1929. EDU/A366, Q.S.A. 
_ . Letter to T.Ritchie. 21 May 1929. A/19802, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Morris. J.. Principal of the Teachers' Training College, 
18 December 1930. EDU/A374, Q.S.A. 
_ . Letter to schools and colleges, 13 March 1933. A/16273, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education, 9 January 1933. A/16273 
Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to L.Morris, 12 March 1931. A/16271,Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to L.Morris, 5 November 1931. A/16271, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Superintendent of Technical Education. 22 January 1930. 
A/16270, Q.S.A. 
Minister for Education. Letter of reply to T.D.Lewis. Hon. Secretary, Alpha 
Branchof A.L.P., 18 July 1956. A/19807, Q.S.A. 
Morris, L., Superintendent of Technical Education. Notation on Letter from Philip. 
Son and Nephew, publishers. 25 August 1911. A/16260, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 19 July 1916. A/16263, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 18 October 1916. EDU/A351, 
Q.S.A. 
. Notation on Letter from G.E.Attewell conceming the supply of tool 
cupboards, 21 April 1917. EDU/DC72, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 21 June 1917. A/16263, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to T.G.Fisher. 6 August 1917. EDU/DC72, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Under Secretary. 15 Febmary 1918. EDU/A351, 
Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 3 September 1918. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum on reorganisation of Ipswich Trade Day School. 
19 October 1918. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum on syllabus for Ipswich Day Trade School. 
21 November 1919. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretarv. 9 August 1920. A/16265, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Ambrose Pratt. Melboume, 15 May 1921. EDU/A356, Q.S.A. 
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. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 27 July 1921. A/16265, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 28 March 1922. EDU/A357, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 9 May 1922. A/16266, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 30 April 1924. A/16271, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 26 May 1924. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Education. 28 November 1924. 
EDU/Z3024, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 3 December 1924. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 10 Febmary 1925. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
- Memorandum to Under Secretary. 13 March 1925. A/16267, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 18 March 1925. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 30 August 1926. A/19801, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Education, 14 July 1928. EDU/Z3024 
Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary 2 October 1928. A/16269, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary 28 October 1929. A/16269, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary 23 January 1930. A/19802, Q.S.A. 
• Letter to Public Service Commissioner, 17 April 1930. A/16270, 
Q.S.A 
Murphy, G.K.D., Director-General. Circular Memorandum to Head Teachers/ 
Principals, 8 October 1958. No. 58/45875 Voc. Matters, TR1530, Q.S.A. 
• Director-General, Letter to P.M.Coyne 27 November 1968. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
Letter to principals of schonk, 28 January 1969. Department of 
Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972 
O'Shanghnessy, Acting Principal C.T.C Letter to Finance Board, 9 October 1928 
EDU/A364, Q.S.A. 
Powell, L., Director of Secondary Education. Memorandum to Director-General 
1 February 1957. EDU/BC205, Accession No. 242/249, Q.S.A. 
Radcliffe, O., Assistant Under Secretary. Circular Memorandum to Head Teachers 
1 Febmary 1919. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
Riddell, R.McL., Inspector of Technical Colleges. Memorandum to JDStorv 
25 May 1909, A/16507, Q.S.A. ^ ' 
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• Memorandum to Under Secretary. 15 March 1912, EDU/A345, Q.S.A. 
• Letter to J,Cain Secretary Rockhampton Technical College, 25 July 
1913, A/16260, Q.S.A. 
Riddell, R.McL., Deputy Superintendent of Technical Education. Memorandum to 
Under Secretary 22 December 1916, EDU/DC72, Q.S.A. 
• [Assumed], Letter to T,G.Fisher 31 March 1917, EDU/DC72, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary, 23 January 1918, proposed 
advertisement, EDU/A351, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary 24 December 1919, A/16264, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary 23 January 1920, A/16506, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary 8 April 1920, A/16506, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary. 19 May 1920, A/16505, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary, 16 July 1920, A/16506, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary. 30 December 1920. A/16506, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary, 31 December 1920. A/16506, Q.S.A. 
Riddell, R.McL., Chief Inspector. Letter of replv to Head Teacher Wynnum State 
School. 20 September 1935. EDU/Z3025, Q.S.A. 
Riddell, R.McL., Acting Director of Education. Letter to Head Teacher Pentiand 
State School. 15 October 1935. A/19803, Q.S.A. 
Letter to G.J.Park E.sq.. Auckland, 19 November 1935. A/16275, 
Q.S.A 
Ridler, E.H., Manual Training Inspector. Memorandum to Director of Secondary 
Education. 20 July 1967. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Building and Sites Branch. 25 September 1967 
TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Acting Director of Secondary Education, 27 September 
1967. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 7 March 1968. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 12 March 1968. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 24 June 1968. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 26 June 1968. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
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. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 1 August 1968. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
. Memorandum to principals of State High Schools. 12 November 1968. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
. Memorandum to Director-General. 20 November 1968. Department of 
Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
. Memorandum to Director of Secondary Education. 10 Febmary 1969. 
Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 1968-1972. 
Story, J.D., Under Secretary. Comment on letter from A.J.Thyne to Secretary for 
Public Insttuction. 30 September 1904. A/16257, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of the Brisbane Technical College. 13 July 
1908. EDU/A341, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to the Chairman of the Annual Technical Teachers' Conference 
1908. 20 August 1908. A/16259, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to D.R.McConnel. B.T.C, 12 January 1909. EDU/A341, 
Q.S.A. 
. Under Secretary, Letter to Mrs D.R.McConnel. 24 March 1910. 
EDU/A342, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Vocational Centtes. 28 December 1910. A/16508, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to a parent. 16 Febmary 1912. EDU/A345, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to L.Morris, attached to L.Morris' proposal. 
24 December 1912. EDU/A347. Q.S.A. 
. Letter to R.McL.Riddell. 28 January 1916. EDU/A348, Q.S.A. 
Letter to T.G.Fisher. Head Teacher Nambour Rural School, 3 April 
1917. EDU/DC72, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to T.G.Fisher. 20 November 1917. EDU/DC72, Q.S.A. 
_ . Letter to a parent. 6 August 1919. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
Superintendent of Technical Education. Memorandum and itineraries of Travelling 
Cars to Director of Secondary Education. 10 January 1951. A/19805, 
Q.S.A. 
Watkin, H.G., Director-General. Letter to principal of Industrial High School. 
21 May 1953. EDU/BC 202, Accession No. 242/246, Q.S.A. 
. Letter of offer to .successful applicants. 9 August 1956. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
Letters to head teachers of Finch Hatton and Texas State Schools. 
17 October 1956. A/19807, Q.S.A. 
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• Letter to Appointees as Teachers of Manual Training Subjects 
4 December 1958. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
• Letter to J.W.Houston M L A 7 March 1960. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
• Letter to Auditor General, (J.C. No.60/Trav.Cars), 2 September 1960 
Travelling Cars File, Manual Training and Domestic Science. Educational 
History Unit, Queensland Department of Education. 
Circular letter to principals and head teachers Febmary 1963. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Education Department Accountant 28 July 1967 
Travelling Cars File- Manual Training and Domestic Science Educational 
History Unit, Queensland Department of Education. 
Weame, R.A., Principal C.T.C. Memorandum to Under Secretary 12 March 
1919. EDU/A352, Q.S.A. " ^' 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary, 13 March 1919. EDU/A352, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Under Secretary. 21 October 1919. EDU/A353, 
Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary, 29 October 1919. EDU/A353, 
Q.S.A., 2. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary. 19 January 1920. proposed 
advertisement, EDU/A354, Q.S.A. 
_• Memorandum to Under Secretary. 26 Febmary 1920. EDU/A354, 
Q.S.A. 
• Memorandum to Under Secretary. 3 April 1922. EDU/A357, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Under Secretary. 28 September 1922. EDU/A357, 
Q.S.A 
Memorandum to Under Secretary. 14 December 1922. EDU/A357, 
Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 14 April 1923. EDU/A358, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 17 August 1927. EDU/A362, Q.S.A. 
Memorandum to Director of Education. 5 September 1928. A/16231, 
Q.S.A 
Memorandum to Director of Education. 9 November 1928. EDU/A364, 
Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director. 11 December 1928. EDU/A364, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director. 11 March 1929. EDU/A366, Q.S.A. 
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. Memorandum to Director of Education. 7 June 1929. EDU/A365, 
Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director. 7 September 1929. A/16274, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director of Education. 15 October 1929. EDU/A365 
Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director-General. 2 October 1930. A/16270, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director. 15 October 1930. EDU/A366, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director. 8 December 1930. EDU/A366, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Director. 17 September 1931. EDU/A368, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director. 1 October 1931. EDU/A368, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to Director. 7 October 1931. EDU/A368, Q.S.A. 
Newspaper articles, advertisements 
Centtal Technical College. Newspaper advertisement. 12 March 1910. EDU/A342 
Q.S.A. ' 
Director of Education. Press release, ca. 1909. A/16047. Q.S.A. 
Director of Education. Press release, late 1911. A/16047. Q.S.A. 
Minister for Education. Press release, early 1913. A/16047. Q.S.A. 
Director of Education. Press release. August 1918. A/16048. Q.S.A. 
Director of Education. Advertisement for local press, 15 December 1931 
EDU/A369. Q.S.A. 
Director of Education. Advertisement for Govemment Printer, 6 January 1934 
EDU/A37Q, Q.S.A. 
Director-General. Newspaper advertisement, 26 April 1962. TR1530. Q.S.A. 
Proposals and submissions 
Anonymous paper. Concrete Proposals for the Day Trade School, 1 September 
1914. EDU/A345, Q.S.A. 
Black, G.J., Director of Secondary Education. Recmitinent and Training of 
Teachers of Manual Training Subjects, submission to the Minister, 
1 October 1969. Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 
1968-1972. ^ 
Day Trade School Syllabus Committee. Proposed modification to Dav Trade School 
Syllabus, 28 November 1919. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
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Deputy Govemment Architect. Building Submission for Under Secretary. 
30 January 1920. A/16506, Q.S.A. 
Morris, L., Superintendent of Technical Education. Proposal to reorganise 
scholarships for Ipswich Technical College. 19 October 1918. A/16516, 
Q.S.A. 
Document on the Oganisation of the Technical College. 13 March 
1918. A/16265, Q.S.A. 
. Proposed Reorganisation of the Centtal Technical College. 18 June 
1912. EDU/A347. Q.S.A. 
Reorganisation of Centtal Technical College 8 April 1913. EDU/A347, 
Q.S.A. 
. Reorganisation of Scholarships to the Day Trade School at Ipswich. 
19 October 1918. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
. Reorganisation of Scholarships to Ipswich Day Trade School. 
19 October 1918. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
Proposal for alterations to Ma Ma Creek State School. 3 September 
1918. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
Proposal on the Remodelling of the Vocational School, to Under 
Secretary, 28 March 1922. EDU/A357, Q.S.A. 
Outline of the reorganization of technical education in Brisbane as from 1910. 
Technical College Papers-various. A/16047, Q.S.A. 
Remarks on Proposed Training System of Trade Training in the C.T.C. 
1 September 1914. EDU/A345, Q.S.A. 
Riddell, R.McL., Deputy Superintendent of Technical Education. Proposal for 
Vocational Secondary Education. November 1919. A/16506, Q.S.A. 
Roe, R.H., Chairman of the Day School Curriculum Committee. Proposed changes 
to Day School Curriculum. 8 February 1911. EDU/A344, Q.S.A. 
Smith, W.H., Inspector. Proposal for vocational classes. 6 June 1920. A/16506, 
Q.S.A. 
Story, J.D., Under Secretary. Restmcture of Technical Education. 18 March 1910. 
EDU/A342, Q.S.A. 
. Proposal on Domestic Science for girls. 5 May 1914. EDU/A346, 
Q.S.A. 
Proposal on Preparatory Day Trade School. 13 November 1916. 
A/16263, Q.S.A. 
. Points in connection with the proposed Education Bill. 18 June 1918. 
Technical Education- Various file, A/16264, Q.S.A. 
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Various Department of Education Officers. Trends and Events in Queensland 
Education 1960-1978. The second paper in the collection discussing recent 
developments in Queensland Education. Educational History Unit, 
Queensland Department of Education. 
Reports 
Brown, W.J., Acting Principal Research and Guidance Officer. Report on 
Vocational Centtes. 12 March 1957. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
Brydon, M.H., Inspector. Report on Travelling school No.3. 1 December 1926. 
A/19801, Q.S.A. 
Chadwick, G., Inspector. Report on Material requirements at Wynnum Centtal 
State School. 7 December 1938. EDU/Z3025, Q.S.A. 
Departmental Advisory Committee. 53rd Report, 8 June 1920, Advisory Committee 
Minute Book No. 2. 7 January 1919 to 13 July 1926. Educational History 
Unit, Queensland Department of Education. 
Dunlop, E.J., Supervisor C.T.C. 3rd Annual Report of the Preparatory Day Trade 
School. 4 December 1919. EDU/A353, Q.S.A. 
Ellemor, J.B., Inspector of Schools. Report on the Manual Training Section of the 
Industiial High School 21-24 May 1956. 21 June 1956. EDU/BC203, 
Accession No. 242/247, Q.S.A. 
Fowler, J.W., Inspector. Report on Travelling schools at Nanango. 18 October 
1930. A/19802, Q.S.A. 
Gibson, Professor, Chairman of committee. Report on Trade education, 18 May 
1916. A/16263, Q.S.A. 
Hiley, E.W., Inspector. Report on Proposed Training Program meeting, sent to 
A.J.Nimmo, Principal Mt Gravatt Teachers' Training College, 31 October 
1969. Department of Education Records Section, Manual Training 
1968-1972. 
Hill, J., Inspector of Technical Colleges. Report on Department of Technology. 
20 May 1924. EDU/A359, Q.S.A. 
.- Report on Travelling School No.3. to L.Morris, 8 March 1926. 
A/19801, Q.S.A. 
Q.S.A 
Report on F.Petiiebridge to Under Secretary, 17 May 1926. A/19801, 
Q.S.A. 
Report on Travelling school No.4. to L.Morris, 6 July 1928. A/19802, 
Report on Travelling school No.3. to L.Morris, 11 November 1929. 
A/19802, Q.S.A. 
. Report on Longreach Vocational Centte. 22 Febmary 1930. 
EDU/Z1616, Q.S.A. 
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• Report on Special Inspection of Industrial High School, 13 April 1932. 
EDU/A369, Q.S.A. 
. Report on C.T.C. Department of Technology, 1 August 1933 
EDU/A370, Q.S.A. 
• Special Report on Industtial High Schml. to Director of Education 
14 Febmary 1934. A/16274, Q.S.A. 
• Report on inspection of Industtial High School 16-21 September 1936 
to McGillivray, H.I. 18 December 1936. EDU/A374, Q.S.A. 
Report on Industiial High School 16-21 September 1936. to Principal 
C.T.C, 18 December 1936. EDU/A374, Q.S.A. 
Hill, J. Chairman. Report of the Employment Group, (Queensland: Department of 
Public Instiuction, 1939). Educational History Unit, Queensland Department 
of Education. 
Hill, J., Assistant Chief Inspector and E.H.George, Inspector. Report on staff 
organisation at tiie C.T.C, 22 October 1943. EDU/A382, Q.S.A. 
Kennedy, A.S., Inspector. Report on Brisbane Technical College. 23 Januarv 1902 
A/16257, Q.S.A. ' 
Special Report on tiie Brisbane Technical College. 1904. EDU/A339, 
Q.S.A 
Kennedy, A.S., Inspector and R.McL.Riddell, Deputy Superintendent of Technical 
Education. Report on Nambour Rural School. 15 March 1917. EDU/DC72 
Q.S.A. 
Kennedy, A.S., Inspector. Report on Trade Scholarship Examination. March 1919 
A/16516, Q.S.A. 
Maynard, E.G., Centtal Technical College Instmctor. Report on Woodwork class, 
5 December 1928. A/16231, Q.S.A. 
McCracken, J., Manual Training Inspector. Report on the Industrial High School. 
1 Febmary 1949; Attached is a reply from G.B.Eaton. EDU/BC201, 
Accession No. 242/245, Q.S.A. 
. Report on Industrial High School, to Director-General, 15 May 1950. 
EDU/BC201, Accession No.242/245, Q.S.A. 
. Report on Industrial High School, to Director of Secondary Education, 
24 January 1952. EDU/BC202, Accession No. 242/246, Q.S.A. 
. Report on Inspection of Manual Training Car No. 3, Milmerran: 
27 November 1952. to Director of Technical Education, 27 November 1952. 
A/19805, Q.S.A. 
. Report on Inspection of Manual Training Car No. 3. Cecil Plains: 
28 November 1955. to Director of Technical Education, 7 December 1955. 
A/19806 Q.S.A. 
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. Report on Inspection of Manual Training Car No. 3. 17 November 
1957, to Director-General, 17 November 1957. A/19807, Q.S.A. 
Report of Inspection of Manual Training Section Industrial High School, 
lo"Principal and Staff, 28-29 May 1958. EDU/BC203, Accession 
No.242/247, Q.S.A. 
. Report on Inspection of Manual Training Car No. 3. 29-30 July 1958. to 
Director-General, 30 July 1958. A/19807, Q.S.A. 
Report to Director of Secondary Education on attendances at 
Rockhampton Vocational Centtes. 6 Febmary 1959. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Reports to Director of Secondary Education on the Need for establishing 
new Vocational Centtes. 11 and 13 Febmary 1959. TR1530, Q.S.A. 
. Report of Inspection of Manual Training Section Industrial High School, 
to Director of Secondary Education and Principal, 20 October 1959, 
EDU/BC205, Accession No.242/249, Q.S.A. 
McGillivray, H.I., Acting Principal C.T.C. Centtal Technical College Annual 
Report for tiie Year Ended 31st December 1931. July 1932. EDU/A369, 
Q.S.A. 
. Report on Industtial High School. 9 December 1932. EDU/A369, 
Q.S.A. 
. Centtal Technical College Annual Report for the Year Ended 31st 
December 1932. July 1933. EDU/A369, Q.S.A. 
McGillivray, H.I., Principal C.T.C. Report on visits to industry, to Director of 
Education, 2 October 1933. EDU/A370, Q.S.A. 
. Report on School Visits. December 1933. EDU/A369, Q.S.A. 
Annual Report on C.T.C. for 1933. to Director of Education, July 1934. 
EDU/A371, Q.S.A. 
- Special Report on Unemployed Youth's Vocational Training Scheme. 
16 May 1935. A/16275, Q.S.A. 
. Annual Report on C.T.C for 1934. to Director of Education, August 
1935. EDU/A372, Q.S.A. 
• Annual Report on C.T.C for 1935. to Director of Education, June 
1936. EDU/A373, Q.S.A. 
• Reports on the Trainees from the Teachers' Training College for 
instiuction in Woodwork, 1930-1937. EDU/A374, Q.S.A. 
- Annual Report on C T C . for 1938. to Director of Education, June 
1939. EDU/A376, Q.S.A. 
_ . Annual Report for 1938. 26 June 1939. EDU/A376, Q.S.A. 
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. Annual Report on C.T.C for 1945. to Director-General, 27 June 1946. 
EDU/A381. Q.S.A. 
Morris. L., Superintendent of Technical Education. Report on meeting to discuss 
tiie proposed Day Trade School. 28 September 1911. EDU/A345, Q.S.A. 
. Report on College Departments. 18 October 1916. EDU/A351, Q.S.A. 
. Committee chairman. Report on the provision of Secondary Education. 
Resolution 8, 18 September 1919. A/16506, Q.S.A. 
. Report on Centtal Technical College Activities. 20 June 1925. 
EDU/A363, Q.S.A. 
Pestorius, C.G., Inspector. Report on Incidental Visit to Travelling Manual 
Training and Domestic Science Schools. 12 May 1937. A/19803, Q.S.A. 
Radcliffe, 0. , Inspector. Report in the Departmental Advisory Committee Minute 
Book No.2. 5 August 1919. Educational History Unit, Queensland 
Department of Education. 
Report of tiie C.T.C. Advisory Committee. 2 July 1928. EDU/A365, Q.S.A. 
Report on the 1921 Technical College Conference. 26 September 1921. A/16265, 
Q.S.A. 
Riddell, R.McL., Inspector of Technical Colleges. Report on the Brisbane 
Technical College 29 March 1909. EDU/A341, Q.S.A. 
Shirley, J.S., Inspector. Report on Technical High School at Soutii Brisbane. 
29 March 1906. A/16258, Q.S.A. 
Story, J.D., Under Secretary. Report on Ministerial Visit to C.T.C. 16 November 
1911. EDU/A345, Q.S.A. 
Weame, R.A., Principal C.T.C. Report on Trade School enrolments. 22 July, 
1919. A/15416, Q.S.A. 
. Report on visit to Sydney. 19 September 1921. EDU/A356, Q.S.A. 
. Annual Report on C.T.C. 9 October 1922. EDU/A357, Q.S.A. 
Annual Report of tiie Principal. Centtal Technical College for tiie year 
^ding 31st December 1925. 12 May 1926. EDU/A363, Q.S.A. 
. Annual Report of tiie Principal. Centtal Technical College for tiie Year 
^ding 31st December 1927". 12 June 1928. EDU/A363, Q.S.A. 
Annual Report of the Principal. Centtal Technical College for tiie Year 
^ding 31st December 1928. 12 June 1929. EDU/A365, Q.S.A. 
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2. Documents from colleges, teachers and others received by the 
Department 
General documents 
Brisbane Technical College. Li.st of Classes for 1896. A/16253, Q.S.A. 
Department of Labour and Industry. Voucher for payment for classes of 
unemployed youths, sent to Department of Public Instmction, November 
1933. A/16273. Q.S.A. 
Memorandums, Letters 
Inspector of Public Works. Memorandum and plans to Under Secretary. September-
December 1915. EDU/DC72, Q.S.A. 
Morris, J., Principal Centtal Technical College High School. Memorandum to 
Under Secretary. 4 December 1919. EDU/A353, Q.S.A. 
Weame, R.A., Principal Ipswich Technical College. Letter to the Board of 
Technical Insttuction. 21 September 1904. A/16257, Q.S.A. 
. Letter to L.Morris. 13 December 1912. A/16260, Q.S.A. 
. Memorandum to Under Secretary. 3 September 1918. A/16516, Q.S.A. 
Newspaper Advertisements 
Brisbane Technical College Scholarship Advertisement. January 1908, EDU/A341, 
Q.S.A. 
Proposals and submissions 
Unknown [possibly Morris, J., Principal of the Training College]. Training 
Proposal for Teacher Training 27 pages, 12 January 1922. Educational 
History Unit, Queensland Department of Education. 
Weame, R.A., Principal Ipswich Technical College. Proposal for Trade School at 
Ipswich. 13 March 1917. A/16263, Q.S.A. 
Weitemeyer, T., Teacher of Carpentiy, Brisbane School of Arts. Proposal for 
Woodwork Classes, to Under Secretary, Department of Public Instiuction, 
hand written, 11 July 1887. A/16251, Q.S.A. 
Reports 
Brisbane School of Arts Committee. Report on Technical Classes. July 1887. 
A/16251, Q.S.A. 
Chairman, Brisbane School of Arts. Report of tiie Brisbane School of Arts. 6 July 
1885. A/16251, Q.S.A. 
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Eglinton, D., Secretary Brisbane School of Arts. Report of the Brisbane School of 
Arts to Parliament for tiie Year 1 Julv 1885-30 June 1886. A/16251, Q.S.A. 
Finney, J., N.S.W. Inspector. Report on Education in Newcastie Region. 
11 January 1911. A/15754, Q.S.A. 
Grey J.W., Inspector. Paper presented at the Interstate Inspector's Conference 
Brisbane. 12-18 August 1924. Educational History Unit, Department of 
education. Queensland. 
Kingwell, W.R., Woodwork teacher C.T.C. Report on Woodwork Classes. 
10 March 1923. EDU/A358, Q.S.A. 
McConnel, D.R. Secretary, Brisbane School of Arts. Report on The Brisbane 
Technical College/ School of Arts for Year 31 December 1890. A/16252, 
Q.S.A. 
Report on The Brisbane School of Arts for the Year 1 July 1984 to 
30 June 1895. A/16252, Q.S.A. 
Petrie, J., Vice president Brisbane School of Arts. Report to Under Secretary of 
Public Insttuction. 26 March 1884. EDU/A338, Q.S.A. 
Secretary, Maryborough School of Arts. 31st Annual Report. School of Arts. 
Maryborough. July 1893. A/16252, Q.S.A. 
Secretary, Maryborough School of Arts. 32nd Annual Report. School of Arts. 
Maryborough. July 1894. A/16252, Q.S.A. 
Secretary, Maryborough School of Arts. 38th Annual Report. School of Arts. 
Maryborough. July 1900. A/16254, Q.S.A. 
Smith, J.F., J.W.Shambler and T.Ward, teachers at Nambour Rural School. Report 
on Rural school, hand written, 14 December 1917. EDU/DC72, Q.S.A. 
Soutii Brisbane Technical College Report 1907. South Brisbane Technical college 
Papers, A/16292, Q.S.A. 
Vance, J.E., Itinerant teacher. Report on operation of Travelling School No.4. hand 
written, 17 December 1929. A/19802, Q.S.A. 
Report on operation of Travelling School No.4. hand written. 
3 December 1928. A/19802, Q.S.A. 
Weame, R.A., Principal Ipswich Technical College. Report on visit to N.S.W. and 
Victoria. 15 November 1916. A/16263, Q.S.A. 
. Report on visit to N.S.W. and Victoria. 6 July 1918. A/16265, Q.S.A. 
Weitemeyer, T., Teacher of Carpentry, Brisbane School of Arts. Report on 
Woodwork Class at Brisbane School of Arts, hand written, ca 1886. 
EDU/A338, Q.S.A. 
Report on progress of class and request for additional financial 
assistance, hand written, 1886. EDU/A338, Q.S.A. 
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West End College Report 1907. West End Technical College Papers, A/16506, 
Q.S.A. 
Wood, W., Guidance Officer. Significant Features in the Queensland Education 
•System 1860-1951. Report to tiie Director of Education, 12 June 1951. 
Educational History Unit, Queensland Department of Education. 
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J. INTERVIEWS 
The decision to interview the following persons was based on tiieir former positions 
in tiie Department and their involvement witii Manual Training over tiie years. They 
were most obliging and cooperative giving of tiieir time and drawing from tiieir 
wealtii of experience witii tiie Department and in particular witii tiie subject area. 
Manual Training. Transcripts of all interviews were sent to tiie interviewees for 
vetting. 
Bradbury, A.E., Retired Manual Arts Inspector. Interview by autiior, 27 May 1992, 
at Mr Bradbury's home in Brisbane. Tape recording. 
Buchan, J., Retired Senior Lecttirer, Brisbane College of Advanced Education (now 
deceased). Interview by autiior, 11 March 1992, at Mr Buchan's home in 
Brisbane. Tape recording. 
Carswell, W.D., Retired Manual Arts Inspector. Interview by autiior, 5 May 1992, 
at the author's home, Brisbane. Tape recording. 
Cross, S.R., Retired Manual Arts Inspector. Interview by autiior, 24 March 1992, 
at the author's office at Griffith University, Brisbane. Tape recording 
Dillon, R.P. Retired Lecturer, Brisbane College of Advanced Education. Interview 
by author, 3 June 1992, at Mr Dillon's home. Slacks Creek, Queensland. 
Tape recording. 
Ridler, E.H., Retired Principal, Centtal Technical College. Interview by author, 
12 March 1992, at Mr Ridler's home, Victoria Point, Queensland. Tape 
recording. 
Winkle, L., Retired Director of Secondary Education. Interview by author, 
8 March 1992, at Mr Winkle's home in Brisbane. Tape recording. 
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